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Abstract 
 

My objective in writing “The Philosopher, The Preacher, and the Poet” has been to setup a 

framework for properly understanding how some late medievals might have thought about 

literature and the emotions. If our aim is to better appreciate why artists and authors of late 

medieval England depicted sadness and suffering in the way that they did, it is important to 

understand the intellectual, as well as the social, contexts in which they were producing these 

texts.  Section one aims to present an account of late medieval theory of mind and emotion in a 

way that a literary or art historian interested in the late Middle Ages will find informative and 

engaging. The aim of the section is to better understand how medievals might have thought 

about the capacity of a text or image to elicit an ‘affective response’ in a viewer or reader, 

and how they would have explained the relevant phenomena. The second section, “The 

Preacher,” focuses on the pastoral texts written by Robert Holcot, a philosopher-theologian 

who was not only intimately familiar with the theories of mind and emotion developed in the 

Scholastic context, but was also responsible for communicating about sadness and suffering 

through the development of literary techniques and narrative structures. As we shall see, these 

techniques were subsequently employed by Middle English poets for similar purposes. In the 

final part I concentrate on the discourse of poet and Privy Seal employee Thomas Hoccleve; 

my purpose in this section is to demonstate that an awareness of late medieval intellectual 

contexts can significantly enrich a modern scholar’s understanding of Middle English 

representations of sadness, madness, and pain.   
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Poems: Thomas Hoccleve (Exeter, 2001) unless otherwise noted. Middle English (ME) texts 

have been glossed or translated where vocabulary might present difficulty for the reader, and 

obsolete ME letters have been replaced with their modern equivalent (thorn as th, yogh as y or 
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provided by the editors wherever possible. 
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Figure 1 (page xiv). Illustration of Amor Amicitiae from Robert Holcot’s Moralitates. The text describes and 
expounds the picture. London, Wellcome MS. 49, fol. 58v. Ink and Watercolour c. 1420. Image has been clipped 
for display purposes. © Wellcome Library, London. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode.
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Introduction: Passio et Fictio.  

 

“If no love is, O God, what fele I so? 

And if love is, what thing and which is he? 

If love be good, from whennes cometh my woo? 

If it be wikke, a wonder thynketh me,    

When every torment and adversite 

That cometh of hym may to me savory thinke, 

For ay thurst I, the more that ich it drynke.” 

	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (TC, I.400-406)1  
 

If any hero from literary history should know a thing or two about human emotion and 

suffering, it ought to be the legendary lover Troilus and his partner in passion Criseyde. Yet, 

what Chaucer has his Troilus express in the Canticus Troili is exasperated confusion over the 

question of what constitutes a particular emotion (in his case ‘love’) and how his seemingly 

chaotic state of suffering may be defined in a way that gives it structure and sense. 

Presumably, if Troilus had a more comprehensive understanding of ‘love’ - a firmer grasp of 

‘what thing and which’ love is - he might better be able to get a hand on his affections; gaining 

some measure of control through an ability to recognize his passionate suffering in terms of a 

particular account of an emotion. Troilus is not alone in his struggle to understand human 

emotion. Providing an account of emotion is always a difficult business and is driven by the 

theoretical commitments of the person attempting to explain it. For example, a behaviourist 

will try to reduce everything to physical inputs and outputs, while a Freudian will make an 

appeal to the unconscious mind. 2 As Stephen McGrade has observed, cultural documents and 

artefacts - including written and visual works of art - are never isolated from the psychological 

and philosophical systems prevalent during the period of their production. An analysis of such 

creations may be significantly enriched if the critic or historian endeavours to understand how 
                                                
1 “If there is no love, O God! What am I feeling? If there is love, who then, and what, is he? If love is good, 
where does my sorrow come from? If love is evil, I think it astounding that every torment and adversity that 
2 The question of whether emotions are natural kinds or cultural constructs is the focus of on-going contemporary 
philosophical discussion and debate. For an introduction to the topic see Paul E. Griffiths, “Is Emotion a Natural 
Kind?.” in Thinking about Feeling: Contemporary Philosophers on Emotions, ed. Robert C. Solomon (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 233-49. 
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theoreticians of the period thought about human mind and behaviour.3 Having some 

knowledge of the specific system of psychology within which medievals understood pain and 

suffering is especially important for a historian trying to estimate what “affective response” to 

texts and images may have meant in the Middle Ages because, unlike contemporary theories, 

medieval philosophy of mind (or, more correctly, philosophy of the soul) had no notion of an 

unconscious or a subconscious. And if one has no account of a subconscious, then his/her 

account of what is happening to them - their phenomenological experience - is going to be 

very different from the explanation given by someone who does possess this concept. For 

example, it would be anachronistic to interpret a medieval text as an attempt to express a 

traumatic experience because the concept of trauma as a psychological wound involving the 

suppression of memories and experiences is an entirely modern notion grounded in 

psychoanalytic theory. While medieval psychosomatic illnesses such as acedia and 

melancholy share some symptoms similar to modern trauma and post-traumatic stress 

disorder, making them appear alike in certain respects, the contemporary explanation of the 

phenomena is very different from the account which the medievals themselves would have 

given.4 Hence, in order to understand the medieval accounts of human experience better, we 

must first examine the theories of mind (or, more precisely, body-soul composite) through 

which their encounters with the world were understood. 

 

The objective of the first section of my thesis, “The Philosopher”, is to present an account of 

late medieval theory of mind and emotion in a way that a literary or art historian interested in 

the late Middle Ages would find informative and engaging. There will be two parts to the 

section. The first chapter works towards an understanding of the relationship between reader 

and text (or viewer and representation) through consideration of late medieval epistemologies 

and theories of (mental) language. The second chapter focuses on the late medieval theory of 

emotion, with a particular interest in the passions of the will. “The Philosopher” is primarily 

interested in the relationship between acquiring a concept of a particular emotion and 

experiencing that emotion in the body-soul composite. A cultural historian Anthony Bale has 

suggested that according to medieval theorists, viewing an image of persecution could make 

                                                
3 Arthur Stephen McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford after Ockham: Philosophy, Psychology, and the Love of God,” 
in From Ockham to Wyclif, ed. Anne Hudson and Michael Wilks, vol. 5 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987), 64. 
4 For a discussion of the similarities between medieval melancholy and modern accounts of post-traumatic stress 
disorder and depression see Donna Tembinski, “Comparing Premodern Melancholy/Mania and Modern Trauma: 
An Argument in Favour of Historical Experiences of Trauma,” History of Psychology 14, no. 1 (2011) 88-99; 
also see Jennifer Radden ed., The Nature of Melancholy: From Aristotle to Kristeva (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2000). 
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someone feel persecuted without ever having been persecuted.5 My discussion will attempt to 

refute Bale’s claim by considering how a medieval person might have understood the capacity 

of a text or image to evoke an 'affective response' in the reader or viewer, and how they would 

have explained the relevant phenomena. I return to the question of whether and how a 

representation of suffering could cause a viewer or reader feel something of the particular 

emotion depicted throughout the thesis. 

 

The second section, “The Preacher,” focuses on depictions of human pain and suffering in 

pastoral literature. Based on their sophisticated understanding of the soul, Dominican and 

Franciscan theologians devised literary models and techniques to teach their congregations the 

repertoire of abstract ideas and spiritual concepts required for successful introspection and 

confession. These literary techniques offer a plausible bridge between Scholastic theories of 

the passions and depictions of sadness and suffering in late Middle English literature. Due to 

limited time and resources I have been unable to treat the pastoral works of more than one 

philosopher-theologian with the attention necessary to draw substantial parallels between 

preaching practice and poetic production. For this reason I have had to be selective when 

choosing a theologian to focus on. Robert Holcot (O. P.) seems to me to be the most fitting 

candidate as he was actively involved in debates about the soul at Oxford, had contacts in 

literary circles, and his works were widely enjoyed by clerics and laymen alike during the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Chapter Three provides an overview of Holcot’s treatment 

of suffering and sadness in the Wisdom commentary, examining how his unique philosophical 

and theological perspective supported his attitude towards fiction. Chapter Four concentrates 

specifically on Holcot’s ‘verbal-picture’ technique; an approach that he that he developed 

based on his understanding of epistemology and used for the purpose of communicating new 

ideas about states of human suffering to audience members unfamiliar with the material. The 

second half of the chapter provides a survey of whether and how Holcot’s technique was 

employed by the Middle English authors Chaucer, Langland, and the Pearl-poet for similar 

purposes.  

 

The texts discussed in chapters three and four might successfully impart ideas and information 

about human suffering to the audience, however, the literary depictions do not cause the reader 

                                                
5 Anthony Bale, Feeling Persecuted: Christians, Jews and Images of Violence in the Middle Ages (London: 
Reaktion Books, 2010), 183-184. 
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to feel the particular passion represented. The third section, “The Poet,” focuses on the late 

writing of Privy Seal employee Thomas Hoccleve, arguing that Hoccleve’s poetic composition 

The Series was designed to communicate an understanding of his suffering - his “wilde 

infirmite” - to the audience by causing the reader to feel something of the distress that he 

depicts in the narrative. Thomas Hoccleve is noted for having read and cited Robert Holcot’s 

Wisdom commentary, and for having a keen interest in topical issues debated at Oxford during 

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, including the role of the will in human psychology and 

the implications that God’s absolute power and His relationship to creation had for human 

certitude. Informed by theological questions and concerns, Hoccleve’s poetry explores the 

fundamental difficulties involved in making sense of human suffering in a world where 

knowledge is limited and the future is contingent.  
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Part One: The Philosopher 
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Introduction: Late Medieval ‘Affective Response’ in Modern Literary and 

Historical Criticism 

 

Over the past decade or so historians of philosophy have published a number of studies 

focusing on medieval theories of cognition and emotion.6 At the same time in the field of 

medieval literary and art criticism there has been a growing interest in what 'affective 

response' might have meant to a medieval audience, and in discussing how medievals 

understood their reactions to visual and literary representations of pain and suffering.7 

However, surprisingly little notice has been taken by literary and art historians of the research 

produced by historians of philosophy. Remarkably seldom do historians of medieval literature 

and art make an effort to understand the philosophy of mind/soul relevant to the period during 

which the documents and artefacts that they study were produced.8 And those studies that do 

take Scholastic theories of mind/soul and emotion into account have produced some startling 

claims about what 'affective response' to a text or representation might have been like for a 

medieval reader or viewer, and how the medievals would have understood their experience. 

For example, Anthony Bale, in his recent publication Feeling Persecuted: Christians Jews and 

Images of Violence in the Middle Ages, claims that: “Medieval people did not see books and 

pictures as something separate from themselves - either from their minds or bodies - but as 

recreational objects which could touch, impress, hurt or wound the reader or viewer.”9 Jill 

Bennett has argued that when considering medieval attitudes towards an image’s capacity to 

affect an audience “we need to understand viewing not as a process of interpretation or 

                                                
6 For example, Martin Pickavé and Lisa Shapiro eds. Emotion and Cognitive Life in Medieval and Early Modern 
Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Simo Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and Medieval 
Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004); Dominik Perler, “Emotions and Cognitions: Fourteenth-
Century Discussions on the Passions of the Soul,” Vivarium 43, no. 2 (2005): 250-274; Martin Pickavé, “On the 
Intentionality of the Emotions (and of Other Appetitive Acts),” Quaestio 10 (2010): 45-63. 
7 For example, Robert Mills, Suspended Animation: Pain, Pleasure and Punishment in Medieval Culture 
(London: Reaktion Books, 2005); Anthony Bale, Feeling Persecuted: Christians, Jews and Images of Violence in 
the Middle Ages (London: Reaktion Books, 2010); Sarah McNamer, Affective Meditation and the Invention of 
Medieval Compassion (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010); Mark Amsler, Affective Literacies: 
Writing and Multilingualism in the Late Middle Ages, (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011); Esther Cohen, The Modulated 
Scream: Pain in Late Medieval Culture (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2010). Jill Bennett, 
“Stigmata and Sense Memory: St Francis and the Affective Image,” Art History 24, no. 1 (2001): 1-16. 
8 Examples of recent studies that focus on “affective response” to medieval art and literature without taking the 
theory of mind relevant during the medieval period into consideration include Robert Mills, Suspended 
Animation; and McNamer, Affective Meditation. 
9 Anthony Bale, Feeling Persecuted, 19. 
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cognition, but as an essentially transformative process in which the viewer is directly affected 

through a sensory encounter with the art object.”10 She explains:  

 

Viewing on this account is not restricted to retinal impressions and interpretations: the 

engagement of the senses implies a transformative process through which the properties 

of images are transferred directly to the viewer. In effect, one becomes the image 

through an encounter with it.11 

 

Both Bennett and Bale describe the medievals’ experience of viewing and reading as a 

“transformative process” through which the properties of the text or image are transferred to 

the individual. Bale explains: “Indeed, the act of seeing was described as ‘transmissive,’ a 

reception of light akin to the reception of grace, with the corporeal acts of seeing and reading 

having the capacity to afflict, strike and remake the person, as images were ‘carried’ 

physically via the eye into the soul.”12 Bale summarizes what he understands ‘affective 

response’ to have meant in the Middle Ages: 

 

So medieval people understood the capacity of images and texts to comfort and 

antagonize... this goes hand in hand with the understanding of affective literacy and 

affective vision, in which one’s body and mind moved with, and sometimes merged 

with, a text or image being looked on, or which might cause one to cry, shriek or faint.13  

 

If the accounts promoted by Bennett and Bale are correct, then the way that medievals 

interacted with texts and images (or at least the way they understood their experiences of 

viewing and reading) was dramatic and sensational; a dynamic physical and emotional 

phenomenon each time a picture was looked at or a book read. But is this really a 

representative account of the medieval understanding? Having some knowledge of medieval 

philosophy I was not convinced by Bennett and Bale’s arguments, and so I enquired further 

into the sources of their claims. Bennett and Bale share sources in common. Firstly, both 

                                                
10 Jill Bennett, “Stigmata and Sense,” 6. 
11 Ibid., 6. 
12 Bale, Feeling Persecuted, 21-22. 
13 Ibid., 22. 
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acknowledge the importance of Carruther’s account of medieval memory and cognition for 

their understanding of medieval viewing and reading as an essentially “transformative 

process” and for their understanding of what “affective response” meant to the medievals.14 

Bennett notes that: “the most important feature of the memory-image in both classical and 

medieval culture was, as Carruthers puts it, its 'affective nature': the fact that it was sensorially 

derived and emotionally charged.”15 For Bennett this means that “all memory images were 

believed to have an emotional component acquired in the process of their formation (because 

they are composed of images that produced a state of affection in the beholder when they 

appeared),” and that “the engagement of the senses implies a transformative process through 

which the properties of the images are transferred to the viewer. In effect one becomes the 

image through an encounter with it.”16 Bale quotes this section of Bennett’s work directly.17 

However, Mary Carruthers does not describe medieval perception as a “transformative 

process” in the sense that one might actually “become the image.” So what does Carruthers 

say about medieval cognition that might have lead Bennett to draw her conclusions? 

 

In a nutshell, the account of memory and cognition that Carruther’s provides runs as follows: 

All human thought requires the presence of a “memory-image,” which is a mental 

representation.18 This “memory-image” is “affective” in nature because it is “sensorially 

derived and emotionally charged.”19 Memory-images are sensorily derived because their 

composition is made-up of “phantasmata”. Phantasms are “images” or “likenesses” of objects 

in the world.20 Humans acquire phantasms through the sense organs during direct, physical 

encounters with objects in the world. These “likenesses” of the objects are stored in the 

imagination and appear as images imprinted on the matter of the brain’s posterior ventricle to 

be “scanned” or “seen” by the intellect during thought and recollection.21 Carruthers explains 

the “emotional charge” with reference to the presence of intentiones (or intentions).22 She 

                                                
14 Jill Bennett, “Stigmata and Sense,” 4-6, 15-16; Bale, Feeling Persecuted, 22-23. 
15 Bennett, “Stigmata and Sense,” 3. 
16 Ibid., 6. 
17 Bale, Feeling Persecuted, 21. 
18 See the second chapter of Mary Carruthers’s Book of Memory, “Descriptions of the Neuropsychology of 
Memory” subsections: “Brain physiology and the formation of memories”; “Thomas Aquinas: a seal impressed in 
wax”; and “Dream-images and memory-images.” Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in 
Medieval Culture, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 60-76. Page 63 in particular.  
19 Ibid., 75. 
20 Ibid., 61-63. 
21 Ibid., 71. 
22 Ibid., 65. As Dorothea Frede, David Bloch, Calvin Normore, Katherine Tachau, and Henrik Lagerlund have 
shown, the Latin intentio and its Arabic counter-part ma’na/ma’qul have a complicated history and were used to 
translate a number of Greek expressions. Providing a precise modern English translation of ‘intentio’ is not easy 
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attributes the concept of intentio to Avicenna, and describes the function of “intentio” very 

vaguely: “Intentio means an opinion about or reaction to something. It also means something 

less definite, which is related to the concept in rhetorical and literary theory of ‘point-of-

view'.”23 She goes on to argue:  

 

Thus to say that all memory-images are made up of both likeness and intention is to say 

that the way we have perceived something is an inevitable necessary part of every 

image we have. Our recollections are never neutral (or ‘factual’ as we prefer now to 

say). Our memories store likenesses of things as they were when they appeared to us 

and affected us... This analysis - we should note - requires that all memory-images have 

some experiential and affective quality, which each phantasm acquires in the process of 

being made in the brain.24 

 

While Carruthers provides lengthy discussion of the Arabic and Aristotelian influence on the 

medieval cognitive theory, her account of the medieval epistemology is, for the most part, 

limited to the theory of mind promoted by Thomas Aquinas. There is a problem with reading 

only (or mainly) Aquinas and that is that it is very hard to appreciate from his well-organized 

and comprehensive works that his contemporaries found difficulties in his systems of thought, 

or that there were a range of alternative, equally valid, positions on the questions he 

discusses.25 While Carruthers occasionally makes reference to the views of Aquinas’s teacher 

                                                                                                                                                    
because medieval philosophers used the term in a number of quite different ways. For more information on the 
history and medieval use of the term see: Dorothea Frede, “Aquinas on Phantasia,” in Ancient and Medieval 
Theories of Intentionality, ed. Dominik Perler (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 155; David Bloch, Aristotle on Memory and 
Recollection: Text, Translation, Interpretation, and Reception in Western Scholasticism (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 
150-166; Calvin Normore, “‘Causa sui’: Awareness and Choice in the Constitution of the Self,” in Subjectivity 
and Selfhood in Medieval and Early Modern Philosophy, eds. Jari Kaukua and Tomas Ekenberg (Switzerland: 
Springer, 2016), 92-95, 97; Henrik Lagerlund, “The Terminological and Conceptual Roots of Representation in 
the Soul in Late Ancient and Medieval Philosophy,” in Representation and Objects of Thought in Medieval 
Philosophy, ed. Henrik Lagerlund (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), 11-12; Katherine Tachau, Vision and Certitude in 
the Age of Ockham: Optics, Epistemology and the Foundations of semantics 1250-1345 (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 11-
16. 
23 Carruthers, Book of Memory, 67. Carruthers gives no evidence for the claim that the intention has a 
propositional structure as “an opinion about or reaction to something.” She could have consulted Albert Magnus 
Summa de Creaturis and De Anima for a clear statement of the role of intentions in apprehension drawn from 
Avicenna; see Alberti Magni, Opera Omnia, ed. E. Borgnet, vol. 35 (Paris: Vives, 1890-9), n.384 (35: 329a); and 
Alberti Magni, De Anima, ed. Clemens Stroick (Monasterii Westfalorum: Aschendorff, 1968) n.34 (Stroick, 
101.48-49). Albert provides a good explanation of the difference between the ‘form’ and the ‘intention,’ and 
explains the different stages of apprehension from sense perception to intellection of the universal ‘quiddity.’  
24 Carruthers, Book of Memory, 67. 
25 Christopher Martin (University of Glasgow) observes: “Many who start to read medieval philosophy and 
theology start by reading Aquinas... But there is a problem with reading only Aquinas; and it is that in his work 
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Albert the Great and other contemporaries, at no point does she note that the role of species - 

especially intelligible species - in cognition was a controversial and hotly debated topic 

throughout the later Middle Ages, or that some theologians rejected the theory of species as 

representational mental entities entirely. Restricting her discussion in this way, Carruthers has 

promoted an account of medieval epistemology that is not very representative of medieval 

thought at Oxford and Paris during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Moreover, 

Carruthers is responsible for misleading scholars by highlighting the representational function 

of the phantasms without paying adequate attention to the fact that these entities are limited to 

the sensory soul.26 And so, while phantasms did play a crucial role in cognition, they were not 

the kind of things that humans could directly apprehend in such a way that they could have 

evidential certainty that they existed. In fact, the lack of ability to prove their existence 

through introspection was one of the grounds upon which Ockham based his absolute denial of 

species in cognition. However, Carruthers is not guilty of describing medieval epistemology as 

a “transformative process,” so Carruthers cannot be Bennett and Bale’s only source for their 

claims.  

 

So, from which other sources did Bennett derive her theory? Bennett notes that: “Late 

medieval theologians such as Thomas Aquinas and the Franciscan Roger Bacon understood 

                                                                                                                                                    
there seems to be no problem. The synthesis that he achieves seems effortless. As a result it is very hard to realise 
why it seemed so problematic to his contemporaries. Even harder to realise why his synthesis was never generally 
accepted. Only for a short period in the sixteenth century, and even then only in some circles, did Aquinas 
achieve anything like wide spread recognition. But it petered out until the nineteenth century.” See Christopher J. 
Martin, An Introduction to Medieval Philosophy (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1996), 125. 
26 Note that medieval interest in mental representation, especially during the later Middle Ages, was focused on 
mental speech and semantics, not on mental ‘picturing’ of an eidetic or iconic kind as Carruthers account 
certainly implies that they should be. Although she briefly notes that phantasms are “the final product of the 
entire process of sense perception, whether its origin be visual or auditory, tactile or olfactory,” Carruthers overly 
emphasises the visual nature of the phantasms or ‘mental-images’ throughout the first two chapters of her book. 
For the idea that phantasms are ‘picture-like’, see Carruthers, Book of Memory, 19-20. Robert Pasnau has 
explained that Aquinas did not conceive of cognitive representation as ‘iconic’ in any sense: “The representation 
of a species is not determined by anything so crude as eidetic resemblance.” Robert Pasnau, Theories of 
Cognition in the Later Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 108. Peter King makes a 
similar point when he warns against the simplistic interpretation of medieval mental representation (the literal-
likeness account), saying: “The image need not ‘look like’ its subject at all as long as the appropriate 
correspondence holds. And architectural blueprint for a building, or a circuit diagram for an amplifier, represents 
their subjects without any ‘natural’ resemblance... A (mental) representation represents what it does in virtue of 
having features that systematically correspond to the properties of the represented object (and perhaps other, 
irrelevant, features as well) according to some scheme. Likeness is a matter of ‘picturing’ in this extended sense.” 
Peter King, “Rethinking Representation in the Middle Ages: A Vade-Mecum to Medieval Theories of Mental 
Representation,” in Lagerlund, Representation and Objects of Thought, 86-87.  
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this [the visual] process in relation to the Aristotelian notion that the perceiving subject exists 

as a kind of potentiality subject to transformation.”27 Adding later that:  

 

If transformation is the outcome of viewing, not just for mystics and visionaries, but 

also in the sense implied by Bacon and Aristotle, where perception materially alters the 

subject who becomes like the image, then this is the sense in which St Francis’s imitatio 

Christi, and indeed his stigmata, can be understood as emblematic of the affective 

response to the image; as a production of the motility of viewing, or of becoming the 

image.28  

 

Bennett does not offer much in the way of evidence to support her claim that Aristotle, 

Aquinas and Roger Bacon promoted the “transformative” account. She simply notes, quoting 

Carruthers again, that “in his lectures on Aristotle’s De Anima, Aquinas describes sensory 

perception as entailing ‘material’ or ‘spiritual’ change.”29 I will attend to the medieval 

Aristotelian and Thomist epistemologies later in Chapter 1.2. For now I would like to take a 

look at Roger Bacon’s account of cognition and perception in order to see whether his theory 

could support the “transformative” argument. Bacon is renowned for his contribution to the 

development of the science (which he called) perspectiva, and the study of optics, light and 

vision in the thirteenth century.30 Central to the perspectiva epistemology was the theory of the 

multiplication of species through the medium, which addressed the question of how the 

outside world affects our senses, our brains, and consequently our consciousness.31 One reason 

                                                
27 Bennett, “Stigmata and Sense,” 6. 
28 Ibid., 14. Bennett directs the reader to Suzannah Biernoff’s 1998 phd thesis, Ocular Desires: Sight and 
Embodiment in the Middle Ages, for further information on theories of vision as ‘transformative’ in relation to 
Bacon and Aquinas, and for a useful theoretically informed discussion of medieval vision in general. Suzannah 
Biernoff has also discussed the ‘transformative’ capacities of Bacon’s theory in her more recent book Sight and 
Embodiment in the Middle Ages (which Bale also makes reference to in his discussion of reader and viewer 
‘affect’). See Suzannah Biernoff, Sight and Embodiment in the Middle Ages, The New Middle Ages (Hampshire: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2002) 9, 117 and 135. Bennett would have done better to refer to the account of perception 
and optics offered by Katherine Tachau in Vision and Certitude. Oddly enough, Bale does make reference in his 
footnote to both Biernoff and to Tachau, which is very strange because if Bale has read Tachau’s book then he 
should not make the misinformed claims that he does. 
29 Bennett, “Stigmata and Sense,” 6. 
30 The theory of the multiplication of species in the medium was introduced into Scholastic thought during the 
early stages of the assimilation of Graeco-Arabic philosophy at the University of Paris and the University of 
Oxford. The theory was initially developed by Roger Grosseteste. See Katherine Tachau, “Seeing as Action and 
Passion in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries,” in The Mind’s Eye: Art and Theological Argument in the 
Middle Ages, ed. Jeffrey F. Hamburger and Anne-Marie Bouche ́ (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2006), 
336-359.  
31 Tachau, “Seeing as Action,” 336. 
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why the theory of the multiplication of species through the medium was attractive to medieval 

philosophers during the thirteenth century was because it provided a theory of sensation and 

cognition in keeping with the Aristotelian principle of causation that there can be no action at 

a distance. However, it ought to be noted that answers to the kinds of questions that the 

multiplication of species theory addresses depend on the ontological and metaphysical 

commitments of the person attempting to give the explanation, and the answers varied 

extensively during the medieval period. For example, later philosophers such as Ockham 

rejected the Aristotelian principle that there could be no action on an object from a distance, 

holding instead that material objects could act directly on the spiritual powers from a distance, 

and so for Ockham the theory of multiplication of species through the medium was not such a 

persuasive option as it had been for others. 

 

The theory of the multiplication of species promoted by Roger Bacon involved the idea that all 

objects and powers in the universe - substances and accidents, spiritual and corporeal - 

generate species (also called virtus, similitudo, ymago, ydolum, simulacrum, fantasma, forma, 

passio, impressio, and intentio) in the adjacent mediums contiguous to themselves.32 These 

species are continuously multiplied along rays proceeding in all unobstructed directions from 

all points on the object’s surface.33 Bacon, being primarily interested in optics, focuses his 

discussion on the example of visible species. He explains that visible species are emitted from 

each point on an object’s surface, conveying the object’s accidents through the intervening 

medium (the transparent substance air) to the eye of the viewer, where these species are 

'impressed' upon the organ of vision (or the eye jelly).34 From here, the species are further 

multiplied along the optic nerves to the optic chiasma. They are then multiplied further into 

the cavities of the brain where the internal sense powers are located. 35 Once the species have 

been multiplied to the ‘common sense’ (which combines and separates the species to produce 

a compound image of the external sensible), they are then multiplied to the ‘imagination’ 

                                                
32 Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 8. 
33 For my discussion of Bacon’s cognitive theory I have primarily relied on the account given in Katherine 
Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 7-11. Particularly see page 8. 
34 Ibid., 8. The eye jelly is the fluid in the eyeball or whatever that fluid connects to before the optic nerve. 
Eventually all the external sense organs connect to the organ of common sense in the brain. Also note that each 
exterior sense multiplies the sensibles that are proper to it (sound for sense of hearing, light and colour for vision, 
and so on). Ibid., 10. 
35 Ibid., 8.  
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(which stores the images), and so forth to each internal sense.36 According to Bacon, the 

process of multiplication continues to the intellectual powers as well.37  

 

What is important to realize about Bacon’s theory is that the propagation of species through 

the medium is not really a transmission of impressions (in the sense that it involves the 

projection of little images through the air, or anything so naïve) but rather a process of 

successive actualization of the potencies proper to each of the mediums involved. What does 

this mean? The multiplication of species involves a causal chain of events. Each event is the 

activity of an object on a passive recipient, actualizing the recipient’s innate capacity 

(potential) to receive the species or form. When it is said that the species is "impressed” on the 

sense organ, what is meant is that the capacity of the power of the sense to receive a particular 

species or form is actualized. In other words, the sense power is in operation; sensation occurs. 

During this process the sensory power becomes in-formed in a way that is proper to the nature 

of that power, but it does not become transformed into what is represented by the image or 

species. I will discuss medieval theories of perception, cognition, and concept acquisition in 

more detail later, but for now it is worth emphasizing (so as to avoid misunderstanding) that 

the process is closer to a transmission of information, than an actual transformation (at least, it 

is not to be understood as the sort of transformation that Bennett promotes).  

 

The ambiguity of the language employed by Roger Bacon to describe the theory opened itself 

to a variety of interpretations, contestation and debate.38 One aspect of the theory that later 

philosophers found particularly problematic was Bacon’s ambiguity with respect to the 

ontological nature of the species (the 'form' or intentio). Bacon was understood to have 

thought that species are natural similitudes of their objects. He had claimed “the species have 

material and natural being in the medium and in the sense.”39 He had also claimed “the species 

is of the same nature as what actuates it.”40 Later philosophers such as Robert Holcot were 

critical of this account, interpreting Bacon’s similitudes to be really and substantially the same 

                                                
36 Ibid., 10. 
37 Ibid., 11. 
38 Tachau discusses the origins of the terminology that Bacon adopts to develop his account, explaining that much 
of the ambiguity arose from his assimilation and synthesis of various Arabic sources. Especially problematic was 
his use of the word ‘intentio’ because his authorities had used this term to signify quite different concepts from 
one another. See Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 11-16. 
39 Roger Bacon, Opus maius pt. 5.1, dist. 6, cap. 3 (II: 40-41). Transl. is Tachau’s; see Ibid., 22. 
40 Bacon, Opus maius pt. 5.1, dist. 9, cap. 4 (II: 71-72). Transl. is Tachau’s; see Ibid., 22. 
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in nature as the extramental objects from which they were emitted.41 Holcot had pointed-out 

that the theory was nonsensical because if the species entailed real changes in the powers of 

the immaterial soul then the soul would become sometimes hot, sometimes cold, sometimes 

black, sometimes white, every time the object - or the accident of the object - was thought 

about.42 To emphasize the untenable consequences of such a view Holcot observed that given 

the Aristotelian principle that every heavy body tends naturally to descend to the proper place, 

then, upon seeing a stone, an angel (which is purely immaterial, intellectual substance) would 

become heavy and drop from the sky.43 As Katherine Tachau has noted, the absurd 

consequences resulting from this interpretation of Bacon’s theory had become a major 

embarrassment to anyone committed to the view that cognition involved the process of 

assimilation of species with corporeal or material natures, and this was another factor in 

support of Ockham’s denial of species in cognition. However, Tachau also notes that this was 

somewhat a misinterpretation of Bacon’s theory. Bacon had himself recognized the 

paradoxical consequences of positing material species in the immaterial intellect, and to 

address the issue he explained that what he meant was that “because the species are insensible 

they are called spiritual; but spirituality is not a contradiction to their corporeality or 

materiality when they are in corporeal or material things.”44   

 

The point I want to highlight is that this is not a “transformative process” in Bennett’s sense of 

“materially altering the subject” so that the viewer “becomes the image through an encounter 

with it.” This was not the idea articulated by Bacon, and it was not the kind of theory of 

perception and cognition that scholars of the later Middle Ages were willing to accept. By 

                                                
41 Ibid., 254. 
42 Holcot’s opinion as cited by Tachau; Ibid., 255. This is precisely why Albert and Aquinas propose the theory of 
spiritual being and spiritual change. In De Anima Albert defines ‘to apprehend’ (apprehendere) as “to receive the 
form of what is apprehended not with the being which it has as it exists in that which is apprehended, but with the 
intention (intentio) and the species of that in virtue of which some sensible or intellectual cognition is had of that 
which is apprehended.” Albert Magnus, De Anima, n.3.4 (ed. Stroick, 101.48-49). Translation is Christopher 
Martin’s (University of Auckland); see Christopher Martin, “Selections” (unpublished manuscript, 2016), 12. 
Aquinas’s position will be discussed later.  
43 Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 255. 
44 Bacon, Opius maius, pt. 5. 1, dist. 6, cap. 4 (II: 44-45). Transl. is Tachau’s; Ibid., 22-23. This is, perhaps, the 
point that Holcot’s contemporary and fellow Dominican William Crathorn appreciated when he argued in 
agreement with Bacon that the species was a ‘natural similitude’ of the extramental object, but denied that there 
would be consequences of the materialist kind that Holcot alluded to. Crathorn saw no absurdity in holding that 
“the accidental form naturally separated from corporeal matter is specifically the same as the form which 
naturally perfects the corporeal matter or that the soul seeing and knowing colour is truly coloured, not with 
colour existing outside the soul but with the similitude which is truly colour. And the same must be said 
concerning the knowing soul whenever the natural word of that form is formed within it.” William Crathorn, I 
Sent., q. 1, concl. 7, Transl. is Tachau’s, Ibid., 263-264. Tachu provides the excerpt in Latin and details of the MS 
sources she uses. 
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receiving the form in the immaterial substance of the soul - by becoming in-formed - the soul 

does not become that which the form informs in the extramental world. I suggest that the 

process promoted by Bacon is best described as “assimilative” rather than “transformative.” It 

is also important to note that the “assimilative process” of cognition and the theory of the 

multiplication of species through the medium was not accepted by all medieval theologians. It 

was certainly rejected by William Ockham, as I will show later on. And even if Bacon’s 

account was accepted, it still does not explain the emotional response (the 'affective response') 

to the object or image.  

 

Anthony Bale also makes an effort to explain medieval 'affective response' to images and texts 

with reference to medieval philosophy and theology. Like Carruthers, Bale describes a 

“memory image” as being “affective” and “emotional.” And like Carruthers, he explains that 

the medievals owe their account of the emotional component of the “memory image” to 

Avicenna.45 In his book on medieval “affective responses” to anti-Semitic images of violence, 

Bale claims that: “a good and active memory-image could make someone feel persecuted 

without ever having been persecuted.”46 He cites Avicenna as his authority: 

 

In his treatise On the Soul, the philosopher Avicenna... observed that ‘common sense’ 

(or ‘picturing’) makes us perceive a wolf to be an ‘enemy’, and a child to be a ‘darling’; 

these perceptions, he went on, are not based on any experience of having been attacked 

by the wolf or loved by the child but are merely ways of reading images and shapes. 

They rely on reading through the ‘mind’s eye’ which in turn relies on the reports of 

others: people have been savaged by wolves and have found children adorable, and this 

is generally known. Avicenna describes this as ‘memory’ and ‘imagination’: others have 

deemed wolves vicious, children adorable, and so on, in receiving images of them as 

such we ‘only preserve what another has deemed to be true’: all of these images are 

‘artificial’ but also, for Avicenna, have a mysterious and overwhelming power through 

which one can be terrified by a wolf, or moved by love for a child, without ever having 

experienced these things... What Avicenna suggests is that someone looking on an 

image of persecution would (or should) not have related this to his own persecution but 

to an associative range of stories, memories and senses about persecution; indeed, a 

                                                
45 Bale, Feeling Persecuted, 183-184. 
46 Ibid., 184. 
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good and active memory-image could make someone feel persecuted without ever 

having been persecuted.47 

 

Here we have another example of how an explanation of “affective response” could be very 

misleading if one does not understand the philosophical material he/she grounds a theory 

upon. In this case, Bale has misunderstood Avicenna’s account of non-sensible intentiones in 

animal cogitation. Avicenna’s Treatise on the Soul, Chapter Six (also known as Avicenna’s 

Compendium on the Soul) makes absolutely no mention of “reports of others” or an 

“associative range of stories” received in the animal soul. Nor does Avicenna mention images 

that are ‘artificial’ in the sense Bale implies. Bale’s claim that “in receiving images of them as 

such we ‘only preserve what another has deemed to be true,’” is a misinterpretation of the 

passage.48 When Avicenna says: “And as for this faculty, it does not assent to through itself, 

but rather it retains what another thing has assented to,” he is describing the memorative 

faculty which preserves what the other faculties of the sensitive soul (the aestimative and the 

imaginative faculties) have assented to.49 He is not referring to other external sources of 

information such as stories, or hearsay, or knowledge of other animals’ experiences. But even 

if he had not misunderstood Avicenna in the way that he has, Bale’s use of Avicenna’s 

Treatise on the Soul, Chapter Six, in support of the claim that during the Middle Ages “a good 

and active memory-image could make someone feel persecuted without ever having been 

persecuted” is completely misguided because Avicenna’s Treatise on the Soul, Chapter Six 

was not available in translation until the Renaissance. Bale should have referred to Avicenna’s 

Kitab al-Shifa (The Cure), Book VI (De Anima), which became available to medieval 

philosophers and theologians in Latin translation during the twelfth century. A relevant and 

informative discussion is located in Kitab al-Shifa, Book VI, Chapter 1, Part 4. Here Avicenna 

explains that ma’na/ma’qul (often translated intentio in Latin) are the aspects of an object that 

are not perceived by any of the physical senses at the time when the object is being sensed. 

These intentiones are apprehended by an animal’s aestimative power (virtus aestimativa) and 

                                                
47 Ibid., 183-184. 
48 Much of Bale’s misinterpretation of Avicenna’s psychology is probably because he has relied on Edward van 
Dyck's 1906 translation  of Avicenna’s Compendium on the Soul. I have read Van Dyck’s translation and found it 
to be a cryptic and difficult work. For the exact passage that Bale references see Avicenna, A Compendium on the 
Soul, ed. and trans. Edward van Dyck (Verona, 1906), 63.  
49 I have used Deborah L. Black’s translation of Avicenna’s Treatise on the Soul, Chapter Six: “On the Division 
of the Internal Senses and their Motive Powers” L358.17-361.3/A168-9. See Avicenna: “Selections on 
Estimation and Cogitation,” trans. Deborah L. Black. Toronto (2009), 1-2. 
http://individual.utoronto.ca/dlblack/WebTranslations/avicest.pdf. DOA: 17/05/2016 
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contribute to an animal’s perception of, and response to, the object.50 According to Avicenna, 

some of these intentiones are those aspects such as “enmity and malice” (inimicitia et malitia) 

which the sheep apprehends in the form of the wolf, and “pleasant association” (concordia), 

which the sheep apprehends of its fellow sheep (and whichever other creatures’ company 

pleases the sheep).51 So, when a sheep is exposed to the wolf it perceives the non-sensible 

intentio “enmity and malice” along with a bundle of sensible qualities (such as the wolf’s 

colour and shape), and in response to this apprehension of the wolf as its enemy it flees.52 It is 

perhaps worth noting that I say “some” intentions here because the non-sensible intentions 

such as “enmity” are not the only kind of non-sensed intentions that Avicenna discusses. There 

are also the sensible intentions such as “sweetness” that an animal apprehends and judges to be 

in a particular object (say a waxen object) when it sees that object but does not actually 

perceive the sweetness by means of its external-sense faculties at the present time (that is, it 

does not presently taste the sweetness, but judges that the yellow-waxen object is honey and 

sweet: “Aut sunt sensiblies sicut, exempli gratia, cum videmus aliquid ceruleum, iudicamus 

esse mel et dulce”).53 If Bale had referred to De Anima he would not have overlooked the fact 

that what Avicenna provides in his discussion of the sheep and the wolf is an account of 

animal cogitation in the sensitive soul. Avicenna’s explanation of the perceptions and 

judgments that cause appetitive responses and actions in (adult) humans is much more 

complicated. For example, Avicenna describes the process by which animals, when presently 

seeing some object, simultaneously judge certain sensible and non-sensible intentions to be in 

the object, even though they do not actually sense them at the present time. These non-sensed 

sensibles are combined with the presently sensed sensible and non-sensible intentions to form 

a perception of the object in the imagination, and this “imaginable judgment” (iudicium 

                                                
50 As noted above, Albert Magnus is a good source for a medieval account of the role of intentio in apprehension 
drawn from Avicenna. In De Anima he explains the third stage of apprehension (the stage which involves the 
aestimative power and comparison): “Apprehension which receives not only sensible but also non-sensible 
(intentiones) - e.g. being sociable and amicable (socialem et amicum) etc. - are recieved with the sensibles. For 
example, this being the Son of God, that being a lamb or a man is different to being a wolf or a lion. In this way 
substantial forms are apprehended by means of sensibles and not separated from them.” He notes that “the form 
of a thing differs from the intention of the thing, for the form is properly what by informing gives being to in act 
of matter and to the composite of matter and form. In intention is said to be that which a thing is signified 
individually or universally according to the degree of abstraction, and this does not give being to anything, not to 
sense when it is in it nor also to understanding when it is in it, but rather constitutes a sign and note of the thing.” 
He goes on to explain the difference between the form and the intention in greater detail. Transl. is Christopher 
Martin’s: Martin, “Selections,” 14-15. See Chapter 1.2 and 2.2 for further discussion. 
51 Avicenna, Kitab al-Shifa VI (de Anima), pars 4, cap. 1, lines 82-88. I have used Simone van Riet’s edition as 
my source; see Avicenna Latinus, Liber de Anima seu Sextus de Naturalibus, ed. Simone van Riet (Louvain and 
Leiden: Peeters and Brill, 1968-1972), 6-9. 
52 Note that the intentions (and the other sensible qualities) are pre-conceptual cognitions, and would not be 
known to the sheep as ‘loveableness’ or ‘harmfulness’ in a conceptual manner. See Dominik Perler, “Why is the 
Sheep Afraid of the Wolf? Medieval Debates on Animal Passions,” in Pickavé and Shapiro, Emotion and 
Cognitive Life, 34-41. 
53 See Avicenna, Kitab al-Shifa VI (de Anima), pars 4, cap. 1, 87-84. 
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imaginabile) is the basis upon which the animal acts.54 However, Avicenna notes that while 

animals cannot fail to make these associative judgments, human beings aestimative power has 

a different ability - proper judgement (iudicia propria) - which enables a man to doubt and 

pertinaciously deny (pertinaciter negat) that the presently non-sensed intentions that 

aestimative power judges to be in the object are actually in the object. In this way the 

judgments of the human imaginative power are not definite like they are in animals or like the 

judgements of the human intellect are.55 Humans are not moved by objects in the same way as 

animals are and so an account of animal psychology like the one Bale offers is not appropriate 

to base a theory of human perception and emotion on.   

 

Whether or not an image has the capacity to make someone feel persecuted without ever 

having been persecuted is a provocative question that warrants attention. However, the 

explanation that Bale gives for how 'affective response' to a text or image was understood by 

the medievals is multiply flawed. Likewise, Bennett fails to provide an informed discussion of 

the medieval theories of perception and cognition that she bases her claims for the 

“transformative process” upon. Yet, there is an abundance of secondary literature, essays, and 

commentaries written by historians of philosophy that explain the relevant medieval 

philosophical texts and theories in great detail.56 One reason why critics of medieval literature 

and art neglect these publications might be due to the technicality that is often involved in 

philosophical accounts, making it difficult for a scholar who has not had training in the 

discipline of philosophy to understand. Therefore, it is my intention in this chapter to provide a 

clear account of late medieval Scholastic philosophy of the soul in a way that is informative 

and engaging to the historian of art and literature. This account is designed to serve as a basis 

for understanding how medievals thought about the relationship between reader to text or 

                                                
54 Ibid., 79-102. Note that Avicenna is does not explain whether the presently non-sensed sensible intentio are 
were stored in the creatures sensitive memory from a previous experience of the object when it did actually sense 
the sensible in that same object or an object of the same kind, or whether creatures have certain innate instincts 
which cause them to associate certain sensible and non-sensible intention with certain bundles of other sensible 
and non-sensible intentiones, so that, for example, a yellow-waxen thing would cause the animal to judge it as 
sweet and good even if it has never tasted or sensed the sweetness and goodness of honeycomb before. 
55 Ibid,.  
56 Informative publications on Scholastic accounts of the passions that I have not yet mentioned include Robert 
Miner, Thomas Aquinas on the Passions: A Study of Summa Theologiae 1a2ae 22-44 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009); Vesa Hirvonen, Passions in William Ockham’s Philosophical Psychology, Studies in the 
History of Philosophy of Mind 2 (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2004). Donald Mowbray, Pain and 
Suffering in Medieval Theology: Academic Debates at the University of Paris in the Thirteenth Century 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2009); and Severin Valentinov Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment in Medieval Scholastic 
Debates: The Complex Legacy of Saint Augustine and Peter Lombard (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2014).  
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viewer to representation, as well as how they might have understood emotion and the capacity 

of a text to elicit an 'affective response' in the audience. 
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Chapter 1: Medieval Epistemologies and Ontologies of the Soul. 

1.1 Background  

 

In order to understand late medieval accounts of emotion it is necessary to be aware of the 

changes in epistemologies and ontologies of the soul that developed at the University of 

Oxford during the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. I would first like to draw 

attention to the increased emphasis on the agency of the will in accounts of the soul that 

developed after Bishop Stephen Tempier issued the list of Condemnations at the University of 

Paris in 1277. 57 A number of the condemned articles were directed at Aristotle’s treatises on 

natural philosophy, especially the Aristotelian principles that threatened the freedom of the 

will by promoting a particularly passive account of psychology.58 An important (if 

controversial) voluntarist theologian of the late thirteenth-century, Peter of John Olivi, had 

argued that the human will must be able to function as a first mover (or efficient cause) of 

change in itself and the other powers of the soul in order to preserve the human capacity for 

virtue.59 In particular, Olivi promoted the idea that man must be able to act against the 

inclinations of his habits, and must be able to choose against the dictates of right reason, or 

else he would be incapable of falling from virtue into vice once a virtuous disposition 

(habitus) had been established in his soul.60 The significance of Olivi’s argument can be better 

                                                
57 Emphasis on the superiority of the will in accounts of the soul is referred to as “voluntarism.” Bonnie Kent 
specifies three kinds of voluntarism: Psychological Voluntarism; Ethical Voluntarism; and Divine Voluntarism. 
Theologians committed to voluntarism emphasised the activity of the will (rather than intellect) in beatific 
enjoyment, the freedom of the will to act against intellect's judgment, and they argued that the will, not the 
intellect commands the body and other powers of the soul. See Bonnie Kent, Virtues of the Will: the 
Transformation of Ethics in the Late Thirteenth Century (Washington, DC.: The Catholic University of America 
Press, 1995), 94-96. Knuuttila explains: “A third relevant context was the rise of voluntarist psychology, which 
particularly influenced late thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century Franciscan thought, and evoked discussions 
of reflexive acts, free volitions, and the passions and virtues of the will.” He claims that voluntarist views were 
supported by Bishop Tempier’s Condemnations of 1277. Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and Medieval 
Philosophy, 256. Also see Severin Valentinov Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 74-75. For an account of the events 
leading up to 1277 and the significance of the 219 condemned thesis see Hans Thijssen, “Condemnation of 
1277”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2016 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), forthcoming URL = 
<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2016/entries/condemnation/>. 
58 See Chapter 2.0 for further discussion. Note that Kent does not think that the prohibited theses were in 
contention with Aristotle directly, but the supporters and proponents of ‘radical’ medieval Arisotelianism 
(Aquinas among them), who were strongly influenced by Aristotelian and Arabic philosophy. See Kent, Virtues, 
69. 
59 Peter of John Olivi (1247/8-1298). Bonnie Kent has observed that Olivi is the only theologian of the period 
who could rightly be called an anti-Aristotelian (although, as Kent notes, Olivi was “likely more influenced by 
Aristotle than he himself realized”). See Kent, Virtues, 85-88. Also see Robert Pasnau, “Olivi on Human 
Freedom,” in Pierre de Jean Olivi (1248–1298), in Pensée scolastique, dissidence spirituelle et société, ed. A. 
Boureaau and S. Piron, 15-26.  
60 For discussion of Olivi’s argument for freedom and its significance see Calvin G. Normore, “Picking and 
Choosing: Anselm and Ockham on Choice,” Vivarium 36, no. 1 (1998), 23-39. 
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appreciated when it is understood against the background of Medieval Aristotelian trends in 

philosophy at the University of Paris. One of the distinctive features of Aristotle’s natural 

philosophy was the emphasis on passivity of the soul in instances of change, including 

cognition and appetition.61 Because of the major influence of Aristotle’s model of the soul on 

medieval philosophy and theology, it is worth providing a brief sketch of how it worked. I will 

begin with Aristotle’s De Anima, which became available in Latin translation at the end of the 

twelfth century and contributed to the development of thirteenth-century faculty psychology.62 

The discussion will take into consideration the Arabic philosophers’ contribution to the 

Aristotelian model through their commentary tradition, and integration of these materials into 

medieval theories of cognition.63 

   

However, before we consider thirteenth-century epistemology and ontology it is worth noting 

that there were already theories of the mind/soul available to Scholastic theologians prior to 

the assimilation of Aristotelian philosophy into the Latin West. The theories of the soul 

promoted by the Early Church Fathers were influential, with St Augustine’s account being 

particularly important. In De Libero Arbitrio II Augustine describes the soul as an ‘order’ of 

powers - memory, will and understanding - related to and reflecting the unchangeable ‘order’ 

of God.64 In De Trinitate, Book 10, Chapter 11, Augustine describes the soul as the image of 

the Trinity with the three powers united to the soul in a similar way as the three persons of the 

Trinity are united to the Godhead. Augustine’s understanding of the soul and God was 

                                                
61 Aristotle had provided a model of human soul that relied upon the operation of external objects on the human 
sense organs/powers in order to cause a change from potency to actuality in the sensitive soul. In Physics 
3.3[202a25] and 5.5[229a20] Aristotle had noted two kinds of change possible in the organic powers of a subject. 
One kind of change is characterised as a change in which a form that was absent is caused to be present 
(alteratio). Alteratio involves a potentiality coming to be an act through the activity of an efficient cause; the 
efficient cause brings it about that what was potential is actualized. The second kind of change is properly 
speaking “actualisation” and does not require an external cause to make a form actual (perfectio). Knuuttila has 
noted that Aristotle’s most extensive discussion of the change from potentiality to actuality is in Physics 3.1-3 
and Metaphysics 9.1-5. See Simo Knuuttila, “Aristotle’s Theory of Perception and Medieval Aristotelianism,” in 
Theories of Perception in Medieval and Early Modern Philosophy, ed. Simo Knuuttila and Pekka Kärkkäinen 
(Dordrecht: Springer, 2008), 2-4; also see Calvin G. Normore, “Goodness and Rational Choice in the Early 
Middle Ages,” in Emotions and Choice from Boethius to Descartes, ed. Henrik Lagerlund and Mikko Yrjönsuuri 
(Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2002), 33-34; also see Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 17. See Chapter 2 for 
further discussion. 
62 For information of the assimilation of Greek and Arabic texts into the Scholastic Corpus see Simo Knuuttila, 
“Medieval Theories of the Passions of the Soul,” in Lagerlund and Yrjo ̈nsuuri, Emotions and Choice, 56. 
Although Aristotle did not use the term ‘faculty’ in his description of the soul, his account of the soul’s capacities 
and powers is what constituted the various faculties in medieval thought. See Peter King, “The Inner Cathedral: 
Mental Architecture in High Scholasticism,” Vivarium 46, no. 3 (2007), 256. 
63 Ibid. Peter King identifies Aquinas’s theory as the mainstream view held by thirteenth century philosophers of 
the Aristotelian tradition. I will rely on Peter King’s description of the Aristotelian account of faculty psychology 
because it is a clear, comprehensive outline, and is particularly relevant to my own discussion.  
64 Augustine, De Lib. Arb. II 19.51.194-206; III 25.76.261-262. 
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influenced by Neo-Platonic and Stoic ontologies and epistemologies.65 According to Plato, 

human beings have an innate knowledge of Forms - perfect paradigms of epitomes such as 

‘The Good’ - from direct communion with the Forms in a separate Realm of Being before 

birth. What we might call ‘learning’ during our earthly existence is explained as a process of 

‘remembering’ this latent knowledge. Augustine offered a highly Christianized version of 

Neo-Platonic theory, explaining that the ‘forms’ are identical with and exist in God (God is the 

Good, the Truth, and so on). Humans come to acquire awareness of external things through the 

consultation of our senses, however, there remain certain, higher, unchangeable truths which 

cannot be sensed and can only be made accessible to us with Divine aid. In order to 

intellectually conceive of these higher truths human beings require a special inner-light to be 

shed on the object of thought. Augustine holds that this light is Divine Illumination. 66 By the 

later Middle Ages theologians rejected the idea that Divine Illumination was needed in every 

instance of knowledge. However, some theologians such as Henry of Ghent, writing in the late 

thirteenth century, had still maintained that due to the transience of sensible objects and the 

changeability of the sensitive and intellective cognition in this life, humans could not attain 

certain “pure truths” without God’s help.67 Other theologians, including Scotus, insisted that 

even if Divine light did aid the human intellect, it would not be enough to overcome fallibility 

(because the conjunction of a contingent and a necessary truth is contingent). Scotus argued 

that there are self-evident truths available to us and immediately grasped by everyone who 

apprehends them, because God has endowed these things with “intelligibility” - or “intelligible 

being” - prior to being substantiated in matter.68 Many theologians of the later thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries, such as Robert Holcot, held that man relies upon God’s special aid in the 

form of Grace in order to perform certain meritorious acts, and to acquire certain habits or 

spiritual dispositions (namely, the theological virtues).69  

 

 

                                                
65 For an introduction to the topic see Roland Teske, “Augustine’s Theory of Soul,” in The Cambridge 
Companion to Augustine, ed. Norman Kretzmann and Eleonore Stump (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2001), 116-123. 
66 See Timothy Noone, “Divine Illumination,” in The Cambridge History of Medieval Philosophy, rev. ed. Robert 
Pasnau and Christina van Dyke (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 369-383. 
67 Ibid., 
68 Robert Pasnau, “Cognition,” in The Cambridge Companion to Duns Scotus, ed. Thomas Williams (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 300-304. 
69 See John T. Slotemaker and Jeffery C. Witt, Robert Holcot, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016) 42-45. 
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1.1 Thirteenth-Century Faculty Psychology: The Medieval Aristotelian Approach. 

 

According to Aristotle the soul is the principle of life; “the first actuality of a natural body 

structured with organs.”70 Human souls are constituted of three parts or powers, each separate 

from one another and each responsible for different life functions.71 The parts include: the 

vegetative power (also known as the vegetative soul), which is possessed by all living 

organisms and responsible for nutrition and growth; the sensitive power (or sensitive soul), 

facilitating perception and movement in all animal species; and the intellectual power (or 

intellective soul), which is unique to rational beings and is the locus of reason and the 

intellectual appetite (the will).72 Each of these powers has the capacity to carry out distinct 

operations. There are four main potencies in a human being (not including those of the 

vegetative soul).73 These include: intellectual cognition (the domain of rational thought and 

reasoning); intellectual appetite (accountable for the volitional activity of deliberation and 

choice); sensitive cognition (responsible for acquisition and assimilation of information in the 

mode of sense perception); and sensitive appetite (the potency accountable for the passions 

and/or affections of the sensitive soul, motivating the animals behaviour and its interaction 

with its environment).74 This is not a complete picture, but will suffice for the time being.  

There is a great deal of contemporary debate about how Aristotle understood perception, and 

how his understanding of perception was understood by the medievals (particularly Aquinas); 

I will provide just enough of the account to explain the basics of thirteenth-century faculty 

psychology.75 According to Aristotle’s physics, all things with substantial being are made up 

                                                
70 Aristotle, De Anima 2.1, 412a27-28. Quoted from Peter King, “Body and Soul,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
Medieval Philosophy, ed. John Marenbon (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 510. 
71 Note that Aquinas identifies the parts of the soul as “powers.” See Thomas K. Johansen, The Powers of 
Aristotle’s Soul (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). 
72 Note that the will as the intellectual appetite was a medieval addition to Aristotelian theory, and not part of 
Aristotle’s original psychology. While the intellectual appetite will be important in late medieval accounts of 
emotion, it is worth noting that Aristotle did not have separate discussion of emotions and choice or of affective 
psychology as such. See Peter King, “Medieval Cognitive Psychology,” (unpublished manuscript, UC Boulder, 
13th July 2015) 1. 
73 Humans are not aware of the potencies of the vegetative soul in the same way as we are aware of the potencies 
of the sensitive and intellectual soul, and I do not intend to discuss the vegetative powers any further in this 
thesis. 
74 As a number of historians of medieval philosophy observe, it is difficult to provide an English translation or a 
precise account of how the ‘appetite’ was understood in the Middle Ages. See, for example, Vesa Hirvonen, 
“William Ockham on the Powers of the Soul,” in Intellect and Imagination in Medieval Philosophy, International 
Society of Medieval Philosophy 11 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), 1541-1542; Robert Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 16. I 
will discuss the appetite in the sensitive and intellective soul in Chapter Two.  
75 Knuuttila, “Aristotle’s Theory of Perception,” 3. There is a copious amount of contemporary discussion on the 
topic of Aquinas’s theory of perception, cognition, and mental representation. My intention is not to become 
involved in the intricacies of this debate, as it would distract from the objective of my argument, which is to 
enable my reader to understand the changes in philosophy of the soul in the fourteenth century against the 
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of two components: matter and form. In De Anima Aristotle discusses the process by which 

the forms of external objects are received without matter in the five external sense organs. 

Sensation occurs when the sensory power is reduced from potency to actuality by the object 

proper to it. Once acquired the sensory data is stored as phantasmata in the memory 

(memoria), to be selected and presented to the soul in the imagination (imaginatio) when 

remembering, imagining, dreaming or rational thought occurs.76 Basically, these phantasms 

can be understood as the ‘forms’ that remain in the soul after sensation has passed, so that the 

animal is able to think of the object in its absence. As we have seen already, just how to 

characterise this ‘form’ in the soul, and how to explain the relationship between the form in 

the soul and the form in the external object, was controverisal throughout the medieval period. 

 

Arabic philosophers such as Avicenna and Averroes, whose treatise on Aristotle’s works were 

known to the Latin philosophers in the thirteenth century, enriched Aristotle’s model of 

perception in the sensitive soul by introducing the system of the Internal Senses.77 These 

philosophers held that the five senses did not provide a sufficient explanation for all the 

objects of knowledge, and some account of those qualities not sensed by the five physical 

senses, but necessary in order to explain responses of sensitive appetites - namely, the 

intentiones - needed to be given.78 According to the Avicenna’s model of the soul, the sensus 

communis is the faculty immediately perceiving what is sensed by each of the five physical 

senses. The fantasia (or ‘common sense’) unites the individual objects as experienced by each 

of the physical senses and creates an impression or form (‘sensible species’) of the object. The 

imaginatio retains these forms, and the imaginative faculty (facultas imaginativa, or 

cogitativa) has the capacity to summon the forms either combined or separated. The 

intentiones are received by the estimative faculty (aestimatio) and are stored in the 

                                                                                                                                                    
background of thirteenth century thought. I have found these sources useful: Claude Panaccio, “Aquinas on 
Intellectual Representation,” in Perler, Ancient and Medieval Theories of Intentionality, 185-202; Frede, 
“Aquinas on Phantasia,” 155-184; Giorgio Pini, “Two Models of thinking: Thomas Aquinas and John Duns 
Scotus on Occurrent Thoughts,” in Intentionality, Cognition and Mental Representation in Medieval Philosophy, 
ed. Gyula Klima (New York: Fordham University Press, 2015), 81-103; Scott Macdonald, “Theory of 
Knowledge,” in The Cambridge Companion to Aquinas, ed. Norman Kretzmann and Eleonore Stump 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 160-195; Robert Pasnau, “Abstract Truth in Thomas Aquinas,” 
in Largerlund, Representation and Objects of Thought, 33-61. 
76 Bloch, Aristotle on Memory, 147; Knuuttila, “Aristotle’s Theory of Perception,” 7-8; Martin Tweedale, 
“Representation in Scholastic Epistemology,” in Lagerlund, Representation and Objects of Thought, 63-69. The 
Arabic model I describe is a paraphrase of the Avicenna’s model, which David Bloch outlines; see Bloch, 
Aristotle on Memory, 148-53. 
77 Knuuttila, “Aristotle’s Theory of Perception,” 8. 
78 Note that intentiones are not part of Aristotle’s ontology. 
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memorative faculty (facultas memoralis).79 Adopting the Arabic model of the internal senses 

(whilst acknowledging Aristotle as the primary authority on the matter of perception in the 

sensitive soul) thirteenth-century Aristotelian philosophers such as Aquinas were endowed 

with a broader perspective on sensation and cognition than what Aristotle alone had offered.80  

 

At this point it is worth noting that while the objects of sensitive cognition are individual 

particulars (particulars being the only real things to be known in the Aristotelian world), 

intellectual cognition was generally held to be only of universals.81 The phantasmata, which 

were inseparable from the material sensitive soul, were not appropriate objects to cause 

change in the intellectual soul without some further explanation being given.82 For this 

Aristotle introduced the distinction between an active and a passive power in the intellect. The 

active power he called the nous poiētikos (the precedent of the Latin intellectus agens or 

‘agent intellect’), responsible for abstracting or separating the intelligible forms (Aristotle’s 

logos, and Aquinas’s ‘intelligible species’) from the phantasmata. The passive power, the 

nous pathetikos (Latin intellectus possibilis or ‘possible intellect’), was capable of receiving 

the logos or species in the intellectual soul.83 Aristotle’s discussion of these two powers in De 

Anima III.5 [430a10-23] is notorious for its ambiguity, but the general idea (as it was 

understood in the Middle Ages) is that the agent intellect acted on the phantasmata making the 

object intelligible in such a way that it could then act on the passive intellect causing the 

passive potency to become actualized. Intellectual thought about the object in a general or 

                                                
79 Bloch, Aristotle on Memory, 148-153. It may be useful to think of ‘faculties’ as “‘semi-autonomous’ mental 
modules which transfer or transduce information from one relatively isolated part or mechanism to another.” 
Peter King, “Medieval Cognitive Psychology,” 1. 
80 Martin Tweedale, “Mental Representation in Later Medieval Scholasticism,” in Historical Foundation of 
Cognitive Science, ed. J. C. Smith (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers 1990), 35. 
81 I say “generally” because that is the basic reading of Aristotle. But from the beginning of the thirteenth century 
onwards philosophers developed accounts of understanding which explained how the intellect can directly access 
individuals. Aquinas holds that, in a sense, there is intellectual cognition of singulars. Peter King, “Thinking 
about Singular Things: Singular Thought in the Middle Ages,” in Kilma, Intentionality, Cognition and Mental 
Representation, 107.  
82 Remembering that it is an Aristotelian principle that like is known by like, and that a cause can only cause 
something of the same kind as itself. Aristotle’s theory of perception is dealt with in De Anima and De Sensu et 
Sensibilius. See Tweedale, “Mental Representation in Later Medieval Scholasticism,” 35-37.  
83 For an explanation of Aristotle’s account see Thomas K Johansen, The Powers of Aristotle’s Soul, 238-239. For 
discussions of the agent and passive intellect in Arabic and Medieval philosophy see Robert Pasnau, “Mind and 
Hylomorphism,” in Marenbon, The Oxford Handbook of Medieval Philosophy, 488-489; Toivo J. Holopainen, 
“Concepts and Concept Formation in Medieval Philosophy,” in Sourcebook for the History of the Philosophy of 
Mind: Philosophical Psychology from Plato to Kant, ed. Simo Knuuttila and Juha Sihvola, Studies in the History 
of Philosophy of Mind 12 (Dordrecht: Springer, 2014), 271-273; Tweedale, “Mental Representation in Later 
Medieval Scholasticism,” 37-49. 
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universal mode was the result.84 An important objective of medieval epistemologies was to 

explain how the intellect can think about, or know, or assimilate itself to, the world as it really 

is. In order to engage in scientific enquiry there must be some guarantee that what we have in 

our minds corresponds appropriately to what is in the world. One of the foremost advantages 

offered by the phantasmata or ‘sensible species’ is that they anchor human thought to the 

extramental world; we know what we know in virtue of a causal chain of transductions or 

operations, beginning with sensory perception.85 Sometimes, especially in discussions of 

Aristotle, this is referred to as the 'form transference' theory. In Albert Magnus’s De Anima, 

Chapter 4 he describes the stages of 'form transference', defining apprehension (apprehendere) 

as the reception of the form of the object “not with being with which it has as it exists in that 

which is apprehended, but as the intention and species of that in virtue of which some sensible 

or intellectual cognition is had of that which is apprehended.”86 There are four stages of 

apprehension. The lowest pertains to the external apprehensive power (sensus) and involves 

the form being abstracted and separated from the matter, “but not from the presence of matter 

or what is attached to it.” The second stage of apprehension involves the imaginative power, 

which retains the forms of non-present singulars, but does not strip these of the attachments of 

matter; “the form is separated from matter but not from what is attached to matter or the 

conditions of matter.”87 The third stage of apprehension receives not only sensible but also 

non-sensible intentions and the substantial forms are apprehended by means of sensible 

intentions(not separated from them). At the final stage the intellect apprehends the quiddities 

of things stripped of all attachments of matter; this form of apprehension is understanding; 

“the understanding of the universal quiddity of everything.”88 Likewise, Thomas Aquinas, 

student of Albert Magnus, described the 'form transference' process as a “purging” or 

“stripping” of the particular qualities from the phantasmata by the agent intellect, the result 

                                                
84 For a more discussion of Aristotle’s comments see Thomas K Johansen, The Powers of Aristotle’s Soul, 238-
239.  
85 In this sense the Aristotelian theory is opposed to the Platonic notion of abstract Ideas existing in a Realm of 
Being: “The objects of our intellect are not something existing outside sensible things, as the Platonists claimed, 
but something existing in sensible things, although the intellect understands the quiddities of things differently 
from the way they are in sensible things.” Aquinas, De Anima III. 8. 242-7. Quoted from Pasnau, “Abstract Truth 
in Thomas Aquinas,” 48. 
86 Albert Magnus, de Anima, n.3.4 (Stroick, 101.48-49). See above 
87 By “the attachments of matter” Albert means the conditions and properties which the subject of a form has in 
virtue of being in such and such matter. For example, the color of a face or the shape of a head. Ibid.  
88 For more on quiddity in medieval philosophy see Pasnau, “Abstract Truth,” 48-50; Tweedale, “Mental 
Representation in Later Medieval Scholasticism,” 37-39; Panaccio, “Aquinas on Intellectual Representation,” 
192-196.  
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being the quiddity or nature of the object made present to, and represented in, the intellect as 

the “intelligible species:”89  

 

And this is to abstract the universal from the particular, or an intelligible species from 

phantasms: to consider that nature of the species without considering the individual 

principles that are represented by the phantasms.90 

 

One of the epistemological problems that Albert and Aquians grappled with is how kinds of 

things in the world (such as human beings) which we know through our direct experiences of 

particular individuals can come to be understood in the intellect as universals and used in 

formation of general propositions. Because the things that we think about must be accessible 

to many, the object of our understanding must be graspable by many souls in a way that 

ensures we can all have the same knowledge. Albert and Aquinas, committed to Aristotelian 

essentialism, held that there are ontologically real “natures” (ratios or quiddities) that 

constitute each individual and make the particular thing to be the kind of thing that it is.91 It is 

this nature that is the proper or direct object of the intellectual act of understanding, and it is 

said to be in the individual thing in virtue of there being something in the object outside the 

soul that corresponds to the conception of the soul. This nature is “common” in intellectual 
                                                
89 Note that the “intelligible species” is not, properly speaking, what is understood by the intellect. What we think 
about, know about, and make true claims about, are things in the world. Of course, we can also think about and 
make true claims about phantasmata and intelligible species, when we think about intelligible species for 
themselves, as things in the mind. But generally “intelligible species” are attended for their content. So, the 
intelligible species may be attended to for their content, which are things in the world. Also note that Aquinas 
characterizes the “intelligible species” as a similitudo or imago of the object. I have not included this in my 
discussion for fear that the use of terminology will mislead my reader to assuming (as so many others, such as 
Carruthers, seem to have done) that the “intelligible species” share some sort of qualitative isomorphism, or 
eidetic resemblence, or essential similarity with the object. As Panaccio has pointed out: “‘Similitudo’, as 
Aquinas understood it on the basis of common use in philosophy and theology, might have included, in some way 
or other, a causal component which we would not normally associate, today, with ‘similarity.’” Panaccio 
characterizes the similitude-relation in terms of similarity of representation; I will discuss how similitude might 
have been understood by late medieval theorists later in Chapter One. See Panaccio, “Aquinas on Intellectual 
Representation,” 200.  
90 Aquinas, ST 1a85.1ad-1. Quoted from Pasnau, “Abstract Truth,” 44. Pasnau has described Aquinas’s 
abstractive process as a “stripping away” of successive layers of sensory information, beginning with the removal 
of particular qualities and quantities, then all the object’s qualities in general terms, until lastly every nature of 
extension is removed so that there is nothing material left. Pasnau notes that while ideally the object would be 
presented to the intellect in a purely substantial form, totally void of all separable attributes, actually this is never 
achieved in Aquinas’s theory. Rather, the object always retains one or two accidental forms. See Ibid., 40. 
91 The accidental qualities and differentiae inhere in individual substances serve to allow us to distinguish each 
individual from other individuals, and to recognize the thing as being an individual of a particular kind. But it is 
the prime matter (or rather ‘signate’ prime matter) underlying the accidental qualities which makes each 
individual to be the individual that it is (and so distinct from other individuals). See David P. Lang, “The 
Thomistic Doctrine of Prime Matter,” Laval Théologique et Philosophique 54, no. 2 (1998), 367-385, particularly 
383. 
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cognition once all natural differentiae are removed. Therefore “common natures” are not 

literally shared in reality, they are numerically distinct. 92 Aquinas is ambiguous in regards to 

exactly what this commonality amounts to, and what he meant by claiming that a nature that is 

qualitatively common but numerically distinct can become universal in the mind. 93 It is not my 

intention to discuss the issue further here. However, those interested in Aquinas’s theory of the 

soul should be aware that his account cognition involves the production of a mental word or 

concept (verbum mentis).94 The verbum mentis is not identical to the “nature” in extramental 

reality, the internal species in the mind, nor to the act of intellection itself, rather the verbum 

mentis is formed during every instance of intellectual thought, lasts only so long as the 

duration of the act, and functions as the conceptual content of cognition.95 Explaining exactly 

how this works is difficult, but basically what the process of “form transference” results in is 

the concept - say, the concept “human being” - which we can apply in recognising any 

particular individual human being as a human being, and in thinking about human beings in 

general.96 What is important for our purposes is to note that intelligent thought on the 

Medieval Aristotelian account is conceptual; it is better characterized in terms of mental 

speech and language than in terms of mental images and pictures (as Carruthers seems to 

suggest in The Book of Memory). 

 

Aristotle’s division of the soul into parts or powers in accordance with their capacities offered 

a nice account of the functional aspects of the soul but offered little in the way of an 

explanation of the ontological structuring of the soul.97 For very good reasons medieval 

theoreticians were concerned by the lack of ontological clarity and wanted to know whether 

                                                
92 “It is not necessary that if this is a human being and that is a human being there is numerically the same 
humanity for each... Instead, what is necessary is that this one is like that one in that it has humanity just as the 
other does.” Aquinas, Sent. II, 17.1.1c. Translation is Pasnau’s; see Pasnau, “Abstract Truth in Thomas Aquinas,” 
51-52. 
93 At the beginning of the Sentences commentary Aquinas suggests that ‘universality’ is added to the nature by 
the intellect when it conceives of the object as something shared; see Frede, “Aquinas on Phantasia,” 175. 
94 It was traditional amongst Scholastic philosophers to distinguish between two kinds of representation at an 
intellectual level: the intelligible species, and something else formed during the intellectual act, namely, the 
verbum mentis; see Holopainen, “Concepts and Concept Formation,” 265. 
95 Not forgetting that the intelligible species and the phantasmata (retained in the memorative faculties) must be 
present in the act of cognition also. See Panaccio, “Aquinas on Intellectual Representation,” 195-196; also see 
Joshua P. Hochschild, “Mental Language in Aquinas?,” in Klima, Intentionality, Cognition and Mental 
Representation, 29-45, particularly 36-41.  
96 By drawing this swift conclusion I am overlooking many technicalities involved in Aquinas’s epistemology and 
theory of mental representation. For more on verbum mentis and the theory of mental language in Augustine, 
Aquinas and the later Middle Ages, see Russel L. Friedman and Jenny Pelletier, “Mental Words and Mental 
Language in the Later Middle Ages,” in Knuuttila and Sihvola, Sourcebook for the History of Philosophy of 
Mind, 380-384. 
97 King, “The Inner Cathedral,” 258. 
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there is a real distinction between each of the souls, and also how to correctly understand the 

relation of a soul to its powers. Is the soul distinct from its powers? Are the powers distinct 

from one another? And can one soul exist without another soul, in isolation? The last question 

was particularly important in the Middle Ages because the theologians needed to be able to 

explain how the separated or disembodied soul can continue to exist after death. The 

Aristotelian model of the body-soul composite presented a difficulty due to the dependence of 

the spiritual parts on the material parts and corporeal organs.98 Without the body the sensitive 

soul’s powers could not be actualised. However, if the sensitive soul simply is, or is 

inseparable from, its potencies and acts then when the body-soul union corrupts (at death) the 

sensitive soul will cease to be able to act, leaving only the intellectual soul continuing in the 

afterlife (that is, prior to the resurrection of bodies at the Last Judgement). Scholastic 

philosophers who accepted Aristotle’s model would not only have to explain how the 

disembodied soul could suffer pleasure in heaven and pain in hell/purgatory without a 

sensitive appetite (the locus of the passions according to Aquinas and Aristotle), they would 

also have had explain how there could be anything for the separated soul to be aware of when 

the sensitive soul (and so sense imagination and memory) ceased to be active. 

 

Peter King has given a clear and concise account of Aquinas’s ontology of the sensitive soul in 

his article “Inner Cathedral: Mental Architecture in High Scholasticism.” I will draw on a 

couple of King’s main points, but will not discuss them in detail. Firstly, Aquinas argued that 

the faculties of the soul really were distinct from one another, and that the faculties were 

existentially distinct from the soul itself.99 King explains that Aquinas makes an appeal to 

‘conformality’ to explain how the soul can be non-identical with its parts in essence.100 The 

principle of conformality is applicable when the cause of an act (the thing that brings the agent 

into action) and the actualization of the power (the effect) occur because of some essential 

feature of the agent itself. Essential features are those features that a thing cannot exist 

without. If the acts of the cognitive and appetitive potencies were essential to the soul, then a 

human being would necessarily be thinking, willing, and wanting all of the time. But this is 

not the case. So the principle of conformality does not apply to the potencies of the soul. So 

there must be a real difference between the soul and its faculties. While the faculties are really 

                                                
98 Or at least the sensitive soul on the corporeal organs. 
99 Peter King claims that Aquinas’s view on the faculties of the soul is mainstream, and is representative of his 
generation. King, “Inner Cathedral,” 258-259. 
100 Ibid., 265-266.  
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distinct from one another and really distinct from the soul itself, they are “rooted” in the soul 

as its features (proprietates).101 

 

Later in the thirteenth century Scotus offered a new account of the ontological status of the 

soul and its faculties. Like Aquinas, Scotus holds that the essence of the soul is not identical to 

its parts and powers, however, Scotus gives a different explanation from the one Aquinas 

offered. According to Scotus the faculties are “unitively” contained in the soul.102 That is, the 

soul and its faculties are not really distinct but formally distinct.103 The principle of formal 

identity and formal distinction is an important one because it is used frequently by Scotus (and 

others) to explain how some parts of things can share numerical identity with the thing whilst 

remaining ontologically distinct. In the case of formal identity there will be numerically one 

thing and no formal distinction but only a conceptual distinction, that is, the only distinction is 

in the way in which we refer to the same thing with different expressions. The best way to 

characterise this distinction is to say that X is formally distinct from Y if and only if X is one 

and the same thing as Y, but X is not Y. In theology the Trinity provides the paradigmatic case 

of numerical identity combined with formal distinction: the Father is one and the same thing as 

the Son (that is, God) but the Father is not the Son. In terms of the soul, then, the acts of the 

cognitive and appetitive potencies are one and the same thing as the soul, but the potencies are 

not identical to the soul.  

 

Ockham, on the other hand, insists that in the case of the intellectual soul the soul just is its 

powers.104 Whilst retaining the notion that faculties are separate from one another in the 

sensitive soul, Ockham holds that each of the intellectual faculties really is the same as the 

other, and that the intellectual faculties are really identical to the essence of the intellectual 

soul itself.105 For Ockham, intellectual and volitional acts are accidental qualities inhering in 

the soul, and have a transient existence compared to the soul. The difference between willing 

                                                
101 King, “Medieval Cognitive Psychology,” 2. 
102 King, “Inner Cathedral,” 267. 
103 Ibid. 
104 King says: “Ockham explicitly holds that the soul just is is psychological faculties.” Ibid., 269. Note that 
Ockham holds that the sensitive and intellective souls are ontologically distinct, the sensitive soul being extended 
throughout the body and inseparable from corporeal organs. He refers to the potencies of the sensitive soul 
(including sight, sound, touch and so on) as its powers, which are distinct from one another. See Hirvonen, 
“William Ockham on the Powers of the Soul,” 1539-1541. 
105 Claude Panaccio, “Intellections and Volitions in Ockham’s Nominalism,” in Pickavé and Shapiro, Emotion 
and Cognitive Life, 76. 
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and cognizing on Ockham’s picture is merely conceptual.106 The terms ‘intellect’ and ‘will’ 

denote, or pick-out, one and the same thing - the intellectual soul - but the term ‘intellect’ 

connotes the qualities of the intellectual soul which are intellectual acts, while the term ‘will’ 

connotes the qualities of the soul that are volitional acts.107 Hence, as King so aptly 

summarized, willing and apprehending on Ockham’s account “are just two ways that one and 

the same thing, the soul, has of relating itself to the thing.”108 

 

1.2 The Doctrine of Intuitive and Abstractive Cognition  

 

Even if the doctrine of species became traditional it was certainly not universal among 

scholars at Oxford and Paris in the later thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.109 In fact, the 

doctrine was ill-received by a number of Aquinas contemporaries and the following 

generation, either because they understood species to threaten the direct and immediate 

cognition of external things, or simply because they thought that these entities were 

superfluous to requirement. Durand of St Pourçain, Peter of John Olivi, Peter Auriol, and later 

William Ockham were not convinced by Aquinas’s version of the Aristotelian theory of 

perception. According to these theorists, no process of abstraction was necessary for 

apprehension; rather, the real object simply needs to be present to the cognitive power. So long 

as the cognitive power attends to the object being thought about, the cognitive act will 

automatically occur.110  

 

Henry of Ghent rejected the account of the intelligible species, holding that the phantasmata, 

illuminated by the agent intellect and received by the passive intellect, was sufficient for 

                                                
106 King, “Inner Cathedral,” 271. 
107 Panaccio, “Intellections and Volitions in Ockham’s Nominalism,” 76-77. For discussion of connotative terms 
and nominal definitions see bellow. 
108 King, “Inner Cathedral,” 271. 
109 Katherine Tachau observes: “If the identification of species as an intentional being was traditional, and 
supported by both Henry of Ghent and Duns Scotus, it was not universal among the scholars at Paris the decade 
after Aureol.” Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 95.  
110 Marilyn McCord Adams and Allan B. Wolter, “Memory and Intuition: A Focal Debate in Fourteenth Century 
Cognitive Psychology,” Franciscan Studies 53, no. 1 (1993), 187; John Hartman, “Durand of St.-Pourc ̧ain on 
Cognitive Acts: Their Cause, Ontological Status, and Intentional Character.” PhD Diss, University of Toronto 
(2012), Tweedale, “Representation in Scholastic Epistemology,” 71-72. 
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intellectual apprehension to occur.111 John Duns Scotus attacked Henry of Ghent for his denial 

that intelligible species are necessary in cognition. Scotus thought that the elimination of 

‘intelligible species’ was incomprehensible on account of the fundamental role they played in 

bridging the gap between the senses and the intellect. Without intelligible species the universal 

aspect or common nature would not be present to the intellect because a phantasma was suited 

to representing in one mode only: singularly. Henry of Ghent thought that the phantasmata 

were sufficient to represent both the singular aspect and the universal aspect of the object to 

the cognitive powers. Scotus rejected the principle that everything which has a 

representational function represents simultaneously under another aspect.112 Because the 

singular aspect of a thing and its common nature are formally distinct in the ontological make-

up of the object, and because a double-function of representation cannot be played by a single 

entity, so there must be a separate entity needed to represent at a universal level. This is the 

“intelligible species.” Further, if there were only sensible species, how were angels supposed 

to think?113  

 

The intelligible species are indispensible components of the Scotist theory of cognition, 

however, it is important to note that for Scotus the intelligible species should be understood as 

a cognitive device, not what is known.114 In his Ordinatio Scotus specifically identifies the 

species as a ‘quasi instrumentum’ (a kind of instrument or tool) that the intellect requires for 

its activity, while ontologically speaking it is nothing but an accident or quality in the 

intellect.115 The instrumental function of species in cognition is to mediate between what is in 

extramental reality and the cognitive powers of the soul, as well as to make these objects 

                                                
111 For Henry of Ghent’s position see Tweedale, “Mental Representations in Later Medieval Scholasticism,” 39-
43; Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 29-39, Martin Pickavé, “Causality and Cognition: An Interpretation of Henry 
of Ghent’s Quodlibet V, q. 14,” in Klima, Intentionality, Cognition and Mental Representation 46-80, Pasnau, 
Theories of Cognition, 221-229.  
112 See Tweedale, “Mental Representations,” 40-41. 
113 Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 60-61. Angelic beings are purely intellectual substances and so have no 
sensitive powers. The problem of angelic cognition played an important role in shaping medieval discussions of 
the relationship between the sensitive and intellective soul, and cognitive psychology in general.  
114 Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 65. Dominik Perler notes that the intelligible species is “nothing more than a 
cognitive device. It is that by which one is able to cognise a thing, not that which is known.” Dominik Perler, 
“What Are Intentional Objects? A Controversy among Early Scotists,” in Perler, Ancient and Medieval Theories 
of Intentionality, 208-209. 
115 Ibid., 208 (n.12). While the exact ontological status of the acts of Scotus’s soul are not something I wish to 
discuss, Tweedale has discussed this matter, explaining that what Scotus called “first intentions” have 
“diminished being” in the soul as objects in the soul but are produced by the external object. Second intentions 
are proper acts of intellect and have proper being as qualities. Tweedale mentions that the acts in the soul have 
various forms depending on what mental act or state is taking the thing as its object (esse volitum, esse cognitum). 
Tweedale, “Representation in Scholastic Epistemology,” 73-75. Also see Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 58, and 
68-9. 
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available for apprehension even when they are not physically present to the agent. But the 

intelligible species is not the direct object of the intellectual cogntion. It may become the direct 

object when we reflect upon the way that we cognize a thing, but otherwise we remain more or 

less unaware of these cognitive entities. It is also worth mentioning that, according to Scotus, 

we cannot use intelligible species in our present life without the phantasmata and sense 

imagining.116 Nevertheless, Scotus assures us that things will be different for us in the afterlife, 

“not because of any new perfection but because the ordered way that our potencies function at 

present will no longer obtain.”117  

 

For Scotus, then, the fundamental components required for intellectual cognition include the 

extramental object, the intelligible and sensible species, and the understanding received (or the 

cognition/conception itself).118 That much being said, Scotus did not advocate an Aristotelian 

theory of cognition in which the soul’s faculties are entirely passive during acts of perception 

and cognition, because the model would not support the voluntarist theology and philosophy 

of the soul that Scotus promoted.119 Nor would Scotus accept an intellect that created (rather 

than received) species, believing that such a process would inevitably lead to deception. If 

species were created in the soul without first abstracting some formal quality from the thing in 

reality, then why are extramental objects needed at all? Further there would be nothing on 

which to base a relation of similitude between the species and the intellect. In effort to avoid 

these difficulties (and others) involved in the Aristotelian account of cognitive phenomena, 

Scotus developed his theory of intuitive and abstractive cognition. 

 

Despite the fact that the philosophers at Oxford succeeding Scotus attributed the theory - or at 

least the terminology used to describe the processes of intuitive and abstractive cognition - 
                                                
116 Scotus explains that the intellect does not focus on the phantasmata directly and of its own autonomy, but 
rather the function or movement belongs to the soul as a whole: “The intellect understands nothing except by 
turning towards phantasms: not that this turn (conversio) belongs to the intellect alone, [looking] over phantasms; 
rather it belongs to the soul as a whole, so that the intellect understands nothing except while phantasia forms 
phantasms (phantasiatur).” Scotus, Lect. 2, d. 3, pars 2, q. 1, n. 255. Quoted from Pasnau, “Cognition,” 287. 
117 Scotus thinks that separated souls, angels, and God, do not require the use of phantasmata for apprehension. 
Scotus, Ord. IV, dist. 45, q. 3. ad quaestionem.: “For in our present state we cannot use an intelligible species 
without the phantasm and sense imagining. Nevertheless, we will be able to later, not because of any new 
perfection, but because of the ordered way in which our potencies function at present will no longer obtain.” 
Quoted from Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 226-227.  
118 Perler, “What are Intentional Objects,” 209. Perler does not specifically include the sensible species in his list, 
and he describes what I have called the ‘understanding’ as “the thing with intelligible existence which alone is the 
primary object of cognition.” 
119 Tachau observes that, in this respect, Scotus shared a similar view to his predecessor Olivi. Tachau, Vision and 
Certitude, 68. 
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directly to Scotus, it is now generally accepted that Scotus did not really invent the theory 

himself.120 As Robert Pasnau has observed: “the distinction itself is a rather pedestrian one.”121 

According to Scotus the soul is capable of cognizing objects in two distinct modes: intutively 

and abstractively. 122 Intuitive cognition is a mode of cognition that provides the intellect with 

direct access to individuals. Hence, this mode of cognition to occur the object must be actually 

present to the agent’s senses.123 When we understand the object according to its “nature” we 

cognize in the second mode of intellection: “abstractive cognition.” The object of abstractive 

intellection need not be physically present (nor necessarily existent) but is presented to the 

intellect via a species representing its essense. It is important to note that the “essence” which 

is the object of the act of thought is not the haecceity (that is, the differentiating aspect of a 

singular’s individuality).124 According to Scotus, even during intuitive cognition there is a 

limitation to the degree of awareness or knowledge that a human is capable of having of 

individuals due to the fact that we can only apprehend accidental sensible qualities. What this 

means is that if all the perceivable accidental features of two distinct individuals were the 

same in every respect except numerically then the intellect would be unable to tell the two 

                                                
120 Ibid., 68-71. Tachau briefly notes the historical background; also see Pasnau, “Cognition,” 297. 
121 Pasnau, “Cognition,” 297. 
122 Katherine Tachau notes that “it is historically interesting that Bacon names a perceptual act by means of which 
the mind does become certain of existence, for he seems to have drawn upon Alhazen’s hypothesised perceptual 
act of intuitio, that is, the internal scrutiny of the received visible intentions by ultimum sentiens (ultimate sentient 
power).” See Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 24; also see David C. Lindburg, Theories of Vision from Al-Kindi to 
Kepler, University of Chicago History of Science and Medicine (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 
83-84. Normore has noted that Augustine used the term ‘intentio’ in a way that is similar to the Stoic use of the 
term ‘enteinein’, which is a “stretching forth of the pneuma towards the objects which an animal senses”; 
Normore, “‘Causa sui,’” 92). Normore emphasises the importance of ‘intentio’ in Augustine’s theory of attention 
and awareness, suggesting that the term may have been used by Augustine to capture the idea of a very basic 
process of stretching forth of the soul, not only to vivify the body but also to tend towards things other than the 
ensouled agent itself (Ibid., 92-93). Perhaps it is possible that the term ‘intuitio’ employed by Scotus may have 
some connection with Augustine’s use of ‘intentio’, in the sense that it is a “stretching forth or intending towards 
the objects.” The possibility of a connection is merely a conjecture, but it seems to me to be the case that there is 
a similarity in the language of the theologians’ accounts. Robert Pasnau has described Scotus’s intuitive 
intellectual cognition as a kind of “intellectual vision” bypassing the phantasmata and intelligible species, 
“stretching forth or intending towards the objects themselves.” See Pasnau, “Cognition,” 295-297; 298-299.  
123 Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 177-178. Scotus rejects the Aristotelian principle that only the 
senses apprehend singulars; intellect's universals. According to Scotus the higher cognitive power should be able 
to do whatever the lower cognitive powers can do. Scotus, Ord. IV, Dist. 45, qu. 3. Solution to the second article: 
“the intellect not only knows universals (which is true indeed of its abstractive intellection that the Philosopher 
speaks of, for that alone is scientific), but also that it can know intuitively what the sense knows (for the more 
perfect and higher cognitive power in the same subject knows what the inferior power knows) and that it can also 
know of sensations.” Quoted from Ibid., 223.  
124 See Tweedale, “Representation in Scholastic Epistemology,” 73. Scotus held that things in the world consist of 
‘common nature,’ ‘contracting differences,’ and ‘accidental qualities.’ The ‘contracting differences’ are what 
individuates. Scotus calls these “haecceities”. The haecceity makes something singular, while the ‘common 
nature’ is the aspect of the object that it shares in with other objects of its kind. Scotus explains the common 
nature as having a real less-than-numerical unity: it is something real, but not numerically distinct from its 
instances. See King, “Thinking About things,” 114-116; also see Peter King, “Duns Scotus on Singular 
Essences,” Medioevo 30 (2005), 111-137. 
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singulars apart from one another.125 Although we cannot cognize singulars in terms of their 

haecceity in this life, Scotus remains confident that there is still a sense in which we can know 

singulars because we can come to know enough about the things in the world via sensory 

experience to have an awareness of the “intelligible beings” of things; and it is the “intelligible 

being” of the thing which is the direct object of the intellectual cognition.126  

 

One final point to note is that the objects of intuitive and abstractive cognition can be 

extramental things, or the soul’s own acts. Reflexive cognitions can be characterised as higher-

order, thoughts that take lower-order cognitions and appetitions of the soul as their objects. 127 

However, it is not clear from Scotus’s writings whether he supported the hypothesis of 

intuitive cognition at an intellectual level in this life. Marilyn McCord Adams and Allan B. 

Wolter claim that Scotus did hold that humans have intuitive cognitions of their own acts in 

this life (or at least that is what Ockham said Scotus thought).128 Later theologians Walter 

Chatton and Adam Wodeham argued against the doctrine of intuitive cognition at an 

intellectual level. Wodeham rejected the idea of intellectual intuitive cognition because he 

promoted ontology of the soul in which there was no real distinction between the sensitive and 
                                                
125 Scotus offers the example of the two white patches to illustrate his position: “Suppose that two white things 
are put in front of sight, or two singulars of any sort in front of intellect. Let them be in reality essentially distinct, 
but with exact similar accidents, including place (two bodies in the same place, or two rays in the same medium), 
and with exactly the similar shape, size, color, and so on for any other conditions that might be listed. Neither 
intellect nor sense would distinguish between them; instead, they would judge them to be one. Therefore, neither 
one cognizes any such singulars in terms of its proper aspect of singularity.” Scotus, In De Anima., q. 22, n. 6. 
Quoted from Pasnau, “Cognition,” 296.  
126 Scotus, Ord. IV, dist. 45, qu. 3 Answer to the Initial Arguments: “I admit that it (the intellect) knows 
something as presently existing in itself. If so, I go further. ‘Here’ and ‘now’ are singular properties which can 
pertain to a nature [qua nature], not qua singular, although it is true that these properties can only pertain to 
something that is singular, either because it is intrinsically such [like the ‘haecceity’] or is joined to such. 
Nevertheless, they do not formally include, or essentially presuppose, singularity as the precise reason why they 
are there.” Quoted from Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition”, 227-228. Also see Perler, “What are 
Intentional Objects,” 207-210. 
127 Susan Brower-Toland has drawn attention to the medieval discussion about whether reflexive intellectual 
intuitive cognitions are necessary for self-knowledge. She introduces the notion of higher-order and lower-order 
cognitive intellectual acts, and argues that there can be a general division drawn in medieval theories of self-
consciousness or self-attributing awareness “namely, those that explain consciousness in terms of intentionality 
(typically higher-order intentionality) and those that understand consciousness as a non-intentional, sui generis 
mode of awareness.” Brower-Toland uses Ockham’s theory of reflexive intellectual intuitive acts as an example 
of the first approach (she calls this the ‘higher-order representation’ or HOR approach) and Chatton’s theory of 
direct conscious awareness of cognitive and conative acts of the soul as an example of the second type of 
approach, which Brower-Toland describes as being “neither higher-order, nor representational, nor - in any 
straightforward sense of the term - even intentional in nature.” See Susan Brower-Toland, “Medieval approaches 
to Consciousness: Ockham and Chatton,” Philosophers Imprint 12, no. 7 (2012), 1-2. It seems to be Robert 
Holcot’s opinion that we can have direct consciousness of our own occurrent cognitions and volitions without 
(higher-order) reflexive intuitive cognitions of the soul's acts. Arthur McGrade observes that Holcot “doubts that 
the reflex act is in fact a separate act from the direct act.” See McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford after Ockham,” 
78 (n.34). Normore has discussed Peter John Olivi’s theory of consciousness in terms of direct conscious 
awareness of our own cognitive experiences. See Normore, “‘Causa sui,’” 97-102. 
128 See Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 178-179. 
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intellective soul, and so whatever the sensitive soul cognized, the intellectual soul immediately 

intellectualized.129 Chatton did not allow for intuitive cognitions at an intellectual level 

because he rejected the argument that we need to have higher level reflexive acts in addition to 

occurent cognitions and appetitions in order to have explicit self-awareness or self-knowledge 

of the experiences of our souls.130 Rather, Chatton held that we have direct consciousness of 

our occurent cognitions and appetitions in virtue of a non-intentional sui-generis mode of 

awareness which is part of the nature of the cognitive act. Ockham, on the other hand, insists 

that intuitive intellectual cognitions are necessary components of cognition at an intellectual 

level, and that these higher-order reflexive cognitions are required for explicit self-knowledge 

of one’s occurent inner-states.131 It is to Ockham’s theory of the soul that I will now turn.  

 

1.3 William Ockham on Thought and Things: The Actus-Theory of Cognition and 

Mental Language 

 

Franciscan theologian William Ockham is renowned among historians of philosophy for 

offering an alternative to the late medieval species-theory of cognition: the actus-theory. This 

was not Ockham’s only account of cognition, nor was it necessarily the account that he was 

best known for among his own contemporaries at Oxford.132 Nonetheless, I will focus my 

                                                
129 See Perler, “Seeing And Judging,” 154-155.  
130 Brower-Toland, “Medieval approaches to Consciousness,” 
131 See Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 178-179; also see Susan Brower-Toland, “Ockham on 
Judgment, Concepts, and The Problem of Intentionality,” in Canadian Journal of Philosophy 37, no. 1 (2007): 
96-97. For Ockham an intellectual apprehension of a present sensible object will involve an intuitive sensitive 
cognition, an abstractive sensitive cognition, an intuitive intellectual cognition, an abstractive intellectual 
cognition and whatever associated evident judgments arise. Perler, “Seeing and Judging,” 154-155. 
132 Ockham had formerly held a theory of mental representation according to which of objectively existing mental 
items called ficta were necessary to provide intentional content of thought, particularly in memory and 
recollection. For useful accounts of Ockham’s ficta see Susan Brower-Toland, “Ockham on Judgment,” 76-81 
and 262; Calvin G. Normore, “Primitive Intentionality and Reduced Intentionality: Ockham’s Legacy,” Quaestio 
10 (2010): 257; Claude Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), 23-27. Tachau notes that 
“neither Holcot, Crathorn, nor Wodeham evince any awareness of Ockham’s eventual abandonment of his initial 
understanding of concepts (as ‘ficta’) for the alternative view that Chatton urged upon him.” Tachau, Vision and 
Certitude, 115 n.9. For some reasons why Ockham’s denial of species in cognition met a rocky reception at 
Oxford see Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 186-191. Tachau says Holcot argued that species ought 
to be retained in the theory of cognition because they “save the phenomena” that cannot be explained adequately 
if species are denied (“recordative cogntion” or memory). I suspect that Holcot’s concern has, in part, something 
to do with the ambiguity about how a habit can spontaneously cause an act of cognition in the intellect if there is 
no causal explanation offered. The presence of the “intelligible species,” on the other hand, functions to bring 
about the mental-act of understanding the object; it is that in virtue of which the act of cognition about the object 
is caused in the mind. Tachau also claims that Holcot had understood Ockham’s denial of species as being 
founded on the claim that the species would cause a cognition of itself in the intellect before it caused a cognition 
of the object of apprehension, but that habits would not do so. Holcot, however, warns that no mental entities, not 
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discussion of Ockham’s epistemology on his actus-theory because it best satisfies the 

objective of this part of my discussion, which is to demonstrate that the species-theory of 

cognition was not the only theory available in the later Middle Ages, and to emphasise the 

importance of late medieval thinking about thought as a mental language. 

 

Before I begin discussing Ockham’s theory of thought there are some preliminary points to 

make about his ontology and philosophy of the soul in general. Unlike Scotus who had argued 

that 'common natures' have a degree of reality (but have less-than-numerical unity, so are not 

to be counted among the ‘things’ in the extramental world), Ockham denies that there are any 

'common natures' and holds that individuals of a kind are simply more alike to one another 

than they are to things of another kind. Due to Ockham’s denial of really existing 'common 

natures' he was not committed to the Medieval Aristotelian tradition of thinking about concept 

acquisition in terms of a transference process by which ‘forms’ are transduced along a series 

of stages from being totally immersed in corporeal matter to be entirely spiritual in the 

intellective soul.133 Further, Ockham argued (like Olivi and others had before him) that 

spiritual powers can act directly on their objects, and so there was no need for him to 

accommodate the Baconian theory of multiplication of species through the medium in order to 

explain intellectual cognitive phenomena.134 Rather, all that was required for an initial 

apprehension of an object to arise in an agent was the object being in suitable proximity to the 

agent’s sensory organs or perceptive powers.135 Ockham did retain the theory of intuitive and 

abstractive cognition, although he characterises the distinction between the two modes slightly 

differently than Scotus did. Scotus understood intuitive and abstractive cognition as simple 

acts of apprehension not involving any higher-order acts, whereas Ockham took intuitive 

cognition to involve an act of judgment.136 Intuitive cognitions, according to Ockham, 

immediately cause evident judgments about the existence and/or non-existence of the objects, 

                                                                                                                                                    
even habits, would evade arguments against mental mediators or mental representatives in cognition. See Tachau, 
Vision and Certitude, 248 
133 Adams and Wolter explain that Ockham’s rejection of species-hypothesis reflects a shift away from the 'formal 
cause' explanation of Aristotelian cognitive psychology; Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition”, 188. 
Tweedale notes that by rejecting that universal or common natures have real ontological status in objects Ockham 
“substantially dismantled the distinction between active and possible intellects” because there is no longer a need 
for an active intellect to mediate between the sensory faculties and the passive intellect; Tweedale, “Mental 
Representations in Later Medieval Scholasticism,” 42. 
134 Dominik Perler, “Seeing And Judging,” 154; also see Claude Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 27-28.  
135 See Panaccio, Ibid, 6-11. For a discussion of Ockham’s rejection of Intelligible species in cognition see 
Dominik Perler, “Things in the Mind: Fourteenth-Century Controversies over ‘Intelligible Species’,” Vivarium 
34, no. 1 (1996): 243-253. Also see Eleonore Stump, “The Mechanisms of Cognition,” in The Cambridge 
Companion to Ockham, ed. Paul Vincent Spade (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 169. 
136 See Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 6-8; Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 180-181. 
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while abstractive cognitions do not.137 On Ockham’s account then, intuitive apprehensions 

immediately cause abstractive intellections of the same singulars (either in a clear or a 

confused way, because all that there is to know in the world for Ockham are singulars), and 

these abstractive cognitions generate a habit (habitus) inclining or predisposing the agent to 

having similar mental acts (concepts).138 

 

So, what is a habit? Ontologically, a habit is a quality in the soul, but unlike acts of 

understanding or acts of appetite which are of short duration, habits have longer duration in 

the soul and can be thought of as the soul's dispositions or propensities for performing 

particular acts.139 In order to understand the distinction between qualities that are acts and 

qualities that are habits in the soul, it may be useful to be familiar with the three Aristotelian 

grades of actuality: potentiality; second potentiality (first actuality); and second actuality.140 

Very basically, creatures have capacities for performing particular activities in virtue of their 

natures. Human beings, having rational capacities, are naturally apt to have cognitions of 

particular objects (and particular kinds of objects). This ability exists in the soul as an 

unrealised state of potentiality until the first instance that a thought of a particular object is 

actualized in the soul. A thought by which a cognitive power attends to an object is a quality in 

the state of second actuality. However, once the thought has passed and the intellect is no 

longer thinking of the object, the capacity to think about the object remains in the soul as a 

quality in the state of first actuality; a habit. We cannot have direct, introspective awareness or 

experience of habits in our souls like we can have of acts of cognition and appetition, but 

Ockham is confident that we have sufficient evidence that they exist because we find it easier 

to think about (and desire, love, or hate) particular objects the more often we cognitively 

attend to the objects, as Ockham makes clear in Quodlibet II, qu. 16.141 In Quodlibet II, qu.18 

                                                
137 Calvin Normore, “Ockham on Mental Language,” in Historical Foundations of Cognitive Science, ed. J. C. 
Smith (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1990), 57.  
138 Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 21-23. A mental habit is an acquired disposition in the intellect of the agent 
that enables the intellect to renew the abstractive apprehensions when the intuitive and abstractive cognition of 
the object are no longer present in the soul. As I discuss bellow. See Tweedale, “Mental Representations in Later 
Medieval Scholasticism,” 41; Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 22. 
139 Ockham holds that there can be habits of sensitive cognition, intellectual cognition, and intellectual appetite. 
He considers whether there might also be habits in the sensitive appetite, but seems not to allow for them (though 
his answer is not definate).  
140 See Brower-Toland, “Ockham on Judgment,” 72 (n.12). 
141 See Ockham, Quodlibet II, qu. 16 (“Does a virtuous habit exist somewhere other than the will?”). 
Interestingly, Ockham had claimed that one reason species should not be included in a theory of cognition is 
because we have no evidential proof that they exist. However, as John of Reading points out, this argument is not 
very well founded because there are many things in the soul that we cannot have introspective evidence or 
experience of, including habits! If we use the razor to do away with species, surely we should use it on habits 
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(“Is it generally true that there are just as many distinctions among acts as there are among 

habits and visa versa?”) Ockham establishes that there are just as many different species or 

kinds of habits in the soul as there are species or kinds of cognition, and there are numerically 

just as may species or kinds of cognitions ars there are distinct objects of thought. 

 

Ockham’s early theory of cognition - the fictum-theory - was, in part, concerned with the 

problem of how the mind can attend to absent and (for Ockham) non-existent things such as 

universals and propositions. Ockham says this explicitly: “[a fictum] was postulated for no 

other reason than to stand in for a thing in such a way that both a proposition might be 

composed out of it and it might be common to things.” Ockham begins with the assumption 

that the intellect must have an object to attend to in order for it to have a thought about 

something.142 Like Peter Abelard had in the twelfth century, Ockham thinks the best way to 

address the issue is to suppose that the mind constructs something for itself (a fictum) to 

provide the intentional content of thought. In his Ordinatio Ockham describes ficta as items 

that “can be fashioned in the mind” as a kind of “likeness, or image, or picture, or word of a 

thing.”143 Ficta could be combined by the mind to form complexes that functioned to provide 

the intentional content for mental sentences and propositions. The problem was to explain 

what ontological status these ficta had. Ockham characterized them as a class of unreal, 

objectively existing, thought objects.144 This solution was not ideal, and Ockham’s theory was 

harshly criticised by his contemporaries (particularly Chatton, who thought that ficta were 

ontologically superfluous and epistemologically problematic).145 Eventually Ockham came to 

accept that the representational function that fictum performed could just as well be performed 

by the mental-act alone. In his mature theory of cognition Ockham posits mental-acts as 

having the intentional content contained in the act of cognitive attending itself. The transition 
                                                                                                                                                    
also. Adams and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 190. Also, for Ockham’s Razor argument applied to 
‘intelligible species’ see Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 29-31 
142 Thoughts must be about something. Ockham holds this view throughout his career. See Normore, “Primitive 
Intentionality,” 257. 
143 What Ockham probably has in mind here when he uses these terms is simply that they are mental 
representatives with the capacity to bring to mind a certain act of understanding a particular object (if they are 
singular) or particular type of object (if they are general) rather than any kind of essential or qualitative 
resemblance of the sort that we usually associate with the term ‘similarity’ or ‘likeness’ today. 
144 Tachau says that Holcot rejected Ockham’s ficta because of their ontological states as objectively existing, 
mind-dependent beings. Holcot would have no such things in his ontology; species have real or subjective being 
as qualities in the soul. See Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 248. Also note that ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ have 
different meaning when used in medieval philosophy than they do today. “Objective being” (esse objectivum) is a 
mind-dependent state closer to the contemporary notion of ‘subjectivity’, and “subjective being” (esse 
subjectivum) is real existence as an actual thing in the world. The only things with subjective being on a late 
medieval Ockhamist ontology are substances and the qualities that inhere in them. See Brower-Toland, “Ockham 
on Judgment,” 79. 
145 Brower-Toland, “Ockham on Judgment,” 82. 
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form ficta to actus-theory can be compared to the linguistic distinction in adverbial phrases 

between phrases that require a cognate accusative to complete the meaning of an expression, 

and those that do not. For example, when we understand the phrase “she sings” we understand 

the same thing (more or less) that we do when we understand “she sings a song” because the 

information about the object is built-into the verb itself.146 Similarly for the intellectual act, 

rather than attending to something the “to something” can be contained in the mode or act of 

attending. For example, in thinking of an apple we attend to it as, and so recognize it to be, an 

apple. What this thinking of an apple amounts to is the mind being in a “thinking-of-an-apple” 

mental state. And being in a “thinking-of-an-apple” mental state is simply to be having the 

thought that an apple causes us to have.  

 

Claude Panaccio has suggested that we might like to think about an actualized state of mind on 

Ockham’s account as a kind of cognitive “grasping” or taking on of a “mental posture.”147 For 

example, we might think of the kind of posture our hand takes when we grasp an apple.148 The 

“grasping” posture is not identical to the hand itself, but it is a quality of the hand, just as an 

intellectual act of understanding an apple is a quality of the mind. The mental grasping is not 

an action in the sense of a gesture, but can be likened to the static position of the hand. 

Panaccio highlights the “similitude” relation that the act of cognition has to the object that the 

cognition is about by explaining that the intellectual “grasp” shares a likeness with the object 

insofar as the “grasp” is moulded or caused by the features of the apple which it has direct 

contact with - that is, the accidental qualities. This "grasping" posture in the absence of the 

object can be understood as an analogue of the intellective cognitive abstractive act, and is the 

mental term or concept. The act is to the same degree a similitude or likeness of any other 

object that is sufficiently similar to the apple to be able to fit the mental “grasping” of the 

apple without any change to the "posture" of the intellect. Hence, one mental posture or 

concept may pertain to a multitude of objects; whatever items may be supported equally well 

by the “grasp” once the original has been removed. For this reason the mental term or concept 

                                                
146 There are many verbs that do require a cognate accusative to complete the meaning, for example “she throws a 
ball” (“she throws” is not a complete expression). However, there is no reason why there cannot be a particular 
kind or species of mental act of attending to for every possible object of attention, and may very well be the 
argument that Ockham makes. Of course, in spoken/written language there are many more complications such as 
when the cognate accusative is further qualified by an adjective. For example, “she sings a beautiful song" is not 
the same meaning as “she sings beautifully.”  
147 I have borrowed the account of ‘mental posture’ and analogy to ‘grasping’ form Panaccio. See Panaccio, 
Ockham on Concepts, 126.  
148 I use the example of an apple but Panaccio uses the example of a ball. The idea is the same.  
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can be thought of as a general sign.149 While qualities are immediately graspable in themselves 

(the 'hardness', 'redness', or 'roundness' of the apple), this is not so for substances. Ockham 

holds that “it is by the acquisition of accidents that individual substances become known to us, 

because accidents are cognized directly and in themselves by the intellect, but not the 

substances.”150 We are never able to know the substance in its pure essence. However, we do 

come somehow to apprehend it along with its accidents because the natural working of 

Ockham’s cognitive system rests upon the regularity of the connection between substances 

and the accidents that shape their outward appearance.151 So, when I perceive the redness and 

hardness of this apple, I do not think of them as separated qualities, but as somehow part of a 

complete, substantial thing - the apple - and it is in this way that the substance is present to the 

perceiver.152     

 

Peter King has explained Ockham’s actus-theory of cognition with reference to the causal (or 

“covariance”) account of mental representation. King uses the comparison of a hoof-mark to 

explain that the concept arising in the intellect on the covariance account is “a sure sign that 

the causal agent has been at work” in the vicinity (or even part of the causal agent).153 

Ockham’s description of the mental act does suggest that there is a definite causal relationship 

between the act of cognition and the object that the cognition is about: 

 

                                                
149 Panaccio has claimed that on the process described above absolute specific quality concept acquisition 
(qualitative concepts, like a colour or a weight) can be achieved with just one instance of the appropriate sense 
organ being activated by exposure to the right kind of object. Ibid., 121-122; also see Claude Panaccio, 
“Ockham’s Externalism,” in Klima, Intentionality, Cognition and Mental Representation in Medieval Philosophy, 
174-175.  
150 Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 126. 
151 Panaccio claims that Ockham thinks we can have simple intuitive and abstractive cognitions of substances as 
well as of accidents. While he “acknowledged the impossibility of grasping a substance in itself” this does not 
rule out the possibility of intuiting the substance altogether. Ibid., 127. While Ockham held that we can cognize 
one particular individual apart from another particular individual (and so can know singular things), we can not 
know a thing as the particular individual that it is if we are presented with another individual sufficiently similar 
in all sensible accidental qualities. He agrees with Scotus in this respect and gives the example of the two white 
patches noted above. For Ockham’s example and a discussion of his externalism see Peter King “Thinking about 
Singular Things,” 116-121.  
152 What I have described in the case of the apple is an example of what Panaccio has called simple specific 
concept acquisition. There are also simple generic concepts, and these are acquired differently form specific 
concepts as generic concepts require exposure to several individual of different species belonging to that genus. 
For example, the intellect will adopt the characteristic posture or "grasp" identical to the genus ‘fruit’ only after it 
has met with two or more different kinds of fruit - say apples and bananas. For further discussion see Panaccio, 
Ockham on Concepts, 137-138.  
153 Peter King, “Rethinking Representation in the Middle Ages,” 15-19. 
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I say that we have an apprehension proper to one singular thing not on account of a 

greater likeness to one than to another but because this intuitive apprehension is 

naturally caused only by the one and not by the other, and cannot be caused by the 

other.154  

 

However, I think that King’s analogy of the hoof-mark which is a “sure sign that the causal 

agent has been at work” in the vicinity does not do justice to Ockham’s account because it 

does not explain the relationship between the act of cognition and the object when the 

appropriate causal agent has not been at work in the vicinity, such as the hypothetical situation 

in which God impresses an act of understanding on the human intellect (or the angelic 

intellect).155 A particular species of mental act is about a particular object and no other object 

(or a particular kind of object and no other kind of object) not because it can only be caused by 

that object, but by virtue of its very nature, and it is part of its nature that it can naturally be 

caused only by that particular object (or kind of object), and no other.156 The point being that 

the object of the thought - the intentionality of the thought - is intrinsic to the thought in virtue 

of the fact that the quality (which is a particular species of cognition) is about a particular 

object, and no other object (nor could it have been about any other object and still been the 

same species of cogntion).157 That much said, there is sense in which King’s analogy of the 

hoof-print is very useful, and that is by illustrating that the mental concepts, on Ockham’s 

account are general. A mental concept is caused by a singular object, but signifies all singular 

objects of a certain kind, and is no better suited to representing one individual any more than it 

is suited to signifying another individual sufficiently similar to it.158 After all, mental concepts 

are the equivalent of mental terms or words and are useful insofar as they are capable of 

functioning in a mental language, there is no need for them to signify in any other mode than 

universality.  

 

                                                
154 Normore, “Ockham on Mental Language,” 57. 
155 As Normore has pointed-out: “Ockham is committed to the view that God can make any absolute creature 
without any other and he accepts that both created an intellectual souls and the qualities that are their concepts are 
absolute creatures so he is committed to thinking that those qualities can exist without intellects.” Normore, 
“Primitive Intentionality and Reduced Intentionality,” 261.  
156 Karger the same point in regards to Wodeham’s theory, but I think it is just as apt for Ockham. See Elizabeth 
Karger, “Adam Wodeham on the Intentionality of Cognitions,” in Perler, Ancient and Medieval Theories of 
Intentionality, 283-300. 
157 There is also a sense in which the quality that is a cognition has its intentionality extrinsically, because the 
quality must be cognized by a cognizing power/agent (it must be a quality in the state of second actuality) to 
actually be a thought about an object. See Ibid., 297-299. 
158 Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 9-11. 
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Mental terms (or concepts) are the basic components of Ockham’s mental language, and have 

signification as words do in in a spoken or written language - the difference being that mental 

signification is natural and the same for all human beings, while spoken and written words 

have conventional signification and, in the context of a proposition, supposition.159 Ockham 

draws a fundamental distinction between two kinds of mental terms; categorematic terms, and 

syncategorematic terms.160 Categorematic terms or concepts come in two kinds: the absolute 

and the connotative. The distinction can be understood according to the term’s mode of 

signifying: absolute terms' and concepts' primary signification are all the individuals of a 

particular kind, solely and equally (and nothing else).161 For example, the absolute natural-kind 

term ‘apple’ signifies all individual apples and nothing but apples. Some concepts, however, 

have more than just primary signification; they point towards, or pick-out, other things as well. 

For example, the relational term ‘teacher’ primarily signifies all individuals that are teachers, 

but also other entities engaged in a relation with the primary significate, and in virtue of which 

the primary significate is the type of thing it is. ‘Students,’ in the example ‘teacher,’ are 

secondarily signified, and are what Ockham calls the ‘connotata’ of a connotative concept. 162 

While the acquisition of absolute concepts or mental terms is the same as for specific quality 

terms, the conception of a connotative concept or mental term requires that a plurality of 

individuals are present to the agent simultaneously during apprehension, and that the agent 

must perceive these objects as distinct from one another (for example, two teachers, an apple 

and its hardness, or an apple and a banana). It follows that the connotative term will 

automatically be acquired by the intellect when the plurality of objects is present to it. For 

example, the concept of ‘similarity’ will be conceived when the intellect apprehends two 

teachers at the same time, or the mental concept of ‘longer’ will be acquired when the banana 

and apple are present simultaneously. Hence, as Panaccio has explained, it is necessary that 

the intellect has in its possession an absolute term before the connotative term can be 

conceived in order for the connotative concept in question to be predicable of it.163 

 
                                                
159 Ibid., 8. Peter King, “The Failure of Ockham’s Nominalism,” (unpublished manuscript, 1997), 3-4.  
160 Syncategorematic terms are those which are necessary for the syntax of mental language, but do not signify 
anything on their own. These include qualifiers, connectors, prepositions, copulas, privations and adverbs. 
Normore has explained that syncategoriematic concepts presented epistemological problems for Ockham’s theory 
of how mental terms are acquired and it appears that his understanding of this changed when he abandoned the 
ficta-theory for the actus-theory of cognition. See Normore, “Ockham on Mental Language,” 59. 
161 Normore quotes Ockham: “Purely absolute names are those which do not signify one thing principally and 
another or even the same thing secondarily. Rather everything that is signified by the same absolute name is 
signified primarily...” See Normore, “Ockham on Mental Language,” 57. 
162 Normore quotes Ockham: “A connotative name, however, is one which signifies something primarily and 
something else secondarily.” Ibid., 58. 
163 Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 64-68 
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Absolute and connotative mental concepts can be further distinguished according to whether 

or not a nominal definition is appropriate to be given for that term. Connotative terms are 

those that have nominal definitions. Nominal definitions are mental phrases that express the 

ontological commitments associated with the normal use of a given term.164 In other words, 

nominal definitions pick-out exactly which singular qualities and which singular substances in 

the world are being identified when that term is used. Ockham highlights the importance of 

such a definition in communicating about how things are in the world: “A nominal definition 

is a complex phrase (oratio) explicitly indicating what is imported (importatur) by a single 

term (per unam dictamen),” meaning that the definition specifies the ontological significance 

of the term by indicating whatever objects in the world that it signifies (‘imports’) and in 

whatever way.165 According to Calvin Normore’s account of Ockham’s mental language, 

because a nominal definition must be synonymous with the connotative term it defines, and 

because there are no synonyms in mental language, then Ockham should hold that there are no 

simple connotative terms in mental language.166 Absolute mental concepts, on the other hand, 

have no nominal definitions at all. Normore explains that this is because, for Ockham, absolute 

terms do not signify anything except what they signify primarily. A nominal definition, 

however, signifies some things primarily and other things secondarily, and is synonymous 

with the term it defines. But the absolute concept does not signify anything secondarily, and so 

any definition that signifies some things that it does not signify primarily cannot be 

synonymous with an absolute term. And so an absolute term and a nominal definition are 

incompatible. So there can be no nominal definition of an absolute term.167 

 

To recap, then, according to Ockham’s actus-theory of cognition simple and complex 

categorematic mental terms are acquired naturally when the agent is exposed to certain objects 

in optimal perceptive conditions.168 Each mental term for each particular object is exactly the 

same in every human intellect, but the set of mental terms one possesses will depend upon the 

                                                
164 Ibid., 
165 Ockham, SL. I, 26, (OPh I), ed. Boehner/Gál/Brown, 88. Transl. is quoted from Panaccio, Ockham on 
Concepts, 89. 
166 See Normore, “Ockham’s Mental Language,” 58-59. Whether or not there was absolutely no synonymy in 
Ockham’s mental language, and whether or not Ockham held that simple connotative mental concepts were 
possible, is a point of debate amongst contemporary historians of philosophy. Pannacio offers an alternative 
account of how Ockham’s theory can be understood. See Pannacio, Ockham on Concepts, 69-74, and 129. 
167 Normore, “Ockham on Mental Language,” 58. 
168 This is not the same for syncategematic mental terms. According to Normore it is not clear how Ockham 
understood syncategorematic mental terms to have been acquired, however, they may possibly be innate. 
Normore explains that if this is the case then “syncategorematic terms just are certain operations which the mind 
performs on categorematic terms.” See Ibid., 60. 
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collection of objects and circumstances that one has experienced in his/her life, and will vary 

from person to person.169 However, not having had the opportunity to acquire a certain 

categoregmatic concept does not mean that one can not have any knowledge of the object 

which that term signifies. It is possible that one can still have a meaningful conversation about 

a certain object that he/she has never been exposed to simply by having in mind a mental 

description of that object. As Sonja Schierbaum has shown in detail, according to Ockham, an 

understanding of an object can be taught to a person if he or she is provided with a description 

of that object, so long as the person being taught possesses some mental terms or concepts.170 

For example, someone who has never met a lion (so is without any understanding of what the 

spoken term ‘lion’ signifies) can learn what the term 'lion' signifies, if he/she is provided with 

a description of a lion such as “a lion is a big, yellow, furry, sharp-toothed, feline, with four 

paws, and roars”, and so long as the agent possesses the categoregmatic terms ‘big’, ‘yellow’, 

‘furry’, ‘sharp,’ ‘tooth’, ‘feline’, ‘four’, ‘paws’, and ‘roars.’ This newly acquired mental 

description signifying the lion enables the agent to converse meaningfully using the spoken 

term ‘lion’, and should hopefully enable him/her to recognize a lion as that which the spoken 

term ‘lion’ signifies when he/she is exposed to a lion in reality.  

 

Before moving on to discuss appetitive acts of the soul, it is worth highlighting a couple of 

final points about the relationship between mental language and spoken or written language. 

As we have seen, it was the case for Ockham that mental terms signify naturally, while spoken 

and written terms signify conventionally.171 Objects are associated with a vox (a spoken or 

written term) via an act of naming called ‘imposition’.172 For this to work, the original 

impositor naming an object should have acquired the mental term for that object so that the 

spoken term he associates with the object is subordinated to his mental term or concept.173 

                                                
169 Ibid., 61. 
170 See Sonja Schierbaum, “Knowing Lions and Understanding ‘Lion': Two Jobs for Concepts in Ockham?” 
Vivarium 48 (2010), 327-348. Schierbaum proposes a less “externalistic” reading of Ockham’s theory of mental 
language than the one that Panaccio advocates. See Panaccio “Ockham’s Externalisim” for the competing theory. 
171 Ockham explains that “...a concept or a passion of the soul naturally signifies whatever it signifies, but a 
spoken or written term only signifies [what it signifies] conventionally.” Ockham, SL. I, 1, (OPh I 7-8,13-52). 
Quoted from Friedman and Pelletier, “Mental Words and Mental Language in the Later Middle Ages,” 395. Also 
see Normore, “Ockham on Mental Language,” 56. 
172 Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 168. 
173 Panaccio thinks that Ockham’s theory allowed for the original imposition of the term to occur even when the 
impositor has not acquired a concept of the object, and he does not seem to think that in order for a person to 
speak meaningfully about an object he/she needs to possess the concept for the object that they speak about. 
Rather, Panaccio explains that “what determines the semantical status of a given spoken word within a linguistic 
community is the concept which the original impositor (or group of impositors) associated it with, not the concept 
that any particular speaker happens to have at the moment of utterance.” See Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts, 
170.  
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Exactly how the relationship between the spoken or written term, the mental concept, and the 

object signified, was worked-out varied from theoretician to theoretician, dependent on his 

epistemological and ontological commitments. For Ockham, the spoken or written word was 

subordinated to the mental term, but directly signified the object that the mental term it is 

subordinated to signified.174 And what the mental term signifies is exactly each and every 

individual of a certain kind. Giving an explanation of how a single spoken or written term 

signifies is not too difficult, but answering the question of what a spoken or written propositio 

(proposition or sentence) signifies was a more challenging task for Ockham and his 

contemporaries. According to Ockham, mental sentences (propositiones) are made up of two 

things; categoregmatic terms (absolute and connotative concepts) as well as synctegoremata. 

The act of combining terms to form complex cognitions such as mental propositions is an act 

or operation of the intellect, and the mental proposition itself will include terms that do not (on 

Ockham’s latter account) have real extramental existence, but have spoken and written terms 

subordinate to them (terms like ‘when’, ‘it’, ‘not’, ‘and’). While categorematic terms signify 

all those things that have real existence in the universe (individual qualities and substances) 

exactly what things syncategorematic terms signify are not so clear.175 So, although the claim 

that spoken and written sentences are subordinated to mental proposition is straight-forward 

enough, it is not at all clear what these mental propositiones as a whole signify. One theory 

(the res-theory, supported by Walter Chatton and Walter Burley) held that the mental 

proposito (and so the spoken and written term subordinate to the mental propositon) signified 

just what all the categoregmatic terms in the sentence signified.176 However, other 

philosophers found this answer unsatisfactory because what is expressed by a mental sentence 

is not just all the objects that each of the categoregmatic terms signifies alone, but rather a 

propositio expresses a state of affairs, and this is something quite different. Exactly what a 

state of affairs is, and how it can be signified by metal terms at all is a very complex question 

and I am happy to leave this question to historians of logic and philosophy to tackle as best 

they might. It suffices for my purposes here simply to mention in brief the two other 

approaches to the question of the signification of spoken or written and mental sentences that 

were available during the early fourteenth century. It has been suggested that the theory 

Ockham might have followed was the complexum-theory, which held that what the spoken or 

                                                
174 William Ockham, Summa Logicae I.1: “I say that spoken words are signs subordinate to concepts. That is, a 
concept primarily and naturally signifies something and a spoken word is instituted to signify what is signified by 
the mental concept.” Quoted from is Friedman and Pelletier, “Mental Words and Mental Language in the Later 
Middle Ages,” 395. 
175 In the words of Normore: “‘ifs’ and ‘cans’ are not the same kind of things as ‘pots’ and ‘pans.’” See Normore, 
“Ockham on Mental Language,” 59. 
176 Dominik Perler, “Late Medieval Ontologies of Facts,” Monist 77, no. 2 (1994): 149. 
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written sentence signified just was the mental proposito it is subordinated to.177 The 

‘complexum theory’ has been attributed to Robert Holcot by Dominik Perler. Susan Brower-

Toland has noted that when Wodeham summarizes the view promoted by Scotus and Ockham 

he says that according to his two predecessors “to assent that it is such-and-such in reality is 

according to those [who hold this view] just to assent to a mental sentence that signifies as 

much.”178 However, Brower-Toland argues that while Ockham’s contemporaries 

(mis)attributed this view to him it is not the correct way that his ‘intermediate’ and ‘mature’ 

theories should be understood.179 Adam Wodeham, on the other hand, argued for (what has 

been called) the complexe-significable theory. This approach held that what the spoken or 

written sentence and the mental propositio it was subordinated to and signified was not just the 

mental propositio, nor just the individuals signified by the categoregmatic terms, but rather 

what was signifed by both the propositio and the spoken or written sentence was a state of 

affairs in the world.180 

 

1.4 Summary.  

 

So far I have concentrated on explaining the features of cognition that occur more or less 

automatically when a human cognitive power is directed at an object. I have discussed how 

concepts are formed, how simple apprehensions are caused, the signification of mental terms 

and concepts and the subordination of spoken and written language to mental language. What I 

have provided so far is merely on outline of the basic building blocks or foundations of more 

advanced human thought processes such as acts of complex concept composition, formation of 

mental propositions, acts of belief, choice, wishing, wanting and the acts of self-reflection by 

which the rational agent knows himself to be thinking or feeling in certain ways. In order for 

these more advanced aspects of the human cognitive phenomena to be initiated the motive 

force of the intellectual appetite - the will - is required. Providing a full and coherent account 

of the will as it was understood in the Middle Ages is difficult due to the wide variety of 

                                                
177 Perler notes that McAdams claims that Ockham alluded to this theory also, but never makes the explicit claim 
that this was his view. Perler, “Late Medieval Ontologies of Facts,” 165; and  
178 See Susan Brower-Toland, “Facts v’s Things: Adam Wodeham and the Later Medieval Debate over Objects of 
Judgment,” Review of Metaphysics 60 (2006), 610. 
179 Brower-Toland, “Ockham on Judgment,” 85-106. 
180 The object of the propositio or judgment “Socrates is pale” is the fact, or concrete state of affairs involving 
Socrates being pale: “esse” - to be - must signify something. Therefore the sentence does not just signify Socrates 
and/or paleness, but something further: the relation or connection between them. Of course, this theory raises the 
obvious question of what the ontological status of the state of affairs is.   
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phenomena that the will was held to be responsible for. These phenomena include everything 

from the whim initiating acts of retrospection and directing thought, to fully-fledged elections, 

decisions and commitments. The development of the concept of the will has often been 

attributed to St Augustine who used the term in two senses: he identified the will as the 

controlling faculty of the superior part of the soul responsible for moral agency in man, and he 

also used the terms ‘will’ and ‘willing’ to describe the appetitive acts and desires of man in 

general.181 In De Trinitate, Book X, Chapter 11, where Augustine describes the soul as an 

image of the Trinity (the memory, will, and understanding corresponding to the three persons 

of the Godhead) he characterizes the will in terms of love. By the late Middle Ages the role of 

the will was central to understanding the human passions, morality, and the notion of the 

Divine Order. While I am unable to cover all aspects of the phenomena of the will in my 

present discussion, it is necessary for me to provide enough of an account to make sense of 

late thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century voluntarism, and to explain why this shift is 

important for an understanding of how suffering was depicted by late medieval authors.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
181 Knutilla, Emotions, 159. As Kent has observed, Augustine did not think of the will as the intellectual appetite - 
the rational counterpart of the sensitive appetite - yet this is how it came to be considered after the assimilation of 
Aristotelian and Arabic philosophy and the development of faculty psychology in the thirteenth century; see 
Kent, Virtues, 112. What is important for Augustine is that the will has a directing and determining function with 
respect to the rest of the soul.  
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Chapter 2: Appetite 

2.1 The Will. 

 

Before we can begin to understand what the late medieval theologians meant by “acts of the 

intellective appetite” it is first necessary to answer a preliminary question: what is an 

appetitive power? Eleanore Stump and Robert Miner have claimed that there are no 

satisfactory contemporary English translations for the Latin term appetitus.182 While it can be 

said to denote “a reaching towards something,” this should not be understood as a literal 

motion. Miner explains: “In its most general sense, appetitus names a universal tendency of 

anything to seek what completes it.”183 Because no form (except God) is complete by its own 

nature, every creature has an inclination towards what completes its form, and away from 

objects that are harmful or corruptive of it.184 This is what it means for an appetite to be 

inclined towards 'the good', or to seek-out objects and ends under the aspect of 'the good' (sub 

ratione boni).185 Of course, the next question that we need to address is: what did late medieval 

theologians understand by 'the good'? The reason why there is no easy answer to this question 

is because the medievals inherited two different notions of 'the good', one from Catholic 

Doctrine (the notion of 'the good' as being identical with God or Divine Will), and another 

from Greek natural philosophy (the idea that 'the good' is the perfection of an organic power or 

nature). Aristotle had employed the concept of 'the good' in two major contexts. In his Physics 

Aristotle had used the concept of 'the good' to speak about the perfection of a power in the 

process of physical change; 'the good' being that which perfects the power by causing an 

actualisation of a potency particular to the power (which before the actualization was 

incomplete).186 Aristotle also discussed 'the good' in his Nicomachean Ethics where achieving 

                                                
182 Robert Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 16. 
183 Ibid. On this principle, no creature would will an object, or act to bring about an end, that is (perceived to be) 
destructive or harmful to itself. 
184 Ibid. Note that this force or inclination towards perfection is inherent in all kinds of objects (including rocks), 
but I will be limiting my discussion to the appetites of the human psychological powers that we are properly 
aware of (that is, the sensitive and intellectual appetites). 
185 Kent, Virtues, 119-122; Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 25. While the proper object of the sensitive appetite was the 
‘particular good', the object of the intellective appetite was the ‘common good’. See Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 47-
48. Miner explains that for Aquinas “the sensitive appetite tends toward concrete singulars that are apprehended 
by the senses, whereas the rational appetite tends toward universal goods that are perceived by the intellect.” See 
Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 21.  
186 As I have noted earlier in Part 1.0, Aristotle describes two kinds of change possible in the organic powers of 
the subject. One kind of change is characterised as a change in which a form that was absent is caused to be 
present (alteratio). In this way, a potentiality comes to be an act through the activity of an efficient cause, which 
brings it about that what was potential is actualized. The second kind of change possible is properly speaking 
actualisation and does not require an external cause to make a form actual (perfectio); the completion of a 
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'the good' is entirely bound-up with his ideas about the perfections of natures of creatures. A 

man acts well or virtuously when he acts in accordance with his nature as a social, rational 

animal. On this account, then, the natural inclination of a power or appetite towards 'the good' 

is simply the inclination towards that which will promote the creature’s flourishing. Therefore 

in one sense 'the good' is the same for all creatures insofar as it is that which brings about the 

creatures perfection or flourishing, but the good is different amongst creatures with different 

natures because 'the good' is particular to the kind of thing it is. For example, 'the good' for a 

horse is going to be different from 'the good' for a man.187 The 'end' or 'good' towards which all 

man’s rational acts are directed is his happiness or flourishing as a man (eudiamonia).188  

  

On the other hand, medieval philosophers and theologians also inherited the concept of the 

metaphysical 'good' that had been developed by early Church doctors such as Boethius and 

Augustine who had identified 'the good' with God: the Divine Will and Order.189 According to 

Boethius, it is simply a principle of nature that all created beings (human and non-human) seek 

unity with The Good (or God).190 The goal of the metaphysical 'good' is innate to humans in a 

special sense because humans are rational creatures made in the (rational) image of God. We 

humans, unlike other animals, have the ability to use our rational capacities to make 

judgements and choose between particular objects and ends that are perceived by us to be 

'goods' (either personal goods that bring pleasure and gratitude to ourselves in this life, or the 

Christian metaphysical good which is action in accordance with God’s will and the dictates of 

right reason). In order for humans to be morally responsible agents we must have the capacity 

for freedom to choose between these alternative goods, because if human action were 

necessitated there would be no grounds upon which to distinguish between meritorious and 

reprehensible acts.191 Yet choosing to act in accordance with the metaphysical good is a 

                                                                                                                                                    
thing/power which was previously incomplete; the perfection of the thing. See Normore, “Goodness and Rational 
Choice in the Early Middle Ages,” 33; also see Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 17.  
187 Aquinas quotes Aristotle: “The nature (ratio) of the good consists in this, that it is something desirable 
(appetibile), whence the Philosopher says in chapter I of Ethics that 'good is what all things desire' (appetunt). 
Now it is clear that something is desirable according as it is complete (perfectum), for all things desire their own 
completion (perfectionem). But to the degree that something is complete (perfectum), it is to that extent in act.” 
ST., I.5.1.co. Quoted from Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 17. 
188 In the Nichomachean Ethics Aristotle explains that the 'particular good' for individual men depends on the type 
of character that man has. See Kent, Virtues, 114. 
189 The Catholic metaphysical notion of 'the good’ developed by early Church fathers was influenced to some 
degree by Neo-Platonic theories in which 'the good’ was understood as an abstract form exiting in the Realm of 
Ideas. 
190 Normore has observed that Boethius “identifies human happiness with the good for humans and that with the 
good itself. In turn he identifies the Good itself with Unity, Being, and God.” See Normore, “Goodness and 
Rational Choice,” 31.  
191 See Knnuutila, Emotions, 262-265. 
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challenging task for post-lapsarian man on account of the damage incurred at The Fall.192 

Original Sin has caused a rift between man and God; it has compromised man’s ability to 

know/recognize The Good and to follow the dictates of right reason. Further, man is hindered 

by physical pain and discomfort, overwhelmed by the intense passions of the sensitive 

appetites, and distracted by perverse love of himself and his own private good.193 In short, the 

many punishments that the body-soul composite suffers as a consequence of The Fall have 

made it difficult (but not impossible) for man to act virtuously and meritoriously. 

 

The model of the soul emerging from Catholic Doctrine, then, is one that involves two 

different notions of 'the good' or two 'ends' towards which man's affections can be inclined; the 

metaphysical good synonymous with God’s will, and the personal good that brought 

advantage and satisfaction to the individual in via. Anselm of Canterbury associated the free 

choice of man with these two inclinations in his influential treatise De casu diaboli.194 Here 

Anselm explains that man is endowed with two natural inclinations; an inclination to the 

advantageous (affectio commodi) and an inclination to justice (affectio justiciae).195 Justice 

was defined as uprightness of the will by keeping it for its own sake, and human freedom was 

defined as the ability to keep justice for its own sake.196 While an individual is free to choose 

either good as the end of his action, it is the person who conforms his will for advantage with 

his will for justice who is considered to be virtuous. This does not mean that one must be 

thinking of justice as the end of action at all times, but rather that the affections of the will 

were understood as dispositions that enabled an individual to spontaneously choose in 

accordance with a particular end when the appropriate circumstances arise. However, 

medieval philosophers recognized that there is a problem in this model. 197 If man is free to 

choose between ends and if man should at some time choose advantage instead of justice, then 

                                                
192 See Peter King, “Damaged Goods,” Faith and Philosophy 24, no. 3 (2007): 250. 
193 Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 10. In De civ. Dei, (xiv, 10-26) Augustine states that fear and distress were not 
part of the pre-lapsarian experience, nor will they be in Heaven; only with original sin has man become 
“disturbed by conflicting and fluctuating affections.” Further, all emotions were under the control of the pre-
lapsarian man, and the passions such as sexual arousal were felt no more strongly than they are felt in seeding 
crops (Augustine, De civ. Dei, xiv, 23); see Peter King, “Emotions in Medieval Thought,” in The Oxford 
Handbook of Emotion, ed. Peter Goldie (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 170; also see King, “Damaged 
Goods,” 250-251. 
194 Anselm’s doctrine of the “two wills” in man influenced the theories developed by later medieval theologians, 
particularly John Duns Scotus. For an account of Anslem’s theory and its significance for late medieval thought 
about the soul; see Normore “Picking and Choosing,” 27-31; Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 187-188; Knuuttila, 
Emotions, 269-271; King, “Emotions in Medieval Thought,” 172-173; and Kent, Virtues of the Will, 195-197. 
195 Note that ‘commodus’ is often translated as ‘advantageous', but it also means ‘agreeable’ and ‘pleasant'. 
196 Normore, “Picking and Choosing,” 29. 
197 Nomore highlights the “catch” in Anselm’s theory and how medieval philosophers attempted to resolve the 
matter. Normore, “Picking and Choosing,” 27-31.  
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from that moment hence-forth it will be nigh on impossible for the individual to act justly 

without external aid of God. This is because an individual will always choose what is 

advantageous to himself, but does not necessarily always choose justice.198 Therefore, if justice 

should be lost then the only circumstances that an individual could choose justice as an end of 

action would be if justice were believed by the individual to be advantageous to that 

individual, in which case justice would not be choosing justice for its own sake (nor keeping 

justice for its own sake) and thus the individual would not be willing justly at all. 199 Late 

medieval philosophers such as Holcot and Bradwardine are well known for having discussed 

their concerns about the role of grace in enabling man to obey the Divine command (which 

was that man should love God supremely, in and for Himself). Holcot explains that the 

rationale that God should be loved supremely depends in some way on the assumption that 

God is good for the person who loves Him. Mcgrade articulates Holcot’s logic: “If I know or 

believe that God is supremely good for me, then I ought to love God supremely. But then it 

would seem that I am not loving God supremely, but loving myself supremely and God as a 

means (concupiscently), because he is good for me.”200 While there is nothing wrong in loving 

God concupiscently this is not the same as loving God above all for God’s sake. But this 

volitional act of loving God supremely is not possible for man to elicit without the gift of 

grace.201 Bradwardine expresses the problem nicely when he says: “The proper operation of 

charity and grace is to love God charitably and graciously, overall, finally, for Himself... but as 

long as one lacks grace and charity he necessarily loves his own advantage and himself.”202  

 

Another challenge that medieval theologians were faced with was how to reconcile Aristotle’s 

account of habituated virtuous action with the Catholic notion of human freedom and the post-

lapsarian man’s struggle against sin.203 Aristotle’s picture of moral action is passive in the 

                                                
198 Kent discusses the problem of the soul’s lack of motivation to choose justice over advantage. See Kent, 
Virtues, 189 and 195.  
199 This is my paraphrase of the argument Normore has laid out. See Nomore, “Picking and Choosing,” 27-31.  
200 Holcot, Sent. I, q. 4, O, N, and R. Passage is cited and summarized by McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford after 
Ockham,” 74. The problem that worried Holcot runs as follows: firstly, to believe in God is to accept that there is 
something meriting infinite cherishing for itself and not merely for its pleasant or useful effects on ourselves, or 
others. However, an awareness of God sufficient to dictate to us to love God supremely is not available through 
natural, philosophical. or scientific reasoning; it is a matter of faith (and faith is a theological virtue that requires 
the gift of grace).  
201 Ibid. 
202 Thomas Bradwardine, De causa Dei, I, cap. 40, 369. Quoted from McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford after 
Ockham,” 79. 
203 Normore draws attention to the fact that according to the Aristotelian principles of causation and change, a 
moral agent does not deliberate about the ends of action, but only about the means of achieving the desired end. 
Once a particular practical end is given this initiates a desiderative drive in the agent, and then the agent will 
necessarily act upon his/her beliefs about how to best achieve the particular end (based on the knowledge that 
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sense that if a person has correct knowledge about a situation and his deliberative powers are 

strong enough, then he will necessarily act for the best, so as to achieve the good end.204 The 

virtue required for human flourishing was acquired through the habituation of moral 

behaviour. Once obtained, the virtuous disposition was difficult for a fully rational adult to act 

against or loose. A virtuous person could only fail to act virtuously in a given situation if the 

process of deliberation is somehow disrupted (perhaps by an intense passion) and action to 

achieve the end is prevented from being issued.205 So, while Aristotle does explain how a 

person may act incontinently to seek the opposite of what (in some sense) he knows should be 

done on a particular occasion (akrasia), the account he provides is not satisfactory for the 

Scholastic theologian. The Aristotelian theory does not sufficiently account for the fragility 

and fallibility that Christian theologians understood as essential to the human nature. Christian 

philosophers of the late Middle Ages sought to provide an account of human ethics that 

acknowledged and accommodated those moments of moral paralysis or moral confusion when 

man is faced with two equally appealing goods that he finds difficult to decide between, or 

when he experiences a situation in which he knows what is correct action according to the set 

of moral principles he is committed to and had intended to uphold at all times, yet freely 

choses to reject in one sudden instant. 206 Christian doctrine requires that an individual should 

be able to fall from virtue into vice easily even when right reason prescribes the correct action 

that ought to be performed. Further, a man in a state of sin should be free to turn to virtue if he 

wills to do so, rather than be stuck with a habituated (and so permanently vicious) 

disposition.207 For this reason (among others) the late thirteenth-century radical Aristotelian (or 

“intellectualist”) accounts of psychology and ethics were met with resistance. These theories 

were seen by many to promote a model of the relationship between reason and the will 

according to which the cognitive powers were able to dictate or prescribe the acts of the 

appetitive powers, ultimately compromising the role of the will as the seat of moral agency in 

                                                                                                                                                    
he/she has about the circumstances of the action), unless the process of deliberation about how to achieve the end 
is somehow interrupted or terminated. See Normore, “Picking and Choosing,” 23-25. 
204 That is, the ‘good end’ particular to the individual’s character.  
205 Normore notes that the Anselmian two-wills theory was not much different from Aristotle’s theory in the 
sense that the will is still a moved-mover. Once either of the goods has been chosen, the will is committed to 
acting in accordance with the best means to achieving the chosen end. It is not until later in the thirteenth and 
early fourteenth centuries that philosophers and theologians suggested that there could be full deliberation of the 
will about both the means and the ends. Ibid, 28. 
206 Aristotelian ethics marginalized such moments and explained them as being due to some lack of moral 
training, or some failure originating from biological dysfunction (passions or physiological states) causing the 
agent to cease to be aware of the truth of one or more of the premises of the practical syllogism involved. 
Catholic theologians, on the other hand, recognized post-lapsarian man as having an inherently fragile, fallible 
nature. Even a consistently virtuous individual was vulnerable to instances of sudden moral lapse, although not as 
vulnerable as an individual who has a habituated disposition toward choosing and acting inordinately.  
207 Kent, Virtues, 225-226.  
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man.208 The strong disapproval of “intellectualist” tendencies in psychology is reflected in the 

list of condemnations issued by Bishop Stephen Tempier at the University of Paris in 1277. A 

number of the condemned articles were aimed at defending the freedom of the will. These 

included the condemnation of the claim that the soul wills nothing unless it is moved by 

another faculty, and the condemnation of the claim that it is impossible for the will not to will 

when it is in the disposition in which it is natural for it to be moved and when that which by 

nature moves it remains so disposed.209  

  

Defending the free liberty of the will became central to late thirteenth- and early fourteenth-

century psychology; traditional theories of motion and change were revised in order to free the 

will from necessitated action. Philosophers such as Henry of Ghent, Peter John Olivi, John 

Duns Scotus and William Ockham are well known for having developed theories of 

psychology that emphasised the crucial feature of the will as an autonomous self-mover.210 

One particularly difficult question that voluntarist theologians had to answer was how the 

freedom of the will could be preserved in Heaven. Most theologians in the thirteenth century 

held that the Beatific Vision was the natural perfection of the intellectual appetite because it 

lacked no goodness at all and the will could not reject it.211 Theologians committed to 

defending the free will proposed accounts of volition that allowed the will to refrain from 

acting even in the presence of the ultimate good (God). John Duns Scotus suggested that the 

will could have an act of willing (volle), an act of willing-against (nolle), or be indifferent in 

respect to a particular object and neither will for it or against it, so that even during the 

presence of the Beatific Vision the intellectual appetite is not necessitated to elicit an act of 

willing or rejecting.212 Robert Holcot held that while the freedom of the will is not unlimited it 

certainly is possible that the will could reject the Beatific Vision under certain conditions.213 

For example, it would be possible for the will to elicit an act of rejection of the Beatific Vision 

                                                
208 For example, Aquinas had promoted the superiority of the faculty of the intellect in the soul, arguing that the 
intellective appetite responded to what intellective cognition presented to it as the ‘good’ to be pursued, so that 
the will’s action is determined by the dictates of the intellect. For Aquinas’s intellectualist position and 
voluntarist resistance towards it, see Ibid, 105-106. 
209 Knuuttilla, Emotions, 256. 
210 Normore mentions all four theologians in “Picking and Choosing,” as does Bonnie Kent in “Evil in Later 
Medieval Philosophy.” See Bonnie Kent, “Evil in Later Medieval Philosophy,” Journal of the History of 
Philosophy 45, no. 2 (2007): 177-205. 
211 Ockham is possibly the only exception. See Normore, “Picking and Choosing,” 35-39; Kent, “Evil in Later 
Medieval Philosophy,” 195.  
212 Kent, Virtues, 139.  
213 Holcot discusses these issues in Det., q. 9, a. 2k; 2l; 2m; 2n; and Sent. I, q. 3, a. 3. I rely on the account of 
Holcot’s theory provided by Kitanov, but intend to investigate Holcot’s writing on the subject myself in the near 
future. See Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 216-223.  
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if God were to reveal to the individual that he/she will be damned or annihilated, or reveals 

that He wants him/her to reject Him temporarily under the threat of eternal misery.214 

However, Holcot is reluctant to allow that the will is absolutely free to reject any object in all 

situations. Rather, Holcot offers a series of “volitional threshold” arguments to show that when 

a certain suitable and special good of a particular intensity is presented to the will it is very 

difficult for the will to reject it. This has to be the case otherwise the will would be capable of 

rejecting an object twice as good, or three-times as good, or infinitely as good as itself without 

any difficulty.215 A rather more extreme view was held by William of Ockham who went so far 

as to argue that because the will is a free agent it has no intrinsic inclination at all: “Whatever 

its inclination towards a certain object a free power can, in virtue of its very freedom, 

determine itself towards the opposite.”216 Ockham argued that even if the object is presented to 

the will as a good and that the individual knows it to be in no way evil, or an evil that the 

individual knows not to be at all a good, it is still the case that the will has the capacity to 

reject the object.217 This is necessary in order to preserve the absolute freedom of the will. 

 

Late medieval philosophers were also influenced by the Augustinian notion of volitional acts 

as affective states. In The City of God Augustine describes the passions as modes of ‘willing’, 

explaining that the attitudes and movements of the will can constitute different emotional 

states depending of the presence or absence, and quality, of the object of volition.218 Augustine 

defines love as positive volitional direction that gives rise to four emotional states or affective 

                                                
214 However, this is only the case for the vision of God because of its apparent good or evil quality. It is not the 
same case when God Himself is the direct object of the volition, because God lacks no good at all and cannot 
Himself be evil. However, God can ‘show’ or ‘reveal’ Himself to be in some way evil, and because the human 
only has the capacity to perceive what is revealed to him/her during the Beatific Vision then it is the apparent 
good or evil quality that is the object of the volition in the case that Holcot discusses here.  
215 Holcot offers a thought experiment involving three angelic wills with different capacities to resist a particular 
good. See Ibid., 218-219. 
216 Ockham, Rep. III, 11 (OTh VI, 357), quoted from Panaccio, "Intellections and Volitions," 89. According to 
Normore, Ockham admits that the natural universe is ordered towards the final end and that this end is God’s will 
and providence, but Ockham does not think that we can prove this apart from revelation. We are required by faith 
to believe that every effect has a final cause - namely God - whose providential plan lies behind everything, but if 
we simply follow reason we would not suppose so. Human choice means that human acts of will are not 
necessitated. While Ockham thinks that it is a fact that things have a final cause, the final cause is a result of 
God’s will and so could have been otherwise. Hence, it is at most a contingent matter that a thing’s tending 
towards its end is constitutive of its goodness, and having a final cause is not a necessary part of what it is to be a 
human. See Normore, “Picking and Choosing,” 37-39. 
217 Normore says that according to Ockham “a free agent can set up any object whatever as an end for itself, 
instead of the end for which God implanted a desire in us.” Ibid., 35. 
218 Augustine, De civ. Dei, xiv, 6.: “What is desire and delight but willing with consent to the things we will for? 
What is fear and distress but willing in dissent from the things we will against?” Quoted from King, “Emotions in 
Medieval Thought,” 170. Anselm and Peter Abelard follow Augustine in identifying passions as types of willing 
(voluntates); generally as forms of “wantings” providing the desires and motivational agency in the human. Ibid., 
172. 
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attitudes: desire, pleasure, fear and grief.219 Accordingly, whether or not a human emotion is 

praiseworthy or reprehensible depends on the object of love or desire. The object of the will 

can either be the Divine, unchangeable good or changeable, worldly goods. The will commits 

sin by turning away from the immutable and common good (that is, essentially, God) and 

turning its love towards its own private good.220 There can be two kinds of love according to 

Augustine; using love (uti) and enjoying love (frui).221 Using love occurs when someone takes 

the object in virtue of, or as a means to achieving, some higher good, while enjoying love 

occurs when the agent takes the object as the ultimate and supreme good and loves it on 

account of itself. Most properly speaking, frui is reserved for the love of God alone. When an 

individual loves God ultimately and above all else then the individual’s will is ordinate 

(ordinata; rightly ordered) and his/her emotions are morally praiseworthy. On the other hand, 

if an individual loves some created thing as a supreme and highest good, then he/she loves that 

thing with the love reserved only for God, and his/her will is perverse (disordinate) and his/her 

passions are excessive (disproportionate). Disorder of the body-soul composite through the 

voluntary, perverse love of the will deformed the nature of the human being and ultimately 

resulted in the just punishment of suffering or unhappiness. A re-ordering of the body-soul 

composite through a conversion of the will to the immutable, common good (conversio ad 

bonum commutablie) was understood as a means to lessen one’s suffering and achieve 

salvation.222  

 

Like Augustine, late medieval theologians provided accounts of emotions as types of willing. 

These theologians recognised that for emotions to be most properly human and of moral 

significance they must be located in the part of the soul responsible for human free-agency; the 

intellectual appetite. William Ockham makes this clear in Quodlibet II, qu. 17 where he asks 

whether there are passions in the will. In this passage Ockham provides a definition of a 

passion as an act of an appetitive power in the soul and specifies that the appetitive acts he is 

talking about here are the ones that we can be aware of (so excluding vegetative states and 

habits): 

 
                                                
219 For a useful introduction to Augustine’s theory of emotions and the will see Knuuttila, Emotions, 159-60 and 
168-172.  
220 “Evil is an aversion to the immutable good and a conversion to changeable goods. This aversion and 
conversion will result in just punishment of unhappiness because they are not compelled but committed 
voluntarily.” Augustine, De lib. arb. II, 87. Quoted from Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 76. 
221 For Augustine’s theory of enjoyment and other emotions see Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 2-13. 
222 For the different kinds of suffering resulting from sin see: Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 75-76. 
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I say that by a passion I understand any form existing in an appetitive power such that it 

is suited by nature to be regulated by right reason so as to take the correct form, and 

which requires an actual cognition for its existence. Or briefly, a passion is some form 

distinct from a cognition, which exists subjectively in an appetitive power, and which 

requires an actual cognition for its existence.223 

 

Ockham goes on to explain that in order for appetitive acts and passions to be subject to praise 

or blame they need to be within our power to control, and so this excludes acts of the sensitive 

appetite such as fear and rage that entirely overwhelm us immediately, as well as the distress 

and joy which children and the mentally impaired suffer.224 Ockham’s contemporaries were 

also interested in discussing theories of the passions of the will and engaged in debates about 

the relationship between volitions and other types of cognitions. It is remarkable that at least 

one late medieval theologian, Adam Wodeham, promoted the view that all appetitive acts are 

cognitions.225 Wodeham’s claim is perplexing and was not commonly supported by thirteenth- 

and fourteenth-century philosophers. However, it is important not to ignore Wodeham’s 

argument as it brings to our attention the difficulties and ambiguities that late medieval 

theorists faced when attempting to answer the question of what an act of the intellectual 

appetite is. Most fourteenth-century philosophers held that a volition is, ontologically 

speaking, a quality inhering in the substance of the (intellectual) soul. 226 According to the 

Ockhamist tradition a volition is an act of the will, but the will is not distinct from the 

intellectual power (or the intellectual soul) itself. The terms ‘volition’ and ‘appetition’ are 

connotative terms used to denote the intellectual soul and to connote just those acts of the 

intellectual soul by which we are willing, wishing, desiring, loving and detesting. The terms 

‘intellection’ and ‘cognition’ are likewise connotative terms that denote the intellectual soul 

and connote just those acts of the intellectual soul by which we are apprehending, believing 

                                                
223William Ockham, Quodl. II, q. 17, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 186-188. Transl. is Martin’s; see Martin, “Selections,” 
(unpublished manuscript, 2016), 21-22.  
224 According to Ockham all passions of the intellectual appetite are subject to praise and blame unless some 
special circumstances (such as supernatural causation) make it otherwise, but Ockham does not mention the 
possibility here. 
225 Dominik Perler has claimed that Wodeham held a "strong cognitivist position" with respect to emotions, but, 
as I will explain later, I think that Perler misunderstands Wodeham’s argument. See Perler, “Emotions and 
Cognitions,” 265. 
226 Pickave says: “Despite the fact that metal acts are about something and look therefore like relations, these later 
medieval authors insist that mental acts are absolute (i.e. non-relative) entities in general and qualities in 
particular.” Pickave, “On the Intentionality of the Emotions,” 62. 
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judging, opining, and knowing objects.227 However, if the will and cognition are not distinct 

from the intellective power (or the intellectual soul) itself - and so are identical to each other - 

then it is not entirely clear how one and the same power can have two radically different 

modalities of action.228 Ockham has it (as quoted above) that “a passion is one form distinct 

from a cognition.” In his discussion of whether memory, understanding, and will are really 

distinct powers (Reportatio, Lib II Q. 20) Ockham explains that we know volitions to be 

distinct from cognitions because the phenomenological character of those qualities (or 

thoughts) in the soul. What he means is that some of our thoughts about objects are ones by 

which we attend to an object in a way that is somewhat necessitated; we have no direct control 

over whether or not we have these thoughts, they simply occur spontaneously or naturally 

when we are presented with an object in optimal (sensing) conditions. For example, when an 

object such as an apple is present to my sensitive powers I automatically cognize that apple. 

However, there are also acts of the intellectual soul that are not necessitated in the same sense, 

but are free in respect to the object. These kinds of acts are the ones by which we can will, 

desire, or reject the apple. Put simply, both the volition and the cognition have exactly the 

same object (the apple) but are distinct in so far as there is a difference in the way that each 

type of intellectual act relates to the object; one act is an act that is free in respect to the object 

and the other does not involve this kind of freedom. But Ockham’s explanation in Reportatio 

only proves that these are distinct acts of a single subject, it does not answer the question of 

how one and the same power can have two radically different ways of relating to the same 

object.  

 

An equally difficult question that seems to be motivating Wodeham’s claim that volitions are 

cognitions, is how a volition comes to have its intentionality (or ‘aboutness’). This is a 

challenging problem, but because I believe it to be important to the late medieval theory of the 

intellectual appetite (and so emotion) I will make an attempt to explain the answers that were 

available. A good place to start is by considering what Wodeham had to say when he made the 

claim that volitions (and perhaps all appetitions) are also cognitions: 

                                                
227 See Ockham, Rep. II, q. 20, (OTh 5), ed. Gál/Wood, 439-442. As far as the Ockhamist ontology is concerned 
there was no distinction to be made between the faculty of the intellect and the faculty of the will. There was just 
one power of the intellectual soul and that was the intellectual soul itself. However, when we speak of acts of the 
will, or acts of the intellect, all we are doing is distinguishing between the operations of the intellectual soul 
insofar as it is producing acts of willing or it is producing acts of understanding. For more on Ockham’s ‘identity 
thesis’ and a discussion of the unity of the intellective soul, as well as an account of how Ockham uses absolute 
and connotative terms to describe the intellective soul and its acts, see: Claude Panaccio, “Intellections and 
Volitions in Ockham’s Nominalism,” in Pickavé and Shapiro, Emotion and Cognitive Life, 76-80. 
228 Aquinas certainly thought that this was not possible.  
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Second, I say - not by way of expressing an assertion, but by way of expressing an 

opinion - that every act of desiring and hating, and so enjoyment, is a cognition 

(cognitio) of some sort and an apprehension (apprehensio) of some sort, because every 

experience of some object is also an experience of some sort of its object; that is, it is 

that by which such an object is experienced, because every vital act is some sort of 

experience.229  

 

Before discussing Wodeham’s position it is important to take into consideration the context in 

which Wodeham makes this claim and some general observations about the terminology he 

uses. Firstly, it is to be noted that while Wodeham seems to be making a claim about all 

appetitive passions, he is in fact discussing beatific enjoyment (fruitio) which is a simple, 

direct intellectual apprehension of God and enjoyment of God. Secondly, Wodeham’s reason 

for specifying that an appetition is “a cognition,” “an apprehension,” and “a vital act” is to 

emphasise the intentional character of the act. 230 Wodeham uses the terms “cognition” and 

“vital act” here to identify that a volition is a quality by which the soul attends to an object 

with a certain mental attitude or modality.231 After all, we cannot think of things, fear things, 

                                                
229 Adam Wodeham, Lect. Sec., dist. 1 q. 5 § 4, ed. Gál/Wood, 278. Quoted from Pickavé; see Martin Pickavé, 
“Emotion and Cognition in Later Medieval Philosophy: The Case of Adam Wodeham,” in Pickavé and Shapiro, 
Emotion and Cognitive Life, 99. 
230 Elizabeth Karger notes that Wodeham uses the term 'cognition' in two senses. As an absolute term 'cognition' 
denotes qualities of a certain sort which, by nature, exist in human minds, but which, by God’s power, could exist 
separately. As a connotative term ‘cognition’ applies to those qualities that exist in a mind and by which the mind 
apprehends something. See Elizabeth Karger, “Adam Wodeham on the Intentionality of Cognitions,” in Perler, 
Ancient and Medieval Theories of Intentionality, 290-291. According to Karger, on Wodeham’s account a 
cognition as has “aptitudinal intentionality” intrinsically and “actual intentionality” extrinsically; see Ibid., 297-
299. She explains: “What I am calling ‘aptitudinal intentionality’ of a cognition is the capacity a cognition has for 
being a cognition of a determinate object and no other, or of objects of a determinate sort and of no other sort... 
On Wodeham’s doctrine, then, the actual intentionality of a cognition depends on two things: on the aptitudinal 
intentionality of the cognition and on there being a mind which actualizes that aptitude or capacity of a 
cognition.” Ibid., 297-299. Karger notes that although she focuses on apprehensive cognitions in her discussion 
the distinction is applicable to all cognitive qualities including volitions (Ibid., 284-285). Peter d’Ailly has made a 
similar distinction in his discussion in Concepts and Insolubles: “For [concept] connotes that the intellective or 
cognitive power grasps or understands the understood or conceived thing by means of the quality that is the 
concept inhering in the intellective or cognitive power itself and informing it. Hence it follows that just as no 
thing or quality is essentially and intrinsically an actual cognition and a vital change, as was said above, so too no 
thing or quality is essentially and intrinsically a concept. From this it follows that a concept is not necessarily a 
concept. And consequently a concept is able not to be a concept - which is to say, the thing that is a concept is 
able not to be a concept.” I quote from Normore, “Primitive Intentionality,” 264. Nomore attributes the 
translation to Paul Spade; see Peter of Ailly, Concepts and Insolubles, transl. P. V. Spade (Reidel: Dordrecht, 
1980), 25-27 and 50-55.  
231 Karger says: “Thoughts of all kinds are called by Wodeham ‘vital acts.’” See Karger, “Adam Wodeham on the 
Intentionality,” 288 n.17. Pickavé also draws attention to the use of the term ‘vital acts’ in this passage, noting 
that the term was traditionally used for a large range of phenomena in the soul, including cognitions. See Pickave, 
“Emotion and Cognition,” 106-107.  
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believe things, judge things, or love things if we are not aware of these things.232 Wodeham 

makes this same observation himself:  

 

If this were not the case the soul might love what is not known - Augustine - “the mind 

can only love itself if it knows itself.” We can love what is not seen but not what is 

unknown. The consequence; if it were not the case that the very act of appetite is a 

cognition, that is, if they were really distinct, then God could produce the act of appetite 

- love - without the act of cognition.233  

 

And again a similar point: 

 

If not [if the volition and the cognition were distinct] then the will would be blind, because 

through its act it would cognise nothing of its object.234 

 

The reasons that Wodeham provides for describing an appetitive act in the way that he does 

suggests that he finds it difficult to understand how an act of volition - which is a quality of the 

soul distinct from the antecedent cognition providing its partial effective cause - could be 

about anything if it did not have its own cognitive or apprehensive component providing it 

with its own intentional object and content.235 However, Wodeham also holds that the object or 

intentional content proper to the volition is the same as that of its antecedent cognition; 

                                                
232 Karger, “Adam Wodeham on the Intentionality,” 284. 
233 Wodeham, Lect. Sec., d. 1, q. 5,§ 4, ed. Gál/Wood, 277; noted in Pickavé, “On the Intentionality of the 
Emotions,” 59. Gregory of Rimini quotes this passage from Wodeham and I have used Rimini as my source: 
Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2. art. 1, ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 210. Transl. is Martin’s: See Martin, “Selections,” 35.  
234 Wodeham as quoted by Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2. art 1, ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 210. Transl. is Martin’s; 
Martin, “Selections,” 33.  
235 As is clear in Ockham’s description of what an act of the appetite requires, an act of understanding is the 
partial efficient cause of, and is logically prior to, an act of willing in the causal process. And this position was 
generally held in the late Middle Ages. In his Reportatio Ockham explains the relationship between the two acts: 
“One may concede that the understanding is prior to the will, because the act of understanding that is connoted by 
‘understanding’ is proper to the act of willing which is connoted by ‘will’, because the act of understanding is a 
partial efficient cause with respect to the act of willing, and may occur naturally without the act of willing and not 
consciously. But these priorities do not imply a perfection in that which is prior, or an imperfection in the 
posterior.” Ockham, Rep. II, q. 20, (OTh 5), ed. Gál/Wood, 441-442. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Selections,” 
24.  
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historians of medieval philosophy have called this duplication of cognitive content 

Wodeham’s “copy principle.”236  

 

While Wodeham’s contemporaries agreed that we can not fear things, love things, or hope for 

things unless we are first aware of these things, they did not, for the most part, accept 

Wodeham’s argument that in order to account for a volition’s intentionality the volition must 

also be a cognition and an apprehension. Gregory of Rimini provides a substantial critique of 

Wodeham’s position in his Sentences commentary where he asks whether love (or generally 

an act of the will) is essentially a knowing (noltitia).237 He begins by outlining Wodeham’s 

argument that every act of desiring and hating is a cognition and an apprehension; a theory 

that Rimini rejects as “superfluously positing a plurality of things known,” and for doing so on 

the basis of weak premises.238 Rimini points out that, on Wodeham’s view, the cognitive 

component of the volition has exactly the same intentional content as the antecedent cognition 

that is its partial efficient cause. Rimini struggles to understand why this double-up on 

cognition is needed unless the volition is a cognition on account of some new information 

about the object that is acquired through the volition, or because the soul comes to know the 
                                                
236 Martin Pickavé coins the term “copy principle”; see Pickave, “Emotion and Cognition,” 102. But it is Susan 
Brower-Toland who (to my knowledge) is the first to discuss the aspect of Wodeham’s theory, calling it 
“Wodeham’s Rule.” See Susan Brower-Toland, “Facts vs Things,” 604-605. If Wodeham had subscribed to a 
mental-act theory similar to Ockham’s (and I am not sure if he did) then is possible to make straightforward sense 
of Wodeham’s claim that the volition is also a cognition. As we have seen in Chapter 1.4, on Ockham’s mature 
theory he held that for a cognition to be about something it does not have to attend “to something,” but rather that 
the object of the act is somehow contained in the act of attention itself (I explained this by comparing Ockham’s 
notion of a mental act to the linguistic distinction between adverbial phrases that require a cognate accusative to 
complete the meaning of an expression, and those that do not). I see no reason why Ockham’s mental-act theory 
would apply only to acts of understanding and not also acts of willing. And so, if Wodeham also holds that the act 
of willing does not need an object to attend to in order to be about something, but rather includes this in the act of 
attention itself (a volition being a mental-act of attention in a different modality to a mental act of understanding), 
then it would seem that this is not so much a matter of “copying” the cognition, but simply a matter of the act of 
the will having its intentionality in the way that is proper to its nature as an act of the intelligent soul. If this is the 
case, then the puzzle that remains is why Wodeham chooses to specify “that a volition is also a cognition,” when 
Ockham clearly stated that “a passion is some form distinct from a cognition.” It is also possible that Wodeham 
thinks that we cannot have distinct acts of understanding and willing with respect to the same object at the same 
time. If so, then in order to start willing something we have to stop understanding it. But I am not aware of any 
textual evidence for this idea.  
237 Rimini Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2 (“Is enjoyment an operation of the will alone?”). Rimini begins by noting 
authorities against the position who equate love with knowing, or equate an operation of the will with an 
operation of a cognitive power, or deny that enjoyment is an operation at all but that it is rather a passion 
(Augustine and Aristotle). He then states the affirmative position: “That all love is an act of the will, for it is a 
feature only of the will to love and all enjoyment is love according to its definition.” Rimini divides the 
remainder of the question into three articles: (i) Is love, or generally an act of the will, essentially a knowing? (ii) 
Is all delight an operation and what operation is it? (iii) Is enjoyment delight or some other operation of the will 
alone? The first article primarily interests me here. For related discussions of this section from Rimini’s 
Sentences see: Pickavé, “On the Intentionality of the Emotions,” 60-63; Pickave, “Emotion and Cognition in 
Later Medieval Philosophy,” 109-113; and Dominik Perler, “Emotions and Cognitions: Fourteenth-century 
Discussions,” 269-270. 
238 Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2, art. 1, ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 211. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Selections,” 39. 
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object in a new way through the volition. But Rimini cannot see why anyone would think that 

this is the case:  

 

For if I see something and do not desire it, and then afterwards with the same knowing 

remaining I desire it, I certainly do experience myself to desire something new, but I 

do not experience myself to know otherwise or to know something else.239  

 

He provides a couple of examples to make his point clear. Rimini explains that when we will 

something, or when we will something more intensely than before, the strength of our volition 

is increased. But this does not mean to say that we know the object better or more perfectly 

than we did before we had the volition, because in that case our knowledge would also be 

increased, but an increase in knowledge is not normally what results when we love something 

or love it more intensely. Further, when we acquire some new knowledge about an object we 

experience in ourselves that we know the object differently then we did before. For example if 

we first cognize some object by touch and then afterwards we cognize the same object by 

sight, in each case we have a distinct act of intuitive cognition (with distinct content) with 

respect to the same object.240 This is because the sense powers via which we experience the 

object are different. However, if the object of volition is present to the cogniser as it is in the 

case of touch and sight, and if the cognitive content of the volition is exactly the same as the 

antecedent cognition which is an intuitive cognition, then there would be two identical 

intuitive cognitions of the same object in the same power at the same time.241 And this, 

according to Rimini, is against the principle of parsimony that he thinks that Wodeham is 

committed to upholding.242  

                                                
239 Ibid., ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 213. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Selections,” 41. 
240 While the general object is the same - say the object is an apple - the specific object of each intuitive cognition 
is different in so far as the object of the power of sight is the accidental feature of the apple that is its colour, and 
the object of the power of touch is that accident of the apple that is sensed when apprehended by the sense organ 
of touch (the skin).  
241 “Furthermore, suppose I take a volition which you say is an incomplex knowing, for example the volition with 
which I love Peter who I intuitively see, either that volition is an intuitive knowing of Peter or an abstractive one. 
It is not abstractive because it is immediately terminated at Peter himself and not at some species or other 
representative of him... Furthermore, no reason can be given why this knowing of Peter which is a volition of him 
is abstractive, and that the other, which is not a volition, is not also abstractive, or if that latter is intuitive, as it 
truly is, why the former is not also intuitive.” Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2, art. 1. ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 214. 
Transl. Martin, “Selections,” 42-43. 
242 “Nor, also, can it be said that it is intuitive, because then there would at the same time in the same power be 
two intuitive knowings of the same adequate object, which according to him would be to posit something 
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Another point of disagreement Rimini has with Wodeham’s argument is his use of 

terminology. Wodeham had claimed that every appetitive act is a vital act and an experience 

of its object. Rimini wants to define the meaning of “experience” in a very particular way: 

“every experience properly speaking is intuitive knowledge or the evident judgment following 

on from it,” and interprets Wodeham’s position as holding that “every act of appetite is an 

intuitive conception.”243 He then points out that if every vital act is an experience and every 

experience is an intuitive cognition or knowing, then acts of doubting and believing (which are 

distinct from acts of knowing and acts of understanding complexes) would not be vital acts 

because they are not experiences in the specified sense. But acts of doubting and believing are 

vital acts in the same way that acts of intuitive cognition are, so this seems wrong. According 

to Rimini, Wodeham is mistaken to say that what makes appetitive acts to be vital acts, and 

what distinguishes species and habits from vital acts, is that appetitive acts and vital acts are 

all experiences. Wodeham had claimed that:  

 

Every appetitive act is an experience of some sort of its object; that is, it is that by 

which such an object is experienced, because every vital act is an experience of some 

sort. Otherwise I do not see that it would be more a vital act of the soul than the species 

preceding every act - if the existence of species is posited - or an infused disposition or 

the colour with respect to the object. But every act of willing and nilling is a vital act, 

therefore etc.244 

 

Rimini rejects this argument: 

 

Furthermore, the proof of the assumption [that every act of the appetite is a vital act] is 

worthless, because the reason why an act of appetite is a vital act and not a species 

properly speaking is not different, that is, it is because an act of appetite is properly 

                                                                                                                                                    
superfluous, and consequently impossible.” Ibid. Note that this criticism does not stand if Wodeham supports an 
adverbial theory of volition similar to Ockham’s mental-act theory. See note 56 above.  
243 Ibid., ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 215. Transl. Martin, “Selections,”46. 
244 Wodeham, Lect. Sec., dist. 1, q. 5 § 4, ed. Wood/Gál, 278. Quoted from Pickavé, “Emotion and Cognition,” 
106. 
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speaking a second actuality and an operation, but a species is not. Nothing, moreover, is 

said to be a vital act which is not an operation of life.245 

 

According to Rimini what makes an appetitive act a vital act, and what distinguishes vital acts 

from species and habits, is that they are “second actualities and operations,” or in other words, 

they are “operations of life” (while species and habits are not).246 Of course, Wodeham could 

easily reject Rimini’s objection by claiming that he has misinterpreted Wodeham’s use of the 

term “experience” in this context (and I believe that he has done).247 

 

Rimini also attacks Wodeham’s claim that if a volition and a cognition were distinct then the 

soul might love what is not known. As Rimini sees it, the antecedent cognition that is the 

partial efficient cause of the volition is an act of knowing and therefore a volition can 

somehow derive its intentionality from the antecedent act by which the soul has already come 

to know the object. It is not necessary that the volition be a cognition in order to account for its 

having intentionality. Wodeham had argued that if the volition was not also a cognition of the 

object, then God could cause an appetitive act to be present in the intellect (without also 

causing an appropriate cognition to be present in the soul) and so the soul would have an act of 

will about something unknown.248 Rimini, on the other hand, explains that it is possible for 

God to cause a volition about something to occur in the soul without an antecedent cognition 

also being present, because God has the power to provide all necessary extrinsic causality. To 

prove his point, Rimini says that it is possible that God can cause an act of seeing in a soul 

when there is no actual external object present to the cognizing agent, in which case God 

would be causing an act of seeing something that is unseen. He holds this to be the same case 

                                                
245 Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2, art. 1, ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 215. Transl. Martin, “Selections,” 46. 
246 'Potentiality', 'second potentiality' (or 'first actuality'), and 'second actuality' are technical terms relevant to the 
Aristotelian physics of causation and change. As I have explained in Chapter One, cognitions and acts of appetite 
by which we attend to objects are qualities in a state of second actuality and are qualities that we can be 
introspectively or consciously aware we are having. Habits and species, on the other hand, are qualities in the 
soul in a state of first actuality and are not qualities we can have introspective experience or awareness of. 
Gregory of Rimini, Peter of Candida, and other late medieval philosophers use the terms ‘first actuality’ and 
‘second actuality’ when discussing cognition. Neither Ockham nor Wodeham use these terms as far as I am 
aware, but presumably the idea was familiar to them.  
247 Nowhere, to my knowledge, does Wodeham specify that for cognitive acts to be experiences they must be 
intuitive cognitions and not abstractive cognitions.  
248 See passage from Wodeham quoted footnote 52 above: “If this were not the case the soul might love what is 
not known - Augustine - 'the mind can only love itself if it knows itself.' We can love what is not seen but not 
what is unknown. The consequence; if it were not the case that very act of appetite is a cognition, that is, if they 
were really distinct, then God could produce the act of appetite - love - without the act of cognition.” 
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for volition: “Without a knowing he may cause a volition, and it is no more impossible for 

God to bring it about that someone wills what is unknown than that he sees what is unseen.”249  

 

In order to understand why Rimini has no problem accepting that a volition can have 

intentionality without also having its own cognitive component, it may be helpful to mention 

again that volitions and cognitions were thought to be absolute qualities in the soul. Generally 

speaking, a quality which is a volition or cognition has a capacity to be that by which an 

intellectual soul wills or understands a particular object (and no other object), or a particular 

kind of object (and no other kind of object), but unless the quality is actualized in an 

intellective soul (and so is a quality in the state of second actuality) then it has no actual 

intentionality: it is not about anything at all. Being so actualised the quality communicates to 

the intellectual soul the concrete property that it has abstractly.250 That a sensitive or 

intellective soul (and not some other substance) is necessarily required for the qualities to be 

actualized is important. The acts of the sensitive or intellective powers (vital acts) have a 

special character; they are acts that do not merely passively receive qualities (as surfaces or 

inanimate objects do), but they are also active in the process of this reception. It is this active 

component - a tending towards an object or a directedness - particular to the vital powers that 

makes them appropriate powers to actualize the qualities that are cognitions and volitions, 

because in order to have to have intentional content or to apprehend an object the power needs 

to somehow tend towards that object. The thought experiment used to make this example clear 

involves God inserting a cognition of an object into a rock. 251 It was held by late medieval 

philosophers that because a cognition is an absolute quality (or an absolute creature) it was not 

impossible for God to miraculously cause a cognition to exist isolated form any body.252 This 

free floating thought would be a quality which is a cognition and so has the capacity to be that 

quality by which a cogniser cognizes or wills a particular object (or kind of object) but has this 

in potentiality and not yet actually. Now if God were to insert this cognition into a stone and if 

the appropriate object were present to the stone, the stone would not thereby be a cogniser of 

the object, because a stone does not have a sensitive or intellectual soul with the 

                                                
249 Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2, art. 1, ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 216. Transl. Martin, “Selections,” 47. 
250 The concrete property that the quality has abstractly and which it communicates to the intellectual soul is the 
property of “being a cogniser (or willer) of some object (and no other object), or of some kind of object (and no 
other kind of object)." Hence the quality that is the cognition or volition is that by which the intellect cognizes or 
wills a particular object (and no other object). 
251 For the example of God inserting the cognition in the rock see Karger, “Adam Wodeham on the Intentionality 
of Cogntions,” 289-291.  
252 This was thought at least possible by those committed to an Ockhamist ontology. See Normore, “Primitive 
Intentionality,” 261. 
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power/capacity to actualize vital or intentional acts. For a cognition (or a volition) to be a 

cognition (or a volition) in its second actuality - and so be a cognition (or a volition) about 

some object (or kind of object) - it is necessary the quality inhere in a cognizing substance (a 

soul). Once that quality is actualized in the soul, that quality which is the volition or cognition 

will be a volition or cognition of some object (and of no other object) or some kind of object 

(and of no other sort of object). And this is the case whether its partial efficient cause is an 

antecedent cognition or a miraculous act of God’s absolute power.253 However, it is important 

to note that once the cognition or volition is actualized in the soul it cannot not have 

intentionality; once inhering in a cognizing substance (as a quality in a state of second 

actuality) it is necessarily a volition or a cognition about a certain object (and no other object) 

or a certain kind of object (and no other kind of object). What this does not explain is whether 

or not Rimini subscribed to a theory of intentionality according to which the mental-act of 

attending requires a mental representative of some sort for the mental act to “attend to” in 

order to be a cognition or volition about something, or whether he subscribes to something 

closer to Ockham’s mental-act theory.254  

 

It is not entirely clear why Wodeham insisted on calling a volition a cognition, but possibly he 

was concerned that if the volition derives its intentionality from the antecedent cognition then 

the volition would terminate in that cognition, and so the volition would be about that 

cognition instead of attending to (and terminating in) the intentional object in the way that it 

should. Wodeham says: 

 

It is impossible for what is without qualification unknown to please the will, but if we 

posit only an an act of willing with everything else circumscribed, the object desired 

would please; therefore it must involve cognition.255 

 

                                                
253 It is because the volition or cognition has the potentiality to be that by which an intellective soul cognizes or 
wills a particular object that Karger claims that when in a state of first actuality these qualities have “aptitudinal 
intentionality intrinsically.” But because they require an intellectual soul in order for this property to be 
actualized, Karger says that they have “intentionality extrinsically”. Karger, “Adam Wodeham on the 
Intentionality of Cogntions,” 297-299.  
254 It seems to me, from what I have read of Rimini’s philosophy thus far, that Rimini subscribed to a relational 
theory of intentionality (rather than a mental-act theory like Ockham’s).  
255 Adam Wodeham, Lect. Sec., dist. 1, q. 5, § 2, ed. Wood/Gál, 274. I have used passage of Wodeham as quoted 
in Rimini, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2, art. 1, ed. Trapp/Marcolino, 210. Transl. Martin, “Selections,” 36. 
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However, there had already been arguments offered to show that this would not be the case for 

acts of the soul, because if God were to cause a man to apprehend a non-existent object, then 

despite the fact that the object is not present to the man, and that it is God who is the cause of 

the act, the act would not reach out and terminate in (and so be about) God, but would tend 

towards the intentional object itself and would be an apprehension of that object. Scotus 

argues along similar lines: 

 

This is evident, for if God were to impress a species on the intellect or eye [the intellect 

or eye] would tend to the object just as it does now, and the object would be just as 

much an object but God would not be the object because the potency does not tend 

towards him and nevertheless he impressed it, just as he impresses upon an angel the 

species of a creature.256 

 

I’m not sure if Wodeham was concerned about the terminus of the volition or whether this 

motivated him to insist that a volition is a cognition and an apprehension, but if this was 

Wodeham’s concern it should not have been, and could easily have been refuted by his 

contemporaries/opponents.  

 

Some recent attempts to explain why Wodeham calls a volition a cogntion have emphasised 

the cognitive character of Wodeham’s volitions in such a way that it has resulted in misleading 

conclusions about Wodeham’s theory of emotion. For example, Dominik Perler has suggested 

that Wodeham supported a “strong cognitivist position” on emotions, claiming that for 

Wodeham: “Not only are passions of the will based upon (and partially caused by) a 

conceptualization of things, passions are a way of conceptualizing things.” 257 Perler draws on 

                                                
256 Normore, “Primitive Intentionality,” 260-271. 
257 Perler, “Emotions and Cognitions,” 265. Perler claims that the difference between Gregory of Rimini’s view 
and Wodeham’s view is that for Rimini: “The intellect already provides a full cognition, both descriptive and 
evaluative, while the will simply adds an affective component.” Perler’s articulation of the difference between 
Rimini and Wodeham’s theories does not do justice to them, because it implies that Rimini’s appetitive acts are 
lacking some intentional element or content that Wodeham’s appetitive acts include, and this does not seem to be 
the case. As Martin Pickave has pointed out, Rimini’s volitions do have intentionality and they derive their 
intentionality in very much the same way that Wodeham’s volitions do, so there seems no real distinction to be 
made between the two in this respect. Pickave, “On the Intentionality,” 60-63. As we have seen above, for Rimini 
the volition doesn’t merely add an affective component, but has intrinsic intentionality. And despite the fact that 
Wodeham insists that a volition is a cognition and apprehension he still thinks that the appetitive act is dependent 
upon the antecedent cognition for its intentionality or it could not exist as a volition about anything.  
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Martha Nussbaum’s idea that emotions are “judgements of value,” or “ways of evaluating 

things and states of affairs” (the “cognitive-evaluative view”).258 Perler points out that, while it 

is probably not correct to describe an appetitive act as an evaluative-judgement in the 

medieval sense of a judicative act (because the medieval notion of a judicative act implies 

assenting to a mental proposition and affirming or denying that the propositional content 

represents how things really are) it is appropriate to interpret Wodeham’s passions of the will 

as “special kinds of judgement” - judgements by which we evaluate things as good or bad for 

us.259 He uses a modern example to illustrate his point. When you recognize an old friend you 

conceptualize him as your friend an immediately feel something like love and joy:  

 

The important point is that in the very act of conceptualizing your friend as your friend 

you feel joy. Joy is not to be separated from this conceptual cognition. It is some form 

of cognition. Yet it is not a basic form of cognition. Otherwise everyone 

conceptualizing your friend as, say, the neighbour living next door or a six-foot tall 

person would feel joy. You need to conceptualise your friend as your friend or as a 

good person in order to feel joy. If we understand Wodeham’s claim that every passion 

‘is some cognition and some apprehension’ in this way, it comes close to what is 

nowadays known as a cognitivist theory of emotions.260  

 

Perler’s account seems to imply that the evaluation of the object “under a certain aspect” - in 

this case as a friend or as a good person is introduced by the act of the volition, and is not part 

of the antecedent cognition.261 According to Perler there is a distinction to be drawn between 

the antecedent intellectual cognition by which the object is merely apprehended as being a 

certain thing (“conceptual and descriptive”), and the volitional cognition which apprehends the 

object as being good or bad, or which judges that the object is a certain object and takes this 

                                                
258 Perler, “Emotions and Cognitions,” 266. 
259 Ibid., 266-267. 
260 Ibid., 266. 

261 Perler’s argument is: “Even if the loving person does not form the judgment ‘x is a pleasurable thing', she 
apprehends x under a certain aspect, namely as something pleasurable (delectabile). In doing so she clearly 
evaluates x as having a positive quality. This differs from a mere descriptive apprehension, an apprehension of x 
as being tall or dark, for instance. This example shows that a cognitive passion, though not being an evaluative 
judgment in the strict sense, includes an evaluative element that distinguishes it from basic cognitions... In having 
such a passion, one does not simply describe perceptible features of an object. One also evaluates the object as 
good or bad, agreeable or disagreeable.” Ibid., 268. 
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fact to be good or bad (“conceptual and evaluative”).262 So, it would seem to follow from 

Perler’s account that if two people were to apprehend a certain object and person A feels love 

and person B feels hate, the difference would not be located in the antecedent cognition 

(because both person A and person B have the same simple intuitive intellectual apprehension 

of the object), it is in the appetitive act that conceptualization of the object as good or 

bad/lovable or detestable occurs. So it is the appetitive act that distinguishes person A’s mental 

content from person B’s mental content. However, I am not convinced (at least it does not 

seem clear from the references that Perler provides as evidence) that there are sufficient 

grounds for attributing this view to Wodeham. Nowhere, to my knowledge, does Wodeham 

indicate that he differs from Rimini or Ockham in holding that it is the antecedent cognition 

that provides the full intentional content (both descriptive and evaluative). Nowhere does 

Wodeham indicate that he is calling an appetition a “cognition and an apprehension” because 

it adds some extra intentional content by evaluating or judging the object to be good or bad, 

lovable or detestable. It is clear from Rimini’s objections that he does not interpret 

Wodeham’s argument as Perler does, but rather he thinks that the so-called “copy principle” 

Wodeham endorses is superfluous because it duplicates exactly the same intentional content. 

Further, on Ockham’s account at least, that the antecedent cognition must provide the full 

intentional content (including the evaluative component) in order to ensure that humans are 

absolutely free agents. This is because (for Ockham) it must be the case that even when the 

object is apprehended by the agent as a good an in no way an evil, or as an evil and in no way 

a good, that the agent is still capable of eliciting the act of willing, nilling, or not willing or 

nilling, without there being any change in the antecedent cognition, nor any other 

circumstances.263  

 

I do not think that we should assume that Wodeham’s volition “conceptualizes” the object in a 

different way than the antecedent cognition by evaluating the object as good or bad, lovable or 

detestable, because Wodeham says no such thing. Rather, I think that we can better understand 

the difference between the antecedent cognition and the volition if we think of them as 

thoughts that have the same intentional content but have different mental attitudes or 

modalities. Susan Brower-Toland has made a similar suggestion when describing the character 

                                                
262 Ibid., 269. 
263 See, for example, Ockham, Quodl. I, q. 16, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 87-89. For a discussion of this passage and 
Ockham’s theory of the radically free will see Normore, “Picking and Choosing,” 34-39. 
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of medieval mental acts as mental sentences with assertoric force.264 Brower-Toland holds that 

the distinction between acts of the appetite and acts of understanding can be likened to the 

modern distinction between psychological states that are conative and affective (that is, 

associated with appetite and motive powers) and psychological states that are cognitive (that 

is, associated with sensory or rational powers by which we acquire and process 

information).265 The idea is that we can have thoughts about the same object - say ‘x’ - in 

different ways. Some of these thoughts are thoughts by which we simply apprehend ‘x’, some 

thoughts are thoughts by which we make a judgement about ‘x’ (such as, ‘x exists’), some 

thoughts are thoughts by which we wish for ‘x’ (such as, ‘would-that ‘x’). Our various ways of 

thinking about x are different from one another, not because of any difference in the object, 

but because of the difference in the character of the thought; the mental ‘attitude’ or 

‘modality’. In semantics, the grammatical mood is used to allow speakers to express their 

attitude towards what they are saying (for example, the imperative mood to express a direct 

command, the indicative mood to make a factual statement, or the optative mood to express a 

hope, wish or desire). Robert Holcot employs this very approach in his Sentences commentary 

where he asks whether a volition is a cognition: 

 

The fifth article is: whether a volition is a cognition. And here it seems to me that one 

has to say that every volition is a complex cognition, but not the other way around. 

Therefore it can be said that every act of willing or nilling is some kind of speech in the 

optative mode (quaedam oratio optativi modi) or something that is equivalent to such a 

speech, as if ‘If I only could have x’ or ‘x may happen’ or similar things are formed in 

the mind. But such mental propositions ‘I desire x’, ‘I love x’, ‘I hate x’ - are not 

exercised acts of the will, but they signify acts of the will.266 

 

What Holcot is saying here is simply that an act of volition (that is, a mental sentence in the 

optative mode, such as ‘would that x’ or perhaps ‘would that I were a bishop’), can be 

represented by an assertive sentence ‘I desire x’ or ‘I desire to be a bishop’ (although it is not 

entirely clear that by asserting that I am in a willing-state I am not at the same time expressing 
                                                
264 See Brower-Toland, “Facts vs Things,” 602-606. 
265 Brower-Toland, “Medieval Approaches to Consciousness,” 2. Brower-Toland introduces the notion of mental 
acts as attitudes and mental propositio as sentences with assertoric force in her account of Wodeham’s mental 
semantics and his theory of judicative acts; see Brower-Toland, “Facts vs Things,” 599-606. 
266 Robert Holcot, Sent. I, q. 8, a. 5, (Lyon, 1518), f. 26vB. Quoted from Pickavé, “Emotions and Cognitions,” 
103-104. 
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my desire). But basically what Holcot suggests is that we have intellectual acts in different 

modalities, and the modality is expressed by the modal operator of a spoken or written (or 

mental) sentence. The idea that the mental modality makes some kinds of thoughts different 

from other kinds of thoughts about the same object leads to a further question: what does it 

mean for a modality to qualify a thought in this way? Does this modality qualify the agent’s 

awareness of the object in an evaluative way? Martin Pickave has said that while Holcot does 

not say a volition is a judgement, “he does seem to explain their nature as evaluative 

attitudes.”267 However, I think we can understand the modality of the volitional act better if we 

consider it in light of the kind of mental attitude or assertoric force that an emotivist ethicist 

attributes to a moral statement. According to emotivist theory, when a speaker makes a moral 

statement such as “killing is right” or “killing is wrong” he is not making a truth claim, nor an 

objective judgement about some state of affairs. He is not even making a subjective evaluative 

judgement about how something is to a particular person or to a particular culture. He is 

simply expressing an attitude. The moral statement is making no more of a claim than if the 

person was to say “killing - yay!” or “killing - boo!” or to say “killing” while giving the 

thumbs-up sign, or to say “killing” in a disapproving tone. Twenty-first-century text-speech 

has introduced ‘emoticons’ or ‘emoji’ to achieve the a similar effect. A text message with the 

content “killing plus a smiley-face emoji” (“killing :)”) certainly communicates something 

more in terms of meaning than a text message with the word “killing” alone. But it does not 

express a judgement or an evaluation as such, it simply communicates an attitude.268 Although 

it is no longer as popular among philosophers of mind to discuss emotion in terms of mental 

sentences with a special kind of assertoric force (as it was in the twentieth century), given the 

fourteenth-century enthusiasm for treating philosophical questions by means of analytic tools 

of logic and semantics, it is not inappropriate to suggest that medieval philosophers thought 

about the distinction between volitions and cognitions in terms of the distinction between 

mental sentences with different modalities.269 In fact, this approach is much more in keeping 

with the character of late medieval philosophy of mind and epistemology, which privileged 

mental language over other theories of mental representation.  

 

                                                
267 Pickave, “Emotion and Cognition,” 104. 
268 Of course, an appetitive act in the soul is different from emotivist’s moral statement, because while the 
expression of the attitude on the emotivist’s account does not necessarily amount to the expression of the 
speakers attitude (saying ‘killing is right’ or ‘killing - yay!” does not necessarily express my attitude towards 
killing) an appetitive act is inherently subjective. So the reflexive cognition taking the appetitive act as is object 
and expressing it as a mental sentence in a particular modality will always include the personal pronoun ‘I’. For 
example, ‘I am positively-willing killing’ or ‘I will killing’). 
269 See Knuuttila, Emotions, 275-276.  
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Understanding the role/nature of the will as the principle motive power and seat of free-agency 

in man is central to appreciating the implications that late medieval voluntarist psychology had 

for how medievals thought about and depicted human passions and suffering. While it is my 

primary interest to discuss the late medieval theory of intellectual passions, it is important to 

note that these theologians also offered accounts of the passions of the sensitive soul which 

were critical to understanding the emotions of non-rational souls and animals. Because the 

theory of the sensitive passions was the standard account of emotions offered in the first half 

of the thirteenth century, and so was the account of emotion to which the later medieval 

authors were directly responding, it is to a discussion of the acts of the sensitive appetite that I 

shall now turn. 

 

2.2 Pain and Passions of the Sensitive Appetite 

 

There are two important points to note when thinking about medieval accounts of the passions 

of the sensitive appetite. First, according to Medieval Aristotelianism, emotions are 

psychosomatic phenomena that cannot take place apart from material organs and are always 

associated with physiological changes. 270 Aquinas, following Aristotle’s account of change in 

Physics, explained that a passion involves the kind of change from potency to actuality that 

occurs when the subject receives a quality while simultaneously losing an opposite quality, 

which strictly speaking applies only to a material subject.271 Prior to the late thirteenth and 

early fourteenth centuries the appropriate locus for the passions or affections was held to be 

the sensitive appetite because the sensitive soul is essentially bound-up with the material body 

- each faculty of sense being associated with a particular corporeal sense organ, which 

provides the material substrate required for the power of the soul to carry out its operations. 

These passions in the sensitive soul were identified with concomitant somatic components 

such as movements of the heart, humoural changes, changes in the temperature of the body, 
                                                
270 Thirteenth- and fourteenth-century philosophers did not limit their accounts of passions to the ensouled human 
body as Aquinas had done. 
271 “Passion is a kind of motion, as stated in [Aristotle] Physics 3.3[202a25]. Therefore, one must take the 
contrariety of passions according to the contrariety of motions or changes. Now, there are two kinds of 
contrariety in motions or changes, as stated in Physics 5.5[229a20]: a) according to the [subject’s] approach to or 
withdrawal from the same terminus; this contrariety belongs properly to changes – that is, generation (which is a 
change to being) and corruption (which is a change from being). The other kind is b) according to a contrariety of 
the termini; this contrariety belongs properly to motions. For example, whitening (which is a motion from black 
to white) is opposed to blackening (which is motion from white to black).” Aquinas, ST IaIIae.23.2. Translation is 
King’s; see Peter King, “Aquinas on the Passions,” in Aquinas’s Moral Theory: Essays in Honor of Norman 
Kretzmann, ed. Scott MacDonald and Eleonore Stump (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999), 115.  
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and other bodily executive operations. 272 Scholastic philosophers were influenced by the 

physiological descriptions of emotion found in medical canons such as the Pantegni of 

Constantine of Africa. In these texts emotions were associated with movements of the vital 

spirit and natural heat; for example, excessive joy and anger were thought to cause the vital 

spirit and heat to move from the heart to the extreme parts of the body, while fear and distress 

cause coldness and a withdrawal of spirits to the heart. 273 It was not uncommon for 

philosophers and theologians to follow the medical tradition; Albert the Great described 

passions like hope as involving a dilation of the heart and a diffusion of spirit around the body, 

which gives rise to an attempt to reach a goal.274 William Ockham links joy with laughter, 

crying with pain, blushing with shame, and pallor with fear.275  

 

Second, because we are dealing with a soul and not a mind, and because - unlike in modern 

psychology - medieval passions always involve the appetitive acts in some form, we must 

recognize that the passions (even pain) always have intentional content.276 The modern rebuttal 

that surely pain is a state without cognitive content - surely it is a ‘phenomenal quality’ but not 

actually about something - is simply inconceivable according to the medieval model of the 

soul.277 To understand why the cognitive component is essential to medieval accounts of pain 

it is important to realise that ancient and medieval philosophers describe the phenomenon of 

physical pain in the same way that they explain other sensory perceptions.278 Aristotle had not 

posited a sensory organ for pain; he had noted that we sense heat and changes in temperature 

with the skin (organ of touch) but his theory of sensation does not explain how the sensation of 

heat can change from being pleasant to being painful. According to medieval accounts, pain, 

just like any other sensible awareness, is in the first place a modification of the body.279 

                                                
272 Hirvonen, Passions, 99. Also see Knuuttila, Emotions, 250. 
273 Knuuttila, Emotions, 212-14. 
274 Ibid., 238-39. 
275 Hirvonen, Passions, 99.  
276 Perler makes a similar observation; see Perler, “Emotions and Cognitions,” 259-260. 
277 Richard Rorty has argued that a mental episode of pain is ‘representationally blank’, explaining that "passions 
are not intentional - they do not represent, they are not about anything." (Richard Rorty quoted in David Bain, 
“Intentionalism and Pain,” Philosophical Quarterly 53 (2003): 502. Elaine Scarry describes pain as being 
“objectless”, arguing that the problem of pain is its lack of referential content: “it is not of, or for, anything.” 
Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1985), 5 and 161-62. 
278 Plato had described pain as an unpleasant awareness of something in one’s body; while Aristotle also 
understood pleasures, distresses and emotions to be pleasant and unpleasant awareness of one’s state or position 
in a new situation, perceived along with a judgment. See Knuuttila, Emotions, 49-50.  
279 King has suggested that, according to medieval descriptions, pain is a sign of some disorder or dysfunction in 
the body: “the sense organ fails to act normally and produce its proper sensible for some reason, and pain is the 
result.” See Peter King, “Why Isn’t the Mind-Body Problem Medieval?,” in Forming the Mind: Essays on the 
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William Ockham explains the phenomena of pain in Quodlibetal Questions III, q. 17 where he 

asks whether things outside the soul are immediate causes of pain and pleasure in the sensitive 

appetite.280 Here Ockham identifies two kinds of pain: one kind of pain is that which remains 

in the absence of the external thing, such as the pain that remains after one is burned, wounded 

or beaten. Ockham suggests that this kind of pain is often caused without one’s realising it, 

such as when someone is beaten while asleep and does not know about it. The second kind of 

pain does not remain in the absence of the external sensible thing. An example is the pain 

caused when someone sees a shameful sight (even though the horror may sometimes remain 

when one remembers the thing that initially caused the suffering). When explaining how these 

sensitive pains occur, Ockham argues that it is not the external object itself that causes the 

pain. An immediate cause of the pain is the sensation (sensatio) or the sense apprehension 

(apprehensio sentiens) - the bodily quality that occurs in the soul as the result of exposure to, 

or contact with, the external object.281 Ockham explains: 

For pain is never caused without sensation, whereas the sensible thing outside the soul 

is sometimes corrupted before the sensation, as is evident if someone is beaten while he 

is sleeping and immediately after the beating the external sensible instrument of the 

beating is destroyed... if the sensation exists there can be pain, and if it does not exist, 

there can not be pain. Therefore the sensation is a cause of the pain.282 

 

He supports his argument by giving the proof that if God were to conserve such a vision or 

sensation and destroy the sensible thing, the sensitive apprehension would still cause the 

pain.283 Key here is the claim that the sensitive appetitive act is a response to the sensitive 

cognition, not the external object. Without the cognitive component there would be no pain in 

the soul, because the sensitive cognition provides the intentional object of the appetitive act, 

making it the kind of act that it is. While physical pleasure is the appetitive act that occurs 
                                                                                                                                                    
Internal Senses and the Mind/Body Problem from Avicenna to the Medical Enlightenment, ed. Henrik Lagerlund 
(Netherlands: Springer, 2007), 205.  
280 Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 17, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 268-272. Translation is Alfred J. Freddoso and Francis E. 
Kelley’s; quoted from William Ockham, William Ockham: Quodlibetal Questions, ed. and transl. Alfred J. 
Freddoso and Francis E. Kelley, vol. 1 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 224-227.  
281 Ockham uses ‘sensatio’ and ‘apprehensio sentiens’ synonymously in this passage to denote acts of the 
sensitive cognition. See Ibid., 225 n.55. Hirvonen has suggested that Ockham thinks sensory cognitions are the 
efficient causes of the sensory passions. While Ockham does not seem to think that they are always the total 
causes of sensitive passions, it is unclear whether he thinks that the sensitive appetite itself is always a partial 
efficient cause of its acts. See Hirvonen, Passions, 98. 
282 Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 17, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 268-272. Transl. is quoted from Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal 
Questions, vol. 1, 225. 
283 Whether or not a passion could be miraculously preserved in the soul without the apprehension being 
preserved was a subject debated amongst late medieval theologians.  
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when there is a cognitive apprehension of something suitable or beneficial present to the agent, 

physical pain is the appetitive act that occurs when there is a cognitive apprehension of some 

present, sensible evil. It is in this sense that pain is always about something; it is necessarily 

informed by some intentional content.  

 

But what about other sensitive appetites like hunger and thirst? Are they always about 

something? Ockham raises the issue in other texts where he discusses the suffering of newborn 

infants.284 We say that newborn babes straight out of the mother’s womb are hungry and 

thirsty.285 But hunger is wanting something to eat - the ‘something’ being the object of the 

wanting. Ockham defines hunger as a sensitive appetitive act of desiring that occurs when 

there is a sensitive apprehension (a thought) of food. How, then, can a new born babe straight 

out of the mother’s womb, and so never having previously had a sensitive cognition of food, 

be hungry? The same question can be asked about thirst. To explain this phenomenon Ockham 

suggests that there are other corporeal qualities such as heat and cold that have an effect on the 

soul through cognition and can cause (what at least appears to be) hunger, thirst and pain in 

the infant. Ockham’s discussion of the subject is ambiguous and inconclusive. I do not think 

he meant to suggest that the other corporeal qualities somehow cause the cognition of food in 

the sensitive soul, as this is not in keeping with Ockham’s epistemology. Possibly God could 

cause the cognition, but Ockham does not say so. Rather, what I think Ockham means is that 

the corporeal qualities of heat and cold cause something corresponding to “a hungry feeling” 

in the infant, but this is not the same as “a feeling of hunger for food.” What is important to 

note is the intimate relation between the physical body and the functions of the sensitive soul. 

Frequently Ockham mentions that physicians can bring about certain appetitive acts and 

emotions through the art of medicine, and that changes in corporeal qualities directly affect the 

sensitive cognition and imagination.286 The connection is especially clear in lunatics, madmen 

and sleepers. It sometimes seems that the imaginations of madmen and those who are asleep 

erupt into acts of imagining things that they have never previously imagined when awake or in 

                                                
284 The texts include Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, a. 9, (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 251-272; Rep. III, q. 12, 
(OTh 6), ed. Kelley/Etzkorn, 391-428. For a brief discussion of hunger in the newborn infant see; Hirvonen, 
Passions, 93-94. 
285 I summarize from the passages quoted by Hirvonen; see Hirvonen, Passions, 94n21. 
286 For example, Ockham says: “And frequently this happens because heat is increased and coldness decreased 
through eating and this causes an act of apprehension along with the relevant acts of the sensitive appetite.” 
Quodl. II, q. 16. dub. et resp. (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 183-184. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 
1, 154. 
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health.287 Ockham explains that in similar acts of cognition were had during periods of mental 

stability and waking, but due to the bodily conditions the cognitions in the imagination are 

ordered in different ways (or disordered). Robert Holcot makes a similar suggestion in his 

Wisdom commentary where he claims that when some humour like cholera or phlegm 

dominates in the body the violent motion of that humour causes the imagination to form 

images agreeing with the bile.288 He gives the example of the man who dreamt that burning 

pitch infused his stomach, and when waking the man expelled black cholera from himself. 

Likewise, if a person dreams that he tastes something sweet it is probably due to phlegm 

descending to his tongue during sleep.   

  

Although Ockham does not have a huge amount to say about the passions of the sensitive soul, 

the sophisticated account of pain that he provides in Quodlibet III, q. 17 reveals that he 

thought there could be simultaneous - sometimes contradictory - appetitive acts in the sensitive 

soul. Ockham argues that neither pain nor pleasure can exist simultaneously with an act of 

desire or avoidance in respect to the same object, because pleasure and pain are appetitive 

responses to an object apprehended as being present and possessed, while desiring or avoiding 

only occur when the object is apprehended as absent.289 However, pleasure or pain can exist 

simultaneously with desire and avoidance in the sensitive soul if intuitive (and abstractive) 

reflexive acts of cognition are posited. Ockham explains: 

 

Instead there is sadness or delight either (i) with respect to the apprehensive act by 

which the desired object is apprehended, or (ii) with respect to the act of desiring or 

avoiding, or (iii) with respect to both these acts; and each of these acts is actually 

possessed by the one who is delighted... For according to the Philosopher, the internal 

sense is able to apprehend an act of the external senses and also an act of desiring or 

avoiding, and it is an apprehensive act of this sort that is the immediate cause of pain or 

pleasure in the sensitive appetite.290  

                                                
287 See Quodl. III, q. 20, concl. 3, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 282-283. See also Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, 
vol. 1, 235. 
288 Robert Holcot, Sap. lect. ciii 103, 350.  
289 Quodl. III, q. 17, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 268-272. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 224-
227. Hirvonen also discusses this passage; see Hirvonen, Passions, 104-105.  
290 In this passage Ockham uses ‘sadness’ synonymously with ‘pain’ and ‘delight’ synonymously with ‘pleasure’; 
see Quodl. III, q. 17, ad dub. 3, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 271-272. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, 
vol. 1, 226-227 
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Ockham goes on to show that this is also the case for delight and sadness in the will, and is a 

reason why we can have contradictory passions and volitions simultaneously. Further, in the 

same quodlibetal question, Ockham argues that pleasure and pain in the sensitive soul are not 

distinct from their acts. Even though there can be sadness or delight in the will simultaneously 

with an act of willing or an act of nilling (nolle; ‘willing against,’ or ‘willing not’) that is 

distinct from the passions, the sensitive appetite does not simultaneously have such acts 

distinct from sense pain and sense pleasure: “Instead, these acts [of pleasure and pain] follow 

immediately upon the sentient apprehension.”291 It seems, then, that there is no sensitive love 

or hate of an object apprehended as present and possessed that is distinct from pleasure or 

pain. However, it is worth noting that this was not every Scholastic philosopher’s opinion. As 

I have already mentioned, prior to the late thirteenth century theoreticians held that the 

sensitive appetite was the proper locus of the human emotions, and so love and hate were 

phenomena of the sensitive soul. This was not so important for philosophers in the later 

Middle Ages who generally held that the intellectual appetite was the primary seat of proper 

human emotion. For these theoreticians the functions of the sensitive appetite were relatively 

basic, pre-rational (and so pre-conceptual) impulses and urges that adult humans shared with 

animals and infants, and were so inherently bound-up with the human physiology they were 

often viewed as the specialist area of physicians and doctors.  

 

Before continuing to discuss late medieval accounts of the passions, I feel it is necessary to 

pause for a moment to consider alternative taxonomies of the emotion that were available. 

This is important because many historians of medieval culture make reference exclusively to 

Thomas Aquinas’s taxonomy without noting that there was no single, definitive account of 

emotion in the Middle Ages.292 Rather, there were a variety of different approaches. To 

highlight some differences between the accounts of emotion, I will provide a brief overview of 

Aquinas’s approach. Aquinas, following a taxonomy laid down by predecessors such as John 

de la Rochelle, held that the sensitive appetite could be divided into two kinds of powers or 

faculties - the concupiscible and the irascible.293 The irascible and concupiscible powers can be 

understood as two different ways that the sensitive soul could be oriented towards things and 
                                                
291 Quodl. III, q. 17, art. 1, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 268-269. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 
224. 
292 See introduction to Section One, “The Philosopher,” for examples.  
293 My discussion is informed by various sources; Knuuttila, “Medieval Theories of the Passions of the Soul,” 66-
68; King, “Emotions in Medieval Thought”, 175-176; Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 47-57. 
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reflected two different ways the appetite might respond to its object. According to Aquinas, 

the object of the concupiscible power is the sensible (‘particular’) good or evil taken simply, 

which is the pleasurable or the painful.294 Inspired by Aristotle’s account of an object’s natural 

appetitive inclination to move towards its natural place and rest in that place, Aquinas 

describes the concupiscible passions as following a three-stage model of inclination, 

movement and rest:  

 

In the motions of the appetitive part of the soul, good has an attractive force as it were, 

and evil a repulsive force. Therefore, good first causes in the appetitive power a certain 

inclination or aptitude, or connaturality toward the good, which belongs to the passion 

of love, to which corresponds the contrary of hatred from the side of evil. Second, if the 

good is not yet possessed, it gives the appetitive motion toward pursuing the loved 

good, this belongs to the passion of desire or concupiscence, and the opposite from the 

side of evil is aversion or abomination. Third, when the good is attained it gives the 

appetite a certain rest in the very good attained, and this belongs to pleasure or joy, to 

which is opposed from the side of pain or sorrow.295 

 

Aquinas, then, explains that the concupiscent emotions are properly understood as types of 

motion towards or away from the object apprehended as good and evil, and can be identified 

as pairs of contraries or opposites. These include love and hate, desire and aversion, delight 

and distress. The object of the irascible power, on the other hand, is whatever is a hindrance to 

the acquisition of what is suitable: 

 

In the sensitive appetite there are two appetitive powers - one through which the soul is 

simply inclined to seek what is suitable according to the senses, and to fly from what is 

hurtful, and this is called the concupsicble, and another, whereby an animal resists these 

attacks that hinder what is suitable, and inflict harm, and this is called the irascible.296  

                                                
294 Aquinas claims that the differentiation between the concupiscible and irascible does not apply to the 
intellectual appetite, although later masters will locate concupiscible and irascible passions in the will. For an 
informative account of the distinction between the irascible and concupscible powers according to Aquinas. See 
Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 46-57. 
295 Aquinas, ST., II, 1.23.4. Quoted from Miner, Thomas Aquinas, 41.  
296 ST., I, 82.2. Translation is Martin’s; see Martin, “Thomas Aquinas,” (unpublished manuscript, 2016), 1.  
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Aquinas describes the object of the irascible as the “champion and defender” of the 

concupscible power because it fights against whatever threatens the concupscible’s interests.297 

These include hope and despair, confidence and fear, and anger (which is the passion without 

any contrary). 298 In the Summa Theologiae Aquinas provides a detailed account of each 

species of emotion one by one, and lists their subtypes. 299 Aquinas’s account of the passions 

was known to late Scholastic philosophers but it never became the dominant theory.300 The 

definition of passions as motions had been rejected by Aquinas’s predecessor Albert the Great, 

who held that emotions are qualities in the soul (although generated by movements, and 

causative of concomitant motions in the animal).301 Likewise, Aquinas’s contemporary Henry 

of Ghent - as well as Scotus, Ockham and Scholastics of subsequent generations - held that the 

emotions are qualities in the soul, not motions.302  

 

Further, there was disagreement about the affective object itself. As we have seen, the passions 

were responses to sensitive cognitions of objects, but not just any cognitions: cognitions of 

objects apprehended under the aspect of ‘good’, ‘evil’ (or ‘suitable’, ‘unsuitable’, ‘useful’, or 

‘harmful’). Without this positive or negative valence there would be no inclination of the 

appetite towards or away from the object, and so no passion. But what was the ontological 

status of the ‘good’ or ‘evil’ apprehended by the sensitive soul? Was it some real quality 

existing in the external, sensible object and somehow perceived by the soul? Or was its 

existence in the soul only? When discussing Avicenna’s account of psychology and its 

medieval reception, David Bloch has drawn attention to the fact that the intentiones and inner-

sense faculties were not part of the Aristotelian account of sensory perception, but had been 

introduced by Arabic philosophers to explain why animals respond the way they do towards 

                                                
297 Scotus rejected the traditional account of the nature of the irascible passions, arguing that it is not the object of 
the irascible passions is not the ‘arduous’ but the ‘offensive’. See Knuuttila, Emotions, 226. 
298 Peter King has characterised Aquinas’s anger as the passion occurring when the sensible appetite apprehends 
the evil and difficult object as present and possessed, resting in the difficult evil and “taking full measure of its 
difficulty.” For more on Aquinas’s definitions of the different passions and what they are ‘about’ see Peter King, 
“Emotions”, in The Oxford Handbook of Aquinas, ed. Brian Davies and Eleonore Stump (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2012) 210-223. 
299 See in particular STh., IaIIae. 22-48. King notes that Aquinas discusses each of different kind or species of 
emotion one by one and lists the subtypes and varieties of each. See Ibid, 16. 
300 Knuuttila, Emotions, 255. 
301 Ibid., 248-249. 
302 According to these masters, passions were best thought of as transitory qualities existing in the soul only so 
long as the efficient causes kept them actual. For Knuuttila’s comment on Albert’s view see Ibid., 239. 
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their environments.303 According to the account promoted by Avicenna in De Anima, 

intentiones seem to be (ontologically) real features belonging to objects (that are perceived).304 

“Enmity,” then, is a metaphysical feature of the wolf inherent to the wolf’s nature, and is 

apprehended by the sheep when confronted by the wolf, contributing to its perception of the 

wolf as dangerous and so repelling the sheep. The obvious question is whether Avicenna 

thought all animals perceiving the wolf would necessarily apprehend ‘enmity’ and respond 

with fear; what about other wolves and humans? Jari Kaukua and Taneli Kukkanen have 

argued that intentiones are relative to the percipient being, claiming that there was for 

Avicenna a form of animal self-awareness that contributed to the animal’s apprehension and 

response: “The lamb perceives the wolf as hostile towards the lamb itself and estimates a 

potential contact with the wolf as fatal to the lamb itself.”305 A hunter, however, while 

apprehending the same inherent ‘enmity’ in the wolf (and perhaps feeling some fear), would 

also perceive another intentio in the wolf - something like ‘destructibility’ - and apprehend the 

wolf “as something that he himself is able to kill.”306 And so, because of the hunter’s 

awareness of himself as capable of destroying the wolf, the hunter would not feel the same 

fear as the sheep. The key point is that, whether or not the reception of the intentio is relative 

to the perceiving subject, the intentio itself is a feature of the external world, inherent in the 

wolf’s nature, and it is in the sheep’s metaphysical make-up to cognize the intentio ‘enmity’ 

and respond with fear. This (as Dominik Perler has highlighted) is what Avicenna meant when 

he claimed that “every sheep is afraid of the wolf, even if it has never seen it and not suffered 

anything bad from it.”307 Fear of wolves is a potentiality in every sheep, waiting to be 

actualized when the right intentio ‘wolf-enmity’ is apprehended.308  

  

After Avicenna’s De Anima had been assimilated into the Scholastic corpus, some 

philosophers such as Aquinas developed models of the soul that relied on the ‘intentio’ to 

explain the functions of the sensitive appetite and animal behaviour.309 However, due to 

significant changes in ontologies and epistemologies during the late thirteenth and early 

                                                
303 Bloch, Aristotle on Memory, 151. 
304 See Section One, Introduction (above).  
305 Jari Kaukua and Taneli Kukkonen, “Sense-Perception and Self-Awareness: Before and After Avicenna,” in 
Consciousness: From Perception to Reflection in the History of Philosophy, ed. S. Heinämaa, V. Lähteenmaki, 
and P. Remes, (Berlin: Springer, 2007) 102-103. 
306 Ibid, 102. 
307 Perler, “Why is the Sheep Afraid of the Wolf?,” 36. 
308 As Perler notes, this does not mean that the sheep is perpetually in a state of fear, but that all sheep at all times 
have the natural capacity to experience fear when the wolf is present. See Ibid. 
309 Peter King provides a clear outline of the role of the intentio in Aquinas theory; see King “Emotions”, 216-
220.  
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fourteenth century, theoreticians such as Scotus and Ockham rejected the existence of 

‘intentiones’ altogether and offer alternative accounts.310 Scotus introduced a thought-

experiment to challenge the necessity and function of the ‘intentio’: 

 

If a sheep, while retaining its nature and its natural affection towards a lamb, were 

miraculously changed so that it looks like a wolf in all sensible accidents like colour, 

figure and sound, the lamb would flee this changed sheep as it flees a wolf, even though 

there would be no hostile intention in the sheep, only a peaceful one. Therefore, the 

estimative power of the lamb would not track it down in order to discover the intention 

of something useful under the sensible forms, but it would move according to its 

sensitive desire in the way as the sensible accidents move it.311 

 

According to Scotus and Ockham, all that animals and humans are able to perceive are the 

sensible accidental qualities belonging to an object; the substance of the object is hidden and 

therefore completely unknowable via perception. So, all that is apprehended about the wolf is 

the sensitive cognition composed of an aggregate of sense data - in this case, some pre-

conceptual equivalent of ‘grey’,’furry’,’large’,’sharp-toothed’.312 Although this information is 

not combined into a proper complex-cognition (both Ockham and Scotus hold that the 

composition of complex-cognitions presupposes rational capacities), and is pre-conceptual, the 

perceiving subject still grasps the object as something - it grasps the cognitive content as a 

distinct aggregate of particular qualities, and is able to tell this aggregate from another 

aggregate perceived at the same time (that is, it recognises the wolf as something).313 Hence, 

this sensory cognition (which has the cognitive content of the aggregated features taken 

together as a whole) is the immediate cause of the sensory appetitive act. 

 

But what about the positive or negative valence that is a necessary component in order for 

there to be an appetitive act? Scotus’s thought-experiment seems to suggest that under natural 
                                                
310 Ockham asks: “What could cause this act of desiring to flee? Not the hostility, for there is no such thing there, 
and what does not exist cannot be a cause of anything. Therefore this act is caused by a cognition of the external 
sensible qualities...” Ockham, Ord. I, dist. 3, q. 2 (OTh 2), ed. S. Brown, 411. Quoted from Dominik Perler, 
“Emotions and Cognitions,” 256.  
311 Scotus, Ord. I, dist. 3, pars 1, q. 1-2, V 3, (Opera Omnia 3), ed. Balić et al. 43-44. Quoted from Perler, “Why 
is the Sheep Afraid of the Wolf?,” 38. 
312 Perler characterises this cognition as a ‘bundle of sensible qualities’; see Ibid., 49.  
313 Perler makes this point; see Ibid.  
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conditions a lamb will perceive the sensible features of a wolf and automatically grasp that 

things of this kind (things that are ‘grey’,’furry’,’large’,’sharp-toothed’) are hostile. We have 

seen already that, according to Ockham’s epistemology, when a particular object is perceived 

under optimum conditions the object is recognised as being something of a kind - in the case 

of a wolf, not as 'a wolf', but as something to be avoided.314 Obviously, a lamb cannot grasp 

concepts, but the principle is the same: animals with cognitive capacities apprehend particular 

objects as ‘good’ or ‘evil’, ‘amicable’ or ‘hostile’, just because that is the way that the animal 

is hard-wired. All ‘grey’,’furry’,’large’,’sharp-toothed’ objects are naturally apprehended as 

‘unsuitable’ by the lamb, and the sensitive appetitive act of avoidance is the automatic 

response. The lamb, limited by its lack of an intellect, is completely unable to choose to react 

in any other way.315 The lamb could, however, learn to react in a different way through 

socialisation with the wolf. Suppose that the lamb were miraculously kept in the company of 

the sheep-wolf for some time. During this time the lamb has sensory perceptions of the sheep-

wolf’s kind and friendly behaviour, and so has some sensitive appetitive acts of pleasure in 

response. According to Ockham’s theory, although there is no proper memory of the past qua 

past in the sensitive soul, there is a habit-forming capacity of sensitive cognition.316 After 

repeated sensitive cognitions of the appetitive acts of pleasure that the lamb experiences in the 

presence of the wolf, sensitive abstractive cognitions of these acts cause habits to be formed, 

and subsequently similar acts can be reactivated in the imagination (when some other 

corporeal qualities cause them to be) and appetitive acts of pleasure and desire can accompany 

these reactivated cognitions.317 A learned response, then, can be produced by a process of 

associative-cognition: when ‘grey’,’furry’,’large’,’sharp-toothed’ is apprehended by the lamb 

and fear occurs, there may be simultaneous habitual sensitive cognitive acts in the imagination 

that are associated with the object, and these habitual cognitive acts may be accompanied by 

positive passions of so great an intensity as to counter the fear in the lamb and cause calmness 

in response. Scotus describes the same kind of learning process when he explains how an 

                                                
314 See my discussion in Chapter One.  
315 Perler suggests that Rimini had a theory that animals could do this, but even so it is not proper choice because 
the animal’s association of sensible qualities with positive and negative valences is still grounded in a process of 
natural causation. See Perler, “Why is the Sheep Afraid of the Wolf?” 45-49. 
316 See Hirvonen, Passions, 80. 
317 Ockham discusses habits at length in Quodl. III, q. 20 and q. 21, (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 281-288. In question 20, 
conclusio 2, Ockham says that it cannot be sufficiently proved that habits have to be posited in the sensitive 
appetite, because it is not possible to tell from experience whether the acts of the sensitive appetite that could be 
the result of habits are not simply caused by some change in the body. However, in conclusio 3 he claims that 
habits do have to be posited in the sensitive cognition: “For after a large number of acts of imagining, one comes 
to be inclined toward exactly similar acts, and one is in no way inclined toward such acts before all the acts of 
imagining. Therefore, a habit is generated by those acts.” He supports this with the proof of the how the 
imagination functions to produce speech-acts in madmen, the sick, and sleepers. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelley, 
Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 234-235. 
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object that is naturally desirable to an animal can be rejected on the basis of bad experience. 318 

Scotus uses Avicenna’s example of the dog that is trained to avoid an object (food in this case) 

by beating with a stick: 

 

Therefore, as soon as the food is offered and moves the appetite to eat it, immediately 

the image of the rod used for beating appears and causes the animal to shrink from the 

food as a form of something unpleasant. And if this very disagreeable image is repeated 

with great frequency all the more will the animal be repulsed by the delightful than 

attracted to it.319  

 

But is it not the case that an animal sometimes avoids some (usually) desirable food even 

without training, say, when the animal is satiated? Ockham certainly held that the somatic 

disposition of a creature had an influence on whether or not an object was perceived by the 

subject as ‘useful', and also on the intensity of the appetitive acts. It is evident, Ockham 

claims, that inclinations such as the desire for food are brought about and removed by 

corporeal changes - for example, by generation and corruption of heat and cold - as in the art 

of medicine.320 This does not necessarily mean that any object can become appetitable or 

avoidable based on the subject’s physical constitution, but that particular objects can become 

more desirable or detestable to the subject.321 Clearly, then, for Ockham and Scotus at least, 

the aspect of positive or negative valence that inclines the sensitive appetite and activates the 

sensitive motive powers are relations between the perceiving subject and the apprehended 

object.322  

 

So far I have focused on the passions of the sensitive appetite that are experienced by animals, 

infants, and adults without the use of their rational capacities (the mentally-ill, dreamers, and 

the drunk). Passions are experienced differently in healthy adult humans. As Dominik Perler 

has observed: “From the very beginning, senses and intellect work together, even though the 

                                                
318 Knuuttila, Emotions, 267. 
319 Scotus, Ord. IV. dist. 45. q. 3; Quoted from Adam and Wolter, “Memory and Intuition,” 213.  
320 See note 17 above; also Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 17, ad dub. 3, (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 271-272. See also 
Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 227.  
321 Hirvonen makes a simlar observation: Hirvonen, Passions, 92. 
322 As with all relations there is a foundation and a terminus involved, and the kind of relation between the two 
depends on aspects particular to both. 
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intellect may only be active on a low level.”323 Even though an animal has sensitive 

apprehensions and engages in some basic cognitive processes reminiscent of judgment and 

syllogising, non-rational creatures cannot form concepts or mental propositions and are unable 

to control the process of perception in the same way that humans can. Instead, they are limited 

to passive responses based on sensory inputs, dispositions, and habits formed by past 

experience. Further, while non-rational creatures consciously experience cognitions and 

passions, animals and infants cannot know about or understand their emotions in the same way 

that humans can. They cannot form predicative judgments nor engage in higher-level acts of 

self-reflection (such as forming and assenting to the mental-proposition: “I am seeing a wolf 

and feeling fear”).324 Without the use of the intellect they cannot identify what it is about the 

object that causes the passion in them; they cannot recognize some danger that confronts them 

as ‘dangerous’, nor enquire into whether or not the apparent danger is a real threat, or compare 

it with some other danger and decide how to respond. Rational adult humans, on the other 

hand, can directly control their emotions by engaging in cognitive activities such as 

recollection and imagination. One can remind oneself of general and universal truths to calm 

or excite fear, or to console one’s grief. One can seek out situations that provide the right 

sensory stimulus to evoke a particular emotion, for example, going to the cinema to watch a 

horror film. Controlling emotions is not so simple as switching an emotion on and off, but 

through conscious effort and intellectual training, man can lessen (or increase) his own 

emotional suffering, and try to lessen (or increase) the suffering of others. 

 

The dynamic complexity of the human mind/soul was well acknowledged in the Middle Ages, 

and while it is easy enough to give a structured account of cognition and appetition in the 

sensitive soul, it is far more challenging to provide a full explanation of the interrelations 

between various levels of cognition, or how humans are able to make simultaneous use of their 

sensitive and intellective capacities. However, it was important for theologians to understand 

the different passions particular to the sensitive and the intellective appetite in order to address 

pressing theological questions about what suffering in the afterlife would be like. An 

interesting question was how the unbaptized infant soul suffers after death, given that infants 

lacked rational capacities or the use of the will. This presented a problem because suffering in 

the afterlife was inherently bound-up with punishment for guilt; but how could newborn babes 

be culpable without having a free will? Physical suffering in the afterlife (poena sensus) was 

                                                
323 Perler, “Why is the Sheep Afraid of the Wolf?,” 42.  
324 For a similar observation see Perler, “Emotions and Cognitions,” 257. 
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related to an individual’s personal sin.325 The conversion to changeable goods and worldly 

pleasures was the way that physical punishment was earned, but because unbaptized babes 

could not freely make the conversion it was argued that they should not suffer physical 

punishment after death.326 However, unbaptized infants were not worthy of glory either 

because they lacked the grace required for beatitude. Children dying before baptism were 

identified as part of a community or body of humans stained by original sin.327 The 

transgression of Adam was a mortal sin, understood as a deliberate rejection of the divine. The 

pain received for this sin was poena damni; the privation of the vision of God.328 However, it 

was not at all clear how this pain would be experienced by the infant souls. While poena 

damni did not involve corporeal or sensible suffering, it could entail interior suffering. But 

what would this suffering be like for infants who lacked rational capacities and so surely could 

not understand their state of privation? Late medieval philosophers were reluctant to prescribe 

suffering to infant souls, yet because Augustine had said that the unbaptized babes would 

suffer (although it would be the mildest suffering) a denial of any suffering could attract the 

charge of heresy.329 Various attempts to solve the problem were made during the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries but there was no determinate answer.330 Alexander of Hales had suggested 

that, unlike the Fathers, the children dying with original sin would neither feel their separation 

from God, nor understand it.331 Therefore it seemed that the children would not suffer at all. 

Robert Holcot suggests a similar view in a quaestio asking whether the resurrection is going to 

be of all universally.332 When considering the first passage of Daniel Chapter Twelve (Daniel 

                                                
325 For a discussion of poena sensus as punishment for individual sin see Mowbray, Pain and Suffering,” 92-96.  
326 Ibid., 91-94. Also see Donald Mowbray, "Conversio ad bonum commutabile: Augustinian Language of 
‘Conversion’ in Medieval Theology," in Christianizing Peoples and Converting Individuals, ed. Guyda 
Armstrong and Ian N. Wood (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), 289-92.  
327 Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 96. 
328 Ibid., 89-91.  
329 Compared to earlier centuries, children the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were portrayed more positively, 
as innocent, weak, and ignorant. However, Augustine held that children were inherently sinful and evil of nature. 
The fate of unbaptized children after death was damnation and eternal suffering. However, the disciples of 
Pelagius, denying the doctrine of tradux peccati (transmission of sin), promoted the view that there was a place in 
which unbaptized children go after death and remain happy, sharing - more or less - the goods of the elect. 
Mowbray has noted that this position was strongly rejected at the Synod of Carthage, and so to deny punishment 
for original sin would suggest deviation from official Church doctrine. See Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 82-84, 
and 89.  
330 Albert the Great argued that there would be enough understanding in the infant’s soul for them to suffer a 
misery amounting to a type of hopelessness. Aquinas denied that the unbaptized would suffer from the privation 
of God because they would know that they were never in the position to merit the glory of heaven and so would 
not experience it as a personal loss and would not suffer from that loss. Richard of Middleton held that infants 
had consciousness before death, and would also have consciousness after death. He did not believe that the 
infants would suffer from nothing unless divine providence were to take away all suffering, but he did not think 
they would suffer from their knowledge that they lacked the vision of God, because they would know that it was 
never part of their natural constitution to be able to attain or merit the vision of God in a natural way. See 
Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 96-100.  
331 Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 96-97. 
332 Holcot, Sap., lect. xix, 69-70.  
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12:2 “Many of those who have gone to sleep in the dust of the Earth will awaken”) Holcot 

argues that the implication is that many, but not all, will awaken, and offers the case of the 

unbaptized infants as proof. Holcot claims that the unbaptized infants will not awake properly 

(proprie) “because with awaking should be proper use and freeing of the senses, and they will 

not rise to feel either pain or glory. And so one may conclude that ‘many’ is employed in the 

same place partitively so that not all will wake.” Holcot’s approach is interesting as it 

identifies the experience of the infants with that of the body during sleep. It is not necessarily 

the case that the sense organs of the resurrected infant bodies are not affected by corporeal 

punishments, but the sleeping infants - like sleeping adults - are not aware of any pain. Nor are 

they aware of their state of privation. Holcot’s brief remark, then, raises some interesting 

questions about what the experience of pain during in sleep amounts to, and the kind of 

experience a sleeping human has.333  

 

Another fascinating question is what the experience of an unbaptized infants will be like 

before the resurrection while the soul is in a sate of separation from the body. As I have 

mentioned earlier, one of the contributing factors towards the development of the late 

medieval doctrine of the passions of the will was the need to explain how the separated soul 

suffers in the afterlife. Because the sensitive soul relies on a corporeal, material component for 

the actualization of its potencies, once the body-soul union is corrupted the sensitive soul 

cannot operate. It is the immaterial intellective soul that is active in a disembodied state. But 

infant souls, like animal souls, do not have rational capacities, so how can they exist separated 

from the body? Bonaventure claimed that it was incomprehensible that a soul separated from a 

body cannot have reason and know itself, for its cognition is naturally given to it when the 

soul ceases to be unified with the body. Therefore the disembodied babes must have some 

degree of conscious awareness.334 What this awareness would entail is a compelling question 

because the infants dying immediately after birth would have had very limited sensitive 

perceptions and would surely not retain much sensory input or memory data to carry with 

them into the afterlife. Would their self-awareness be some form of basic, primitive 

consciousness of being? I do not know what Bonaventure’s answer to the question would have 

been, but he did mention that because the infant’s souls are in a middle state between 

culpability and grace then they must remain in a uniform, middle state during the afterlife; 
                                                
333 Note that Ockham suggested that we could be harmed and pained during sleep without knowing it. However, 
there is going to be some degree of consciousness during sleep because the sensitive soul is active in a dream 
state and the perception of sensory organs affects the cognitive content of our dreams.  
334 For Bonaventure’s views see Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 97-98. 
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neither becoming joyful and experiencing pleasure, nor suffering pain and becoming 

saddened.335 While there was no resolution to the question of how infant souls suffered in the 

afterlife I hope that what I have said so far illuminates the complexity and sophistication of 

late medieval thinking about emotion in the sensitive soul. I will discuss the medieval debates 

about passions in the afterlife further in the next section where I outline the late medieval 

doctrine of the passions of the will.  

 

2.3 Sadness and Suffering of the Intellectual Appetite 

 

While early thirteenth-century philosophers and theologians restricted emotions to the 

sensitive appetite, later thirteenth- and fourteenth-century theologians argued that only 

animals, infants, and those lacking rational capacities were limited to sensitive passions.336 

Human emotions were also to be located in the part of the soul most properly human: the 

intellective appetite. Since the intellectual soul does not have a corporeal organ, intellective 

appetites are incorporeal; intellectual emotions are not ‘feelings’ or ‘urges’, or at least, if that 

terminology is used it must have quite a different meaning to that which it has when applied to 

sensitive appetites.337 As we have seen, sensitive appetites are naturally inclined towards the 

objects that are perfective of the appetitive power, and disinclined from objects that are 

corruptive of it. The formal cause of a sensitive passion is the sensitive cognition preceding it, 

and so the causal process of sensitive appetitive acts remains grounded in the body and 

governed by the laws of natural causation. Acts of the intellectual appetite, on the other hand, 

are only partially caused by the antecedent intellectual cognition; the primary or efficient 

cause of the volition is the (radically) free will itself. It is the idea of the will and its relation to 

the understanding that makes the accounts developed by late thirteenth- and fourteenth-century 

philosophers such as Scotus fundamentally different from the one developed by Aquinas. 

While most late medieval theologians held that the intellectual appetite did have an ultimately 

perfective object towards which it was naturally inclined, namely God, the intellectual appetite 

also had the power to choose its own inclinations simply by willing certain objects instead of 

                                                
335 Ibid,. 
336 Note that thirteenth-century theologians such as Albert the Great and Aquinas sometimes applied emotional 
terms analogously to the will, especially in their discussions of contrition and penitential suffering, which was 
defined as suffering or discord of the will. For a detailed account see Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 64-80.  
337 As we shall see, the vocabulary used by late medieval theoreticians to describe the intellectual passions was 
not dissimilar from that used to describe the passions of the sensitive soul, but the character of intellectual 
emotions was fundamentally different; see Knuttilla, Emotions, 257. 
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others. This capacity to determine itself in respect to (almost) any object and in any given 

situation was central to the intentionalist ethics developed by fourteenth-century theologians 

such as William Ockham.338 According to these theorists human morality is essentially 

grounded in the acts of the will underlying and motivating choices and behaviour. In order for 

humans to be deemed truly responsible agents it is necessary that our passions be under our 

control, or in other words, that they can be regulated by right reason.339 As I have explained in 

the section above on the will, for an act to be morally good it must conform to the human 

inclination for justice (affectio iustitiae), and this entails not only action in accordance with the 

dictates of right reason, but also action performed because it conforms to right reason. 

Repeated acts of choosing in accordance with justice (and for the sake of justice) can establish 

habits in the will, as well as habits of memory and imagination that associate pleasurable or 

distressing passions with particular choices, making it easier or more difficult to act morally in 

future situations. However, as late medieval theologians made an effort to emphasise, these 

habits of the intellectual appetite do not incline the will to act in a way that compromises the 

will’s freedom.340 

 

The capacity of the will to choose its object of love or desire is central to late medieval 

explanations of suffering in the intellectual soul. While it is paradoxical to speak of willing 

suffering per se, sadness (tristitia) was understood to be a result of something occurring 

contrary to the will’s active willing or loving.341 As Adam Wodeham puts it: 

 

When you say that then the will would freely sadden itself, I certainly want to say so... 

in this sense, that it freely causes the form which is sadness. But from this it does not 
                                                
338 Ockham opposes Scotus who claims that an exterior act can have its own goodness distinct from an interior 
act. He offers the example of the man who voluntarily throws himself of a precipice, but while falling repents and 
feels pain in simply nilling that act (that is, the act of suicide) on account of his love for God. The point being that 
the exterior act (the falling) is not intrinsically virtuous or sinful when taken alone, but it is the act of the will that 
is virtuous or vicious and it is from the act of the will that the extrinsic virtue of an exterior act is derived. See 
Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9, “On Pleasures, Pains and Sadness,” (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 263-
264. He treats the question of whether an exterior act can have its own moral goodness or evilness again in 
Quodl. I, q. 20, (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 99-106. For further discussion of Ockham’s intentionalist ethics see Rega 
Wood, Ockham on the Virtues (Indiana: Perdue University Press, 1997).  
339 Claude Panaccio explains: “When Ockham speaks of right reason in such contexts, what he mainly refers to is 
the agent’s intellectual assent to certain moral principles which are evident by themselves.” He adds that Ockham 
thinks right reason is a variety of assent, and that he identifies it with prudence. See Panaccio, “Intellections and 
Volitions,” 88.  
340 According to Ockham’s moral theology, even the infused habitual virtue of charity does not prevent an 
individual from committing sin on a particular occasion (although the act of sin will immediately eliminate 
grace); Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 21, (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 287-288.  
341 That it is paradoxical see Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 72. 
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follow that it freely wills to be saddened, because that is a reflex act, although 

sometimes a man does freely will this, because some people will to be saddened for 

their sins or some such. For just as the will can freely cause a loving without willing the 

loving, but willing the object, so it can freely cause a sadness, although it does not will 

the sadness, but dislikes and hates an object unsuitable to it.342 

 

To understand what it means for the will to “freely cause a loving without willing a loving”, 

and “freely cause a sadness without willing a sadness,” it is important to know a bit about the 

late medieval taxonomy of the intellectual passions. Although the accounts of the passions 

varied from theologian to theologian, a simple model based on Ockham’s discussion of the 

passions of the will will be instructive for my purposes. As far as I am aware, Ockham does 

not refer to the passions of the will as ‘concupscible’ and ‘irascible.’ However, he did 

recognise the six passions of the will that others such as Scotus had identified as ‘concupsible’ 

(love, hate, desire, aversion, pleasure and pain), and at least three of the five that others 

identified as ‘irascible’ (hope, fear, and despair).343 For the sake of clarity, I will begin with a 

discussion of the six concupscible passions, before turning to a discussion of the irascible 

passions. According Ockham’s account, when we have a simple or complex intellectual 

cognition by which we perceive an object that is not presently possessed by us as suitable or 

unsuitable, the will can elicit an act of desire (desiderium) or avoidance (fuga) with respect to 

the absent object. If, on the other hand, a suitable or unsuitable object is apprehended as being 

presently possessed, then the will can elicit a positive act of willing the object such as love 

(dilectio or amor) or a pleasing (complacentia), or a negative act of willing-against the object, 

such as hatred (odium) or displeasing (displacentia).344 Following the doctrine promoted by 

                                                
342 Wodeham, Lec. Sec., dist 1, q. 6, § 6. ed. Wood/Gál, vol. 1, 306-307. McGrade cites this passage but gives the 
wrong reference; he uses Cambridge Gonville and Caius MS 281/674 ff. 137va-145vb. The sections of Wodeham 
that he references are not always consistent with the numbering in Wood/Gál (1990) edition. Translation is 
McGrade’s except that I have modified his translation of tristitia from ‘pain’ to ‘sadness’ in order to preserve the 
distinction between pain (dolor) of the sensitive appetite and sadness (tristitia) of the intellective appetite. See 
McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 72. 
343 Scotus identified hope, despair, fear, courage, and anger as the five ‘irascible’ passions in the will. Hirvoven 
has noted that (to his knowledge) Ockham does not mention courage or anger in his discussions of the passions of 
the will, though he never explicitly denies these acts. Hirvonen, Passions, 169-170. 
344 For this see Ord. I, dist. 3, q. 2 (OTh II), ed. S. Brown, 393-417; Rep. IV, q. 16, (OTh 7), ed. Wood/Gál, 340-
361. In his Reportatio (Book IV of his Sentences) question 16: “Is enjoyment (fruitito) a quality really distinct 
from delight (delectatio)?,” Ockham considers the relationship between amor amicitiae (or complacentiae) and 
amor concupiscentiae, desire (desiderium), enjoyment (fruitio), and delight (delectatio) he often uses the terms 
complacentia and displacentia synonymously with amor and odium and seems to equate them with acts of the 
intellectual appetite that are (normally) under our control. However, Knuuttila has claimed that according to 
Scotus complacentia and displacentia are not ‘efficacious acts’ of the will, but rather should be thought of as 
unpremeditated reactions to things like passions of the sensitive appetite are; see Knuuttila, Emotions, 269. Ian 
Drummond, on the other hand, mentions that Scotus thought there were ‘surreptitious passions’ in the will that 
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Augustine, Ockham and his contemporaries held that there were two ways that an object can 

be positively willed: the object can be willed on account of its own goodness and as an end in 

itself (Ockham called this amicable or intransitive/non-relational love), or it can be willed as a 

good on account of something else (concupiscent or transitive/relational love). When the 

object of amicable love is present to the agent, the love-act is called frui, or enjoying-love. 

There are two modes of enjoyment; when the object is enjoyed as the supreme or highest 

good, and when it is not. The proper object of the first mode of enjoyment is God alone, and 

the act is called fruitio ordinata.345 If a created object is enjoyed as a highest or supreme good 

the act is called fruitio inordinata. When an object of concupiscent or relational love is present 

to an agent, the love-act in the will is called uti (using-love). Ockham explains that a 

‘relational’ (referens) act of the will occurs when “something is taken into the will, another 

thing having been presented, so that if the other thing were not presented or were not taken 

into the faculty of the will [the first thing] would not be taken into the faculty of the will.”346 

More will be said about this mode of volition later. For the time being it is important to note 

that the object of a relational act can be willed as a good for someone who we regard with 

amicable loving, or as a good for ourselves (in which case we are loving ourselves with 

amicable love). Perfect Christian morality lies in conforming one’s will to God’s will by 

loving God amicably, and all else ‘in God,’ or on account of God.347 

 

Unlike the case of pain and pleasure in the sensitive appetite, Ockham does not think that the 

apprehension of the object can cause acts of delight (delectatio) and sadness (tristitia) in the 

intellective appetite without there also being an act of love or hate in the will. Ockham argues 

that sadness and delight are not freely elicited acts of the will per se, but passions of the will 

that are caused by and accompany acts of love and hate. In Quodlibet II, Question 17, and 

Quaestiones Variae, Question 6, Article 9 (“On Pleasures, Pains, and Sadness”) Ockham 
                                                                                                                                                    
are not really passions of the will at all, but only propassiones (pre-passions). According to this account the will 
naturally feels pleasure and pain along with the sensitive appetites, but it is only when the will elicits an act of 
acceptance or rejection in regards to the object that the passion can be considered morally praiseworthy or 
reprehensible; see Ian Drummond, “John Duns Scotus on the Passions of the Will,” in Pickavé and Shapiro, 
Emotions and Cognitive Life, 69-71. It does not seem clear to me whether or not Scotus thought that there were 
some acts of the will for which we are not morally responsible, but what does seem to be the case is that 
according to Scotus delight (delectatio) and sadness (tristitia), which are not acts but passions in the will, could 
be caused by an apprehended object in the same way as pleasure and pain are caused in the sensitive appetite. On 
this point Ockham and Scotus do not agree. For Ockham’s rebuttal of Scotus see Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 
9 (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 265-266. 
345 See Hirvonen, Passions, 64. 
346 Ockham, Ord. I, dist. 1, q. 1, “Whether everything other than God is only to be used,” (OTh 1), ed. G. Gál, 
374-393. Translation quoted from Stephen Mcgrade, “Ockham on Enjoyment: Towards an Understanding of 
Fourteenth Century Philosophy and Psychology,” in Review of Metaphysics 33 (1981), 709.  
347 McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 67. 
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explains that delight and sadness are distinct from the acts of the will that directly cause them 

because it is possible for the act of willing to occur in the absence of sadness or delight, but 

not vice versa.348 He uses the example of the demon and the angel to illustrate his claim: 

 

But delight and sadness are distinct from acts, which is clear because an act of the will 

may persist without delight or sadness, as in the case of the demon who most intensely 

loves himself but is in no way delighted [with this]. Likewise a good angel nills (nolle) 

with respect to something that happens, for instance it nills with respect to a man 

sinning for whose care he is responsible, but the man nevertheless sins mortally; but the 

angel is in no way sad on account of this, because just as there is no delight in the 

damned, so there is not sadness in the blessed.349 

 

Ockham concludes that delight and sadness cannot be present without acts of love and hate 

because they are caused and conserved by them, and therefore the qualities delight and sadness 

are passions but not acts. However, not all theologians agreed with Ockham about this. The 

phenomena of delight and sadness of the will was a topic of debate in the late thirteenth and 

fourteenth century, partly on account of the theory of intellectual emotion promoted by Peter 

Auriol. Auriol held that there were two kinds of positive acts of willing or love (amor) in the 

intellectual appetite; willing an object that was apprehended as present and possessed was 

pleasure (velle delectationis), and willing a future or absent object was desire (velle desideri). 

Likewise, there were two kinds of negative acts of willing-against or hatred (odium); these 

were displeasure (nolle displicentiae), and aversion (nolle fugae).350 Auriol’s account was not 

accepted by later theologians who held that it was possible for there to be acts of love and hate 

in the will that were distinct from pleasure and sadness.351 Further, each theologian explained 

the relationship between the passions and acts of the intellective soul differently. For example, 

Scotus thought that it was the apprehended object that was the proximate cause of delight and 

sadness in the intellectual soul, while Ockham argues strongly against this.352 Ockham argues 

                                                
348 And so sadness and delight are indirectly free passions. See Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6. art 9, (OTh 8), ed. 
Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 265-266; also see Ockham, Quodl. II, q. 17, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 186-188.  
349 Ockham, Quodl. II, q. 17, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 187-188. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Selections; Ockham,” 1-2.  
 
350 Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 111; also see Hirvonen, Passions, 141-142, and 145-147. 
351 See Ockham, Rep. IV, q. 16, (OTh 7), ed. Wood/Gál, 340-361; here Ockham argues against the opinion that 
delight is pleasure. For a discussion of Ockham’s views on the point see Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 112-114; 
and Knuuttila, Emotions, 272-273.  
352 Knuuttila, Emotions, 273. 
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that it is not the object, but the apprehension of the object that is the proximate cause of the act 

of love or hate in the will, and that pleasure and pain are passions of the will accompanying 

acts of the will (love or hate) and cannot occur without those acts. Apparently, Robert Holcot 

thought that in some cases delight or sadness were the direct cause of acts of love or hate 

being elicited by the will.353 While Walter Chatton and Adam Wodeham argued that there was 

at least one act of the will - namely, beatific enjoyment - that was essentially both love and 

pleasure (although they observed the distinction between the passions delight and sadness and 

the other acts of the will in via).354  

 

It is worth pausing briefly to consider Wodeham’s argument in support of the identification of 

beatific love with delight because it offers some insights into how late medieval theologians 

understood the character of intellectual emotions, and the criteria that these emotions had to 

satisfy. Medievals generally held that ultimate human perfection and happiness was beatific 

enjoyment, which they took to be a fully satiating state of the soul, from which all anxiety and 

distress is formally excluded.355 For this reason, some theologians such as Wodeham thought it 

incomprehensible that pleasure could be separable from the beatific experience: 

 

That alone is beatific enjoyment by which misery is formally excluded... But the 

ultimate pain is supreme misery. Therefore beatific enjoyment excludes it. But nothing 

is formally repugnant to pain in a subject capable of having pain except pleasure. 

Therefore that enjoyment really is pleasure.356 

 

Another reason why Wodeham thinks it is necessary that beatific enjoyment really is pleasure 

is because if the two were distinguished and an individual were given the choice between 

beatific love and supreme pleasure, he/she would choose the later. It would seem, then, that 

beatific enjoyment alone is not an ultimately satiating state because there would be something 

more that the soul could desire, namely supreme pleasure.357 Moreover, if the beatific love and 

supreme pleasure were separable, and the former were the direct cause of the later, then there 
                                                
353 McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 69. McGrade does not explain Holcot’s position very clearly. I have not 
looked into the claim that McGrade makes for Holcot; I hope to do so in my future research.  
354 Ibid., 69 and 78. 
355 Ibid, 71. 
356 Wodeham, Lect. Sec., dist. 1, q. 4, art. 3, fol. 142va. Quoted from McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 71.  
357 McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 73-74. 
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would be no motive for the soul to love God supremely (in and for Himself), as it would love 

God as a means to achieving pleasure, and therefore love of God would be self-interested love: 

 

That which is more eligible seems to be better. But I believe that as far as it was for 

one’s own good and advantage, if beatific love (dilectio beatifica)... and that supreme 

pleasure (summa delectatio) or gladness (laetitia) and beatific agreeableness (suavitas 

beatifica) were really distinguished, and he were given the option of precisely one 

without the other, anyone would prefer absorbing gladness and agreeableness. 

Therefore, if it were distinguished it would be the better beatific enjoyment (frutitio 

beatifica). But this is false... therefore it is not distinct.358  

 

William Ockham, on the other hand, maintained the distinction between the beatific 

enjoyment (that is the love-act), and the delight that is caused by and accompanies that act. 

Stephen McGrade suggests that Ockham’s reluctance to allow that beatitude is essentially 

pleasure is in part a moral argument, and can be understood best if we take into account 

Ockham’s claim that enjoyment is ‘nobler’ than pleasure.359 McGrade explains: “It is nobler 

because its contrary, hatred of God, is worse than the contrary of pleasure (that is pain); by 

enjoyment a man is distinguished from brutes, not by pleasure...”360 Humans and beasts have 

different capacities for choosing and loving objects. While beasts are motivated solely by 

pleasure, humans can choose to love an object, or to will good to another object/person on 

account of the object/person themselves (propter se), and because we know it is morally right 

to do so. Willing or loving something that is morally good to will or love and doing so for the 

sake of respecting moral principles is different from loving a thing that is morally correct to 

love because it feels pleasurable to us to do morally correct things.361 When we incline 

ourselves towards objects in a morally upright way for the sake of moral principles we engage 

our rational capacities and our capacity for justice, and so actualize our greatest human 

potential. Beatific enjoyment which is essentially a love act best fits the criteria for the most 

perfect human act possible. Therefore, Ockham holds that beatific love is not essentially 

pleasure - it is distinct from, and (supernaturally) separable from, the pleasure. But that does 

not mean to say that it ever actually does occur without the accompanying pleasure. Ockham’s 
                                                
358 Wodeham, Lect. Sec., dist. 1, q. 4, art. 3, fol. 143ra. Quoted from McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 74. 
359 Ibid., 76. 
360 Ibid. 
361 Ibid., 77. 
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beatific enjoyment is amongst the acts of the will that (almost) always cause delight or 

sadness; only by God’s miracle, or if there is an impediment such as an overwhelming 

opposite passion in the soul, would sadness or delight fail to be caused by these kinds of 

acts.362 

 

Identifying exactly which acts of the will cause happiness or sadness is not an easy task 

because it is possible for the will to have multiple acts of willing and nilling simultaneously. 

Moreover, in an act of willing the soul can be related to many objects in different ways, and 

this implies simultaneous acts of willing and nilling towards the various different objects 

involved in the relation. A simple example is the act of willing or loving God, which implies 

the hatred of sin.363 A more complex example is offered by Ockham in Quodlibet III, Question 

17 (reply to the third problem) where he argues that there can be no sadness or delight in the 

will with respect to absent things that are not possessed, or in other words, that sadness and 

delight are not caused by acts of desire and aversion.364 Here Ockham explains that sometimes 

it seems that there is sadness in the will with respect to absent objects that we desire. His 

example is the sadness that we experience when we will and desire to eat, but are not eating. 

Ockham points out that the situation is complicated because there are numerous appetitive acts 

occurring in the soul simultaneously. The person experiences: “(i) an inclination to eat (ii) an 

act of desiring to eat, and (iii) an act of willing-against the absence of that act of eating.”365 

The later act of nilling is a higher-order act, taking the knowledge or apprehension of the 

absence of the desired act (the act of eating) as its object. It is this higher-order reflexive act 

that directly causes sadness in the soul. “Consequently,” Ockham concludes, “in willing to eat 

and desiring to eat he will be saddened. Therefore, someone like this cannot delight in the act 

of eating so long as he does not possess it.”366 What is important to note is how Ockham 

understands the relationship of ‘possession’ here. Ockham holds that the object of the act of 

desire is the act of eating, and because the agent is not presently eating, the act of desire is an 

act in respect of something absent. On the other hand, the act of nilling the absence of the act 

                                                
362 It is worth noting that it was commonly held among late medieval theologians that an overwhelming passion 
could cancel out or weaken any opposite passion in the soul. Scotus quotes Aristotle as his authority for this 
claim, noting that in Aristole’s Ethics, Book IV it says: “Extreme delight expels all sadness, not only that which 
is its contrary, but also any possible sadness.” See Scotus Ord. IV, dist. 45, q. 3. Quoted from Wolter and Adams, 
“Memory and Intuition,” 225. Ockham offers the ordinary example of a scholar who, suffering sadness over the 
loss of a much-loved material good, does not experience any pleasure from his studies, even though he still loves 
knowledge (the acquisition of which, presumably, caused him great pleasure before he suffered the loss).  
363 Hirvonen, Passions, 155-156. 
364 Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 17, ad dub. 3, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 271-272. 
365 Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 17. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelly, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 226-227.  
366 Ibid,. 227. 
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of eating takes the mental proposition “that the act of eating is absent in me” as its object, and 

this object (the mental proposition) is actually presently possessed by the agent. Hence it is an 

act of the will that is capable of causing sadness.367 Careful attention should be paid to this 

passage because it clearly illustrates the sophistication of the late medieval accounts of 

cognitive phenomena and affective experience. By showing that we do not feel pleasure or 

pain in respect to absent or future things, but in respect to our present apprehensions, 

imaginings, beliefs, judgments and volitions that apprehend the absent object in some way, 

Ockham presents a model of human emotion that is intricate and complex. To analyse the 

matrix of causal connections between higher-order and first-order volitions and cognitions, 

delight and sadness, was challenging for philosophers and theologians of the late Middle Ages 

just as it is for philosophers today.  

 

Based on what has been discussed so far we can now better understand why Wodeham says 

that the will “can freely cause a sadness, although it does not will the sadness, but dislikes and 

hates an object unsuitable to it.” In such a case the act of nilling which is the direct cause of 

the pain in the soul is not a volition caused by an antecedent higher-order reflexive-act taking 

the pain or sadness in the soul as its object (according to Wodeham no one ‘wills pain’ in this 

way unless for some penitential purpose). Rather, the act of freely elicited willing-against that 

causes the sadness or pain is directed towards (or is about) some object or situation that is the 

contrary of the object or situation actively willed and loved by the agent. The act of nilling, 

then, is caused by an antecedent cognition or apprehension taking the absence of the thing 

willed or desired as its object, or otherwise it is caused by an apprehension taking the presence 

of something contrary to the thing willed or desired as its object. And so, by freely willing the 

object the agent indirectly wills the pain. That is, by willing the object the agent indirectly 

causes the pain through the consequent higher order act of nilling the state of affairs that is 

absence of the object.  

 

                                                
367 Ockham puts it in this way: “There is no sadness or delight in either the sentient appetite or the will with 
respect to absent things that are not possessed and concerning which there are acts of desiring and avoiding. 
Instead there is sadness or delight either (i) with respect to the apprehensive act by which the desired object is 
apprehended, or (ii) with respect to the act of desiring or avoiding, or (iii) with respect to both these acts; and 
each of these acts is actually possessed by the one who is delighted. Likewise, there is sadness or delight in the 
will with respect to either (i) an act of the intellect, or (ii) an act of willing, or (iii) an act of willing-against, since 
it is these acts - and not the desired act - that the will is delighted over or saddened by. For according to the 
Philosopher, the internal sense is able to apprehend an act of the external senses and also an act of desiring or 
avoiding, and it is an apprehensive act of this sort that is the immediate cause of pain or pleasure in the sensitive 
appetite. The same holds for the intellect and the will.” Ibid., 226-227. 
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Another theoretically rich illustration of how sadness or pain can be caused in the will is 

offered in Ockham’s discussion of the most supreme pain possible: the suffering of the souls 

in Hell and in the purgatorial fire (Quodlibet I, Question 19).368 Here Ockham responds to the 

problem of how it is possible for a spirit to suffer from the fire, by explaining that the spirit 

suffers “because it is detained in the fire against its own will, so that it has an act of nilling, 

from which regret and sadness follow.”369 Ockham notes that it is this act of nilling, together 

with the sadness, that is the total punishment and misery of the damned and purgatorial souls. 

He then goes on to consider the immediate object of the act of willing-against. For the 

purgatorial spirits the act of nilling is directed towards the sin that they committed during life 

and for which they are being punished (the soul nills the state of affairs which is its having 

committed the sin, and pain results from nilling).370 So, clearly this model of suffering 

presumes an amicable loving towards God, and a hatred or nilling the object as an obstacle or 

inhibiter of the good that is willed (beatitude, or simply God) on account of God, and for 

God’s sake. The spirit also nills being in its present place. This is a simple act of nilling its 

captivity in the place of purgatory (or an act of desire to be outside purgatory with God, in 

accordance with which there is a corresponding hatred of being in purgatory).  

 

However, the suffering of the damned spirit is more multifaceted than that of the purgatorial 

soul. Ockham explains that in the case of the damned soul:  

 

There is (i) an act of willing-against God because he is punishing it, likewise (ii) the 

spirit regrets and wills against its having irrevocably lost beatitude; also (iii) it wills 

against being in such a place, which it is forbidden to leave - forbidden not, to be sure, 

by the fire, but by God. And this act of willing-against, along with the ensuing 

sadness, is the punishment of Hell. And perhaps, in addition, the spirit hates itself 

because it has lost beatitude through its own fault - in the way that someone is 

displeased with himself because of his own sin.371  

 

                                                
368 Ockham, Quodl. I, q. 19, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 96-99. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelly, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 
83-85. 
369 Transl. is Freddoso/Kelly, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 84. 
370 Ibid. 
371 Ibid., 84-84.  
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The description of supreme suffering, then, involves a range of simple and complex 

intellectual acts and volitions, involving a range of different affective relations between the 

agent and its intentional objects. There is the simple act of nilling or hating its present place, 

and despair that results from the act of nilling being in the present place, and the belief that it 

is not able to leave. The damned soul also has an act of amicable loving towards itself, and an 

act of nilling towards God on account of His role in preventing the damned from attaining 

some good that it wills for itself (or in other words, the soul wills good towards itself and hates 

God as an obstacle to the good or for causing the contrary of the good). The second point (ii) 

involves a simple act of desiring beatitude, the awareness that beatitude is lost or absent, plus a 

higher-order reflexive cognition that takes the form of a mental proposition “that beatitude is 

irrevocably lost to me” which provides the intentional content of the act of willing-against 

(which directly causes and is accompanied by the sadness). The significance of Ockham’s 

discussion in Quodlibet I, Question 19 should not be overlooked. Ockham has shown how the 

theory of intellectual emotions can solve a deep theological problem by providing a 

philosophically adequate account of the punishment which will be suffered by the damned 

when their souls are separated from their bodies. It is also interesting to note the structure of 

self-hate that Ockham describes here; a self-hate that is informed by an amicable loving of the 

self and a hatred of the self for presenting or causing an obstacle to the attainment of the good 

(that is, a good which one wills on account of oneself). 

 

Moving on now to the acts of the will which were traditionally identified as ‘irascible’ 

emotions. On Ockham’s account these are the passions hope (spes), despair (desperatio), and 

fear (timor), and are not freely elicited acts per se, but are acts of the will that are naturally 

elicited when there is an act of desiring in the will and an act of believing in the intellect.372 In 

Quodlibet III, Question 9, Ockham provides a detailed account of the acts of hope and fear in 

the will.373 Hope, he explains, is neither an act of willing, nor an act of willing-against, instead, 

it is an act that is naturally caused by an act of believing and an act of desiring together, and it 

is distinct from the each of them. An act of hope is distinct from an act of desiring, because if 

a human has an act of desiring but does not believe that he will obtain the object, then he does 

not have hope. But if the desire continues and he comes to believe that the object will be 

                                                
372 Scotus includes courage (fortitudo) and anger (ira) in his discussion of irascible emotions in the will, but 
Ockham makes no mention these. For a discussion of Scotus’s account see Alan Perreiah, “Scotus on Human 
Emotions,” Franciscan Studies 56 (1998), 325-345, particularly 329-330. Also see Hirvonen, Passions, 170. It is 
worth noting that Ockham sometimes identifies hope as a virtue, and so a habit, in the will rather than a passion.  
373 Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 9, ad dub. 1 et 2. (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 238-239.  
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attained, he immediately has an act of hope. Likewise, if an individual has an act of believing 

in a good, but no desire for it, then he will not have hope. But if he should come to desire that 

good and the act of believing is sustained, the act of hope will immediately be elicited. 

Similarly, fear is described as an act of the will that is naturally elicited “when one believes or 

is inclined to think that an evil that he wills against is going to occur.”374 According to 

Ockham, then, hope, fear, and (presumably) despair, are acts of the will that are only indirectly 

under our control, are distinct from the requisite acts of the willing and believing that logically 

precede them, and can be separated from these acts (although only by supernatural means).375  

 

I want to draw attention to the characteristic cognitive structure underlying these acts of the 

will because I believe it is key to understanding more advanced acts and passions of the soul in 

Ockham’s philosophy of emotion. Notice here that there are three mental acts involved: (i) a 

volitional act of willing, (ii) an intellectual act of believing, and (iii) a volitional act that is 

brought about as the result of a purely causal process involving both (i) and (ii). So long as the 

initial act of desiring is sustained, and the act of belief or the information known about the 

circumstances does not change, then derivative act naturally and necessarily occurs; the agent 

does not have any choice in this resulting act, unless (iii) is inhibited by a renouncing or 

revising either of the antecedent acts. Claude Panaccio makes a similar observation in his 

recent article “Intellections and Volitions in Ockham’s Nominalism.”376 Panaccio points-out 

that for Ockham the human mind is organised in such a way that “the presence of a volitional 

act and an intellectual act related by their contents in the required way simply prompts, by a 

purely natural sort of necessity, the occurrence of a derivative volition.”377 To illustrate the 

idea Panaccio draws on Ockham’s example of the man who wills his return to health and 

knows that drinking a bitter potion will restore his health.378 In this hypothetical situation the 

man necessarily wills to drink the potion. In fact, Ockham tells us: “nor is it in his power not 

                                                
374 Ockham, Quodl. III, q. 9, ad dub. 2. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelly; Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 200. 
375 Ockham makes this point explicitly: “Perhaps you are asking what sort of an act of the will hope is. I reply it is 
neither an act of willing, nor an act of willing-against; instead, it is an act that is naturally caused by an act of 
believing and an act of desiring together. And by God’s power, though not naturally, it can be separated from 
these two acts taken conjointly.” Quoted from Ibid. 
376 Panaccio talks about this in his discussion of Ockham’s claim that he "who wills the means wills the ends (as 
far as they are known)”, and he seems to think that the derivative volition requires the antecedent (simultaneous) 
occurrence of a volition and an intellection, however, I think that Panaccio’s account of the acts involved is too 
narrow. Based on my reading of Ockham, I understand that Ockham held the derivative volition requires the 
antecedent (simultaneous) occurrence of two or more acts of the intellective soul, which could be two 
simultaneous volitions and not necessarily an act of volition and an act of intellection. For Panaccio’s discussion, 
see Panaccio, “Intellections and Volitions,” 86-88.  
377 Ibid., 87. 
378 See Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9 (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 259.  
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to will to drink the potion in this case, granted he may contingently will to drink the potion if 

the effective willing ceases.”379 

 

Ockham’s model of the causal process according to which acts of willing are naturally and 

necessarily elicited in the will immediately as a result of two simultaneous and logically prior 

acts of willing (or an act of willing and an act of intellection) provides the basic mental 

structure informing many of his examples of human emotion. For instance, the model is 

implicit in Ockham’s discussion of the (extrinsic and intrinsic) morality of emotions. When 

asking whether we are praised or blamed for our passions (Quodlibet II, Question 15, “reply to 

the objections”), Ockham explains that: 

 

Acts and passions do not determine praise or blame for themselves in such a way that 

praise or blame belong to them intrinsically. Rather, it is only through a certain extrinsic 

denomination that such a passion in light of its conformity to a virtuous or vicious act of 

the will, is called praiseworthy when it is elicited in conformity with suitable 

circumstances, and blameworthy when it is elicited in accordance with unsuitable 

circumstances.380  

 

Ockham holds that some acts and passions that we elicit are neither morally praiseworthy or 

reprehensible in themselves, but are only morally praiseworthy or reprehensible when they 

occur in the presence of other acts of the will that are intrinsically virtuous or vicious because 

they either conform to a moral precept (such as a dictate of right reason or love of God) or 

they reject such a precept (for example by willing-against a dictate or right reason, or hating 

                                                
379 Ibid.. Translation is Martin's; Martin, “Selections,” 25. Another example Ockham offers to illustrate this model 
of volition is when someone wills a good for himself and the opposite happens. Ockham explains that when this 
occurs the man “immediately elicits an act of nilling with respect to the opposed evil, and that act is perhaps 
caused naturally with respect to the preceding volition with respect to the good, and just as naturally (caused) by 
the will as fire heats naturally.” Ockham, Ibid, See Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9 (OTh 8), ed. 
Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 259-60 (again, I use Martin’s translation). In his discussion, Panaccio emphasises that the 
cognitive process Ockham describes must not be mistakenly interpreted as an argument or an inference, rather, 
the derivative act of willing is the result of a causal process and arises from a purely natural sort of necessity. He 
says “this original volitional act and the relevant intellectual act do not jointly cause the reason that would justify 
the agent willing the only means he deems possible if his goal is to be reached.” Panaccio, “Intellections and 
Volitions,” 87.  
380 Quodl. II, q. 15, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 178-181. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelly, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 152. 
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God), and are related to these intrinsically virtuous or vicious acts by some content.381 Notice 

that here, again, there are three acts of the will involved: (i) an antecedent act of willing some 

object (not necessarily a moral act), (ii) an act of the will that is intrinsically virtuous or 

vicious and is related to the first act by some intentional content, and (iii) a third act of the will 

that results from the first act and the second act taken together, and which is extrinsically 

moral or immoral in virtue of the righteousness or deformity/morality of the second act.382 

Ockham’s example is the volitional act of loving one’s father. The act of loving one’s father is 

neither righteous or deformed when taken alone. However, the individual may also elicit a 

simultaneous (or logically posterior) volitional act whereby the agent wills to sustain the act of 

loving his/her father in order to fulfil a moral or divine precept with good intentions (because 

it is a moral precept and for the sake of morality, or because it is the will of God, and for the 

sake of God). Otherwise he/she may have a volitional act of will to sustain the loving of one’s 

father in order to achieve something that is contrary to the moral precept or forbidden by a 

moral precept (such as for the sake of vain glory). Ockham explains that there are then two 

acts of the will occurring simultaneously (the love of one’s father and the will to obey the 

moral precept to love one’s father for the sake of respecting moral principles) which cause a 

third, derivative volition (the will to continue the prior act of loving in order to achieve a 

particular end in conformity to a moral precept) and it is only the later two acts that have any 

moral validity. The example is interesting because it shows that simple passions or emotions, 

such as an act of love for a person or object, can take on a very different character and moral 

value in virtue of other cognitions and volitions occurring simultaneously in the intellect. As 

our preferences, beliefs, opinions and goals change, the moral character and value of our 

passions change also.383  

 

What these examples show is that emotions, particularly the emotions and passions for which 

we are morally responsible, were not thought of as bare phenomena but were understood in 

terms of theories which conceived of emotion as deeply entrenched in a network of thoughts 

and volitions - some purposefully wrought, some habitual - that give the emotion context and 

define the type (or species) of emotion experienced. However, locating emotions within the 
                                                
381 An act or passion is only morally good or virtuous if it is either “(a) accompanied by an act of willing that one 
should follow right reason or (b) caused by such an act of willing”: “the act of the will preceding the righteous or 
deformed act is of a different species and is not necessarily righteous or deformed.” Quodl. III, q. 15, ad. dub. 1. 
(OTh 9) ed. Wey, 261-262. Transl. is Freddoso/Kelley, Quodlibetal Questions, vol. 1, 217. Also see Ockham, 
Quodl. III, q. 16 and q. 17 for related discussion. 
382 For related discussions where Ockham reinforces the model of virtuous willing, see Ockham, Quodl. III, q.15, 
q. 16, and q. 17, (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 261-272. 
383 For this point see Quodl. III, q. 16, ad dub. 2. (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 267.  
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complex thought processes of the intellect goes little of the way to explaining the 

phenomenological character of intellectual emotions: what intellectual passions are like.384 In 

the previous chapter on the will I concluded by suggesting that late medieval theorists thought 

of volitions as mental attitudes, the equivalent of which is some kind of speech-act in the 

optative mode. But is this enough to account for the phenomenological features that we 

typically associate with experiencing emotion? Dominik Perler raises a similar question when 

discussing Wodeham’s theory of emotion. Perler asks whether (what he calls) the “strong 

cognitivist” character of Wodeham’s volitions amounts to an account of “cool-hearted” 

cognitions.385 Unfortunately Perler evades the question entirely when attempting to answer it. 

Instead of making an effort to explain what the “affective components” of the passions of the 

will were thought to be like phenomenologically speaking, he merely says that they were 

included in Wodeham’s account. Perler explains that some volitions (specifically fruitio or 

beatific enjoyment) were, on Wodeham’s account, inseparable from passions of delight or 

sadness in the will. Therefore, by taking into account the cognitive component (an evaluative 

apprehension or a judgment) and the affective component (the pleasure) Wodeham has offered 

a sophisticated account of an emotion which is “neither a ‘cool-hearted’ evaluation of a state 

of affairs nor a simple feeling, but an evaluation that includes a certain feeling.”386 I am not 

satisfied with Perler’s explanation and would like to know how this so-called “feeling” aspect 

of a purely intellectual (and so entirely non-physical) passion can be accounted for. When 

considering the late medieval theory of emotions in the will it is important not to forget the 

function that the model of intellectual passions served in enabling medievals to treat the 

theological puzzle of how disembodied souls suffer in the afterlife. Because it is within this 

context that Wodeham discusses the character of beatific enjoyment, it seems to me that by 

                                                
384 Pasnau has observed that while medieval philosophers were keen to consider the representational content of 
sensation and thought, the what-it-was-like of the experience itself is not usually a subject of interest. Which, of 
course, raises the intriguing question of why this was the case. Robert Pasnau, “Scholastic Qualities, Primary and 
Secondary,” in Primary and Secondary Qualities: The Historical and Ongoing Debate, ed. Lawrence Nolan 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 51. 
385 Perler says: “It looks as if he [Wodeham] were presenting an analysis of emotions that identifies them with 
'cool-hearted' higher-level cognitions. For instance, loving someone seems to amount to coming up with an 
evaluation of that person as being good. But what about the aspect of desperately longing for this person or 
feeling good when being with her? Are these non-evaluative elements missing in Wodeham’s theory? Not quite 
so. In his analysis of enjoyment, Wodeham emphasises that ‘beatific enjoyment really is pleasure.’ Unlike 
Ockham, he does not separate pleasure (delectatio) from love (dilectio). These are not two distinct states that can, 
but need not, co-exist. In Wodeham’s view, love or enjoyment always includes pleasure because enjoyment is a 
state ‘by which misery is formally excluded.’” Perler goes on to argue that the fact that Wodeham explicitly 
includes pleasure as an affective component (delectatio, which would be better translated as ‘delight’) in the 
emotion shows that “he does not adopt a purely rationalist explanation of emotions that ignores all non-cognitive 
elements.” Although I do not agree with Perler’s description of appetitive acts as being evaluations or appraisals 
of objects and states of affairs (as I have argued in the previous section on the will), I do think that the question 
Perler raises about the phenomenological character of the intellectual passions merits attention. See Perler, 
“Emotions and Cognitions,” 269-270. 
386 Ibid., 270. 
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asking whether intellectual emotions were “cool-hearted” higher-level cognitions, Perler 

immediately sets off on the wrong foot. Perler’s very phrasing of the question is misleading. 

The “pleasure” (delectatio; better translated as ‘delight’) associated with beatific enjoyment 

cannot make the enjoyment any more of a “warm-hearted” experience than a “cool-hearted” 

experience because passions of the will can not be “warm,” “cool,” or “hearted.” The souls of 

the blessed (before the resurrection of their bodies at the Last Judgment) do not have corporeal 

organs necessary to experience such qualities. Further, Perler seems to miss the point when he 

locates the “affective component” of intellectual emotions in the passion of pleasure/delight or 

sadness, because how then would we explain the phenomenological features of the emotion 

Ockham had in mind when he defined beatific enjoyment? According to Ockham beatific 

enjoyment is the ultimate act of the will that brings maximal rest and total satiation to the soul, 

but it is not pleasure; rather, it can be separated from the passion of pleasure that usually 

occurs with it in the will.387 Ockham’s description of what beatific enjoyment is does not tell 

us a great deal about what it is like.388 Elsewhere Ockham has explained that passions and 

volitions can come in different intensities, and can be increased or multiplied in the soul.389 

But even so, knowing that the intensity can be increased does not explain what the experience 

is like. Perhaps the best way to understand the phenomenological character of the intellectual 

passions that Ockham has in mind is by considering it as McGrade does. McGrade suggests 

that psychic pleasure or psychic satisfaction may be compared to the kind of mental 

satisfaction that we experience when having solved a difficult logical problem, or when we 

achieve a challenging goal that we have set for ourselves.390 One might argue that these kinds 

of experience are purely mental, and so it is misleading to call them “feelings” in the usual 

sense of a physiological “feel.” While these psychic passions are not “feelings” per se, we do 

experience them to have a very particular character, and because of this character we can 

                                                
387 A recent discussion of Ockham’s beatific enjoyment can be found in Hirvonen, Passions, 156-157. 
388And rightly so, since neither Ockham, nor any other human in this life, has experienced it or any thing remotely 
like it! 
389 In Quodl. II, q. 13, “Is there a more perfect act for a more perfect object?,” Ockham explains that qualities that 
are passions such as grief and fear can come in different intensities in the human soul, and that there is a limit to 
the intensity of grief or fear that a soul can experience in respect to any object (no matter how perfect the object 
is) because human souls are created and finite beings. See Ockham, Quodl. II, q. 13, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 167-176. 
390 Likewise, psychic displeasure/sadness and dissatisfaction might be compared to maximal mental frustration. 
And as I have noted above, Ockham described the suffering of the damned souls as involving intense frustration 
and hate, or more precisely: the “act of willing-against along with the ensuing sadness.” Quodl. I, q. 19, ad dub. 1 
(OTh 9), ed. Wey, 97.  
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distinguish appetitive acts and volitions from the other kinds of thoughts we might have about 

the same object (such as apprehensions, judgments, doubts and beliefs).391  

 

Whether or not the medievals thought that in this life we could have purely intellectual 

passions without the corporeal parts of the human body soul-composite being affected/effected 

is not entirely clear.392 A quick look at some comments made by one of Wodeham’s 

contemporaries, Walter Chatton, is instructive. In his Reportatio Chatton argues against what 

he claims is Ockham’s opinion that in creatures some volition is a cognition. He provides 

seven arguments to support his view. The sixth argument is: 

 

Likewise using a familiar argument: I do not experience any cognition unless I 

experience it in a determinate part of the body, namely in my head, and then also in 

my heart, where I experience the act of love, that is if all love is a cognition.393 

 

In his Lectures on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, Chatton’s reply to a possible argument 

against his own view (which is that a volition is not a cogntion) provides some interesting 

insight into contemporary opinions:  

 

After the intellect has thought about something, by which [thought] there is a movement 

in the imaginative organ also, then at the presence of an imagining conforming to the 

intellection the organ of sensitive appetite undergoes change, and in that way it would 

be posited that all the things about which the intellect can think can fall under the 

                                                
391 In his Reportatio (Sent. II), question 20, “Are memory, understanding and will really distinct powers?” 
Ockham discusses the distinction between volitions and cognitions. See Rep. II, q. 20 (OTh 5), ed. Gál/Wood, 
425-447.  
392 It is worth noting that during the early fourteenth century the possibility of a purely intellectual passion after 
death was a point of controversy. Pope John XXII promoted the opinion that the blessed departed do not see God 
until after the resurrection of bodies at the Last Judgment. His teaching was strongly contested by the many 
theologians who held the usual opinion that the disembodied souls of the blessed departed did see God. In 
December 1333 theologians at Paris voted in favour of the doctrine that the souls of the blessed departed saw God 
immediately after death or after their complete purification, and in January 1334 Pope John XXII declared that he 
never meant to teach the opposite. See Kirsch, Johann Peter. “Pope John XXII.” in The Catholic Encyclopedia, 
vol. 8. (New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1910).  
Retrieved 15th Nov. 2016 <http: //www.newadvent.org/cathen/08431a.htm>.  
393 Walter Chatton, Rep. II, dist. 5, q. 1, dub. 3, ed. Wey/Etzkorn, 240-241. Translation is Martin’s; see Martin, 
“Selections,” 61. 
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interior senses, and according to that it could be said that sadness or pain which we 

experience in respect of anything thinkable by the intellect is a sensitive sadness 

(tristitia sensitiva) which is not immediately in our power, in that it is immediately 

changed by a change in an organ.  And in the same way it might be said about delight 

(delectatione), just as it is permitted that it is in our power to think or not to think about 

such a thing, nevertheless if a man thinks, it is not in his power that the organ of the 

sensitive appetite so disposed not be transformed in a transformation on which there 

follows in the soul such or such a passion.394 

 

Chatton explains that in this life one way that we can distinguish between thoughts that are 

volitions and thoughts that are cognitions is by noticing that we experience them in different 

organs of the body.395 This is not to say that acts of the will occur directly in the heart and acts 

of understanding occur directly in the head, but rather that the dilation or enlarging of the heart 

(laetitia) is the somatic, experiential component of love, and that the indirect subject of acts of 

the will such as love is the heart (subjectum mediatum dilectionis sit cor) while the indirect 

subject of acts of the intellect such as cognitions is the phantasmata or the imagination (a 

faculty located in the corporeal organ of the brain).396 So, on Chatton’s account the qualities 

that are acts of love in the intellectual soul are just the beginnings of a causal chain and 

process that involves an experiential, somatic ‘feeling’ aspect in particular organs of the body 

(as Chatton makes clear, we cannot fail to experience sensible delight in thinking about the 

appropriate object). Likewise, cognitions (such as acts of apprehension, judgments, beliefs and 

evaluations) are at the roots of a different causal chain and process that involves the corporeal 

organ of the imagination. The implication being that we ‘feel’ all thoughts; all cognitions are 

accompanied by a corporeal component (an organic experience). Late medieval philosophers 

understood the mind-body union to be so finely knit that the intellectual soul could have 

profound (albeit indirect) effects on our physiological states and visa versa. Even Ockham 

points out that “it is true that volition has a truly corruptive and productive efficacy with 

respect to corporeal qualities, as when someone by means of only an act of nilling and sadness 

                                                
394 Walter Chatton, Sent. I, dist. 1, q. 2, art 2, (Chatton’s response to a possible objection), in Walter Chatton, 
Lectura super Sententias: Liber I, Distinctiones 1-2, ed. Joseph C. Wey and Girard J. Etzkorn (Toronto: 
Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 2007), 71. Translation is my own, guided by Martin’s and McGrade’s; 
see McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford after Ockham,” 72-73; Martin “Selections,” 61. 
395 Clearly, Walter Chatton is not speaking about the beatific vision here but about experiences of love and acts of 
the will that we have in this life.  
396 Kitanov, Beatific Enjoyment, 91 and 111. 
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incurs infirmity, and by means of an act of willing and pleasure acquires health.”397 It may 

have been the medievals’ opinion that because we are so attuned to thinking about our 

emotions in terms of the their concurrent corporeal components it is impossible for us (in this 

life) to know or imagine what the purely psychic passions of the afterlife would be like in 

terms of the phenomenological features of such an experience.398  

 

At any rate, the corporeal aspect that medievals associated with emotions played an important 

role in enabling them to realise that they are in passionate states, and to recognize their 

emotion as being an emotion of a particular type. Following the Augustinian approach to self-

knowledge, philosophers such as Ockham, Chatton and Holcot noted that we can have 

different levels of awareness of our conscious experiences.399 We may not always note our 

corporeal sensations (or lower-level intellective states) due to inattention, absorption in 

another activity, or distraction by other thoughts.400 Or we may be aware of these states but not 

explicitly attentive to them at the moment during which they occur (that is, we may not elicit 

self-reflective or introspective cognitions in the form of self attributing judgments or beliefs 

that take such-and-such an internal state as its object). While it was not considered necessary 

that we always be entertaining higher-level reflexive cognitions of our occurent emotional 

states, it is worth noting that appetitive acts caused by higher-order reflex cognitions of first 

order states could effect the way that we experience passions. For example, during his 

discussion of beatific enjoyment Holcot draws attention to the difference between the pleasure 

caused by the beatific vision and the pleasure caused by the higher-level cognition that takes 
                                                
397 Ockham, Quaest. Var. q. 6, art. 9, (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 272-272. Transl. is Martin’s; see Martin, 
“Selections,” 25. 
398 This did not stop the medievals trying to imagine and understand what the phenomenological features of post-
mortem experience would entail. Evidence is the many marvelously detailed descriptions of purgatorial suffering 
in Middle English poems such as Sir Owain and the Vision of Tundale. Both these long lyrics recount the hell-
pains and sufferings of men who were permitted to visit purgatory in via and return to tell of the horrors to the 
living. Like Dante’s Divine Comedy, The Vision of Tundale includes descriptions of the pleasurable experiences 
in the various levels of Gaudium (heaven) also. I am unable to discuss the material further here, but hope to do so 
in future publications. For the Middle English Texts see Edward E. Foster ed., Three Purgatory Poems 
(Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 2004).  
399 Susan Brower-Toland explains that the Augustinian model entails that (self-attributing) judgments of beliefs 
constitute self-knowledge and are characterised by (a) immediacy, (b) certainty, and (c) first person authority. 
While later medieval philosophers all agreed that a capacity for self-awareness or self-knowledge was a 
distinctive property of immaterial powers they did not all agree on exactly how to explain the nature of our access 
to our subjective states. In particular, there was disagreement whether a reflective intellective intuitive cognition 
was required in order for one to have explicit self-knowledge of his/her occurent emotions or not. Brower-Toland 
has discussed this in detail, explaining that the two main approaches to consciousness in the later Middle Ages 
can be exemplified by William Ockham’s model according to which consciousness is explained in terms of 
intentionality (higher-order intentionality) and those such as Walter Chatton who thought that consciousness was 
a non-intentional sui generis mode of awareness. See Brower-Toland, “Medieval Approaches to Consciousness: 
Ockham and Chatton,” 1-8. 
400 Ockham, Quodlibet I, q. 14, ad arg. 4, (OTh 9), ed. Wey, 81. 
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the state of beatitude in the soul as its object. He argues that if a higher-order reflexive act that 

is distinct from the first-order direct act is elicited it will not make the direct act (beatitude) 

any more complete, though it may result in an increase of pleasure in the soul.401 But even 

when we are entertaining higher-level reflexive cognitions about our emotional states, error in 

our self-attributing judgments and beliefs may still arise for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

passions are complex and we often elicit multiple appetitive acts (directed at different objects) 

simultaneously. For example, we rarely simply experience anger, but rather we experience 

anger, resentment, grief or sadness, and hope, all at the same time. It takes a lot of work to 

identify the underlying thought processes causing the passions like anger, and even more work 

to untangle the complexity of emotions and passions from one another and to distinguish them 

from one another, especially if each is accompanied by major changes in our sensitive soul. 

Further, we may be ignorant about what a particular species of emotion involves, and so while 

we take note of our lower-level cognitions and appetitions (including our corporeal 

sensations), we may not be able to recognise our emotion for the particular kind that it is. As 

we saw at the outset of this thesis, Chaucer’s Troilus clearly struggles with some of these 

difficulties. Troilus has some familiarity with the concept of love, but he does not understand 

enough about “what thing” love is to know for sure whether he is experiencing it. By drawing 

attention to some crucial things about love that Troilus does not understand, Chaucer is able to 

interrogate some weaknesses implicit in the late medieval academic theories of the passions. It 

is worth taking a look at the Canticus Troili once more to refresh our memories: 

 

“If no love is, O God, what fele I so? 

and if love is, what thing and which is he? 

If love be good, from whennes cometh my woo?    

If it be wikke, a wonder thynketh me,    evil; I think it astounding 

When every torment and adversite 

That cometh of hym may to me savory thinke,   seem to me to be savoury 

For ay thurst I, the more that ich it drynke.   I 

 

And if that at myn owen lust I brenne    burn 
                                                
401 Holcot, Det. 7, J-M. Holcot notes that he is not convinced that the reflex act is distinct from the direct act, 
aligning his theory of consciousness of cognitions closer to Chatton’s position than Ockham’s position. See 
McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 78, footnote 34. 
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From whennes cometh my waillynge and my pleynte? complaint  

If harm agree me, wherto pleyne I thenne?   why then do I complain? 

I noot, ne whi unwery that I feynte.     know not; faint 

O quike deth, O swete harm so queynte    living 

How may of the in me swich quantite    such  

But if that I consente that it be? 

 

And if that I consente, I wrongfully 

Compleyne, iwis. Thus possed to and fro,   tossed 

Al stereless withinne a boot am I     rudderless 

Amydde the see, bitwixen wyndes two,     

That in contrarie stonden evere mo.    that blow against each other 

Allas, what is this wondre maladie?    strange/wondrous illness 

For hote of cold, for cold of hote, I dye.” 

                (TC, I.400-420) 

 

Troilus assumes that ‘love’ (if it exists) must be something ‘good’ (presumably in the sense of 

a pleasurable passion), and so he is doubtful as to whether his state - which involves internal 

suffering (‘woo’) and physical suffering (feverish fluctuation of extreme body temperatures), 

as well as pleasure - is ‘love’. It may have been helpful to Troilus if he had read Ockham’s On 

Pleasure, Pain and Sadness, where Ockham explains how it is possible for a man who desires 

to fornicate with a woman, to feel sadness and delight simultaneously.402 Ockham says that 

although the act of fornication is absent to the man, he will have an act of desire for that object 

(the act of fornication). He will also have an apprehension of the absence of the desired object 

(the act of fornication) and an act of nilling the state of affairs apprehended (that is, the 

absence of the desired object), from which sadness will follow. However, “as everyone has 

experienced in himself” the man perceiving the beautiful and delightful object and desiring an 

act of fornication is also vehemently delighted (delectatur) because he wills that act of 

apprehending or understanding the delightful object with an act of satisfaction (complacentia), 

which is naturally accompanied by delight in the will. A similar model is offered to explain 

how the sensitive cognition causes pleasure in the sensitive appetite. If Troilus had known of 
                                                
402 Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9 (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 252-253. 
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Ockham’s model he would be better equipped to analyze his his passionate state. He would 

realize that his thinking about and understanding the object of his love and desire (Criseyde) is 

the cause of delight in his soul, and that at the same time his apprehension of the absence of 

the desired object (Criseyde) causes sadness in his soul. Further, following Ockham’s model, 

Troilus would recognize that his fluctuating states of mind and body are likely due to changes 

in his beliefs about the possibility of attaining the desired object. The act of desiring the object 

at the same time as believing that he will attain object causes an act of hope to be elicited in 

the will, while desire for the object accompanied by belief that the object is impossible to 

attain will cause an act of despair in the will. Hence, with the guidance of Ockham’s model, 

Troilus might feel less overwhelmed and at the mercy of his passions. While Troilus may not 

be able to unravel all the cognitive processes underlying his emotions, the model might 

provide him with the insight necessary to recover some sense of agency and control (although 

if Chatton is correct he would still have no direct control over the way that his sensitive 

appetite reacts to his thoughts). 403  

 

Another difficulty Troilus struggles with is the question of consent. Troilus is aware that in 

some respect his suffering is voluntary, and he realises that if consent of the will is involved 

then his complaining is unjustified (TC, 412-415). Troilus is confused about his state because 

his feeling of responsibility is coupled with an inability to identify when or how he consented 

to the suffering.404 By drawing attention to this point Troilus brings to the fore a problem 

inherent in voluntarist psychology; the elusive nature of volitions. Volitions and acts of the 

intellective appetite are numerous and diverse; they vary in their intensities and durations, and 

are often elicited simultaneously. How is it possible to successfully keep track of our volitions, 

or to separate them and tell them apart form one another? Surely many volitions occur without 

our noticing them, and if so, how do we acquire knowledge of them in retrospective acts of 

introspection? We often deduce from our own and other peoples behaviours that they have 

elicited an act of volition prior to an activity, but this is not a very reliable gauge to help us 

understand the nature of their volitions. As we have seen in Ockham’s intentionalist ethics, an 

external activity can change from being consensual to non-consensual without any change in 

                                                
403 That Troilus does feel a lack of agency and control is indicated in his choice of metaphor “possed to and fro, / 
Al stereless withinne a boot am I / Amydde the see, bitwixen wyndes two” (TC, I.416-417).  
404 Or how, in fact, to withdraw or terminate his consent. 
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the external circumstances involved.405 For example, a woman who is engaged in non-

consensual sex but wills-against the act may (during the sex) experience pleasure in her 

sensitive appetite so intense that the will may be caused to consent to the pleasure.406 However, 

because the act of consent is not freely elicited (but necessitated) the woman is not held 

morally reprehensible. Of course, if the will is only momentarily necessitated and the consent 

to the pleasure is very fleeting, one would wonder whether the woman herself could know that 

she had elicited this consent. An observer would certainly not be able to know or judge this. 

So, while the act of the will is of great consequence morally speaking, it seems that the elusive 

nature of volitions might limit an individual’s ability to know about - and so have a full 

measure of control over - his or her moral conduct. And this surely is a serious weakness of 

voluntarist ethical theory and psychology.407  

 

Understanding the role of consent in Troilus’s experience is also important from the 

audience’s perspective because the justice or injustice of a character’s suffering effects 

whether or not a reader responds with compassion. In his treatise On Rhetoric, Aristotle had 

explained that if an orator wishes to evoke pity (or compassion; misericordia) in his audience, 

he must present the information in such a way as to cause the audience to form beliefs and 

judgments about the character that are appropriate to producing the emotion of pity (or 

compassion) in response.408 Compassion, as Peter John Olivi describes it in his commentary on 

Aristotle’s Rhetoric, is an emotion that we feel towards someone who suffers unjustly. In 

particular, Olivi thinks that the suffering must involve the unjust restriction of a person’s free-

will, and that this restriction must have been brought about through no fault of the person’s 

own.409 However, when the suffering is brought about on account of a prior error committed 

by the person (such as an abuse of his or her free-will) then the suffering is deserved and 

compassion is withheld. Now, the problem for Chaucer’s audience is deciding whether or not 

                                                
405 One well-known example Ockham offers is the man who voluntarily throws himself off a cliff and then has a 
change of will whilst falling through mid-air, willing-against and repenting his jump to death. Ockham, Quodl. I, 
q. 20. art. 2, prob. 3 et 4, (OTh 9) ed. Wey, 103.  
406 For the rape case - or, in Ockham’s words, the case of the “deflowered woman” (mulier deflorata) - see 
Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9, (OTh 8), ed. Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 266-267. 
407 What these observations show is that, even with a detailed and structured theory of cognition and petition to 
guide us, in practice the intellectual appetites and emotions are complex phenomena and incredibly difficult to 
analyse or draw conclusions about.  
408 Medieval commentators on Aristotle’s Rhetoric, such as Peter of John Olivi, transform Aristotle’s wealth 
based conception of pity into the Christian emotion of compassion (misericordia). See Dominic Whitehouse, 
“Peter Olivi’s Dialogue with Aristotle on the Emotions,” Fransiscan Studies 70, no. 1 (2012): 203. For 
information about reception and influence of Aristotle’s Rhetoric in the later Middle Ages see Rita Copeland, 
“Pathos and Pastoralisim: Aristotle’s Rhetoric in Medieval England,” Speculum 89, no. 1 (2014): 96-127. 
409 Whitehouse, “Peter Olivi’s Dialogue with Aristotle,” 221-222 and 236. 
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Troilus merits compassion. Chaucer (through the voice of the narrator) has complicated the 

audience response in a number of ways. Firstly, at the outset of Book I, the narrator invokes 

the audience to join him in feeling compassion and friendly-feeling towards Troilus and 

Criseyde.410 However, we are later told how Troilus, full of arrogance, presumption and pride, 

mocks his friends who are caught in loves thrall (TC, I.197-231). The narrator draws attention 

to Troilus’s conduct with a dramatic apostrophe lamenting human (spiritual) blindness, and 

human inability to foresee the future (TC, I.211-214). Next we are told how Troilus, 

completely by chance, is struck by the sight of Cresiede (TC, I.271-273”). Immediately 

Troilus’s heart begins to spread and rise (TC, I.278). He experiences such a strong desire and 

affection for Criseyde that an impression of her form is firmly fixed on his heart (TC, I.295-

298). The intense visual encounter renders Troilus unable to comport himself (TC, I.301), 

indicating to the reader that Troilus is entirely overcome by his sensitive appetites and that this 

experience is beyond his ability to control.  

 

Chaucer’s depiction of “love at first sight” reflects nicely the late medieval idea that there is a 

limit to a natural power’s ability to reject maximally seductive goods perfective of the power. 

As McGrade has pointed out, even philosopher-theologian Thomas Bradwardine had allowed 

that external objects can have striking effects on human behaviour, claiming that he had 

personally seen and known a man who was in a stupor and out of his mind because of 

concupiscent desire for a certain woman (“For who does not know the marvellous force of the 

passions of the heart?”).411 Bradwardine observes that pleasurable things can deprive a man of 

the use of reason and free judgment and can render him mindless, at which point, like a boat 

deprived of sailors direction and thrown about by the winds, he follows his desires in all things 

like a boy, a moron, or an insane person.412 It is remarkable how closely Bradwardine’s 

description of the mad lover is echoed in lines 415-420 of the Canticus Troili (and also lines 

10-14 of Petrarch’s “Sonnet 132” from the Canzoniere, which Chaucer’s Canticus Troili is 

modelled on).413 However, as McGrade points out, in Bradwardine’s view seductive things do 

                                                
410 TC, I.50-56. 
411 Quis enim nesciat vires mirabiles cardiacae passionis? Thomas Bradwardine, De Causa Dei, I, cap. 25, p. 
464E. Quoted from McGrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 82. Ockham also acknowledges “there may be pain and 
pleasure in the sensitive appetite so excessive that they may entirely prevent the use of reason. This is clear from 
experience in the case of the courageous person who, in confronting terrible things, may experience so much pain 
that they cannot understand or will nothing. And similarly in the case of the fornicator who, in the great intensity 
of his pleasure, can neither understand nor will.” Ockham, Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9, (OTh 8), ed. 
Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 262. Transl. is Martin; See Martin, “Selections,” 25. 
412 Bradwardine, De Causa Dei, I, cap. 25, 464E-465A. Cited by Mcgrade, “Enjoyment at Oxford,” 83.  
413 Petrarch, Canzoniere, Sonnet 132, 10-14:  
“Fra si contrari venti in frale barca 
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not diminish rational judgment before sin, but this happens as a punishment for prior sin.414 

Therefore, the question is whether or not Troilus’s prior sin (his proud and arrogant attitude 

towards other lovers) has weakened his constitution and ability to withstand seductive 

objects?415 The narrator does not provide sufficient information for the reader to know what 

the cause of weakness is in Troilus’s case. Instead we are offered a detailed account of the way 

that Troilus behaves after the visual encounter with Criseyde has ended. We are told that 

Troilus returns home immediately and sends his friends away (TC, I.354-357). He retires to his 

room alone, sits on the foot of his bed, and begins visualising Criseyde in his imagination: 

“Thus gan he make a mirour of his mynde / In which he saugh al holly hire figure” (TC, I.358-

365). Is Troilus still under the intense and uncontrollable influence of his sensitive cognitions 

and appetitions?416 Surely he now has the opportunity to distract himself with other thoughts. 

Ockham would certainly have advised him to, as it was Ockham’s opinion that even when 

undergoing a passion the soul is still able to turn its attention to intensely considering some 

other object (for example, the passion of Christ) and so may be able to evoke a counter-

passion, or reduce the intensity of the former passion in the soul.417 Troilus does not do this, 

instead he schemes and calculates, making a conscious decision to pursue Crisede and 

planning how he will go about it (TC, I.379-380). Finally we are told: “For with good hope he 

gan fully assente / Criseyde for to love, and nought repente” (TC, I.391-392). While the 

declaration informs the audience that Troilus’s love involves a free act of volition, the 

ambiguity surrounding his ability to control the events in the lead-up to his consent makes it 

difficult for the audience to gauge the degree to which Troilus is to blame for his suffering. 

Our inability to judge is complicated further by the presence of Fortune and the Fates in the 

narrative, reminding the audience that even if emotions appear natural and voluntary, set 

                                                                                                                                                    
mi trovo in alto mar senza governo,  
si lieve di saver, d’error si carcar 
ch’i’ medesmo non so quel ch’io mi voglio, 
et tremo a mezza state, ardendo il verno” 
“Among conflicting winds n a frail boat/ I find myself on at the deep sea without a helm,/ so light in knowledge, 
so laden with error, that I do not know what i wish myself,/And tremble in midsummer, burn in winter.” Source: 
Harvard Geoffrey Chaucer Page. Authored by L. D. Benson. Access date: 16/10/2016. Web address: 
http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/authors/petrarch/pet-son1.html 
414 Bradwardine, De Causa Dei, I, cap. 25, 464B. Cited by McGrade, “Enjoyment at Ockham,” 83. 
415 Perhaps, having never before found himself vulnerable in this way he has not had the opportunity to develop a 
virtuous disposition through repeated acts of willing-against seductive objects. But if he has not had the 
opportunity to condition his will in this way, then is he entirely to blame for his weakness?  
416 In favour of the view that he is still under the power of his sensitive appetites is the fact that we have been told 
that he has been ‘caught’ by her vision like a bird trapped by lime: “For love bigan his featheres so to lyme” (TC, 
I.353). 
417 Ockham says: “It is clear that someone having an act of desire and pleasure in the sensitive appetite with 
respect to the act mentioned, may so intensely think or will another object, for example the passion of Christ, that 
the entire act, and likewise the pleasure, is destroyed.” Quaest. Var., q. 6, art. 9, (OTh 8), ed. 
Etzkorn/Kelley/Wey, 271. Transl. is Martin’s; see Martin, “Selections,” 28. 
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within a framework governed by God’s foreknowledge and predestination freedom may 

merely be an illusion. 418 So when Troilus is depicted in the throws of love-sickness, desperate 

and wishing himself dead on account of the fear and sorrow that he suffers (TC, I.484-539), it 

is difficult for the audience to have compassion without at the same time wondering whether 

Troilus justly deserves his suffering. I believe that this is the sort of response Chaucer intended 

the audience to have. By constructing a fictional world in which the certainty of human 

freedom is destabilized and the audiences ability to judge and respond to the character’s 

plights is complicated, Chaucer is able to raise important questions about the nature of 

emotion and volition; questions that are easily overlooked if one attends only to the clear-cut, 

systematically structured theories of ethics and emotion that late medieval philosophers 

developed. 

 

What we must be clear about, however, is that although Troilus’s love-languoring is depicted 

in detail there is no emotional contagion between Troilus and the reader. By having Troilus’s 

suffering (and pleasure) played out in stages we may become more familiar with what is 

involved in love (or at least the excessive love for created objects) and so develop a richer, 

fuller mental description or complex-concept of “what thing” love is, but we do not thereby 

experience Troilus’s emotions ourselves. We may feel some emotions and affections in 

response to reading the text. As we have seen, Chaucer’s narrator, like Aristotle’s orator, 

presents information about the characters and circumstances to the audience in a way that 

might cause us to have certain judgments, beliefs, and volitions in response. However, while 

the narrator orchestrates our responses to some extent, they cannot be guaranteed.419 Nor is it 

                                                
418 And this is very much Bradwardine’s concern. Troilus and Criseyde is frequently described as a Boethian 
narrative, but it is more than this. As John Marenbon has recently observed, the narrative of Troilus and Criseyde 
has been carefully constructed so that the integration of the Consolatio text (often incompletely and 
inappropriately applied) functions to highlight the difficulties involved in accepting the argument for future 
contingency for a man suffering the extreme pains and sadness of his temporal existence. Restricted by the 
limitations of his understanding, overwhelmed by his desires and disappointments, Troilus makes sense of his 
failed affair by resolving that the outcome was determined from the outset. See John Marenbon, Pagans and 
Philosophers: The Problem of Paganism from Augustine to Leibniz (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
2015), 229-232. It is my opinion that Chaucer’s narrative speaks directly to the late medieval concerns about the 
implications that Aristotelian natural philosophy (privileging a cosmology governed by laws of motion, change, 
cause and effect), as well as the science of the perspectiva, had for freedom of the will. Holcot discusses a 
number of these concerns in his Sentences, Book II, question 15 where he discuses the nature and power of 
heavenly bodies. See also Katherine Tachau, “Logic’s God and the Natural Order in Late Medieval Oxford: the 
Teaching of Robert Holcot,” Annals of Science 53 (1996): 255-267. Note that Chaucer cites “doctor Augustyn, or 
Boece, or the Bisshop Bradwardyn” when discussing free will in “The Nun’s Priest’s Tale” (NPT, VII.3241-
3242). Interestingly Chauntecleer reflects upon the nature of volition, blaming himself for wilfully having been 
blind and so beguiled by the fox (NPT, VII.3430-3432). See Chauncy Wood, Chaucer and the Country of the 
Stars: Poetic uses of Astrological Imagery (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1970), 24. 
419 The inability for an author to predict the emotional response of his audience is clearly articulated by Petrarch 
in his Letters of Old Age, xvii. 3, “To Giovanni Boccaccio, on the Tale of Griselda”, where he describes the 
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likely that our affective responses will be overly intense, rather they will be mitigated by our 

awareness that we are engaging with a literary fiction (not a living person), and so our 

responses will be within the scope of reason.420 With these points in mind it is clearly 

misguided to assume, as Anthony Bale has done, that a visual or literary depiction of a 

particular emotion such as ‘persecution’ could (or should) make someone who has never 

previously felt the emotion feel ‘persecuted’ simply by viewing an image, or reading a literary 

description.421 On the late medieval theoretician’s account a lot more would need to be said in 

order to explain how a person could come to feel and know something about persecution.422 

The term ‘persecucioun’ - originating from the Latin past participle ‘persequi’ (followed, 

pursued, or hunted down) and adopted into Middle English during the fourteenth century - is 

defined as "malevolent pursuit; organised or repeated assault; affliction or injury” especially 

on account of religious or political beliefs.423 To 'feel' persecuted then, is going to be a 

complex, relational phenomenon, involving the identification of oneself as a member of a 

particular community and the judgement or belief that one is the target of abuse from a party 

opposed to a certain view held by one’s own community. Presumably, on the medieval 

account, feeling persecuted would involve some displeasure or sadness in the will (as well as 

pain in the sensitive appetite) following from an act of nilling the apprehended state of affairs 

(that one is the target of some cultural/religious prejudice, or that one is being violated for 

his/her beliefs). Further, in order to have explicit self-knowledge and awareness that we are 

feeling persecuted when we are suffering persecution, we have to form a higher-order 

reflexive cognition attributing the state of persecution to ourselves; a mental sentence such as 

                                                                                                                                                    
reaction of three different men on reading his tale of Griselda (a story that Chaucer translates into Middle English 
as The Clerk’s Tale). Petrarch describes that the first man: “when scarcely half-way through the composition, was 
suddenly arrested by a burst of tears,” likewise he watched another man weep as he read, but his friend from 
Verona “read the narrative from beginning to end without stopping once. Neither his face nor his voice displayed 
the least emotion, neither a tear nor a sob escaped him.” On finishing reading the friend tells Petrarch: “I too 
would have wept, for the subject certainly excites pity, and the style is well adapted to call forth tears, and I am 
not hard-hearted; but I believed, and still believe, that this is all an invention.” Cited by L. D. Benson, see: 
Harvard Geoffrey Chaucer Page. Author L. D. Benson (his source H. Robinson and E.H. Rolfe, Petrarch: The 
First Modern Scholar and Man of Letters. New York. 1899). 
http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/authors/petrarch/pet-intr.html. Access date: 16/10/2016. 
420 That a reasonable and conservative response was the expectation in late medieval society is supported 
accounts relating the mediation and moderation of inappropriate public displays of emotion in response to 
devotional images and icons. For example, we are told how Margery Kempe, on seeing a Pietà statue (an image 
of the virgin holding the dead body of Christ) in the church is so filled with compassion for Mary and Christ’s 
suffering that “cryynful lowde & weepn ful sor, as bei sch xulde a dede” is reproached by a priest reminding her 
“damsel, Ihesu is ded long sithyn.” (BMK, Chapter 60, 148). See also Naoë Kukita Yoshikawa, Margery Kempe’s 
Meditations: the Context of Medieval Devotional Literature, Liturgy and Iconography (Wales: University of 
Wales Press, 2007), 53-54.  
421 Anthony Bale, Feeling Persecuted, 183-184. 
422 That is, of course, if medievals thought of ‘persecution’ as an emotion. It is not among the emotions listed in 
late medieval taxonomies that I am familiar with. 
423 Sherman M. Kuhn, The Middle English Dictionary: Part 3, (Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1982), 
841-842. 
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“I am feeling persecuted.” And this would presuppose that we already possess the concept 

'persecution', or we could not predicate persecution to ourselves in this way. However, as we 

have seen in chapter one, on the medieval empirical view the only way to acquire a concept of 

a thing is through direct experience of that thing. The other way that a text or image could 

impart new understanding of what a particular emotion is (though it would not be the same 

kind of understanding as we would acquire if we had direct experience) is by providing us 

with a depiction of the emotion, on the basis of which we could form a detailed mental 

description or complex concept of what the emotion involves. It is this kind of understanding 

that an image of persecution could cause us to have.424  

2.4 Summary 

 

The ability to recognize and identify our psychological and psycho-somatic states assumes that 

we have access to models and descriptions (if not concepts and definitions) that function as 

guidelines to help us organize and understand our emotions. So the question that we need to 

address is how were these models and descriptions made available and accessible to the non-

academic public? As we have seen, late medieval poets such as Chaucer attempted to 

communicate advanced ideas about complex emotions and human suffering through their 

narrative depictions. But where did these poets obtain their understandings of medieval theory 

of psychology, and more importantly, why did they choose to depict human emotion in the 

way that they did? Why did they engage the particular literary techniques and devices that they 

use to achieve their purpose? A self-conscious effort to communicate new ideas about emotion 

would, I assume, be informed by (a) one’s understanding of epistemology (how information 

and concepts are acquired, and (b) an understanding of how to organize a text in such a way as 

to generate a certain understanding in the mind of the reader. Aristotle’s Rhetoric offered 

something of a strategy for doing this. But while Middle English poets would have had some 

knowledge of these texts (either through university training or from engagement in courtly 

culture) they would not have had as direct access and keen understanding of the academic 

materials as the Scholastic philosophers and theologians had. However, they did have easy 

access to the popular preaching handbooks and biblical commentaries written by mendicant 
                                                
424 I say “could” here because for the right understanding to be imparted to the reader or viewer correct 
interpretation of the text or image is necessary, and so the process will be more complicated than simply looking 
at or reading the text; a set of guidelines or instructions for making sense of the text will often be required. A 
good illustration of this point is the example of Margery Kempe noted above; the priest has to instruct Margery 
how to interpret the image (as a representation of a past event) in order for her to relate to and respond to the 
image correctly. This will be especially important for texts that depict and evoke the more complex intellectual 
emotions, as we shall see later in Chapter 4.  
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theologians and widely distributed for practical usage; texts such as Robert Holcot’s 

Moralitates and Wisdom. Like the poets, mendicant theologians and preachers also tackled the 

task of teaching ideas about human psychology and emotion to parishioners who had limited 

familiarity with the abstract terms and information. The next chapter will examine the ways 

that theories of epistemology and concept formation informed the development of literary 

techniques used in pastoral literature. I will argue that these techniques influenced the way that 

suffering and sadness is depicted in Middle English literature, providing a bridge by which 

academic theories of cognition and emotion entered the practices of popular poets and artists 

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.  
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Part Two: The Preacher 
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Introduction: Pain and Passion in Pastoral Literature 

 

Indeed, joy (laetitia) is the dilation (dilatatio) of the heart, just as sadness (tristitia) is 

the constriction (constrictio) of the heart. However, the heart of the Just is disposed so 

that the wide part is turned towards the higher, present to God, and the constricted part 

is turned in the direction of the earth. And therefore the heart of the Just is always elated 

(laetum) about God. Indeed, joy (laetitia) is a kind of width (latitia) as in ‘latitude’ 

(latitudine). Hence, just as the lamp in Church; so long as it has its width turned 

upwards it contains oil and light: when it is subverted so that the cone of the lamp is 

turned to the higher and the wider part to the lower, then the light is extinguished and 

the oil allowed to drain. Thus the moral: so long as the heart of man has its widest part 

turned towards heaven and cone turned towards earth, it contains the light of grace and 

the oil of caritas. When subverted it is entirely extinguished.425  

 

Theologians and mendicant preachers - particularly Dominicans and Franciscans - invested 

time and interest into developing techniques which would enable them to present new 

information about the human passions and spiritual dispositions to audiences with limited 

technical understandings. These men worked hard to teach their congregation the abstract, 

spiritual concepts required for self-reflection and introspection, and necessary in order to make 

a successful confession. Correct conceptualization of spiritual truths required more than 

simply being familiar with Christian principles; it entailed conforming one’s inner-disposition 

- both volitional and cognitive states - to the Christian ideal. The mind had to be moved 

correctly if the precise state of the soul was to be achieved, hence, late medieval Dominican 

and Franciscan friars and theologians had to be skilled in linguistic methods of manipulation. 

Moreover, mendicant brothers had to be expert at reading and interpreting the language of 

passions - verbal, written and embodied. Biblical hermeneutics guided them in interpreting the 

experiences of suffering and devastation depicted in Sacred Scripture (such as the Egyptian 

three days of darkness, the massacre of the Innocents, and Christ’s Passion), but they needed 

different skills when interpreting their parishioners’ expressions of passions during confession 

in order to prescribe the appropriate penance. An advanced understanding of the volitions and 

                                                
425 Robert Holcot, Sap., lect. xcv, 319. Translation is my own. I use the 1586 (Basel) edition In Librum Sapientiae 
Regis Salomonis Praelectiones and I check it against the Hagenau 1494 edition Super Libros Sapientiae for 
variations.  
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cognitions in the intellectual soul was necessary to the confessor, as he needed to distinguish 

between different kinds of pain - particularly the difference between attrition and contrition - 

and present this information to his parishioner in a way that he/she could understand.426 The 

lay desire to know what the pain of death and the experience after death will be like - for 

themselves, and also for deceased loved-ones such as unbaptised infants - required that priests 

find orthodox ways of conveying information about the unknowable and inconceivable (hence, 

unimaginable and indescribable) pain of the separated soul in Purgatory, and had to somehow 

explain the qualitative (and quantitative) differences between pain experienced in this life and 

the afterlife in order to satisfy lay curiosity.427 It is not surprizing then that the Dominican and 

Franciscan theologians who, as we have already seen in preceding chapters, had sophisticated 

understandings of the philosophy of the soul, should devise models and literary techniques 

based on their understandings of the human intellect in a way that would provide the people 

with tools for understanding, organizing, conceptualizing and expressing their own 

experiences of suffering. These literary techniques developed by the theologians and 

popularized in preaching manuals and biblical commentaries are the most direct and plausible 

bridge between Scholastic theories of the passions and depictions of pain in popular poetry.  

 

Due to the limitations of time and resources available for this doctoral project, I have not been 

able to treat the preaching materials of more than one philosopher-theologian with the 

attention necessary to draw substantial parallels between poetic production and preaching 

practice, so I have had to be selective when choosing which theologian I focus on. Robert 

Holcot O.P. seems to me to be the most obvious and fitting candidate. As we have seen, 

Holcot was actively engaged in debates about philosophy of the soul, epistemology and 

language. Holcot was regent teaching master in theology at Oxford between 1336 and 1338, 

during which time he gave lectures on Sacred Scripture.428 Not only was Holcot well known 

                                                
426 Strictly speaking attrition is defined as penitential pain uninformed by God’s grace, while contrition is 
penitential pain informed by God’s grace. However, the issue of whether attrition could become contrition, as 
well as the question of the priest’s role in the process, was debated in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. See 
Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 18 and 64-72. Holcot offers a detailed discussion of penance and contrition. See, 
Holcot, Sap. lect. vix, 207-9, and below. 
427 That there was a great deal of interest amongst the lay public in the subject of pain is evident in the large body 
of Middle English popular literature depicting the suffering of souls in this life and the next, including the 
purgatory poems The Gast of Gy, Sir Owain, and The Vision of Tundale, as well as popular penitential poetry 
such as The Prik of Conscience. See Edward E. Foster, ed. Three Purgatory Poems: The Gast of Gy, Sir Owain, 
The Vision of Tundale (Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 2004). Note also anxieties regarding the post-
mortem fate of infant souls in poems such as Pearl (which I will discuss in the following chapter).  
428 For a detailed overview of Holcot’s education, career and scholarship see Beryl Smalley, English Friars and 
Antiquity in the Early Fourteenth Century (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1960), 133-48; also see Hester Gelber, It 
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for his theological positions, but he also had strong connections in literary circles, having 

served as a clerk in the household of renowned book-collector Richard de Bury (Bishop of 

Durham), and helping him to compile the Philobiblion.429 Holcot wrote a number of 

theological treatises and tracts, as well as pastoral literature including the preaching handbook 

Moralitates, and the biblical commentaries Lectiones Super Duodecim Prophetas (Lectures on 

the Twelve Prophets), and Lectiones Super Librum Sapientiae (Lectures on the Book of 

Wisdom), the three which I will focus on in my discussion.430 It was the commentary Super 

Librum Sapientiae that won Holcot greatest renown, making him “famous overnight”.431 His 

commentary on Wisdom was quoted in Middle English by esteemed poets Thomas Hoccleve 

and John Lydgate, and it has been suggested that Holcot’s work may have influenced Chaucer, 

the Pearl Poet, and John Gower.432 As a result of Beryl Smalley’s early 1970’s publication 

                                                                                                                                                    
Could Have Been Otherwise: Contingency and Necessity in Dominican Theology at Oxford, 1300-1350 (Boston: 
Brill, 2004), 92-98; and see John T. Slotemaker and Jeffery C. Witt, Robert Holcot, 1-4. 
429 Gelber estimates Holcot’s period of residence in London assisting Richard de Bury sometime between his 
regency at Oxford and 1340; see Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 96. Piero Boitani discusses Richard de 
Bury’s relationship with Petrarch, and suggests that Holcot shared interests in common with both men. Piero 
Boitani, Chaucer and the Imaginary World of Fame, Chaucer Studies 10 (New York: Boydell and Brewer, 1984), 
141-55. Carolyn Collette discusses Richard de Bury’s connection with Edward III; Carolyn Collette, Rethinking 
Chaucer’s Legend of Good Women (Suffolk: York Medieval Press, 2014), 4; Slotemaker and Witt, Robert 
Holcot, 130-133. 
430 Smalley dates the composition of the Moralitates between 1334 and 1342. I use the early modern print edition 
Moralitates Historiarum (Venice, 1514) and checked it against Basel (1586) edition, which also contains the 
Super Sapientiam Salomonis. Postilla Super Duodecim Prophetas does not exist in any print edition, but is 
contained in four manuscripts: Oxford, MS Balliol 26, MS Bodleian 722, London Gray's Inn MS 2, and Valencia 
Cathedral MS 191. Despite my best efforts I have so far been unable to access Valencia Cathedral MS 191. 
Instead, I use MSS Balliol 26, Bodleian 722, and Gray’s Inn 2 to produce a master text of the relevant sections, 
noting variations between manuscripts (see Appendix I). For manuscript descriptions see Kimberly Rivers, 
“Pictures, Preaching and Memory in Robert Holcot’s Commentary on the Twelve Prophets,” (M.S.L. Thesis, 
University of Toronto 1993), 27-28. 
431 Joseph C. Wey, “The Sermo Finalis of Robert Holcot,” Mediaeval Studies 11, no. 1 (1949): 219. Also see 
Katherine Tachau, “Looking Gravely at Dominican Puns: The ‘Sermons’ of Robert Holcot and Ralph Frisely,” 
Traditio 46 (1991): 337. The popularity of Holcot’s Wisdom is reflected in the number of MSS surviving from 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries containing the biblical commentary, and the fact that it was printed twelve 
times between 1481 and 1586. See Smalley, English Friars, 142  
432 John Lydgate recalls Holcot’s discussion of treason and bearing false witness in his Isopes Fabules: “It is 
remembered by record of auctours, /As writeth Holcot upon sapience, / How ther folwith three incomoditees, / Of 
false forsweryng agaeyn conscience... And who that ever mysusith it in falsenesse, / Holcot affermyth it, in short 
conclusioun, / That he to God doth opinly treason.” (Isopes Fabules, 680-700). John Lydgate, Isopes Fabules, ed. 
Edward Wheatley (Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 2013). Paul Sauerstein has identified Lectio 167 of 
Wisdom as the source; see Paul Sauerstein, Über Lydgate’s Aesopübersetzung (Halle a.d. Salle: Ehrhardt Karras, 
1885), 33. Also see Edward Wheatley, Mastering Aesop: Medieval Education, Chaucer and his Followers 
(Florida: University Press of Florida, 2000), 140-44. For discussion of Holcot’s influence on Lydgate’s 
classicism see Maura Nolan, John Lydgate and the Making of Public Culture, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 199-217. In his poem La Male Regle, Hoccleve borrows the exemplum of Ulysses and the 
mermaids from Holcot’s Super Sapientiam Salomonis, directly acknowledging his authority: “Holcot seith upon 
the book also / of Sapience, as it can testify” (Le Male Regle, 249-250). Hence, there is no doubt that Hoccleve 
was familiar with at least some of Holcot’s work; see Hoccleve, “My Compleinte” and Other Poems, ed. Roger 
Ellis, 71. Alastair Minnis and Isabel Davis have drawn parallels between Holcot and Hoccleve’s interests in 
classicism and anti-feminist critique (respectively), while Ethan Knapp has discussed similarities in the two 
authors’ theological concerns and Hoccleve’s use of Holcot’s ‘verbal picture’ technique. See Ethan Knapp, The 
Bureaucratic Muse: Thomas Hoccleve and the Literature of Late Medieval England (Pennsylvania: 
Pennsylvanian State University Press, 2008), 132-34 and 154; Isabel Davis, Writing Masculinity in the Later 
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English Friars and Antiquity in the Early Fourteenth Century, Holcot has been best known 

amongst modern literary scholars for his interest in pagan narratives and classical histories. He 

has also been noted for his discussions of dream-theory, his interest in the role of images and 

idols in Christian worship, his views on marriage, covenantal theology, the fate of the 

righteous pagans, and the limits of human knowledge and certainty.433 However, no one has 

yet given an account of how Holcot’s attitude towards fiction is supported by his unique 

theological and philosophical perspectives, nor has anyone treated his depictions of human 

passions, pain or suffering in his pastoral literature. 

                                                                                                                                                    
Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 156-57; Minnis, Translations of Authority in 
Medieval English Literature: Valuing the Vernacular (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 39-41. 
For Holcot’s influence on John Gower see Alastair Minnis, “John Gower, Sapiens in Ethics and Politics” in 
Gower’s Confessio Amantis: A Critical Anthology, ed. Peter Nicholson (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1991), 169-
74; and Benjamin Z. Kedar, Crusade and Mission: European Approaches towards the Muslims (New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1984), 179 -188, and 202. Henry Ansgar Kelly comments on Chaucer’s Troilus and 
Criseyde, saying that Troilus’s reflection on the nature of temporality (which follows on his reading the letter 
from Criseyde) may have been inspired by the modified version of the Arabic poem, supposedly cited by 
Aristotle in his poetics, and located in Holcot’s Wisdom; Henry Ansgar Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy (Cambridge: 
D. S. Brewer, 1997), 119-120. T. E. Hill makes more general connections between Holcot’s voluntarism and 
Chaucer’s philosophical outlook; T. E. Hill, She, This in Black: Vision, Truth and Will in Geoffrey Chaucer’s 
Troilus and Criseyde (New York: Routledge, 2006), 14-15. Kate O. Peterson (1892) and Robert Pratt (1977) 
have persuaded many that Wisdom was a source for Chaucer’s “Nun’s Priest’s Tale”; Kate O. Peterson, On the 
Sources of the Nonne Preestes Tale, Radcliffe College Monographs 10 (Boston, 1898), 98-100, 103-105 and 118; 
and Robert Pratt, “Some Latin Sources of the Nonnes Preest on Dreams,” Speculum 52 (1977): 538-70. For 
Holcot’s connection with the Pearl-Poet see Piotr Spyra, The Epistemological Perspective of the Pearl-Poet 
(Dorchester: Ashgate, 2014), 43; Phillip F. O’Mara, “Robert Holcot’s “Ecumenism” and the Green Knight: Part 
I,” The Chaucer Review 26 no. 4 (1992): 321-42; and Phillip O’Mara, “Holcot and the Pearl-Poet: Part II,” The 
Chaucer Review 27, no. 2 (1992): 97-106; also see Lawrence Beaston, “The Pearl-Poet and the Pelagians,” 
Religion and Literature 36, no. 1 (2004): 15-38. D. W. Robertson makes reference to Holcot’s in later fourteenth-
century culture: D. W. Robertson, Jr. Chaucer’s London (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968), 207-208; and D. 
W. Robertson, Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
1963), 15, 154-155; also see Judson Boyce Allen, Friar as Critic, (Michigan: Vanderbilt University Press, 1971); 
and Judson Boyce Allen, The Ethical Poetic of the Later Middle Ages (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1982). For Holcot’s on the salvation of the pagans see John Marenbon, Pagans and Philosophers: The Problem 
of Paganism from Augustine to Leibniz, (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2015). For the influence of 
Holcot’s arguments on future contingents and Covenantal Theology in Chaucer’s “The Clerk’s Tale” see Hester 
Goodenough Gelber, “Laughter and Deception: Holcot and Chaucer Remain Cheerful,” in Uncertain Knowledge: 
Scepticism, Relativism, and Doubt in the Middle Ages, ed. Dallas G. Denery II, Kantik Ghosh, and Nicolette 
Zeeman (Turnhout: Brepols, 2014), 285-304.  
433 For Holcot on idolatry see Margaret Aston, Lollards and Reformers: Images and Literacy in Late Medieval 
Religion (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 1984), 156-158. For Holcot’s contribution to the transmission of 
Walter Map’s anti-feminist treatise Dissuasio see Ralph Hanna III and Traugott Lawler eds., Jankyn’s Book of 
Wikked Wyves, vol. 1 (Georgia: University of Georgia Press, 1997), 65.  
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Chapter Three: Robert Holcot’s Pastoral Texts 

3.1 Pain and Passion in the Wisdom Commentary: Brief Overview 

 

Numerous discussions of pain can be found throughout the 213 lectures of the Wisdom 

commentary. Amongst these the richest in technical detail are presented as Scholastic 

quaestiones and dubitationes on pain.434 For example, there is a quaestio asking whether 

penitential pain can be excessive (Lectio 59, Wisd. 5:2-3). 435 Holcot’s responds to the question 

explaining that there can be three different kinds of pain involved in penance.436 First, there is 

a purely intellectual suffering of the will (contrition), which is displeasure of sin to the extent 

that the sin offends God. 437 This pain is essential to penance and is not able to be excessive. 

Second there is pain in the sensitive appetite resulting from the displeasure of the will (because 

inferior powers comply to superior powers), but this is not essential to penance. The third pain 

(also non-essential) is sensitive suffering brought about through the affliction of the body. 

While the third species of pain can be excessive (no man is permitted to intentionally bring 

about his own death through self-harm) there is a question whether a sensitive suffering 

caused by displeasure of the will so great that it corrupts the harmony of the body necessary to 

life, would be excessive.438 Holcot seems to endorse the position that so long as the will of the 

penitent is not consenting to the suffering causing death (that is, so long as the penitent does 

not will his own death, but rather, he/she is so disgusted by the offence of his/her sin against 

God) then the pain is not excessive, and is instead the work of perfect penance. Holcot’s 

conclusion is interesting because it describes the possibility of an intellectual horror so 

powerful that it can cause fatality.  

 

                                                
434 For background on the development of Oxonian preaching and scriptural commentary in the thirteenth 
century, as well as the inclusion of quaestiones in lectures on the Sacred Page, see Beryl Smalley, The Study of 
the Bible in the Middle Ages (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1952), 264-355. 
435 Sap. lect. lix, 207-9. Paraphrase based on my own reading/translation.  
436 The argument against the opinion that penitential pain can be excessive is that if man did not love God then he 
would not suffer if he were to offend God, but because the pain of penance proceeds from the love of God, and 
the love of God is the greatest love possible and can not be excessive, then therefore the pain ought to be the 
greatest possible and can not be excessive. The opposing argument is that the service owed to God ought to be 
reasonable (refer Romans 12:1), but pain so great as to kill the penitent would be unreasonable. Moreover, 
contrition is a moral virtue (because it is part of justice) and so consists in the Aristotelian mean. 
437 The argument is that the human soul is finite, and so qualities in the soul are unable to increase infinitely.  
438 Mowbray notes that this was Richard of Middleton’s position; Mowbray, Pain and Suffering, 71. 
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Another significant discussion of pain in Wisdom focuses on the suffering of Christ. In Lectio 

28 (Wisd. 2:19-20) Holcot raises a dubitatio asking whether Christ was killed violently.439 

Here Holcot explains that every punishment inflicted on a man has two components: words 

and acts. Christ was punished with debasing words (contumelia), and with physical torture 

(tormentis quantum ad sensibilem passionem). Holcot spends the first half of the lecture 

discussing the seven vicious speech-acts that man can use to violate/injure his neighbour.440 To 

test Christ’s humility the Jews heaped contumelia on him, and to test his patience they tortured 

him physically.441 So it would seem that Christ was killed violently.442 However, it can be 

argued that to say something is done violently is to say something is done against one’s will. 

But Christ said: “No man takes my life, I lay it down by myself.” So it would seem that Christ 

died voluntarily. Holcot resolves the contradiction by arguing that Christ was violently killed 

but died voluntarily: because He permitted His nature to succumb to harm when He could 

have resisted it he died voluntarily; but because the Jews believed that He had not accepted it 

voluntarily, they killed him violently. Thus, the will of Christ was the indirect cause of his 

death, but the torture was the direct or efficient cause. Holcot’s discussion of violence in lectio 

28 is significant for two reasons. Firstly, it reflects the fourteenth-century voluntarist interest 

in the role of the will in human suffering by taking into consideration the will of the offender 

as well as the will of the suffering subject. Secondly, it reflects Holcot’s own interest in the 

role of language and speech in maintaining the well-being of individual souls and society as a 

whole. Throughout the Wisdom commentary Holcot develops a moral philosophy focused on 

speech-acts.443 Malicious speech (spoken, written, and mental) is, according to Holcot, the 

most violent and perverse of human acts.  

                                                
439 Sap. lect. xxviii, 98-101.  
440 These include contentio (violation of truth occurring when one intends to reveal his neighbour is telling lies); 
convitium (dishonour by blaming someone and drawing attention to some fault); contumelia (dishonour by 
blaming someone for a serious misdoing or accusing him/her of a serious vice); improperium (to remind someone 
of the assistance given to them in a time of former neediness with the intention of diminishing their honour); 
derisio (malicious joking with the intention of causing embarrassment and shame); detractio (to speak ill of 
someone in private with the intention of diminishing their reputation); susurratio (speech intended to split-up 
friendship covertly, and sow discord). Sussuratio is the worst kind of speech-act because friendship (amor 
amicitiae) is the best of the external goods. Holcot explains the nature of the detractor, noting that while an 
abusive person is understood to to be the robber of another person’s external goods, the detractor is the burglar of 
reputation because detraction is clandestine. Holcot adds an eighth vicious speech-act, rixa, which is not properly 
to do with speech but is to do with actions (rixa is private war between persons). Sap. lect. xxviii, 98-99. 
441 Holcot distinguishes between convitium and contumelia by explaining that if I call you scabby (scabiosus) or 
blind then it is convitium, but if I call you a robber or a thief it is contumelia. All contumelia is convitium, but not 
visa versa. Ibid. 
442 Refer Luke 18:33 (“After they whipped him, they killed him”).  
443 Lectiones 9-11 provide detailed discussions of malicious speech acts: Lectio 9 on grumbling (murmuratio); 
Lectio 10 on detraction (detractio); and Lectio 11 on lying (mendacio). Holcot’s argument in a nutshell: humans 
are made in the image of God, that is, we have reason/intellect, will, and memory. But intentions and affections 
are hidden within our interiors, and are therefore not perceivable to others. It is essential that we use speech and 
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The pain and suffering of souls after death is another topic that Holcot discusses in a set of 

dubitationes. For instance, Lectio 73, (Wisd. 5:24) contains a dubitatio about whether the 

punishment of the damned ought to be said to be corporeal, and in Lectio 189 (Wisd. 17:5-6) 

Holcot raises a similar quaestio/dubitatio asking whether the flame which punishes the 

damned will be corporeal, followed by a quaestio asking whether or not Hell, Purgatory and 

Limbo are in the same place. 444 Here it is advised that we follow the Holy Fathers Augustine, 

Gregory and Aquinas on these questions rather than seek new fictions/stories (nova fictio). In 

particular, Holcot endorses Aquinas’ arguments, noting that the corporeal flame acts 

spiritually (not naturally), and causes suffering in some more than others because the fire acts 

as an instrument of divine justice, not as an efficient cause. Hell is within the Earth, Purgatory 

is within Hell, and the fire of Purgatory and Hell are the same. Specifically, there are four 

distinct places inside the locality of Hell; on the summit is the Limbo of the Fathers, beneath 

that the Limbo of the Infants, third purgatory where there is sensible punishment, and fourth 

the Hell of the Damned. According to Henry of Ghent (Quodlibet 8, Question 32)445 the souls 

of some sinners will be corrected in the place where they sinned, in order to instruct their 

living neighbours who are still alive.446 It is interesting that although Holcot limits his 

                                                                                                                                                    
signs to communicate our inner dispositions (our thoughts and our affections), so as to reflect the ordo amans 
(order of love) to one another and hence come to know God better by recognizing His image each other (and in 
ourselves). To lie is to use a sign to communicate something inordinate to another person, (disordinatus being 
defined as anything that is not in keeping with the will of God). We lie when show something that is 
misrepresentative of our hidden thoughts or feelings, and in doing so we freely act against our intellects and 
deface the imago Dei that is contained in our souls. To lie, then, is to commit a crime against oneself, one’s 
neighbour, and ultimately God. 
444 Sap., lect lxxiii, 259-261; Sap. lect. clxxxix, 621-623. 
445 The Basel 1586 edition of Wisdom has “Gaudentius 8. quodlibet, quaest. 32” and the Hagenau 1494 edtion 
has “Gaud. viii. qdlibet. q. xxxii.” However, there is no Gaudentius whom, to my knowledge, wrote a set of 
Quodlibetal Questions.  However, Henry of Ghent does have a set of Quodlibets, and Quodlibet 8, Quaestio 32 
(Utrum locus inferni sit centrum terra) is likely to be the one that Holcot had in mind. My guess is that the type-
setter preparing the print publication scripts misread the abbreviation ‘Gand’ (as in ‘Gandavo’) for ‘Gaud’ 
(Gaudentius).  For the appropriate quodlibet from Henry of Ghent’s Quodlibets see Henrici a Gandavo, 
Quodlibeta, ed. M. V. Z. Patavini (Venice, 1613), 52. 
446 The doctrine that post-mortem suffering could occur at the scene of the sin is supported by Gregory the Great, 
whose influential Dialogi provided a source of purgatorial exempla for preachers, and provides the context for 
Middle English ghost stories such as The Gast of Gy. This mid fourteenth-century poem tells of a woman whose 
husband (Gy) haunts her home after his death. The woman, suffering greatly when in the presence of the ghost, 
asks the local Prior for help. The majority of the long poem is a disputatio between the Pryor and Gy, during 
which the Prior interrogates Gy to find out whether he is “ane ill gast or a gud” (Gy, 235). The questions the Prior 
asks Gy include: where Gy is; where Purgatory is; how can there be two places (Purgatory and Hell) in the one 
place; why Gy is punished in the house; what kind of pain Gy suffers in Purgatory; how it is possible that Gy is 
surrounded by flames but no one else can feel them; how corporeal fire can harm a spiritual object; what death is 
like; what scares a person the most at the time of death (and so on). Holcot addresses all these questions in his 
various quaestio on the nature of suffering during and after death. This is not to suggest that Holcot’s Wisdom 
was a source for the poem; Edward Foster has explained in his introduction to the poem that the doctrine of post-
mortem suffering was a popular topic of discussion in fourteenth-century English society, and that the poem 
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discussion of suffering in the afterlife to accounts provided by the Holy Fathers, he concludes 

by noting that the claim that there is no material action or passion in bodies after the cessation 

of the motions of the heavens, only spiritual effects, was condemned in Paris (Condemnations 

of 1277).447 Nevertheless, Holcot continues, the condemnation was withdrawn in respect to the 

teaching of St Thomas by Pope John XXII, “against whom Scotus argued.” The brief 

comment draws attention to the on-going debate between the Franciscans and the Dominicans 

about the nature of Heaven and Hell, and the experiences of souls in the afterlife. By including 

these quaestiones on the suffering of the damned, Holcot provides his audience with insight 

into topical debates at the University of Oxford during the late-thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries, at the same time as offering a structured model that can be used to imagine the 

experiences awaiting ourselves and our loved ones after death.  

 

However, it is not until Chapter 17 that Holcot turns his full attention and all his skills of 

analysis to the task of describing human pain and suffering. Holcot devotes the entire nine 

lectures making up Chapter 17 to interpreting and expounding the suffering of the Egyptians 

during the three days darkness from a range of different perspectives. A brief outline of the 

chapter will provide some idea of the content. In the first lecture (Lectio 187, Wisd. 17:1-2) 
Holcot discusses what it meant for the Egyptians to suffer the “bonds of darkness” (vinculis 

tenebrarum), interpreting the statement on a literal level and describing the material conditions 

of the darkness in terms of its weight and density (palpabilitatem), and the lack of any light 

(privatus luminae). 448 Being unable to penetrate the air, move in it, or see through it, the 

people suffered terror and desperation, feeling isolated, and unable to flee. Holcot seems 

sceptical about whether the quality of the air could really be so thick as to be impenetrable, but 

he accepts it on the principle of faith. He expounds the event anagogically, paralleling the 

experience of the Egyptians with an account of what it will be like for man at Judgment, when 

man becomes suddenly and fully cognizant of his sinful constitution.449 In Lectio 188 (Wisd. 

17:3-4) Holcot continues to discuss the effects of the corporeal darkness, this time turning his 

attention the internal suffering that the Egyptians experienced.450 Due to the fact that they were 

physically isolated from one another, the Egyptians were disturbed with the greatest fear and 
                                                                                                                                                    
supports a particularly Dominican position on post-mortem experience. See Foster, Three Purgatory Poems, 15-
18. 
447 See section following. 
448 Sap., lect. clxxxvii, 615-617. 
449 Holcot borrows Ovid’s description of the tradition according to which black and white pebbles mixed in an urn 
are scattered before a judge and witnesses as an immediate indication of an individual’s guilt or innocence. 
Holcot uses the story as a metaphor for Last Judgement. Sap. lect. clxxxvii, 616-617. 
450 Sap., lect. clxxxviii, 617-620. 
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astonishment. Holcot explains that his reason for interpreting the darkness (described here as 

“a veil of forgetfulness” - velamentum oblivionis) as signifying ignorance and oblivion, is 

because the opposite of darkness (light) is a metaphorical figure of knowledge.451 He then 

expounds the “visions of sad people” appearing to the Egyptians (personae tristes illis 

apparentes) tropologically as an allusion to the intellectual suffering endured by the soul in a 

state of sin. Holcot notes that there are four kinds of people who live their lives together in 

badness and sadness; the envious, the deceitful, the cupidinous, and the stupid. He employs the 

‘verbal picture’ technique to describe the physical and spiritual disposition of an envious 

person.452  

 

 In Lectio 189 (Wisd. 17:5-6) Holcot returns to the subject of the extrinsic darkness, which he 

characterizes here as an absence of light due to the incapacity of either the elemental fire (ignis 

communis), the celestial fire (ignis coelestis), or the fire in the middle air (ignis in medio 

aeris), to illuminate that dark night.453 He notes that the although the air was so thick and dark 

that no natural source of light brought comfort to the Egyptians, “there appeared to them a 

sudden fire, filled with fear”, that is “a flash of sudden lightening” that supplemented their 

punishment by revealing sad and horrible visages of demons receiving the ghosts of the Dead 

and other ghostly appearances to terrify them. Holcot does not confirm whether the images are 

corporeal or imaginary only, but either way it is through them [the images] that the Egyptians 

were struck with greatest fear and affliction, believing that there were worse things that they 

did not see, and that there would be worse to come in the future. Holcot explains that the 

punishments of the Egyptians can be assimilated to many of the punishments of Hell, again 

interpreting the biblical depiction of suffering anagogically.454 He concludes the lectio with a 

threefold quaestio asking whether the flame that punishes the damned in Hell is corporeal, 

whether it is the same flame that also punishes the souls in purgatory, and whether or not Hell, 

Purgatory and Limbo are the same place (see discussion above). Lectio 190 (Wisd. 17:8-9) 

contains another dubitatio, this time asking whether the art of magic is reasonably forbidden to 

man, and warning against the dangers of daemonic deception.455 While in Lectio 191 (Wisd. 

                                                
451 “Sins are called obscure on account of their effect because they take away the understanding of true light. 
Ephesians 4:18 ‘Having their understanding dimmed by darkness and because they lead to the obscurity of hell.'" 
Sap., lect. clxxxviii, 617. 
452 I will discuss Holcot’s verbal picture technique in following chapter. 
453 Sap. lect clxxxix, 620-623. 
454 ‘Notandum quod poena istorum Aegyptiorum assimilatur in multis poenae infernali.’ Sap. lect. clxxxix 621. 
455 Sap., lect. cxc, 623-627, quaestio begins on 625. 
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17:10-13) Holcot explains that the cause of worst fear in man is the conscience.456 The origin 

of fear is malicious and inordinate cognitions that injure the soul, while the punishment for 

wickedness is generated from conscience which rebukes and detests malevolence. A man’s 

conscience will blame him and cause a self-loathing proportionate to his wickedness. The 

result of blame and guilt is excessive fear, because the conscience judges the individual to be 

evil and forecasts that a grave future of intense punishment is due to him. Holcot emphasises 

that fear is the sui generis and self-perpetuating source of all pain and suffering in the mind, 

and is the greatest suffering a man can experience in this life (even more intense than physical 

pain and suffering in the sense organs). 

 

Nightmares and the troubled sleep of the fearful Egyptians are the subject of Lectio 192, 

(Wisd. 17:14-15).457 There was absolutely no comfort or rest for the Egyptians, because they 

were constantly harassed by fear in waking and during sleep. Holcot expounds the biblical 

passage tropologically to signify the sleep of sin, explaining that sin is commonly compared to 

sleep for four reasons. The first reason is because of the natural cause of sleep. Holcot uses 

Aristotle’s De Somno et Vigilia as his primary source to explain the biological causes of sleep 

in creatures.458 Sleep is caused by a vapour rising to the brain. This particular vapour rises 

from food (nutrimentum) under the influence of heat, but when it reaches the brain it is cooled 

by the coolness of the brain, and becomes heavy as it freezes/condenses (congelatio), and tries 

to descend. While descending through the veins it obstructs the passages of the spirits (through 

which the senses have the power to exercise their functions), and thus it causes incapacity to 

sense and a withdrawal of heat to the interior. The process is evident in people who are heavy 

headed and sleepy. Holcot notes that often men with large heads, short necks and slender veins 

are naturally prone to sleep. 459 Holcot adds that animals having light heads and small, dry 

brains, like birds, sleep very little.460 Then he expounds the human physiology morally, 

                                                
456 Sap., lect. cxci, 625-631. 
457 Sap., lect. cxcii, 631-634. 
458 Aristotle, On Sleep and Wakefulness, Book 1. 
459 This is because if the veins are slender then a warm vapour of low viscosity easily rises to the brain. The same 
vapour, when it is cooled in the head, becomes thick and has difficulty descending because of the slenderness of 
the veins. Consequently the heavy vapour is retained in the head for a long time, obstructing the passages of the 
senses, and binding the senses. Likewise, if he has a big head and a lot of brain there will be a lot of coldness in 
that place. If he has a short neck the vapour rising from the stomach will reach the brain more quickly. Sap., lect. 
cxcii, 632-633. 
460 Note that Holcot makes a connection between here sleep, dreams and birds. Chaucer’s discourse on dreams in 
the “Nun’s Priest’s Tale” was formerly ascribed Holcot’s influence on account of arguments made by Kate O. 
Peterson in 1892 and Robert Pratt in 1977. Recent scholarship has challenged the claim; Edward Wheatley seems 
dismissive of Pratt’s claim, while Alistair Minnis has said: “Having followed up Pratt’s references and compared 
in detail Holcot’s statements with Chaucer’s text, I am less convinced than Pratt was.” See Edward Wheatley, 
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explaining that a man with a large head, short neck and small veins has great worldly dignity, 

little love (caritas) towards God or his neighbour, and only average piety. Such a person will 

be of necessity prone to sleep. Secondly, Holcot tells us that sin is compared to a dream and 

that it is commonly said (although it is not always right) that the correct method of dream 

interpretation is to explain it through its opposite. Aristotle in On Sleep (the chapter about 

divination), has it that almost everybody thinks they have some skill in the dream 

interpretation! Holcot discusses dreams further borrowing the story of Alcyone and Ceyx 

(Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book 11) and furnishes it with a moral to produce an allegory of how 

the Devil is able to cause anxiety in men’s minds. Thirdly, Holcot compares sin to sleep 

because of the binding of the senses, causing the individual’s incapacity to perform acts and 

operations, just as though he were dead. Holcot adds the implication that someone sleeping in 

mortal sin through the habituation to an evil life can do nothing deserving of eternal life. 

Finally, sin is compared to sleep because of the deception of judgment of dreams. The dreamer 

sometimes judges that he is situated in great feasts, amongst kings and when he wakes up he 

finds himself, perhaps, shackled in prison. And also those who sleep in their sins have a false 

judgment, and fear too much the disturbances of the world which are just fantasies, yet do not 

fear eternal punishment in the slightest.  

 

In Lectio 193 (Wisd. 17:16-17) Holcot employs a metaphorical figure of a prison and heavy 

chains to convey the physical conditions of the corporeal darkness,461 while the penultimate 

lecture, Lectio 194 (Wisd. 17:18-19), explains how noises and sounds can cause extreme 

suffering in a person with a wounded conscience.462 Holcot begins by expounding the biblical 

verse at a literal level, explaining that due to the complete darkness surrounding the Egyptians 

all the sounds that they heard caused them to be afraid, because they were ignorant in regards 

to the causes of these sounds. So, even though the sounds were in reality gentle, ordinary 
                                                                                                                                                    
“The Nun’s Priest’s Tale,” in Sources and Analogues of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, ed. Robert M. Correale and 
Mary Hamel, vol. 1 (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2002), 451; Alistair Minnis, Translations of Authority in 
Medieval English Literature: Valuing the Vernacular (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 40. The 
sections of Wisdom that Pratt refers to are Sap. lect. ciii and Sap. lect. ccii. I am surprised that Minnis should 
doubt the clear connection between Holcot’s discussion of the causes of dreams (heavenly bodies, the corporeal 
humours and the soul), his extensive discussion of dream interpretation, and his inclusion of the exact same 
dream exemplar about the travellers to Arcadia that Chaucer repeats almost word for word (and with poetic 
elaboration). Perhaps he would be more convinced if Sap., lect. cxcii were added to the list? To my knowledge no 
one has yet mentioned the relevance of Sap., lect. cxcii to Chaucer’s poetry, but here we have a discussion of the 
causes of sleep and nightmares, including Ovid’s story of Alcyone and Ceyx. Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess 
opens with Chaucer’s Dreamer-narrator in bed reading the story of “King Ceyx” and “Queen Alcyone” because 
he is having difficulties falling asleep.  
461 ‘Notandum quod in Sacra Scriptura legimus de quadruplici carcere.’ Sap., lect. cxciii, 635-637. Note that 
Basel (1587) edition typo in pagination has page 637 as 537.  
462 Sap., lect. cxciv 637-640. 
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sounds of water and birds, they were perceived by the Egyptians to have a terrible quality on 

account of their ignorance. And because the troubled conscience will always anticipate 

cruelty, all sounds terrify to the greatest degree. He then elaborates on the idea that sounds can 

become more magnified/amplified and greater than they really are because of the 

multiplication of the vocal vibrations through the medium of air, as happens in the natural 

phenomena of an echo.463 Predictably, Holcot follows this with the story of Echo and 

Narcissus (Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Book 3).464 Finally, in Lectio 195 (Wisd. 17:20-21) Holcot 

sums up how the three days darkness afflicting the Egyptians can be understood to tell us 

something about the material and spiritual darkness of the present life, as well as the darkness 

of the afterlife in Hell.465 He emphasises that the corporeal darkness in Sacred Scripture 

designates sin and ignorance in the soul, noting that (metaphorically) darkness is understood to 

cause error and deception (error et deceptio), terror and astonishment (terror et stupefactio), 

langour and desolation (langour et desolatio), torpor and sleep (torpor et dormitio). Next he 

recounts a story about a painter who is shocked and embarrassed to discover that the 

masterpieces he painted during the night turn out to be hideous grotesques in the light of day. 

The anecdote is compared to the extreme astonishment and pain suffered by the soul when it 

sees itself clearly for the first time at the Last Judgment. This, of course, is the meaning of the 

concluding passage of Wisdom (Wisd. 17:20-21): “They were to themselves more 

troubling/noxious than the darkness.” 

 

Clearly then, Holcot’s discussion in Chapter 17 reflects the philosophical and theological 

interests of his contemporaries in an innovative way; he adapts topics and questions that were 

being debated amongst his peers and incorporates them into a discussion nature of pain and 

suffering in the human body-soul composite. However, what is most important for my 

purposes is to observe the way that Holcot’s lectures on pain build a complete representation 

of human suffering, treating the manifestation of pain in the physical senses (light and sound), 

the physiological aspects of suffering (bodily humours), the psychological and cognitive 

processes involved (images in the mind of the dreamer, and the cognitive structure of volitions 

                                                
463 Nick Havely has noted that Holcot’s description of the multiplication of sound through the medium of air 
(Sap. lect. cxciv) is a likely source for Chaucer’s Eagle’s lecture in The House of Fame (HF, 781-822). Nick 
Havely ed., Geoffrey Chaucer: The House of Fame, 2nd. ed. (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 
2013), 69 and 184. 
464 A discussion of four kinds of good fear that the viator experiences in respect to God follows after the story of 
Echo. 
465 Sap., lect. cxcv, 640-644. Et sit hic mentio de triplici genere tenebrarum, videlicet, de tenebris materialibus in 
praesenti, que fuerunt in Aegypto in aëre, de tenebris spiritualibus quae sunt peccata, quae fuerunt Aegyptiis in 
mente: et de tenebris infernalibus, quae sunt aggregatae ex utrisque in inferno.’ Ibid., 641. 
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and malicious cognitions), and the spiritual dimension (the pain that results from the 

introspective judgments and estimations of the conscience). In Chapter 17 Holcot skilfully 

employs a range of different literary devices, narrative forms, and forms of logical 

argumentation to convey new information about extreme human suffering in a way that draws 

upon and incorporates the concepts that the audience already have available in their conceptual 

repertoire. In other words, these complex descriptions of extreme pain are built from the 

knowledge and concepts that the audience members have already acquired through their direct 

experiences of things in the world. These concepts are organized in Holcot’s text to present 

complex mental descriptions enabling the reader/audience to acquire some idea of excessive 

pain. So, how does this work? As I have shown in "The Philosopher", according to late 

medieval epistemology, unless we have had direct experience of something we cannot acquire 

a mental concept of that thing (or kind of thing). However, even if we have not had prior 

exposure to the thing, we can still form a complex-concept or mental description of the thing 

out of concepts we already possess. To acquire the complex-concept we need to be instructed 

how to combine various concepts that we do possess in a way that corresponds to the 

description of the thing. For example, I may never have been in contact with a lion, but if I 

possess the concepts ‘large’, ‘yellow’, ‘feline’, ‘furry’, ‘roars’, I can still know enough about 

what a lion is and have a meaningful conversation about a lion, and to recognize one should it 

appear to me. The more quality concepts that I can incorporate in my complex mental 

description, the more detailed and accurate my understanding of a lion will be. Holcot in 

Chapter 17 is providing the same kind of detailed information. While the Egyptian’s suffering 

- like the suffering of the soul at death, and the suffering of the damned in Hell - are 

exceptional and extreme experiences of suffering which we can not have direct knowledge of 

due to the limitations of our temporal experiences, we can come to know something of these 

kinds of pain when we build a mental descriptions. Hence someone unfamiliar with Scholastic 

theory of suffering in the intellectual soul and the physical/psychosomatic basis of pain in the 

body - or simply someone having an unsophisticated understanding of human pain in general - 

will come away from the lectures with a substantially better developed conceptual model of 

what extreme human suffering is.  

 

When I began this project I had intended to scan Holcot’s preaching manuals and biblical 

commentaries for mention of pain and suffering and treat these sections in isolation. However, 

as I read more of Holcot’s writing on logic, epistemology and philosophy of the soul, and 

learnt more of his theological perspective in general, I realised that my initial approach was 
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inadequate and ran the risk of bypassing the rich, distinctive framework of Holcot’s 

philosophy and theology. It is within this larger framework that the literary techniques 

developed for presenting pain need to be understood in order to properly appreciate how they 

function. For example, it is worth noting that Holcot’s representation of suffering in Chapter 

17 fits into a general framework of Aristotelian and Augustinian anthropology; an 

amalgamation of two different approaches to understanding ethics and the human experience 

which is strongly characteristic of Holcot’s biblical exegesis throughout the Wisdom 

commentary. From an Aristotelian perspective, wellbeing and flourishing is achieved when the 

operations of an animal are performed perfectly so that each of the potencies proper to the 

animal’s nature are actualised. Strife, struggle, physical pain and sadness result from the 

obstruction or corruption of some potency or operation, such as the operation of a sense organ. 

If some task or activity is laborious or painful it is an indicator of dysfunction and perversion, 

and should be avoided. Hence, the Aristotelian man can learn a great deal about morality and 

ethical behaviour through the observation of human nature and biology, as well as the 

observation of the nature and biology of other creatures. On the other hand, Holcot’s 

discussion of suffering is saturated in the Augustinian notion that human perfection and 

ultimate happiness results from willing and acting in accordance with God’s ordained system. 

Man, made in the image of God insofar as he has will and intellect, is required to conform his 

will to the will of God. Any deviation from the correct order is considered ‘inordinate’ desire 

and indicates a deficiency in man that will necessarily result in some form of pain and 

suffering. Accordingly then, ethical behaviour is fundamentally a matter of whether an act 

(including an act of volition or cognition) is ordinate or inordinate (as we shall see, even a lie 

is not considered immoral unless it is motivated by a malicious or wicked intention, where 

wickedness and maliciousness is defined by deviation from God’s willed order). Because 

Holcot’s literary techniques and approach to presenting the passions are so steeped in his 

philosophical-psychology, in order to understand why he presents his material in the way that 

he does it is important not only to consider how he thought about pain as a psychological and 

physiological phenomena, but also how he understood epistemology and concept acquisition 

including how he understood language and verbal/visual representations to signify. It is also 

helpful to know something about Holcot’s theological perspectives on God’s absolute power 

and the implications that His absolute freedom has on human knowledge and certitude. This 

theological framework is important for moral and ethical instruction because it is only within 

an understanding of his theological outlook and soteriology that we can appreciate (what I will 

call) Holcot’s ‘fictio-theory’. For this reason it is important for me to outline Holcot’s views 

on the consequences of God’s absolute power and freedom had on the kind of knowledge and 
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certitude humans can have in this life, before moving on to treat Holcot’s literary techniques in 

detail. 

 

3.2 God’s Absolute Power from a Preacher’s Perspective 

 

In order to understand late medieval ideas about the human experience in a contingent 

universe, it is important to be aware of the changes in thinking about God’s relationship to 

creation that developed during the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. These changes 

were largely motivated by the Condemnations of 1277, when Stephen Tempier, Bishop of 

Paris, and his advisors drew up a syllabus of 219 philosophical propositions and prohibited 

them from being taught or disputed in the Faculty of Arts under Tempier’s jurisdiction. 466 Of 

these banned theses four focused on the knowability and nature of God, two discussed divine 

knowledge, and fourteen were concerned with divine omnipotence.467 As Hans Thijssen and 

Hester Gelber have recently noted, the condemnations of 1277 resulted in an increased interest 

in questions about God’s absolute power and the implications His unlimited freedom had in 

terms of the nature of contingency.468  

 

Prior to the late thirteenth century the dominant system for understanding God’s omnipotence 

and human freedom was the Boethian providential model, which held that the Divine intellect 

determined the providential plan and the Divine will followed the intellect.469 What this meant 

in terms of contingency was that, while God could have chosen to make a future different than 

it in fact will be, given his chosen plan, the future must turn out as it is going to. Thirteenth 

century theologians who subscribed to the Boethian tradition, such as Thomas Aquinas, did 

not discount the notion of contingency absolutely, but argued that contingency entered the 

world at the level of ‘proximate’ or ‘secondary’ causes. God is related to the temporal world as 

a primary cause and first mover, however, God has given events fallible proximate causes in 

                                                
466 See Chapter One. 
467 See Hans Thijssen, “Condemnation of 1277,” The Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy (Stanford, 2013). 
URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/condemnation/> 
468 Thijsen, “Condemnations of 1277”; Gelber, “Laughter and Deception,” 285. 
469 According to the Boethian model, when bringing the world into being God used his reason to consider all the 
possible orders that He could have created, and in choosing one of these possible worlds, He willed it to be. For 
the Boethian perspective see Hester Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 130-32. And for detailed discussion 
of the new directions in modal logic and obligational theory see chapters 3 and 4 of the same. 
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order that they might be contingent.470 Contingent effects, then, did not escape the governance 

of divine providence, but rather were necessary to fulfil the providential order. By the late 

thirteenth century, John Duns Scotus had rejected the Boethian model and replaced it with a 

model aimed at preserving God’s freedom by allowing the Divine will to choose between 

alternatives. 471 Scotus’s theory is complicated, but in essence it explains that God, located 

outside of time, is able to view all compossibilites (logically non-contradictory combinations 

of objects and events) simultaneously.472 While he wills one of these to be the world order, all 

equally good compossible worlds remain available to him. So, while God could not now make 

the past to be other than it is, it makes sense for Scotus to say that things might go differently 

than they will go, or could be otherwise than they are, because God could make a different 

future to be the actual future. Fourteenth-century theologians William Ockham and Robert 

Holcot followed Scotus’s lead in rejecting the traditional view of the providential order.473 

Holcot developed his theory of future contingency based on Ockham’s model, which held that 

God’s absolute freedom was open to him in such a way that he could choose to ordain another 

world alternative to the one actually ordained, just so long as no logical contradiction ensued 

from the instantiation of the new order. In practical terms this variety of Divine freedom meant 

that God could abolish one set of ordained laws and implement another, as was done when 

God replaced the Old Testament law with the New Testament law.474 What Ockham and 

Holcot did not subscribe to was the idea that God could now make the past to be otherwise 

than it is.475  

                                                
470 The debate is, of course, much more complicated than this. However, because my purpose here is to give a 
brief summary I have had to generalise. For a more detailed account see Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 
114-18.  
471 Scotus aimed at preserving God’s freedom by holding that there are alternative possibilities open to God to 
actualise in the future, if He should so choose. For useful accounts of the Scotist approach see Simo Knuuttila, 
“Time in modal Scholasticism,” in Reforging the Great Chain of Being: Studies in the History of Modal Theories, 
ed. Simo Knuuttila (Dordrecht: Springer, 1981), 163-257; and Christopher J. Martin (University of Auckland), 
“Bradwardine and the Use of Positio as a Test of Possibility,” in Knowledge and the Sciences in medieval 
Philosophy: Proceedings of the Eighth International Congress of Medieval Philosophy, vol. 2, eds. Simo 
Knuuttila, Reijo Työrinoja and Sten Ebbesen, Publications of the Luther-Agricola Society Series B 19 (Helenski 
Luther-Agricola Society, 1990): 574-85; and Calvin Normore, “Future Contingents,” in Cambridge History of 
Later Medieval Philosophy, eds. Norman Kretzman, et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 367-
69. 
472 Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 130. 
473 Gelber has explained that Ockham rejected both the Boethian and Scotist view. According to Gelber Holcot’s 
position on future contingency was primarily influenced by the theories of Arnold Strelley, Peter Lombard, 
Richard Campsall, and Ockham. See Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, pp. 160-64 and 172. For both 
Bradwardine and Ockham’s positions see Martin, “Bradwardine and the Use of Positio as a Test of Possibility,” 
574-85, and Edith Wilks Dolnikowski, Thomas Bradwardine: A View of Time and a Vision of Eternity in 
Fourteenth-Century Thought, Studies in Christian Thought 65 (Leiden; Brill, 1995). 
474 Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 323. 
475 Nicolas Aston, on the other hand, held that the past is contingent (as well as the present and future) and God 
could make it to be different (even if he does not); see Stephan E. Lahey, John Wyclif. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), 41. 
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While emphasis on preserving God’s unlimited freedom stimulated innovative ways of 

thinking about God’s relationship to the created order, a set of related difficulties emerged. 

Particularly problematic was the status of biblical revelation and prophesy. If God is able to 

choose an alternative future to the one that in fact will be, then it is a legitimate possibility that 

God might make it that a prophesised event is not actualised. For instance, Christ has revealed 

that there will be a future resurrection, but if God could make it that there will be no future 

resurrection then something needs to be said about the validity of Christ’s revelation. Is it 

possible that Christ lied to mankind? Or was Christ himself deceived? If so, would that make 

God a liar? And more to the point, if God can break a promise, then how sure can we be that 

we will merit and be rewarded if we follow the Divine law set down for us in the Covenantal 

agreement?476 In order to preserve contingency and God’s unlimited freedom, Holcot claimed 

that propositions about future contingents do not have a value until the point in time when the 

prophesy is determined by an event.477 The viator is afforded no degree of certainty regarding 

Christ’s claims until the time of consequence arrives, and until that time it is inappropriate to 

say that Christ’s prophesy is true or false.478 Other theologians, uncomfortable with such 

extreme uncertainty, made appeal to Divine Goodness to rebut claims that God could, or has, 

mislead us, arguing that God, being truth, could not be both truth and not truth 

simultaneously.479 God is involved in relationship of obligation to His creation; He could not 

lie to us or deceive us, or refuse to provide the good promised in the Divine Covenant, without 

costing him his fidelity. Holcot, however, held that an appeal to Divine Goodness would imply 

that God could be in someway better or worse on account of His interaction with creation, and 

this is in no way possible.480  

                                                
476 For interesting discussions of Holcot’s approach to revelation and prophesy see Joseph M. Incandela, “Robert 
Holcot, O.P., on Prophecy, the Contingency of Revelation, and the Freedom of God,” Medieval Philosophy and 
Theology 4 (1994): 165-88; Katherine Tachau, “Logic’s God and the Natural Order in Late Medieval Oxford,” 
253-55; Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 177-189. 
477 Katherine Tachau discusses Holcot’s “propositional analysis” of prophecy and revelation: Tachau, “Logic’s 
God and the Natural Order in Late medieval Oxford,” 253-55. 
478 A statement about a future contingent is neither true nor false until the time of consequence arrives, rather it is 
true in such a way that it may never have been true, or false in such a way that it might never have been false. See 
Holcot, Quodl. III, q8, Resp. art. 8.4.  
479 Gelber notes that William Chitterne O. F. M, (licensed to hear confessions in the Diocese of Sarum, Salisbury, 
between 1330 and 1345) made appeal to God’s Goodness in support of his opinion that God will honour the 
Covenant. Chitterne is mentioned in four MSS of Holcot’s Sentences. See Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 
294-306. 
480 In his Sentences Holcot repeatedly argues that God can deceive man if he wishes to: “And thus, God is able to 
reveal a falsity if He wills to deceive and to lead a creature astray. And nothing unfitting would follow from this, 
for there is nothing unfitting in that He who is truth causes a falsity in something.” Holcot, Sent. II, q. 2, art. 8, 
dist. 3. Transl. is Martin’s, “Holcot on Future Contingents,”	  (unpublished manuscript, 2014), 89. For the Latin 
see Paul A. Streveler and Katherine H. Tachau eds., Robert Holkot: Seeing the Future Clearly, Questions on 
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Holcot’s position on the relationship of obligation between God and His creation has received 

attention from historians of philosophy, including John Marenbon who argues that God’s 

relationship with man is one of a sort of “political” agreement in which God truly is under 

obligation to fulfil the promises he makes, and necessarily does so on account of his 

“fidelity.”481 Marenbon quotes a section from Holcot’s Sentences Book II, q.1 to support his 

point:  

 

My argument that it is not unfitting to speak in this way about God – saying that he 

does what he ought and as he ought – is as follows. (a) It [that he does what he ought 

and as he ought] is true of God, and therefore (b) it is not unfitting for God. The 

entailment is clear, because according to Anselm nothing unfitting for God is possible. 

[H. is saying that (b) clearly follows from (a) because whatever is true is possible, but 

what is unfitting for God is impossible.] I show that the antecedent (a) is true in this 

way. Anything which engages in a political relation with something else owes the 

other what it promises it. But God engages in a political or civic relation with human 

beings, just as a master does with his servants, and he promises them many things. 

Therefore, after he has made the promise, he is truly someone who owes something. 

The reasoning is also supported by this: it is not unfitting to attribute to God that 

without which neither his faithfulness nor his truthfulness could be preserved. But if 

he has promised and he does not owe anything, then he is not faithful.482  

 

                                                                                                                                                    
Future Contingents (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1995), 154-55. He makes a similar 
argument for the absolute power of God in his Quodlibets, claiming that there is no way that a creature can affect 
the goodness of God: “Further, nothing pertaining to God’s essential goodness depends upon a creature. But that 
God is just, or merciful, or truthful in promises, or in keeping of the established law, depends on a creature 
because justice is virtue towards another person, just as is clear in Book 5 of the Nichomachean Ethics, and 
mercy is directed at another, and so on for the rest that were mentioned. Therefore, nothing from this list is 
relevant to the goodness of God. But without any created goodness, there would be no essential goodness. 
Therefore the destruction of creatures would entail no diminution in the goodness of God.” Holcot, Quodl. III, q. 
8. art 1. Transl. is Martin’s; see Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 35. (Streveler and Tachau eds., Seeing 
The Future Clearly, 93). 
481 John Marenbon, “Robert Holcot and the Pagan Philosophers,” in Britannia Latina. Latin in the Culture of 
Great Britain from the Middle Ages to the Twentieth Century. ed. Charles Burnett and Nicholas Mann, (London: 
Warburg Institute and Nino Aragno, 2005), 60. Marenbon says something similar in Pagans and Philosophers: 
The Problem of Paganism from Augustine to Leibniz where he claims that Holcot “put great stress on the idea that 
God acts according to the covenant that he has made with humans. God was not bound to make such a covenant, 
but having done so he has bound himself by it.” Marenbon, Pagans and Philosophers, 222 footnote 28. 
482 Marenbon, “Robert Holcot and the Pagan Philosophers,” 60n14.  
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Marenbon explains, “According to the idea of potentia ordinata, God sets up an order of 

nature (as well as revealed laws) and binds himself to follow it... By contrast, what Holcot 

actually does is to say that God binds himself, just in so far as he makes promises, because a 

promise made by someone who stands in the relationship God does to humans intrinsically 

imposes an obligation on the promiser.”483 Marenbon’s purpose here is to argue that according 

to Holcot God is obliged to supply whatever he has promised to anyone with whom he has 

made a “political agreement” (presuming that the other party also under obligation uphold 

their part of the agreement). This agreement may take the form of either a covenantal or 

obligatory law, including the obligation to recognize and honour God, which all men have 

been under since the aboriginal revelation of God’s existence was made (that is, ever since 

Adam and Eve). Therefore, even pagans were in an obligatory relationship with God and had 

available to them the sufficient means by which to merit God’s grace and hence participate in 

the beatific vision in the next life. However, according to my reading of Quodlibet III, q. 8 

Holcot makes a clear statement contradicting such an argument. While Marenbon’s quotation 

and explanation implies that Holcot believes God is in an obligational relationship that 

necessarily binds Him to His promise at risk of His “fidelity” which must not be impinged, 

Holcot clearly notes that:  

 

God, however, may be bound to no law in such a way that if He does not observe it, He 

can not be morally good. Because divine justice would then depend on a creature, and 

God would be less just than he is if he destroyed every creature.484  

 

In fact, he argues directly against Anselm’s appeal to the goodness of God when making such 

claims:  

 

In respect to the thirteenth where it is argued by appealing to the words of Anselm in the 

Book II of Cur Deus Homo, chapter five, where he seems to prove that God keeps His 

word with the necessity of immutability preserving His honour, not, however, with the 

necessity of coercion. Therefore, according to Anselm if He did not fulfil his promises 

He would lose his honour (that is his moral goodness) which is directly contrary to what 

                                                
483 Ibid., 60-61. 
484 Holcot, Quodl. III, q. 8, art. 3, rp. 2 nec. 6. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 44.  
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He says. To this argument I say that I don’t know how to gloss it in such a way that at 

least Anselm’s intention is not contrary to mine. For this reason I deny it, because He 

has in consequence to say that the moral goodness of God depends on a creature, 

because God cannot be morally good unless a creature exists. This is proved because He 

cannot be just if there is not a creature, nor liberal; because these are virtues had with 

respect to some other being… And thus (responding) to the first argument where he 

says that there will be a resurrection, therefore it is necessary that He bring about a 

resurrection or that He lie, I deny the consequence because God may omit to do what 

He promised, but nevertheless without acting inordinately or with malice, which is what 

‘to lie’ signifies, as was said above in the discussion of the sixth argument.485  

 

While Marenbon’s choice of quotation supports his argument that the pagans were under and 

obligational agreement or covenant of sorts with God on account of an “aboriginal revelation,” 

what this does not entail, contrary to Marenbon, is that Holcot supported the appeal to God’s 

moral goodness and fidelity as proof that God is necessitated to honour the promises that he 

makes to man (the logical contradiction of “God is good, and not good” rendering His failure 

to act with “fidelity” when under such a “political” arrangement impossible). What I think that 

Holcot does argue (and I believe Gelber and Incandella support this view) is that for Holcot 

the kind of ‘justice’ or ‘goodness’ of God is inappropriately understood in terms of human 

organisations, institutions, or the common law. That Holcot’s God is Good implies that He 

acts ordinately and never inordinately, and that ‘ordinately’ equates to the ‘will of God,’ 

whenever God is acting in accordance with His will (and therefore the currently ordained set 

of laws in the currently ordained order) then He is acting ordinately. But that God could 

exchange the current ordained set of laws for another possible order (so long as the new order 

does not allow that any contradictory propositions be true simultaneously) at any time means 

that His goodness is preserved within the ordained system at all times, despite what He 

chooses to do. According to Holcot, there is absolutely no point in arguing that God would 

keep his promise on account of obligations imposed by the Covenantal agreement, because 

God is above any such laws: 

 

                                                
485 Ibid., nec. 13. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 48. Necessitation Thirteen was: “If 
God were not to fulfil what he promised, God would be mutable, therefore etc. The consequence is clear from 
Anselm’s argument because otherwise mutability necessarily would be located in God.  
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Just as a prince who is above the law might do something without sin or wickedness, 

while someone under the law might by no means do this without sin, so God in not 

fulfilling what He promised does without sin or wickedness of falsity or of perjury what 

someone living under the law might by no means do.486 

 

Taken within its context, that is, a debate over God’s power, Holcot’s position is absolute. 

God’s freedom is not to be restricted (except by the law on non-contradiction and the necessity 

of the past). However, God has said that if we accept the Christian Doctrine by faith, and do 

our upmost best to conform our wills and intellects with God’s will, He will reward us. What 

is required of man, then, is not belief based on rational understanding, as this would not be 

faith. What makes faith to be the extraordinary thing that it is is exactly that it is a whole-

hearted commitment and trust in God and His commandments in the face of the unknowable 

and the uncertain.487 Holcot’s response to the threat of uncertainty is this: if we do what is in 

us (“facere quod in se est”) using our rationality, natural powers, prayer, and meditation on 

Holy scripture, to find out about the articles of faith, then we are in the best position for 

receiving the grace required for salvation if God should choose to grant it to us.488  

The necessity of the last requirement listed - prayer and meditation on Holy Scripture - should 

not be overlooked as it addresses an important problem involved in biblical hermeneutics: the 

problem of ordinate interpretation. The study of the Sacred Page is necessary for the Christian 

man because God’s order and His will is revealed in Scripture. However, Scripture is highly 

figurative, presenting God’s Word to man indirectly through metaphors and analogies. 

Because multiple interpretations of Scriptural figures are possible we require an interpretive or 

analytical strategy to decipher the correct - or ordinate - meaning. But there is a paradox: if it 

is the case that the order/will of God is revealed to man through the Holy Scripture and 

accessing this information requires ordinate (correct) interpretation of the text, then it would 

seem that we require knowledge of God’s will and order before we can read/interpret 

                                                
486 Ibid., rp. 2 nec. 6. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 44.  
487 Gelber, in her discussion of Holcot’s “famous logica fidei” makes this point beautifully: “The merit of faith 
accrues not because people believe what is true, but because they voluntarily conform their wills to believe what 
God wants them to believe. The uncertainty that obtains because of the contingency of the created order makes 
such a position necessary.” Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 184.  
488 Heiko Oberman discusses Holcot’s logica fidei and the prerequisites for grace. Oberman claims that what 
“facere quod in se est” means for Holcot is that the act of faith is not merely the exercise of theoretical reason, 
but rather an exercise of the whole man: sine discursu rationis et perceptione voluntaria veritatis, fides non 
habetur.” See Heiko A. Oberman, “Facientibus Quod in se est Deus non Denegat Gratiam: Robert Holcot O.P. 
and the Beginnings of Luther’s Theology” in The Reformation in Medieval Perspective, ed. Steven E. Ozmont 
(Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1971), 123. 
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Scripture. Yet reading Scripture is the means by which knowledge of what is ordinate is 

acquired. Clearly then, man cannot achieve a correct interpretation of Scripture without some 

form of Divine assistance. Although Divine Illumination was no longer a major facet in late 

medieval epistemologies it was accepted that some sort of Divine aid was required to acquire 

the three theological virtues faith (fides), hope (spes), and love (caritas). Because caritas is 

love in accordance with Divine order, and the wisdom of Holy Scripture was the primary 

source of revelation of caritas to man, so grace was required in in order for Scripture to be 

understood. Holcot makes this clear in his first lecture on Wisdom:  

 

In theology Wisdom is understood to be a supernatural or infused gift, through which a 

person has knowledge of divine and human matters, either by special inspiration, or by 

some grace given neighbourliness of God.489  

 

The prerequisite of Grace (which is necessary, but not guaranteed) is the reason behind 

Holcot’s emphasis on the role of prayer in the practice of Scriptural exegesis in his first and 

last lectures on Wisdom. In Lectio 213 Holcot reminds his students:  

 

Devout prayer has more power to assist in the understanding of Holy Scripture than 

deep textual analysis... And this is what St Gregory said (Moralia, Book One, Chapter 

27): “Those things which we strive to examine in ourselves we often get to the heart of 

better in prayer than by conscious thought (investigando). This is what Jerome 

says/writes to the virgin Demetrias. He says: “let prayer frequently interrupt your 

reading and let agreeable alteration of your Holy occupation inflame a soul constantly 

adhering to God.” So St Augustine found a place for educated prayer alongside 

investigation and study. So we read that whenever Thomas Aquinas was struggling with 

complicated problems he gave himself to devotion, and so he is said to have acquired 

his knowledge more by assistance of devotion than by pursuit of intellectual enquiry.490  

 

                                                
489 Sap., lect. ii, 6.  
490 Sap., lect. ccxiii, 698-99. 
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Prayer, according to Holcot, was an important means of drawing oneself closer to (acquiring) 

an understanding of the Divine will and order. He makes this point exceptionally well in a 

short dubitatio on the purpose of prayer: 

 

There is a doubt about what we intend when we pray to God. Either we ask that He 

perform what He had intended to do pro tempore, and this seems futile, for without our 

prayers whatever He had intended to do will happen; or we ask that He should change 

His will and disposito, and should will as we will, and this is impossible, since God 

cannot be changed. But it is to be said that we do not intend to change God or the divine 

dispositio, but rather to urge that it should be completed and fulfilled. God has so 

ordained things that those things concerning us that shall be accomplished, will deserve 

(merebuntur) to be accomplished through our prayers. And so Boethius says, 

Consolatio 5, prosa 3, that those who posit (ponunt) that all things happen by necessity 

take away that singular exchange/interchange of human kind with God, that is to say, 

prayer. Therefore, when we pray we do not intend that God should change, or incline 

(bow down) towards us, but rather that we should rise to God, and conform our will to 

His pleasure. Dionysius puts this beautifully in chapter 3 of De divinis nominibus under 

two examples. The first is like this: If we should imagine a chain of light hanging from 

heaven, and we try to pull it towards us hand over hand, we shall not make it descend 

(aequaliter), but we shall pull ourselves higher with it; so it is concerning the 

proposition (propositum). The second example is like this: If we were in a ship on the 

water and we were holding in our hands strong ropes, reaching out to us from some 

immovable rock, and we were to pull hard on those ropes, we should not move the rock 

towards us, but the opposite - we should move ourselves and the ship towards the rock. 

Thus, when we pray we do not move the immovable power/force (virtus) of God 

towards us, but rather pull ourselves towards Him.491 

 

What this discourse on the place of prayer in Scriptural exegesis suggests is that acquiring an 

understanding of God’s Divine will and order requires a lot more than concentrated study and 

textual analysis, it requires the kind of dedication and devotion that only those committed to a 

religious life could afford, and also required God’s grace. Because religious men occupy a role 

                                                
491 Sap., lect. cciii, 669.  
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that allows them the opportunity to study, discuss, pray and meditate on Holy Scripture in an 

environment that promotes the vigilant practice of virtuous living, they are in a better position 

to interpret Scripture correctly than a lay man whose occupation does not offer the same kinds 

of privilege. Hence it is justifiable to reserve the proper place of scriptural interpretation for 

men of religion.492 As theologian and mendicant preacher, Holcot understood that to “do what 

was in him” meant doing what he could to share the Wisdom of Scripture with others, so that 

they might be better equip to “do what is in them” and develop their faith. The preaching 

handbooks and Scriptural commentaries must be understood in this light, as mediums through 

which Holcot could provide his fellow Dominicans with a rich source of the materials needed 

to effectively communicate the spiritual concepts necessary in order to acquire the inner-

disposition of a good Christian. In other words, Holcot’s preaching resources were designed to 

instruct an individual in conforming his will and cognitions to Gods will. That this is Holcot’s 

primary objective is made clear in the lectures on the first chapter the Wisdom commentary 

where Holcot identifies Solomon’s (or the Just man’s) intention in writing The Book of 

Wisdom:  

 

Because justice begins with the worship of God, therefore he [Solomon] first shows 

how man ought to order his mind towards God, second his speech (here indeed it is 

good), third his entire behaviour generally (here, do not be jealous).493 

 

Holcot recognizes that it is one thing to tell a man to conform his will to God’s will and 

another thing to equip him with an understanding of what this means and exactly how it may 

be achieved. The lectures on the first chapter attempt to provide this kind of instruction. 

Holcot begins with the basics, explaining that man’s mind can be ordered towards God in 

three ways; through the integrity of faith, through the charity of the heart, and through the 

security of hope.494 He then explains what God means when He asks us to have faith. To have 

faith is to give ourselves to God freely, not to lend or to sell ourselves to Him.495 To give 

oneself freely amounts, more or less, to humbly accepting those things which have been 
                                                
492 Of course, it is always possible that the religious men in question have not received grace and so have not 
understood Scripture correctly, but rather have gotten it wrong. It is also worth noting that in the later fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries religious movements such as the Lollards and the Calvinist reformers rejected the premise 
that Scriptural exegesis ought to be reserved for clergymen, preferring to read Middle English translations of the 
Bible and interpret the Word of God for themselves.  
493 Sap., lect. iv, 14.                       
494 Ibid. 
495 Ibid. 
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revealed about God in Sacred Scripture but cannot be proven (quae non potestis de Deo 

probare).496 To give oneself freely to God also entails having simplicity of heart, which means 

to do what is done on account of truth and honour of God and not on account of human 

praise,497 and having virtuous cognitions, because God is appeased by virtuous cognitions but 

separated from man through perverse cognitions.498 Again, Holcot recognizes that in order to 

avoid “perverse cognitions” one needs to understand exactly what they are. First he provides a 

technical description of perverse cognitions: strictly speaking these are not thoughts 

distinguished from acts of the will but include both will and intellect because they are sinful 

thoughts. 499 Having specified the volitional and cognitive structure of malicious cognitions, he 

then describes what they are with respect to their content. He lists the four genres of bad 

cognitions (the cognition of malice, of ambition, of over-indulgence of bodily pleasures, and 

of barrenness/unfruitfulness), providing examples and explanations of each.500 Next he 

explains that perverse cognitions are the roots of all sinful acts and behaviours, offering an 

analogy borrowed from Gregory’s Moralia on Job Book 12 to illustrate the way that perverse 

cognitions manifest themselves in the entire being of man: “cognition is compared to a root, 

because each one of man’s cognitions is a root of a tree.”501 The reason is because just as the 

root hidden beneath the ground manifests in the plant above the ground, thus the mind lurks 

beneath the land of the body in the present but it is clear in our activities.502 

 

Holcot’s discussion of what it means to order one’s mind to God at the outset of Wisdom 

provides a good example of the particular precision and detail that is characteristic of his 

didactic approach. Holcot shows an astute awareness not only of the cognitive structures that 

underlie all human action and behaviour, but also the importance of making these advanced 

and technical understandings accessible to a less educated audience. Holcot realises that in 

order to provide useful instruction it is not enough to offer the definition of “perverse 

cognition,” as this information is too abstract to be applicable in practice. Nor is it enough to 

merely provide exemplar and anecdotes to illustrate the kind of behaviour motivated by 

perverse cognitions; this limits an individual’s understanding to the particular scenarios 

described. Rather, Holcot strives to engage his audience’s intellects by employing literary 
                                                
496 Ibid. 
497 Ibid., 16. 
498 Sap., lect. v, 18. 
499 However, nothing is sinful unless it is voluntary (and if it is not voluntary it is not sin) and thus it is punished. 
See Ibid. 
500 Sap., lect. v, 18-19. 
501 Sap., lect. 5, 20.  
502 Ibid. 
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devices that rely on concepts already familiar to the audience in order to impart new 

information and spiritual ideas. What interests me specifically is the way that Holcot develops 

literary techniques that enable him to communicate advanced ideas about human suffering by 

building complex mental descriptions out of quality concepts that the audience members 

already possess. A discussion of Holcot’s attitude towards fiction in the following section will 

support my hypothesis.  

 

3.3 Holcot’s fictio-theory 

 

Throughout his philosophical and pastoral writing Holcot engages in a complicated discussion 

of the relationship between representation and reality, truth-telling and lies. It is hard to know 

at which point to begin explaining Holcot’s theory of fiction because the puzzle pieces are 

scattered across his many lectures and quaestiones and involve a diverse range of topics. 

However, because I believe his attitude towards fictio ultimately informs his approach to 

literary fictions such as pagan narratives and his 'verbal pictures', it is necessary to start from 

the basics and construct as full a picture as possible.503 As mentioned in the section above, 

Holcot, unlike many of his contemporaries, was happy to admit that God - restricted by 

nothing but logical-contradiction - is able to lie and to mislead creation if He wills, and that 

this in no way diminishes His goodness. In defence of his claim that God could knowingly 

assert a falsehood without Himself being false in the way that a liar is said to be false, Holcot 

draws a distinction between two fundamentally different forms of ‘to lie’ or ‘to mislead’. In 

his Sentences II, q. 2, Article 8, he says:  

 

According to Augustine on De Mendacio, Chapter 3, “a lie is the use of the voice to 

indicate something false with the intention of deceiving.” And this should be expounded 

as follows: “with an improper intention of deceiving.” God, however, cannot have an 

improper intention with respect to something that he does, and so God cannot lie or 

                                                
503 Note that Smalley was the first to coin the term ‘verbal pictures’ to identify the literary technique Holcot 
engages to teach about abstract concepts. See Smalley, English Friars, 165-183.  
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forswear himself. God may however, knowingly assent to something false with the 

intention of deceiving a creature because this does not imply a contradiction in God.504  

 

And likewise in his Quodlibetal Quaestiones III, q. 8, Article 3: 

 

For the term ‘to mislead’ is used equivocally by the Doctors, as is clear from the 

blessed Augustine in question 53 of his 83 Quaestiones, in which he says something 

contradictory unless he is equivocating with respect to ‘to mislead’. For ‘to mislead’ 

(fallere) or ‘to deceive’ (decipere) indicates no more, properly speaking, than to 

voluntarily cause in someone an error on account of which he affirms a falsehood in 

place of a truth. On the other hand, the term may be construed, more strictly and more 

improperly, and in such a way that in the definition expressing the meaning of the 

name there is included a determination or syncategorematic expression involving in 

some way wickedness. An expression, that is, such as ‘badly,’ or ‘wickedly’ or 

‘improperly’ to cause an error in someone.505  

 

Holcot explains that there are two different mental-acts that equate to two different kinds of 

deceitful speech-act: one mental act involves an unqualified act of the will, simply: “with the 

intention to deceive,” the other involves an inordinate act of the will: “an improper intention of 

deceiving.” While it is possible for a human to commit either of these acts, it is impossible for 

God to have an improper intention of deceiving because He cannot commit an inordinate act 

(as to do so would be to act against His will, and would be a contradiction).506 The distinction 

is clear; a lie is not a bad act unless it is performed with inordinate intention. At this point 

Holcot is unclear about whether the human use of the voice to indicate something false with 

the intention of deceiving can ever be a virtuous act, however, God can, and has, knowingly 

mislead man in this way. In Wisdom Lectio 6 Holcot introduces a couple of examples of 

                                                
504 Robert Holcot, Sent. II, q. 2, art. 8, 2b exp. 4. Transl. is Martin’s: Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 90. 
(Streveler and Tachau eds., Seeing the Future Clearly, 156).  
505 Holcot, Quodl. III, q. 8, art. 3, rp. nec. 1. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 40. 
(Streveler and Tachau eds., Seeing the Future Clearly, 99).  
506 The key to morality, on Holcot’s view at least, rests upon God’s chosen order, which is God’s will. So long as 
an individual’s acts conform with God’s will they are ordinate, and anything else is inordinate, malicious, and 
perverse. 
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situations when Christ knowingly misled man.507 The context is a dubitatio asking whether the 

Holy Spirit detests and shuns all fictiones: 

 

There can be a dubitatio whether the Holy Spirit detests and shuns all fictions 

(fictiones). The opposing argument is the last chapter of Luke where it is said 

concerning Christ that He made as though (finxit) He would go farther, and nevertheless 

He intended to stay with them [the disciples].508 Therefore, He simulated one thing on 

the outside and intended another on the inside. 509 

 

On the basis of the simple assumption that to ‘to deceive’ or ‘to mislead’ is the use of a 

speech-act (or any other act of giving a sign) that indicates something that is not actually the 

case, Christ deceived or misled the disciples. The implication is that if this is the case then the 

Holy Spirit does not shun all fictiones. A little later in the lecture Holcot addresses the issue 

again, this time with respect to the appearance of Christ’s body after the Resurrection: 

 

Furthermore, in the body of Christ after the Resurrection there appeared scars, and 

even discontinuity of the flesh, because Thomas put his hand into the side of Christ.510 

I ask then whether He appeared in imagination only, and so the Apostles were 

deluded, and it was not a real proof of the Resurrection, or whether that opening of the 

wound was true and real. And if so, against this: In the glorious body there will remain 

no defect of nature, or corruption, or deformity. But the scar-openings and the 

discontinuity in the parts of the body of Christ were a deformity and defect of nature; 

therefore there was nothing of that kind there, because the body of Christ was at that 

time as glorious as it is now. To the opposite of the argument is Sacred Scripture. 

Again, Gregory in his Homilies, “Single truth makes nothing through duplicity;” but 

He showed Himself to them externally in the body as He was for them in the mind. So 

the Lord did externally in the eyes of the body what was done within them in the eyes 

of the mind. In their interior they loved and they doubted Him; the Lord was present to 

                                                
507 Sap., lect. vi, 23-25. 
508 Luke 24:28.  
509 Sap., lect. vi, 23 
510 John 20:27-30. 
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them on account of the fact that they loved Him, but was absent on account of the fact 

that they doubted Him.511  

 

The argument against the position that the Holy Spirit shuns all fictiones holds that the scars 

on the body of Christ were true signs, because rather than signifying Christ’s imperfection 

(Christ was perfect after the Resurrection) they signify the inner-states of the disciples who 

were loving, but doubting Christ. In response to the arguments for and against the question, 

Holcot adopts the same approach he used in the Sentences; he distinguishes between two 

fundamentally different kinds of ‘fictio’:  

 

One reply to that question is to be given following the linguistic usage of the present 

and a different one according to the linguistic usage of the saints. In common 

contemporary usage that word ‘fictio’ implies deordinatio and falsity, and following 

this is obvious that the Holy Spirit should flee every fictio. But according to the 

linguistic usage of the saints the word ficito does not necessarily imply or connote 

falsity or deordinatio but it is possible that a fictio signifies the way things are, and 

then a fictio is not false. So Augustine in his book on Questions in the Gospel: “A 

sign/omen is not a falsehood because we make it up (fingimus), but when we make-up 

(fingimus) something that signifies nothing, then it is a falsehood. But when our fictio 

refers to some signification (significatio) it is not a falsehood, but a kind of figure of 

the truth." So the Lord made as though He would go further because He had arranged 

His action as though wanting to proceed so as to signify something. Again, 

Damascene Sentences IV, Chapter 10: “Of those things that were present in Christ 

after the Resurrection, there were various modes.512 For some things were of nature but 

not according to nature, but according to a [special] dispensation to certify or to make 

it believed that the body which had suffered rose again: such as scars, drinking, and 

eating after the Resurrection. Other things [happened] truly and following nature, such 

as moving from place to place without fatigue and entering through closed doors; 

other things according to fictio, such as ‘He made as though he would go further.’” 

From these examples it is clear that not every fictio involves malice or deordinatio. It 

                                                
511 Sap., lect. vi, 23. 
512 In fact, John of Damascus De Fide Orthodoxa was often referred to as his Sentences commentary. The correct 
citation is John of Damascus, Sent. IV, cap. 18.  
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is to be said to the question that the Holy Spirit abominates every fictio that is 

deordinata, and not others.513  

 

Holcot’s argument concerning ‘fictio’ is dense and needs unpacking. Christ, it is claimed, 

engages in a range of methods of creating fictions (using His body language, physical 

appearance, and activities) in order to signify reality - in this case the reality is the inner-state 

of the disciples. These ficitones mislead insofar as they show outwardly something which is 

not in actuality the case: Christ does not intend to go farther, and although He appears scarred 

and to eat and drink in actuality He is glorified and according to His glorified nature He does 

not consume material nourishment. And so it must be said that Christ’s signs are both true and 

false, depending on how they are interpreted. The point, I think, is an important one for 

Holcot, and is connected to his theory of language. When Holcot considers a word like 

‘mendacio’, ‘fallere,’ or ‘fictio’ he considers the range of essentially different kinds of acts (or 

things) that the word can signify and thus the different mental concepts that the word is 

subordinated to. Words, as signs, need not signify only one thing; but conventional signs - as 

Augustine has pointed out - are made-up and can be imposed equivocally to signify multiple 

objects. What is interesting in Lectio 6 is that not only conventional signs but also natural 

signs can be used to signify a multitude of objects, at least it seems that Christ can use what is 

usually a reliable natural sign (His scars) in a fictitious way. What matters in a case such as the 

one involving Christ and the disciples is that the right mental concept (belief, thought, 

judgment) is brought to the disciples’ minds when the sign is shown. For the sign to represent 

reality, correct interpretation must come into play. 

 

The question of how a sign brings to mind a thought about an object is an epistemological 

problem that late medieval philosophers dealt with in detail, as we have seen in Chapter One. 

In his Sentences commentary Holcot considers the role that species play in bringing to mind a 

thought of an object when the object is absent (in other words, the role of species in 

recollection).514 According to Holcot, when an object - say Hercules - is present to a person 

                                                
513 Sap., lect. vi, 23-24. 
514 Note that I do not mean to confuse Holcot’s fictio and Ockham’s ficta. Holcot rejects Ockham’s ficta, but 
retains species. However, Holcot says that species can just as well be called ‘habits’ because they incline the 
mind to having the thought of the object, but he dismisses ficta on account of their ontological status as subjective 
beings (that is, nothings). Holcot’s species have objective being as qualities in the mind. Tachau notes “If the 
equation of species and habits reflects attention to Ockham and Aquinas, Holcot’s view that species are ‘sensible 
qualities’ may express an effort to chart a course between Ockham, who admitted that in vision there occurs an 
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they are caused to have a thought of Hercules. Likewise, if a statue of Hercules is present to 

the person, he/she is caused to have a thought of Hercules. Nothing more is needed. However, 

when nothing is present before the person, he/she will require a mental representation in order 

for the thought of Hercules to occur. Holcot explains: 

 

When we have a thought of something which is absent and something very like it comes 

before us, there is caused in us an act of cognition of the absent thing. For example, I 

have previously seen Hercules, and afterwards I see a statue that is shaped and coloured 

as Hercules was when I saw him. Now, immediately I am moved to think about 

Hercules, therefore, this likeness is the cause of the act of cognition about Hercules. 

And because of this experience philosophers have transferred the words ‘idolum’, 

‘imago,’ 'exemplar’ to signify such qualities necessary for intellection, although they 

are not like external things in essence, and they are called by philosophers ‘species in 

representation’ not in essence, that is they are not essentially the same nature as the 

nature of external things.515  

 

Here Holcot describes the species as a similitude; a likeness of the object.516 The species is 

called a similitude of the object in virtue of its causal function: it brings to mind a thought of 

the object. Because the similitude-relation that Holcot describes involves a notion of similarity 

unlike what we would normally think of when we use the term ‘similar’ today it is worth 

pausing to consider this similitude-relation further.517 Holcot says:  

                                                                                                                                                    
impression of “some quality” by the sensible object, and Bacon, who announced that species were qualities.” See 
Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 251-254.  
515 Holcot, Sent. I. prol., q. 1. in Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 248. Transl. is my own (itallics indicate where I 
wish emphasis to be drawn). The example of the statue is traditional (Abelard uses the example of Achilles 
instead of Hercules). 
516 Holcot is very clear that we can call species by any number of names: ‘imago’, ‘ydolum’, ‘exemplar,’ ‘habitus 
scientalis’, ‘conceptus’, ‘verbum.’ He thinks that it makes no difference what we call it because it will still 
perform the same function, which is to bring to a mind a certain thought. See Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 248-
249. 
517 Claude Panaccio notes that: “Similitudo, as Aquinas understands it on the basis of common use in philosophy 
and theology, might have included in some way or other a causal component which we would not normally 
associate today with similarity. But the core of it would still have to be some sort of isomorphisim.” Panaccio 
argues strongly that for Aquinas cognitive similitude is explained by representation. He quotes Aquinas: “A 
similitude between two things can be understood in one of two senses. In one sense, according to an agreement in 
their very nature, and such a similitude is not needed between the cognizer and the cognized thing [...] The other 
sense has to do with similitude by representation, and this similitude is required between the cognizer and the 
cognized thing.” Aquinas, Quaest. Disp. de Verit. II, 3. See Claude Panaccio, “Aquinas on Intellectual 
Representation,” in Perler, Ancient and Medieval Theories of Intentionality, 198-200. It seems to me to be the 
same argument that Holcot is making for the similitude-relation of his “species in representation.”  
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I do not much care about this [argument] because I do not posit that the species is a 

natural similitude of the thing of which it brings out a cognition, such that in an angel 

the similitude of a stone would be a stone. But I do posit a quality causative of the 

cognition of a stone when the stone is not present. For that reason it is called 

‘representative’ of the stone, or a ‘likeness’ of the stone, or its ‘species’: and the same 

thing can be called a ‘habit’ because it facilitates or inclines the intellect toward the 

abstractive cognition of the stone.518 

 

Holcot does not intend the similitude-relation to entail any kind of spatial isomorphism, nor a 

sameness of essense/nature. The term similitudo is not used here as it is when it is used for 

indicating a likeness between two things that share a similarity on account of some quality that 

is in both of them and is of the same nature in both of them (for example, two white things). 

However, the term similitude is used here for indicating a “representational likeness” (similes 

in repraesentando); the species is a similitude of the object because of the way it is 

experienced in us (sed quia sic experimur in nobis). Specifically, the species is a similitude of 

the object in the representational sense because it is that by which there is caused in us a 

thought of the absent thing: “this likeness is the cause of an act of cognition.” The similitude 

(‘imago’, ‘ydolum’, ‘exemplar,’ ‘habitus scientalis’, ‘conceptus’, ‘verbum,’ or ‘species’) 

shares a form of isomorphism with the object (or objects) and no other object (or objects) in 

virtue of being that which is apt to move the mind to a thought of the object (or objects) and is 

apt to cause no other thought. 519 

 

I suggest that we can make a connection (thought not a direct one) between the mental species 

as similitudes and the spoken/written words and signs as similitudes. Spoken/written words 

and other signs, like mental species, function as representatives that bring to mind thoughts of 

signified objects. The difference between the two kinds of representatives is that while mental 

                                                
518 Holcot, Sent. II, q. 3. Transl. is Tachau’s; see Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 249. Calvin Normore quotes the 
same passage from Holcot, observing that: “Precisely because this conception of similitude, the conception of 
similitude needed in epistemology, is so strange what it is and what its relation to causality is is not clear.” 
Normore suggests that while the late medieval notion of similitude is in no way straightforward (“There need be 
no similarity in any sense in which two objects outside (or inside) the mind might be said to be similar”), it seems 
to be the case that the aspect of similitude intrinsic to the concept is just that aspect of the quality that makes it the 
quality by which the object is “conceived by the mind whose concept it is.” And this is what Panaccio and 
Normore (now) think is the similitude-relation that Ockham’s mental concepts have with their objects on 
Ockham’s late actus-theory of cognition. See Calvin Normore, “Primitive Intentionality,” 255-266, 262-263. 
Notice that, according to Panaccio, Aquinas may have held a similar view (see footnote above).  
519 Tachau, Vision and Certitude, 248. 
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acts and species have natural signification, spoken/written words and signs have conventional 

signification. Conventional signs are subordinated to mental concepts, but signify the same 

objects as the mental concepts they are subordinated to. Further, just like mental species in the 

mind, for conventional signs to bring to mind thoughts of the objects signified by them they 

must be apprehended, but they [the signs/species] are not the direct objects of our mental 

attention. Of course, the representation can be the direct object of a thought - I can think of the 

eight-letter word “Hercules” as a word in itself - but that is not what is going on when the sign 

or species brings to mind the thought about the object that it signifies. Rather, we might better 

understand of the role of species, signs, representations and similitudes if we think of them as 

mediators or catalysts of thought. This is exactly the argument that Holcot makes in his 

discussion of the proper use of images in worship. In Lectio 158 of Wisdom Holcot critiques 

the orthodox defence of the use of images in worship offered by Thomas Aquinas by pointing 

out that Aquinas has misunderstood how representations function as mediators of thought. The 

context is a dubitatio asking whether it is lawful for Christians to worship images:520 

 

Because the worship of images is disparaged in this lecture, there is the opportunity to 

raise a doubt: whether it is lawful for Christians to adore images? The argument contra 

[the adoration of images] is Exodus 2 where it is said, “Thou shalt not make for thyself 

any images or likenesses etc.”521 But if it is unlawful to make them, it is even more 

unlawful to adore them. And in Scripture there is no other blame laid on idolaters 

except that they adore the works of their hands, just as has been said in this lecture. 

But images of gold, silver, wood and stone are works of hands. Thus in the canon of 

Scripture we read that no such thing is to be allowed, therefore it is seen to be 

superstitious to admit (indtroducere) such images. And opposing this [argument]522 is 

Church ceremony and John Damascene (Sentences IV, Chapter 8, which is called On 

Holy Images), where he cites Basel the Great saying that the honour of images comes 

to a prototype, that is, to an example. Aquinas responds to this question (Sentences III, 

Distinction 4):523 “An image is able to be considered in two ways, either as it is a 

                                                
520 Margaret Aston has quoted a paragraph from Sap., lect clviii in her discussion of late medieval iconoclasm. 
Aston, Lollards and Reformers, 156-158. 
521 The reference in the Basel edition is wrong, it should be Exodus 20:4. 
522 Now Holcot presents the argument for the proper use of images for worship, that is John of Damascus’s 
argument.  
523 The reference provided by Holcot is wrong. It is, in fact, Aquinas, Sent. III, dist. 9, q. 4, art 1, q. 2, soln. 
Aquinas does have motus but it is not obvious what he means by this. The same question is discussed in STh., 
2a2ae, q. 103, art. 3. The Blackfriars translation uses ‘response’ and ‘reaction’ to translate ‘motus,’ which seems 
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certain thing, or as it is an image. In the first way it is not owed any honour, just as (no 

honour is owed to) wood nor to stone. In the second manner the same movement 

(motus) is in the image and in that which is imagined, and so the same honour is owed 

to the image as to what it is the image of.524  

 

Holcot opposes Aquinas on this point, explaining that because latria is the honour owed only 

to God, it cannot be owed both to Christ and the image of Christ, because then the honour is 

owed both to Christ and to a stone, and consequently the same honour is owed both to Christ 

and to a creature, which is a mistake:525  

 

But against this response I object thus: because latria is the honour owed only to God, 

but no image is God, so therefore it includes a contradiction to say that latria is the 

honour owed to the image of Christ and to Christ. Furthermore, if we owe the same 

honour to the image that is of Christ and to Christ, the first honour is also owed to a 

stone and to Christ, and consequently the same honour is owed to Christ and to a 

creature, which is not to be believed. Furthermore, someone who adores something 

with the honour of latria holds that it is God, therefore if someone might legitimately 

adore an image of God with the worship of latria he might legitimately hold and 

confess something other than God to be God. For this reason it may be said otherwise, 

that no adoration is owed to an image nor is allowed to adore some image, for the 

adoration is in the spirit, and in devotion, and in the highest love, and we should in no 

way direct this at some creature.526  

 

Holcot’s answer to the question of why it is not wrong to use images in worship is this:  

 

Because, however, on account of the image of Christ we are excited to adoring Christ, 

and in the presence of the image we make our adoration to Christ, therefore broadly 
                                                                                                                                                    
correct since motus can mean something like ‘emotion.’ So here we seem to have explicitly the claim that the 
emotive response to an image is the same as to that of which it is the image! 
524 Sap., lect. clviii, 524. (Wisd. 14:10). 
525 Note that latria is adoration due only to God; hyperdulia is veneration due to Mary; and dulia is the form of 
worship appropriate to the Saints (although Holcot extends its usage to include anyone excellent person).  
526 Ibid. 
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speaking it is said that we adore the image. So it seems to me that we should say that I 

neither adore the image of Christ because it is wood, nor because it is the image of 

Christ, but I adore Christ in the presence of the image of Christ because it is the image 

of Christ that excites me to adoring Christ.527  

 

The distinction between idolatria and latria can be made in terms of a distinction between 

two different mental acts. The act of latria in the soul of the good Christian can be 

represented by a higher-order mental assertion expressing the lower-order act such as: “I am 

adoring/worshiping that which is to be loved supremely” or “I am adoring/worshiping God.” 

On the other hand, the act of idolatria in the soul of the idolater can be expressed by a higher-

order mental assertion: “I am adoring/worshiping this thing before me that is to be loved 

supremely” or “I am adoring/worshiping this thing before me [which is] God.” The error of 

the idolater, then, is that he mistakenly takes what ought merely to be the mediator of thought 

as the direct object of the thought, and so he misdirects his volition towards a creature or a 

sign, instead of towards that which the creature or sign represents. And so, Holcot concludes, 

when St Thomas, St Basil, and the whole ritual of the Church teach that the images of saints 

should be adored, we should understand them to mean that on account of the representation of 

the image it is lawful in the presence of that image to adore that which it is an image of.528  

 

It is evident from Holcot’s approval of the use of images in worship (and his numerous 

discussions of the proper and improper use of images, idols and simulacrum elsewhere in his 

writings) that Holcot thought of images as valuable tools specifically because of their ability 

to cause people to think and feel in certain ways about themselves, others, and God. But when 

using images for purposes such as performing latria an obvious question arises: will any 

image do? Unlike mental species which have natural signification, the relationship between 

conventional signs and what they signify is much more complicated. A conventional sign can 

be subordinated to one or more mental concepts, and likewise the mental concept can have 

more than one conventional sign subordinated to it.529 The question is whether one 

conventional sign or image is more apt to bring about a particular thought or apprehension 

than another sign is? Holcot addresses the question a little later on in Lectio 158: 

                                                
527 Ibid. It is interesting that Holcot (a Dominican) opposes Aquinas’s argument and reinterprets him in this way.  
528 Ibid. 
529 Note that there is no equivocation of this sort in mental language. See Chapter One. 
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If it is said that I am required to adore God through the commemoration of the 

representation in the image, much more should I make this on account of a more true 

image. But a truer image of God is in the soul of man, and a truer image is in a real man 

than in a wooden or stone image [of man], and so it is more lawful for me to adore God 

or Christ in a real man, than in a dead image.530  

 

Although a real man contains a truer image of God in his soul than a “dead image” does, 

Holcot is cautious. He advises that we adore God in the presence of a dead image rather than 

in the presence of another man because man is all too easily lead to believe that he himself is 

being adored, which could lead to problems.531  

 

Conventional signs of all kinds - whether they are sculpted, spoken, or communicated through 

actions and appearances - can be dangerous because they can be misinterpreted and cause 

inordinate cognitions and volitions to occur. Holcot is very explicit about the ethical 

responsibility of the artificer (the maker of images, representations, and signs). In Lectio 166 

Holcot blames the probagation of idolatry on the irresponsibility of artists who, by their 

diligence and skills (and by using precious materials to construct wonderful species of graceful 

beauty) have misled simple people to believe that there is something sacred in the images.532 

Holcot says that on many occasions artists have been enticed by rewards to create 

(mis)representations of their patrons. When this is done the majority of people are lead astray 

from the truth through the appearance (species) of the image. In effect, those who had 

originally honoured the patron with dulia (that is, the worship due to some excellent person) 

now honour him with latria (that is, the worship owed solely to God).533 Holcot’s message is 

clear: those who engage in the creation of representations for public consumption ought to be 

mindful of the thoughts and affects that these images cause in others. Later on in the same 

lecture Holcot extends the injunction to artists working in all mediums of representation, 

including: verbal (“It is unbelievable how the sweetness of speech leads men astray”); physical 

(the female body and the external appearance of the simulators, hypocrites and flatters: “Judge 
                                                
530 Sap., lect. clviii, 524-525. 
531 Holcot qualifies the claim, “someone who thus adores God, excited to do so by a man insofar as he is an image 
of God, in no way sins except, perhaps, by accident.” Ibid., 525. 
532 Sap., lect clxvi, 548. (Wisd. 14:18-21). 
533 Ibid. 
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not according to the appearance”); and mental imagery (we often misrepresent ourselves to 

ourselves by over-magnifying our gifts, and over-minimizing our short comings).534 Holcot 

offers an exemplar of a self-deceiving fool to illustrate the insidious nature of inordinate 

representation: 

 

They are just like that depiction in sculpture of Balduino (Balvino), with his neck, 

shoulders, and arms standing out. He looks as though he supports the whole structure, 

straining with the weight! And yet, the structure would stand just as firm, and would be 

just as durable, if the whole idol were demolished or removed. Such people are like the 

one who was out of his mind [and] always standing outside in the open, who would 

never agree to come into the house, or sit, or drink, or eat. When he was asked why he 

did this he said that he was holding up the whole sky and that if he let it go at that time 

the sky would fall.535  

 

The image/idol of Balduino holding up the roof explains how the madman/self-deceiver 

represents himself to himself in his head. Holcot’s exemplar is amusing, but also poignant; 

underlying Holcot’s numerous discussions of signs and images is an acute awareness of the 

difficulty involved in making the the connection between the representation and the reality it 

signifies, coupled with understanding of human human error and fallibility. Man has an 

inherent tendency towards misinterpretation and getting things wrong. And at no time are 

humans more vulnerable to fallibility and misunderstanding than when the overwhelming 

passions and emotions disable us from making clear rational evaluations. Holcot makes this 

point in Lectio 164, where he describes the origin of idolatry (which was the excessive grief of 

a parent for their dead child): 

 

The motive for constructing idols was firstly the disordinate love (amor deordinatus) of 

the carnal father for his son, who, with the son now dead, mourns beyond the measure 

of reason. He then considered the way that he might be able to sooth so much pain, and, 

with the sculptor summoned, he constructed an image of his son so that he who he could 

not really possess anymore, he could have the appearance of. For just as Aristotle says 

                                                
534 Ibid., 549-550. 
535 Ibid., 549. 
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in Poetry: “man naturally delights in signifying himself.” And because each man takes 

this as God for worship; that which he loves supremely (more than anything else), 

therefore, from inordinate love (deordinata delectione) of the son, such a foolish father 

began to worship the image of his son as God.536 

 

After this story, Holcot continues that Peter Comester, Fulgentius, and Alexander Neckham all 

tell of the history of idolatry in Egypt, beginning with a very rich man called Syrophenes who 

had begotten a single son and loved him immoderately. 537 It happened that the son died and 

“because of the very great movement of love” Syrophenes had an image of the son set-up in 

his halls, “and while he sought succour for his sadness (tristitia), he discovered, rather, a 

nursery (seed-bed; seminarium) of pain.” “Whence,” Holcot tells us, “that simulachrum is 

called an ‘idol’ which we in Latin call a species of dolor (pain).”538 

 

First and foremost, the grieving fathers go wrong by creating fictiones that signify nothing. 

Recall that in Lectio 6 Holcot, in accordance with Augustine’s definition, distinguished 

between the two kinds of fictio. Augustine said that “A sign is not a falsehood because we 

make it up, but when we make up a sign that signifies nothing then it is a falsehood. But when 

our fictio refers to some signification it is not a falsehood but a kind of figure of the truth.” 

The sculptured similitude of the child who no longer exists as a body-soul composite is, in 

Augustine’s sense, a falsehood. It is a sign that has no significate and so is completely 

insubstantial. The first father, then, thinking that he could gain something by having the 

‘appearance’ of the non-existent child, was entirely misguided. However, the similitude of the 

son, although representing an absent item, still functions as a similitude should; it still causes 

there to be a thought of the object. The problem is that the image brings about the wrong 

thought. The thought that is brought to the mind of the first father is a complex-cognition 

                                                
536 Sap., lect. clxiv, 540. (Wisd. 14:15-16). 
537 I paraphrase from Sap., lect. clxiv, 540-41. 
538 Sap., lect. clxiv, 540-41. Holcot is perhaps thinking of Tertullian’s On Idolatry, Chapter III “[4] Ad hoc 
necessaria est vocabuli interpretatio. Eidos Graece formam sonat; ad eo perdiminutionem eidolon deductum; 
aeque apud nos forma formulam fecit. Igitur omnis forma vel formula idolum se dici exposcit. Inde idololatria 
omnis circa omne idolum famulatus et servitus. Inde et omnis idoli artifex eiusdem et unius est criminis, nisi 
parum idololatriam populus admisit, quia simulacrum vituli et non hominis sibi consecravit.” “‘Eidos’ in Greek 
signifies form and ‘eidolon’ is derived from it by diminution, likewise among us (Latins) ‘form’ produces 
‘formula’. Therefore every form or formula asks for itself to be called an idol. Hence idolatry is any servitude or 
obeisance to any idol. Hence every manufacturer of an idol is guilty of the same crime - except that the people 
which consecrated for itself the simulacrum of a calf and not of a man suffered little from idolatry.” I am grateful 
to Christopher Martin for suggesting this source and providing the translation. 
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judging the son to be the supremely lovable good. And by eliciting a volition in accordance 

with this cognition (that is, by supremely loving the son) the first foolish father engages in 

idolatria, worshiping an inappropriate object with the worship owed only to God. Now, this 

does not seem to be the same case for the second father, Syrophenes. Rather, we are told that 

Syrophenes installs a similitude of his son with the hope that in the presence of the image he 

will receive consolation, but instead experiences greater pain. Why is this? According to 

Ockham’s theory of the passions, in the presence of the image might cause Syrophenes to have 

a thought of his son, and this apprehension may be accompanied by an act of complacentia, 

and some small passion of delight. However, simultaneously Syrophenes is likely to have an 

act of judgment that the son is not actually present, accompanied by a desire for the son to be 

present, and a belief that the desired object (that is, the presence of the son) is unobtainable in 

the future. Despair is likely to follow from the act of desiring and belief, while displacentia (or 

odium) and sadness will follow form the apprehension that the son is actually absent to 

Syrophenes. Hence, any small pleasure or delight caused by the image is likely to be destroyed 

by the intense passions of sadness and pain. And so, the claim of the etymological connection 

between the similitude, idol, species and pain (“that simulachrum is called an ‘idol’ which we 

in Latin call a species of dolor”) is particularly apt. The idol is a similitude or species that 

brings to mind a specific thought, which causes displacentia, coupled with sadness and pain.  

 

Given the direct link that Holcot draws between the idol and dolor it is surprising that he does 

not advise that the image be abolished altogether. The problem, as Holcot sees it, is not the 

similitude itself, but the way that the similitude is interpreted by the father (that is the the 

complex cognitions and volitions that the similitude brings about in the father’s mind). 

Similitudes and signs are powerful tools, but they are also dangerous when misused and 

misunderstood. The question then is how to guarantee that the right mental acts are brought to 

mind when the image is present. Holcot suggests that guidelines and instructions for 

interpretation are required. In the second half of Lectio 164 Holcot instructs the audience on 

how to reinterpret the object of their bereavement by providing a set of simple guidelines. 

After considering the various ‘modes of mourning’ (modum lugendi) deceased friends, Holcot 

offers those who mourn immoderately - that is those “who mourn the death of their friends as 

if they were completely, eternally lost”) a new narrative model designed to replace or modify 

the bereaved’s understanding of the deceased, and so to alter the mental acts that arise when 

the deceased loved one is apprehended. Holcot offers these guidelines in the form of ten 

propositions, encapsulated by two short mnemonic verses.  
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For you who mourn the death of a friend let these ten [reasons] set the standard, and 

bring back happiness and joy. 

‘God wills’, and ‘it is His’, ‘the law’, ‘ He frees’, ‘knowing everything’, 

‘It does no good’, rather ‘it harms’, 'it will impede’, ‘He will arise’, ‘He will love.’539 

 

He then proceeds to expound each of the ten points, developing each point into a rational 

consideration (consideratio) or reason (ratio) for the bereaved to keep in mind when thinking 

about the deceased. I am unable to include them all here, but have selected the five that best 

illustrate Holcot’s strategy.  

 

The first point: “God wills” 

 

Therefore if you have a dead friend, no matter how dear to you, consider first this 

principle: that God wills. Whence Augustine, On True Religion, Chapter 43: “He who 

loves God perfectly is not afflicted by the death of anyone since he loves God with his 

whole soul. He knows nothing to die to him which does not perish to God. God, 

moreover, is the lord of the living and the dead.  

 

The second point: “it is His” 

 

Second consideration is that it is just and legitimate for everyone to seek the return of 

what is his. Jerome in his letter to Marsilium or Cyrasium “He takes nothing of yours 

away, who deigns it worthy to take back what is his own.”540 It is fitting for the creator 

to take back what is lent, and nothing else is fitting than to give thanks to the creator 

who made the loan, by the example of the holy Job, who, deprived of his children and 

                                                
539 Sap., lect. clxiv, 542. 
540 Reference is to St. Jerome, Epistula ad Tyrasium (Jerome Epist. 40). 
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deprived of his every wealth, said: “the lord gave, the lord took back, just as it pleased 

the lord, blessed be the lord.”541 

 

The fourth point: “He frees” 

 

Fourth, when you propose/set-out to mourn your friend, consider that from death he 

becomes free from servitude, certainty replaces doubt, where he was miserable he is 

blessed, because it is said in Job 13: “man, born of woman, living for a short while, is 

full of much wretchedness.” Whence Augustine On The Visitation of the Sick, Book 

One: “Who is able to count the grievances of the present life? To hunger, to thirst, to be 

cold, to be hot, to be weary, and innumerable others... the birth of human life is the 

beginning of pain, and the end of human life then is rest. Certain philosophers indeed, 

being not unaware of this, grieved at the birth of children but rejoiced at their 

death....”542 

 

The Six point: “it does no good” 

 

Consider that your immoderate grieving does not help him. For you can neither call him 

back to life nor free him from purgatory through such grieving. And this is what David 

clearly maintained in 2 Kings 12 when his most dear son was ill, he wept, and took no 

food. But when, however, his beloved son was dead he got up off the ground, and 

washed, and ate, and took solace, and said: “can I call him back again? I rather will go 

to him, he will not come to me.”543 

 

The tenth point: “He will love” 

 

                                                
541 Ibid., 542-43. 
542 Ibid., 543. 
543 Ibid., 543. 
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Consider that if he was dear to you whilst he was alive, he will be more dear now he is 

saved, and so it is said in the verse amabit. Thus indeed our friends are made drunk by a 

deluge of divine pleasure (voluptus), but in this way indeed, that in no way do they 

forget us, as St Augustine in Confessions 9:3 talking about Nebridius, his dead friend.544 

 

One way to understand what Holcot is offering is to consider the ten rationes as a strategy for 

reducing the bereaved’s grief by simply reminding him/her of some rational principles. 

However, I believe that Holcot achieves something more sophisticated. What Holcot’s ten 

rationes offers the bereaved is a formula for reconceptualising the object of grief. In effect, 

Holcot’s ten rationes replaces the false ‘fictio’ with a ‘fictio’ that signifies a reality and is 

therefore a ‘figure of the truth.’ So how does this work? Take the second ratio “it is His.” The 

consideration following explains that the object (the loved-one) never belonged to the 

bereaved in the first place. It belongs to God and was merely lent; the implication being that 

what was never one’s own can never be lost. By understanding this the bereaved modifies 

his/her mental description of the deceased; instead of thinking about the deceased as “my 

(lost) one” the possessive pronoun is replaced with “His,” that is, “His/God’s (reclaimed) 

one”.545 The consideration accompanying the fourth point “He frees” describes the deceased as 

having transcended from a state of continuous discomfort to a state of sustained satisfaction, 

finally freed from the pains of the temporal existence. No doubt the apprehension of the 

deceased as free in this sense will cause a volitional act of complacentia in the soul of the 

bereaved, perhaps accompanied by some less intense passion of delight. The sixth reason “it 

does no good” recalls Lazarus’ consolation: “Can I call him back again? [No] rather I will go 

to him, he will not come to me.” This consideration evokes an act of hope in the bereaved and 

serves to prevent despair. Instead of the volitional act of desiring the absent object being 

accompanied by a belief that the object is eternally lost and impossible to possess in the future, 

the belief will be replaced by a belief that the object is possible to acquire in the future. Thus 

an act of hope will naturally follow in the bereaved’s soul.546 The tenth consideration “He will 

love” replaces any memory of the deceased pain and suffering at the time of death (which may 

be especially prominent if the loved-one died in a state of severe illness) with a vivid image of 

the deceased “drunk on a deluge of divine pleasure.” By incorporating this idea of ultimate 

                                                
544 Ibid., 544. 
545 More precisely, what will be involved is the formation of a judicative cognition that has different 
syncategoremata reflecting the change in possesive pronoun. See Chapter One for how mental propostio are 
combined from simple concepts (mental terms) and syncategoremata. 
546 See Chapter Two for Ockham’s model of hope.  
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enjoyment into the mental description by which the bereaved apprehends the deceased, it is 

likely that at least a little delight or pleasure will accompany the volitional act following from 

the thought of the lost loved-one in this way. Finally, the premise “God wills” and the 

consideration “He who loves God perfectly is not afflicted by the death of anyone since he 

loves God with his whole soul,” reminds the bereaved that it is God who ought to be loved 

over and above anything else, and encourages the bereaved to form the judicative cognition 

“God is that which is to be loved supremely” and simultaneously elicit an act of willing or 

loving God as the ultimate good (fruitio ordinata). Having elicited an act of fruitio ordinata in 

the soul, any act of loving or willing another object will be an act of uti by which the object is 

loved in, or on account of, the ultimately loved object (God). In effect any excessive or 

inordinate love that the bereaved had for the deceased will be moderated and reduced. With 

the volition having been modified in this manner, the sadness in the soul which accompanies 

the act of displacentia elicited when the bereaved apprehends the desired object as absent will 

no longer be excessive or inordinate sadness, because he/she no longer loves the object 

immoderately. Hence, what I understand Holcot to be doing by offering these ten rationes is 

modifying the description of the object in a way that guarantees - or at least improves the 

changes of - the right thoughts being brought to mind when a species or similitude of the 

object is present.  

 

3.4 Summary 

 

In lectio 164, then, Holcot is engaging in an activity a little like Christ was after the 

resurrection (as described in Lectio 6 and above); he is thinking carefully about how he can 

use his materials to construct something like a sign that represents a reality and moves the 

mind of the reader to a particular thought or disposition. However, in Holcot’s case he is using 

narrative constructs and verbal images to achieve this task. Throughout his scriptural 

commentaries and preaching handbooks, Holcot uses a wide range of literary forms; classical 

myths and histories, animal fables, encyclopaedic exemplar, astronomical objects, and even 

objects directly at hand. The entire imaginable world - past, present, future, and mythological - 

in all its concrete manifestation, is utilized by Holcot and transformed into narratives which 

function as mediators or signs which move the readers' minds to the conceptualization of some 
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specific spiritual disposition or abstract religious idea.547 A good example of this approach is 

the use of the cone-lamp in the church as a model to articulate an idea about what the passions 

of joy (laetitia) and sadness (tristitia) are like in the human soul. The description of the object 

providing the analogy, combined with its interpretation, constitute the didactic narrative. The 

fact that his images are ‘fictiones’ (or fictional) is beyond the point for Holcot because the 

industry of sign production - as Augustine had pointed out - is one of making things up 

(fingimus); any sign having the potentiality to represent both truth and fiction 

simultaneously.548  

 

There are two main approaches Holcot takes to representing inner-states or abstract ideas in a 

fictional narrative form. The first approach involves taking an already existing narrative (for 

example a myth from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, or a description of an object from Alexander 

Neckham’s Scintillario poetarum) and interpreting it allegorically, expounding the text in a 

way that shows how it signifies a spiritual disposition or abstract idea. This process involves 

considering the range of alternative possible meanings that the narrative can support, and 

selecting the interpretation most accommodating to the author’s objectives.549 The second 

approach - and the one that primarily interests me in the next chapter - involves the 

construction of a new narrative for the purposes of communicating a specific idea. In the 

following section I will discuss how the ‘verbal picture’ technique was employed by Holcot as 

a strategy for constructing literary representations designed to move the audience’s minds in 

very particular ways to achieve very particular understandings. Although the technique was 

employed to communicate about a variety of abstract concepts and spiritual ideas, my 

discussion will focus specifically on how the verbal picture was capable of advancing the 

audience’s understandings about states of suffering in the soul.  

 

                                                
547 I am not claiming the tradition of moralizing objects and stories for the purposes of didactic teaching was 
invented by Holcot, nor even that his attitude toward pagan narratives and fiction in general was unique to him 
alone. What I am suggesting is that Holcot’s attitude towards fiction was firmly rooted in his theological views 
regarding the implications that God’s unlimited power had for human experience and his understanding of 
epistemology and emotion.  
548 Hence there was nothing illicit about a pagan or classical narrative that would deem it inappropriate for 
Christian consumption, nor is there anything particularly dangerous or threatening about the utilization of images 
in worship and prayer.  
549 Jon Whitman discusses the distinction between two allegorical traditions “allegorical composition” and 
“allegorical interpretation,” explaining that the former is primarily concerned with grammatical and rhetorical 
skills, while the later involves philosophical analysis and is a form of exegesis. See Jon Whitman, Allegory: The 
Dynamics of an Ancient and Medieval Technique (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 263-268. 
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Chapter 4: Picturing Pain and Pictures of Pain in Pastoral and Middle 

English Literature. 

 

A proper understanding of what is required for self-reflection, introspection, and confession 

requires an account of the workings of the mind. As we have seen in section one and two of 

this thesis, late medieval philosophers understood that humans could experience different 

levels of self-knowledge, and that to be explicitly aware of one’s internal state one needs to 

have a higher-level, reflexive cognition taking the occurent act as its object. The higher-level 

cognitions with which we ascribe cognitive and volitional states to ourselves take the form of 

mental propositiones, and presuppose the prior acquisition of mental terms and concepts 

(lower-level cognitions) to provide the units from which the complex-cognition (propositio) is 

constituted. Therefore to recognize and communicate about one’s own inner-states and 

spiritual dispositions it is necessary to have a sufficiently developed repertoire of mental terms 

and concepts about the different kinds of virtues, vices and spiritual dispositions, as well as a 

knowledge of the linguistic vocabulary necessary to speak about them. The problem facing 

Holcot and the mendicant preachers was how to effectively impart this information to 

congregation members who were unfamiliar with the subject matter, or who had limited 

understandings of it. One of the ways that Holcot overcame this difficulty was by employing 

unusual ‘verbal-pictures’ or figures that would serve as vehicles to represent the abstract ideas 

in a way that was appealing and easily comprehensible to his audience. Holcot’s ‘verbal 

picture’ technique has received attention from scholars studying medieval mnemonic 

technique, particularly Frances Yates, Mary Carruthers, and Kimberly Rivers. 550 Most recently 

John T. Slotemaker and Jeffery C. Witt have discussed the picture technique with respect to 

Holcot’s homiletics and exegetical method. 551 However, no critic treating Holcot’s technique 

has made an effort to understand late medieval epistemology, which is surprising considering 

                                                
550 Frances Yates, The Art of Memory (London: Routledge, 1966); Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A 
Study of Memory in Medieval Culture. 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Kimberly Rivers, 
Preaching the Memory of Virtue and Vice: Memory, Images and Preaching in the Late Middle Ages (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 2010). While acknowledging the utility of the images as ‘mnemonic aids’, I suggest that we should 
appreciate their function as vehicles for communicating information effectively based upon the late medieval 
empiricist epistemologies. Yates, Carruthers and Rivers promote the account of cognition developed by Thomas 
Aquinas as the most appropriate philosophical context for understanding the ‘verbal picture’ technique. However, 
as we have seen in Chapter One, these accounts of cognition are not properly representative of late thirteenth- and 
early fourteenth-century thinking due to changes in cognitive theory and ontology. 	  
551 Slotemaker and Witt observe that the words of the pictures are carefully chosen to correlate with the language 
of Scripture: “What is clear is that often, though not always, Holcot links the words of a given clause with a 
passage from Scripture in a complex form of word association.” See Slotemaker and Witt, Robert Holcot, 154-
156.  
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that Holcot was an active contributor to on-going debates in this field. 552 Based on my 

understanding of the theory of concept acquisition that Holcot advocated, I argue that through 

these vivid verbal images (or clusters of images) Holcot is able to define and describe abstract 

concepts - including concepts of particular passions - in a way that the audience can easily 

comprehend, conceptualize and effectively employ in the activity of introspection.  

 

4.1 The Epistemological Background to the ‘Verbal Picture’ Technique. 

 

In Chapter One we considered whether it was (thought to be) possible for someone to acquire 

an understanding of an object if he/she had never been exposed to that object and had no direct 

experience of it. It was suggested that according to philosophers such as Ockham, so long as a 

person possesses some relevant mental concepts he/she can be instructed by a competent 

speaker how to combine several of his/her mental terms or concepts to form a complex-

concept or a mental description of the object. Although the complex-concept does not provide 

the same kind of knowledge of the object as a direct perception or experience of the object 

provides, the mental description is adequate to provide enough of an understanding of the 

object for the learner to have a meaningful conversation about the object and to recognize the 

object if/when something fitting that description is presented to them. For example, if someone 

has never had an intuitive cognition of a lion, but wishes to know what a ‘lion’ is, he may be 

introduced to the linguistic expression ‘a lion is a big cat, with a mane, yellow fur and a tail,’ 

and assuming that the learner already possesses the mental quality terms or concepts ‘mane’, 

'yellow', 'fur’, ‘tail’, 'big', and ‘cat’, he can compose a complex-cognition or mental 

description, enabling him to think about and communicate about lions.  

 

Definitions and Descriptions: 

 

According to the late medieval philosophers and theologians, a proper definition of an object 

consists of two components: genus and differentiae. ‘Properties’ (proprietates) are not 

properly speaking part of a definition, but may be included in a description of an object. A 

                                                
552 Judson Boyce Allen provides an interesting discussion Holcot’s ‘picture’ technique, explaining it in terms of 
its similarity to the biblical distinctiones: See Allen, The Friar as Critic, 107-116. 
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description (as opposed to a definition) was understood to be a list those aspects predicable of 

the subject, qualifying how it exists in the world.553 Aristotle’s list of ten categories (or 

predicaments) were: substance, quality, quantity, relation (to something), local, temporal, 

possession, position, action and passion (being affected).554 Late medieval Scholastic 

philosophers modified this schema to match their own ontologies.555 The category of qualities 

is the most useful for the purposes of description, and so it is important to know that the 

Scholastics divided this category into Primary and Secondary Qualities.556 Primary Qualities 

were the elemental qualities pertaining to substances, such as ‘hot’, ‘dry,’ ‘wet,’ and ‘cold.’ 

The Secondary Qualities were all other qualities divided into five kinds: 

 

1. Non-basic tactile qualities (such as heavy, hard, smooth, viscose, fine) 

2. Other sense qualities (colour, sound, smell, taste) 

3. Occult qualities (magnetism) 

4. Spiritual or intentional qualities (light or colour that exists in a medium or sense organ) 

5. Wholly immaterial qualities (thoughts and volitions, including cognitions and affections). 

 

A detailed description must include a list of predicables specific to the subject being described. 

The description of a lion, for example, may include: ‘a big cat with a mane, yellow fur, four 

paws, a tail, claws and sharp teeth, carnivorous, is able to roar.’ A description of a specific 

substance term such as lion is easy, because it is a physical object having physical properties 

and qualities. A definition or description of an abstract term like ‘love’ (caritas or dilectio) or 

                                                
553 For further discussion of the definitions and descriptions in medieval grammar and dialectic see Vivien Law, 
The History of Linguistics in Europe from Plato to 1600 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 147-
55.  
554 The list features in Aristotle's Categories, Chapter 4, and was available in a translation and commentary by 
Boethius. For an outline of the Categories relevance to medieval metaphysical accounts of being, see Calvin G. 
Normore, "Accidents and Modes," in Robert Pasnau and Christine van Dyke eds., The Cambridge History of 
Medieval Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 674-685. An equally important text was 
Porphyry's Isagoge, written as an introduction to the ten categories, but primarily discussing the so-called 'five 
predicables': genus, species, difference, property and accident. In teh Isagoge Porphyry raises, but does not 
answer, the question of the metaphysical status of universals, which fuelled the ongoing medieval debates on the 
subject. See Paul Vincent Spade, ed. and transl., Five Texts on the Medieval Problem of Universals: Porphyry, 
Boethius, Abelard, Duns Scotus, Ockham (Indiana: Hackett Publishing, 1994).  
555 According to Ockham, Holcot and others, there are only two kinds of things with real being: substances and 
qualities. Everything included in the other categories (for example time, position, relation, motion and so on) are 
the product of thinking and speaking about things, not real beings in themselves. See Lahey, John Wyclif , 35. 
556 See Robert Pasnau, “Scholastic Qualities, Primary and Secondary,” 41-61. 
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‘sweetness’ (suavitas) is going to be more difficult.557 However, ‘sweetness’ and ‘love’ are 

exactly the kinds of things that Holcot develops the ‘verbal-picture’ technique to teach and 

communicate to his audience. In the following discussion I will argue that Holcot’s ‘verbal 

picture’ technique was developed to enable people unfamiliar with particular abstract ideas 

and spiritual concepts to develop some understanding of what the abstract terms refer to. 558  

 

The ‘Verbal Pictures’ in the Commentary on the Twelve Minor Prophets: 

 

Woven into his commentary on the The Twelve Prophets) are found twenty-four curious 

constructions that Holcot has employed as vehicles to teach unfamiliar/abstract or spiritual 

terms and concepts to his audience. The list includes: ‘Idolatria’ (idolatry), ‘Puer’ (boy - but 

focuses on innocence), ‘Amicitia’ (love - specifically the love of friendship), ‘Rex’ (kingship), 

‘Liber’ (God of Wine - against drunkeness), ‘Patientia’ (patience),559 ‘Impatientia’ 

(impatience), ‘Cupidio’ (cupidity)560, ‘Pax’ (peace), ‘Veritas’ (truth), ‘Luxuria’ (adultery), 

‘Fides’ (faith), ‘Gratia’ (grace), ‘Spes’ (hope), ‘Superbia’ (pride), ‘Avaricia’ (greed), 

                                                
557 These are not substances, but need to inhere in a substance to have existence beyond the abstract universal 
term. They are also predicables themselves; qualities from the category of ‘Secondary Quality’. The sweetness 
that Holcot depicts as a verbal-picture is not sensory taste ‘sweetness’ (the sweetness of an apple) but spiritual 
sweetness, specifically the sweetness of Christ.  
558 It is clear that Holcot did not ‘invent’ the technique himself. Many of Holcot’s ‘images’ in The Twelve 
Prophets are similar to the sort found in Fulgentius Metaphoralis, which Holcot accesses through John of 
Ridevall’s commentary on the text; see Judson Boyce Allen, “Commentary as Criticism: The Text, Influence, and 
Literary Theory of the Fulgentius Metaphored of John Ridewall,” in Acta Conventus Neo-Latini 
Amstelodamensis, ed. P. Tuynman, G. C. Kuiper, and E. Kessler (Munich: Fink Verlag, 1979), 25-47. Allen has 
located many of Holcot’s materials in the work of The Third Vatican Mythographer Alberic of London’s De Diis 
Gentium (a source of John Ridevall’s verbal pictures also; sometimes Holcot attributes his pictures to Ridevall). 
Allen observes: “Holkot quotes Alberic over and over again, with and without acknowledgement, and assembles 
material form various places in the treatise with such thoroughness that he must have known it in detail.” Allen 
notes that Holcot is familiar (either directly or second hand) with the mythology of Remigius (The Second 
Vatican Mythographer) and draws inspiration for his images from the Church Fathers Augustine, Jerome and 
Chrysostom. Holcot frequently refers to Isidore of Seville's Etymologies, as well as three medieval dictionaries; 
Papias Grammaticus, Vocabularium; John of Balbus, Catholicon; and Huguccio Pisanus, Magnae Derivationes. 
However, as Allen explains, we cannot always be sure that Holcot had access to the texts directly; he may have 
recieved his material second-hand from other sources. See Judson Boyce Allen, “The Library of a Classicizer: the 
Sources of Robert Holkot’s Mythographic Learning,” in Arts liberaux et philosophie au Moyen Age: Actes du 
quatrieme Congres international de philosophie medievale (Paris, J. Vrin, 1969), 721-729. Holcot’s sources 
include the encyclopaedists Alexander Neckham’s Scintillario Poetarum, John of Salisbury Policraticus, and 
Vincent of Beauvais, Speculum Maius; biblical glosses such as Peter Comestor, Historica Scholastica; classical 
poetry, particularly Ovid’s Metamorphoses; and historical accounts drawn from Augustine’s De Civitate Dei, 
Valerius Maximus Facta et Dicta Memorabilia; and William of Malmesbury’s Gesta Regum Anglorum. Holcot’s 
technique was successful in virtue of the way that his verbal-pictures engaged the repertoire of concepts and 
understandings already possessed by his audience, and built new ideas and complex-concepts out of the 
information that they had already acquired from their experiences in the world. 
559 For a discussion the picture Patientia see Slotemaker and Witt, Robert Holcot, 145-152. 
560 Allen has provided a transcription/edition of the picture Cupidio; see Allen, Friar as Critic, 158-161. 
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‘Fornicatio’ (fornication), ‘Mansuetudio’ (gentleness or clemency), ‘Pauperitas’ (poverty), 

‘Pigritia’ (sloth - synonymous with acedia), ‘Fortuna’ (fortune), ‘Terra’ (Land - but is 

actually ‘against worldly-riches’), ‘Caritas sive dilectio’ (love; specifically love of/for God), 

‘Devotio’ (devotion), ‘Misericordia’ (mercy or compassion), and ‘Suavitas’ (‘plesantness’, as 

in ‘the sweetness of Christ’, as opposed to ‘sweet taste’ or ‘feminine softness’).561 The most 

direct approach to Holcot’s ‘verbal picture’ technique is to become acquainted with a few of 

the figures. To begin with, here is Holcot’s ‘picture’ of the species of love: 

 

Caritas or Dilectio: 

 

Here we must say according to Augustine on John, Sermon 7: “No one is able to say 

what appearance love has. What form, what height, what hands, what feet (love) has, no 

one can say. However, love has feet, because they lead to the Church.562 Whence from 

this image caritas or love (dilectio) may be described as a queen, poised on a throne, 

raised in stature, regular in figure, married to Pheobe, surrounded by progeny, fed with 

honey, with a fourfold visage and clothing of gold. [She] has pouring-fourth and 

extended hands, perky/upright and uncovered ears, eyes flaming and lynx-like (oculos 

flammeos et lynxinos),563 and goats' feet. 

 

Avaricia: 

 

                                                
561 For this list see Smalley, English Friars, 172-178. Smalley transcribes a paragraph from The Twelve Prophets 
(MS Oxford, Bodl. 722) and reduces each picture to a catalogue of its details.  
562 Source is Augustine, The Epistles of John, tract VII, chpt. 4.  
563 oculos flammeos et lynxinos] Smalley has oculos flammeos et uxorinos in her transcription. But uxorinos 
(‘spouse-like’?) does not seem right. I have consulted the available manuscripts and it appears that MS Bodl.722 
(fol. 21r) does have ‘uxorinos’. However, both MS Balliol 26 (fol. 27v) and MS Grays Inn 2 (fol.12v) appear to 
have lynxinos. Lynx-like eyes would make much more sense given the context. The analogy of Lynx-eyes was 
used by Holcot to signify intelligence in Wisdom, Lectio 37 (Basel: 1586, page 131) where he quotes Horace 
Epistole I [27]: ‘Non poteris oculo quantum contendere lynces.’ (You will not be able to compete with Lynceus 
in eyesight). The Lynceus Horace is referring to here is the Argonaut Lynceus, the son of Aphareus, who was 
present at the Calydonian Boar Hunt and was renowned for his keen eyesight. Lynx and Lynceus are obviously 
words sharing the same root. It is surprising that Mary Carruthers overlooked this error and repeats Smalley’s 
uxorinos when quoting the passage in The Book of Memory. Carruthers translates the phrase into English: “eyes 
flaming and devoted in a wifely fashion.” See Smalley, English Friars, 173; Carruthers, The Book of Memory, 
293 and 446.  
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Note that avarice is called an amphora, and an avaricious man is also described 

according to Chrysostom, Homily 28 on Mathew, as a man shooting flames from his 

eyes, black, with serpents hanging from each shoulder in the place of hands. Moreover, 

he has a mouth with sharp swords fixed in it instead of teeth, and he has a swelling 

spring (flowing spring) of well-formed venom/poison and pestilence in the place of a 

tongue. Indeed, [he] has a furnace for a belly, feet with little wings, a face constructed 

from a wolf and a dog, he says nothing in human speech and has a sound not at all 

pleasant, but terrible, and in his hands he has a blazing flame. The things that have been 

said seem to be terrible, but we have not yet created a picture in accordance with the 

nature/property of avarice. That is what he [Chrysostom] says.564  

 

Suavitas: 

 

It can be said what the poets say about the picture of sweetness (or pleasantness), 

namely, that it was the image of a man, good natured, heart dripping with blood, eyes 

dripping with love, mouth exhaling sweetness (or agreeableness), hands pouring forth 

dew. Master John Ridevall says that the image is of the male sex to signify that 

sweetness ought to be without female softness…565 

 

Pigritia:566 

 

About the text “All people will walk in the name of the Lord their God,” it is said that 

this is directed against those having sloth, who are stupefied and downcast. Sloth is 

depicted as a shrivelled old woman set down on a bed asleep, with her foot wounded, 

                                                
564 Smalley notes that Holcot’s picture is faithful to Chysostom Homily 28; see Smalley, English Friars, 177. 
565 Smalley, English Friars, 176. 
566 Holcot uses the term ‘pigritia’ synonymous with ‘acedia.’ The best English translation for pigritia that I can 
come up with is ‘sloth.’ However, I do not think that the modern sense of the term shares the same field of 
connotation as the medieval sense. While pigritia denotes a lack of motivation and unwillingness to do good 
works, it includes an element of spiritual lethargy and spiritual numbness which the modern sense of the term 
‘sluggard’ lacks. For example, Langland’s Sloth instantly falls asleep every time he is asked to confess and 
refuses to learn his Paternoster, although he is quite capable of reciting the rhymes of Robin Hood [PP, V.395-
396]. For more on acedia and sloth see Siegfried Wenzel, The Sin of Sloth; Acedia in Medieval Thought and 
Literature (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1967). 
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her hand mutilated, wasted by hunger, foul of face (fame foedata)567, her clothing torn 

apart, and consumed by fire.... Whence according to a certain grammarian sloth is 

depicted with sharp thorns as a sign that men labour fervently and to the point (homines 

ferventer et acute laborant )568 in order to acquire temporal riches, and these thorns tear 

the clothing of caritas and piety... Note that according to Remigius sloth was depicted 

as having her vision obscured, poor of hearing, with a deadened sense of touch, a pallid 

complexion, and dejected through grief.569 

 

As Smalley has observed, these are not the kinds of ‘pictures’ that would easily be represented 

- or are even possible to represent - as visual illustrations. They are too complex for that, 

consisting of abstract details and qualities that do not lend themselves easily to graphic art.570 

For example, how would one illustrate Suavitas with a mouth exhaling pleasantness? How 

could the horrible sounds of Avaricia be depicted visually? However, it does not matter that 

the qualities or attributes constituting the pictures are not suited to visual representations 

because we have mental representations of them, that is, we have simple mental terms and 

concepts by which we apprehend these qualities in our minds. The verbal-pictures are 

constructed of the quality-concepts appropriate to the mental description of the abstract idea, 

emotion, or spiritual disposition that the picture is designed to represent. The ‘qualities’ 

combined in these pictures correspond to the predicates from the category of Secondary 

Qualities and are required in order to construct mental descriptions or complex-concepts of 

different objects.571 I propose that through the construction of these intriguing verbal 

characters Holcot is able to present to his audience the specific quality terms which may be 

combined to form a mental description convertible with a complex mental term for the 

                                                
567 facie foedata] note that foedata could be translated as ‘deformed’ rather than ‘foul.’ 
568 homines ferventer et acute labornat] note that the joke does not translate to English well, so I provide a literal 
translation instead. 
569 Smalley notes that Holcot’s first ‘picture’ Pigritia is based on Acedia in Ridevall’s Lectura, V. However, she 
has not identified the ‘quidam grammaticus’ of Holcot’s second ‘picture’ Pigritia, nor can she locate the passage 
in in Remigius. Smalley, English friars, 174. 
570 While the ‘verbal pictures’ of The Twelve Prophets are too complex for visual representation, it has been 
suggested that the simpler pictures of the Moralitates are better suited to graphic reproduction. In fact, in 
manuscript illuminations or visual aids are developed from ‘verbal pictures’ of the Moralitates and Convertimini 
in fifteenth-century visual handbooks such as that found in the German MS Wellcome 49, in which illuminations 
of Holcot’s verbal pictures are located accompanied by sections of text. I have not had the time and resources to 
research the context of production and can only speculate about the reason why there are no surviving attempts to 
illustrate the ‘verbal pictures’ in England, but hope to consider these questions in greater detail at a future date. I 
have provided an example of the Moralitates picture Amor Amicitiae illustration from MS Wellcome 49; see 
Figure 1 (page xiv above).  
571 Hence, while the ‘verbal pictures’ may not be suited to visual illustrations, they are certainly intellectually 
comprehensible and appropriate to mental representation involved in complex-conceptions and mental 
propositions. 
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corresponding object; a process that occurs naturally via transumptio and cognitive 

assimilation when the listener is presented with the information in a certain format. The 

complex mental concept can then be effectively employed in our efforts to identify our own 

subjective states during introspection and confession, as well as to recognize the same states in 

others. 

 

Important Terminology: Late Medieval Logicians on Deliberate Equivocation and 

Figurative language: 

 

Where I use the terms analogy, equivocation, metaphor, assimilatio, translatio and 

transumptio I intend them to be understood as they were in the fourteenth century. Elizabeth 

Ashworth explains that late medieval logicians and philosophers classified analogical and 

metaphorical terms in the category of ‘deliberate equivocation', which occurs when objects 

sharing common terms also share one of a range of relationships of similarity. 572 In Boethius’s 

translation of Aristotle’s Categories he identifies the four relationships as similitudo, 

proportio, ab uno and ad unum, and adds that there is another mode of signification that 

Aristotle is silent about, and that is translatio.573 Ashworth says that most logicians were 

happy to use the word transumptio as a synonym for translatio and included translatio and 

transumptio in the category of figurative language or tropes most akin to Greek 

‘metaphora’.574 When Giles of Rome writes his commentary on Aristotle’s Rhetoric he uses 

                                                
572 Medieval logicians discuss analogical and equivocal language in commentaries on Aristotle’s Categories, 
Sophistici Elenchi, Poetics and Rhetoric. See Elizabeth J. Ashworth’s essays: Elizabeth J. Ashworth, “Analogy 
and Equivocation in Thirteenth-century Logic: Aquinas in Context,” Mediaeval Studies 54 (1992): 94-135; 
“Metaphor and the Logicians from Aristotle to Cajetan,” Vivarium 45 (2007): 311-327; “Signification and Modes 
of Signifying in Thirteenth Century: A Preface to Aquinas on Analogy,” Medieval Philosophy and Theology, 1 
(1991): 39-67; “Equivocation and Analogy in Fourteenth Century Logic: Ockham, Burley and Buridan,” in 
Historia Philosophiae Medii Aevi 142 (1992): 23-43; “Analogy, Univocation and Equivocation in some early 
Fourteenth-century Authors,” in Aristotle in Britain During the Middle Ages: Proceedings of the International 
Conference at Cambridge, 8-11 April 1994, ed. John Marenbon (Turnhout: Brepols, 1996), 233-47. 
573 Definitions and examples of similitudo, proporito, ab uno and ad unum equivocation are provided by in 
Ashworth’s summary, which is breviloquent and precise. See Ashworth, “Analogy and Equivocation,” 101-102; 
Ashworth, “Signification and Modes of Signifying,” 41-42.  
574 In the Poetics, Aristotle explains that: “Metaphor consists in giving the thing a name which belongs to 
something else; transference being either from genus to species, species to species, species to genus or genus to 
genus... That from analogy is possible whenever there are four terms so related that the second is to the first, as 
the fourth is to the third; for one may then put the fourth in place of the second, and the second in place of the 
fourth.” [Aristotle, Poetics, 1457b7-18.] Translation is Ashworth’s; see Ashworth, “Metaphor and the Logicians,” 
132-313. Poetics was translated by William of Moerbeke in 1270, but was better known via Hermannus 
Alemannus’s 1256 translation of the middle commentary of Averroes on the Poetics. Ashworth notes that in 
some places in his translation of the middle commentary of Averroes on the Poetics Hermannus uses the words 
“metaphora”, “metaphorice”, and “metophorica”, but when he refers to the standard Latin examples of metaphor 
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the term transumptio to indicate straightforward metaphor (for example, when it is said that 

Achilles is like a lion, or that the young men are like the spring), and assimilatio (or 

assumptio) to indicate the kind of metaphor in which an analogy of proportion is involved, 

such as when it is said that the young men are to the city as the spring is to the year.575 This is 

‘analogica’ in the Greek sense.576 While Giles’s assimilatio can be understood to be the same 

as ‘analogia’ in the Greek sense, Ashworth notes that: “for other logicians an underlying 

analogy was what explains the metaphor actually used.”577 Thus Thomas de Wyk and Walter 

Burley both claimed that we say “foot” of a bridge because the bottom of a bridge supports the 

bridge in the same way that man is supported by his foot.578 The underlying analogy can be 

expressed in the argument that represents the grounds upon which the transference of the term 

is made: 

 

  The foot (A) supports the body (B) of a man. 

  The bottom of a bridge (C) supports the body (B) of the bridge. 

  Therefore, the bottom of the bridge (C) is the foot (A). 

 

The argument highlights that the quality or property which is predicated of both the man and 

the bridge is the same; the quality “supporting a body”. So, when one understands the term 

‘foot’ being said of a bridge, one understands the meaning: “part that supports the body.” It is 

                                                                                                                                                    
and amphiboly, such as when ‘pratum ridet’ (the meadow is smiling) is said of the flowering fields, he uses the 
terms ‘translatio’ and ‘transumptio.’ See ibid, 313.  
575In Rhetoric Aristotle discusses the relation between metaphor and simile, saying: “The simile also is a 
metaphor; the difference is but slight. When the poet says: ‘He leapt on the foe as a lion,’ this is a simile; when he 
says of him ‘the lion leapt’ this is a metaphor here, since both are courageous, he has transferred to Achilles the 
name of ‘lion’.” [Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1406b20-24]. Transl. is Ashworth’s, “Metaphor and the Logicians,” 313-
314. A little later he describes a kind of metaphor that has a relationship of proportion involving four terms. The 
example he offers is when Pericles says: “The vanishing from their country of the young men who had fallen in 
the war was ‘as if the spring were taken out of the year’.” [Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1411a1-3]. Transl. is Ashworth’s; 
see ibid. In his commentary on Aristotle’s Rhetoric Giles of Rome divides metaphor into four kinds; aestyum 
(also called aesteyam), proverbium, transumptio and assumptio or assimilatio. Ashworth summarizes the division 
by explaining that Gile’s transumptio is straight metaphor, assimilatio is the kind of metaphor that is the Greek 
‘analogica’ and involves a likeness of proportion or relation, proverbium involves proverbs and common usage, 
while aestetyum is related to teaching method. See ibid. 
576 According to Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics 5 (1131a31-1131b) ‘analogia’ is an equality of ratios which 
involves at least four terms, but while this definition was sometimes used in the thirteenth century, the word was 
also variously translated as proportio and proportionalitas. In Boethius’ commentary on the Categories he uses 
the term proportio to refer to the variety of deliberate equivocation involving a relationship of equality or 
relationship of proportion between two things. For further discussion see Ashworth, “Metaphor and the 
Logicians,” 316-319; Ashworth, “Signification and Modes of Signifying,” 41-42. 
577 Ashworth, “Metaphor and the Logicians,” 315. 
578 Ibid. 
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this underlying shared quality which explains the analogy and legitimates the equivocal use of 

the term. 

 

A second example to show how this underlying analogy of the transumptio functions is 

provided by Giles when he explains how the term ‘sharp’ (acutum) can be said of a knife, a 

taste and a sound. The reason why Giles discusses the term ‘acutum’ is because in his De 

Anima and Topics Aristotle described the use of the word ‘acutum’ as metaphorical, but in his 

Posterior Analytics he describes it as equivocal.579 When commenting on the Posterior 

Analytics Giles takes the opportunity to discuss how some words can be both metaphorical and 

equivocal, explaining that many cases of equivocation are caused by metaphors that involve 

transumptio: “because when a sharp object penetrates magnitudes rapidly the term ‘sharp’ is 

transferred to the tastes that penetrate the taste-buds, and those sounds that penetrate the 

hearing.”580 So, here we have the kind of equivocation that is based on some element of 

similitude. The underlying likeness or shared quality can be expressed: 

 

 A knife (A) rapidly penetrates something (B)  

 A thing that rapidly penetrates something (B) is sharp (C) 

 A knife (A) is sharp (C) 

 

 A certain taste (D) rapidly penetrates something (B) 

 (B) is (C) 

 A certain taste (D) is sharp (C) 

 

 A certain sound (E) rapidly penetrates something (B) 

 (B) is (C) 

 A certain sound (E) is sharp (C) 

 

                                                
579 Ibid., 315.  
580 Ibid. Quote is Ashworth’s summary of Giles statement in his commentary on Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics, 
not direct quotation from Giles’ text. 
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The transumptio or underlying analogy, then, indicates a middle term in a syllogism that 

explains the link between the term used and the term it supplants. Transumptio in this case 

appears to function as metalepsis, in that it represents the intermediary step involved the 

metaphorical or equivocal expression, and pinpoints exactly what is being understood when 

the expression is employed; it is the step in the process that legitimates and explains the 

transference of the term. 

 

It has been noted by William Purcell in his discussion of what he calls “the rhetorical doctrine 

of transumptio,” that transumptio was a “master trope” of late medieval rhetoric, and that it is 

the key to understanding figurative transferral of meaning: “Transumptio was the process, and 

the tropes metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, antonomasia, allegory and catachresis were the 

results.”581 Purcell claims that late medieval transumptio can best be characterized as the 

transferral of a word from one meaning to another through the common qualities of the 

phenomena being signified by the word. Purcell has suggested the use of simple syllogisms as 

deductive operations that can help us decipher the intended meaning underlying the 

transumptio. I have found the idea of the deductive syllogism useful and so have adapted it for 

my own purposes in my analysis of Holcot’s ‘verbal pictures’. I use the syllogism to show the 

way that two seemingly unrelated expressions or phrases connect through qualities and 

properties predicable of both, either in the same or a similar (equivocal) sense. However, it is 

important to realise that I have formulated these syllogisms myself to help my reader 

recognize the transfer of meaning from one context to another: Holcot did not use them as I do 

here.  

 

4.2 Holcot’s Verbal-Pictures of Pain in Wisdom, Moralitates, and The Twelve Prophets 

 

Pain and suffering of the soul, according to the Augustinian perspective that Holcot advocates 

in his theological and pastoral texts, is the result of inordinate love and desire. During our 

embodied existence as viatores inordinate love manifests itself in the form of vices or sins 

(that is, habits and spiritual dispositions). In the body-soul composite virtues and vices involve 

a psychological aspect (repeated acts of inordinate volition), a physiological dimension 

                                                
581 William Purcell, “Transumptio: A Rhetorical Doctrine of the Thirteenth Century,” Rhetorica 5, no. 4 (1987): 
375-378.  
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(somatic change in the organs caused by then thoughts), and a behavioural component 

(because volitions motivate choices and actions). Pigritia and Invidia are species of the four 

sad and bad spiritual dispositions that Holcot identifies in Lectio 188 of Wisdom.582 Hence, in 

order to demonstrate how Holcot’s verbal-pictures function as vehicles that move the 

audiences mind to a better understanding of suffering I have chosen to focus on his description 

of the vices or habituated dispositions Pigritia and Invidia (Sloth and Envy) which are both 

depicted as terrifying old women.583 The verbal-image of Pigritia is located the commentary 

on The Twelve Prophets (see Appendix 1). Invidia is found in Wisdom, and the Moralitates 

(see Appendix 2). Note that the verbal-picture technique varies from text to text to 

accommodate the resource’s form and function. The Twelve Prophets is a set of lecture notes 

which remains unpublished; we are provided with the skeletal-structure of the verbal-pictures 

but little in the way of explanation. In the Moralitates the pictures themselves are simpler but 

have been briefly expounded and explained with reference to theological and philosophical 

authorities. Wisdom is different again as the pictures are fully integrated into the biblical 

commentary. Wisdom offers us the opportunity to observe how the preacher incorporated the 

‘picture’ into a sermon, expanding and expounding the features of the depiction in order to 

maximise the effect of the technique.584 My analysis will consider each verbal depiction 

individually, beginning with some general observations. 

 

 
The picture of Pigritia in The Twelve Prophets: 

 

The picture of Pigritia is located in a lecture on the Book 6 of The Twelve Prophets, beginning 

at of Micah 4:5.585 After outlining the subject and content of the lecture, Holcot introduces the 

first picture Pigritia:586 

                                                
582 See Chapter 3. 
583 I have chosen these two spiritual states of suffering because they appear in three of Holcot’s pastoral texts. The 
Twelve Prophets (which is dated by Smalley as the earliest of the three works) is divided according to the books 
and chapters of the biblical text without any separate division into lectiones. The Wisdom comentary, on the other 
hand, offers 212 individual lectures, each expounding one or more verses of scriptural text. The Moralitates is a 
preacher’s handbook containing a series of short, moralised exemplar for use in sermon construction.  
584 Smalley believes that the pictures in The Twelve Prophets represent Holcot’s technique during its early stage 
of development. She suggests that the pictures of the Moralitates show the technique perfected. See Smalley, 
English Friars, 179.  
585 The commentary on the Twelve Prophets exists in for manuscripts: MS Oxford, Bodl.722; MS Oxford, Balliol 
26; MS London, Gray’s Inn 2; and MS Valencia Cathedral 191. I have provided a transcription of Chapter 4 from 
Book Six of The Twelve Prophets (Book of Micah) in Appendix 1. 
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Pigritia (Sloth) is depicted as a shrivelled old woman set down on a bed asleep, with her 

foot wounded, her hand mutilated, wasted by hunger, foul of face, her clothing torn 

apart, and consumed by fire. 

 

The first observation to note is that it is possible to fit each of the qualities or properties 

constituting the verbal-picture into the framework of Aristotle’s Categories: 

 

1). Substance: vetula 

2). Quality: rugosa, facie foedata 

3). Position: in lecto 

4). Possession: veste lacerata 

5). Action: soporata 

6). Passion (being affected): fame attenuata, pede vulnerata, manu mutilata, igne concremata. 

 
Obviously this is not the kind of description convertible with a complex mental concept of 

Pigritia that one could employ to identify or better understand the state or condition of Pigritia 

in themselves or in other people.587 What Holcot provides us with is an allegorical 

personification of Pigritia - a rich and vivid, anthropomorphic image - which he uses as a 

foundation upon which to construct a cognitively comprehensible mental description of the 

habituated spirtiual disposition and state of suffering in the soul. 

 

                                                                                                                                                    
586 The ‘verbal picture’ is similar in structure and format to the determinatio described by Geoffrey of Vinsauf in 
his Poetria Nova insofar as the picture is constructed out of a string of present passive participles functioning as 
adjectives that modify or determine each of the properties attributed to Pigritia and which constitute the spiritual 
state or disposition in the soul. For more of Geoffrey’s determinatio and its advantages for creating descriptions 
in poetic compositions, see Geoffrey of Vinsauf, “The New Poetics,” transl. Jane Baltzell Kopp, in Three 
Medieval Rhetorical Arts, ed. James J. Murphey (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1971), 96-99; also 
see Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria Nova of Geofrey of Vinsauf, transl. Margaret F. Nims (Toronto: Pontifical 
Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1967), 79-82. 
587 Indeed, Holcot articulates the point in his verbal picture of Caritas where he quotes Augustine: “According to 
Augustine on John, Sermon 7: “No one is able to say what appearance love has. What form, what height, what 
hands, what feet (love) has, no one can say. However, love has feet...” See Smalley, English Friars, 173. 
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The first step Holcot takes to build his representation of Pigritia is typical of medieval 

exegesis and follows the pattern of division and amplification set out by Robert Basevorn in 

his Formae Praedicandi.588 After introducing the ‘picture,’ Holcot proceeds to divide the 

description into several parts, and then, taking the picture’s attributes one-by-one, he allocates 

to each a list of four to six references from a range of authorities and sources. Holcot primarily 

relies on biblical references but also includes quotes from Church Fathers Jerome and Bede, as 

well as grammarians and medical sources. I have divided and numbered the list of references 

for clarity, however, it should be noted that this is not how they appear in the manuscript, 

where they are grouped into a single paragraph [See Appendix I]: 

 

“First I say that Sloth is an old woman etc. For,  

 

1. “Sara, tardy and unwilling to believe was an old woman.” [Gen. 18:10-12] 

2. “Just as the door swings on its hinges, so does the sluggard upon his bed.” [Prov. 26:14] 

3. “Sluggard, for how long do you sleep? And when will you wake from your sleep? [Prov. 

6:9] and “Sleep now and rest.” Etc. [Matt. 26:45] 

4. “I will cast her onto a bed and those who fornicate with her will be in very great 

tribulation.” Etc. [Apoc. 2:22].” 

 

What is immediately apparent (as has been noted by Allen, Carruthers and Rivers) is the 

similarity between the list of references that Holcot provides for each of the attributes 

constituting his representation and the layout of the distinctio (such as those found in the 

Distinctiones Abel of Peter the Chanter).589 Accordingly, references 1-4 can be recognized as 

                                                
588 See Robert Basevorn, “The Form of Preaching (forma praedicandi),” transl. Leopold Krul O. S. B. in Three 
Medieval Rhetorical Arts, ed. James J. Murphy (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1971). 
589 A distincito is a list of different modes and senses in which a particular word or object from Scripture may be 
interpreted. Collections of these distinctiones were compiled in alphabetised treatise and preaching aids, 
providing the preacher with easily accessible materials from with which to expand and amplify subjects and 
themes during a sermon. One form of distinctio involved taking a subject term or theme (a spiritual or abstract 
concept, or a concrete object) from Scripture and interpreting that subject according to the historical, moral, 
analogical and allegorical senses of biblical hermeneutics. Once each of the senses had been identified, a 
Scriptural reference (or a reference from another text such as one of the patristic fathers, a theologian, 
philosopher, or encyclopaedist) would be provided to illustrate the interpretation. For a good example of this kind 
of a distinctio see Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 247. Another form of distinctio closer to 
Basevorn’s divisio takes an object from Scripture and rather than dividing it according to its historical, 
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biblical distinctiones for the subject terms ‘old woman’ and ‘sleep.’ While I agree that the lists 

of biblical references resemble the distinctio in structure, I would like to suggest that another 

technique of amplification used in medieval preaching that is more relevant to Holcot’s verbal 

pictures, that is, concordantia. In Robert Basevorn’s description of the eight species of 

amplification he does not include the distinctio, but he does discuss amplification by division 

(divisio) and amplification by concordances (concordantia). 590 Amplification by concordances 

is when a group of biblical authorities are selected because they agree in some way. Basevorn 

explains that there are three ways the references or authorities can agree with one another:  

 

The fourth method [of amplification] is by concordances, and this may vary in a 

threefold manner. One way is when authorities having different meanings come together 

in one statement. Blessed is the man that endureth temptation, Blessed is the man that 

shall continue in wisdom. Of this is in Job: Gird up thy loins like a man. Another way is 

when the authorities come together in the meaning but not in the expression. e. g. Faith 

without works is dead; the same is in Genesis: Rachel said to Jacob: Give me children, 

otherwise I shall die. In “Rachel,” which means seeing the beginning, is understood 

Faith; in “children,” deeds done in charity. The third way is when one authority speaks 

fully and another even more fully by additions. For example, So run that you may 

obtain. How one must run is determined in the psalms: without iniquity have I run, 

etc.591  

 

                                                                                                                                                    
allegorical, analogical and moral senses, the preacher divides it by its own properties or parts, and then expounds 
each part to show how its features can be understood allegorically to exemplify a subject or object in a 
completely different context. For example, one can take the subject ‘dog’ from Scripture and to divide it into 
parts and properties that can be allegorically interpreted and expounded to represent the ‘bad prelate’ (I have 
borrowed this example from Stephen Barney, who borrows it from Peter the Chanter; see Stephen A. Barney, 
“Visible Allegory: the Distinctiones Abel of Peter the Chanter,” in, Allegory, Myth and Symbol, ed. Morton W. 
Bloomfield [Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1981], 99). Accordingly, ‘dogs’ may represent bad 
prelates because they are “born blind, will not acknowledge their masters, have teeth, lick blood and return to 
their own vomit.” In his discussion of the Distinctiones Abel, Barney has described the technique of distinctio as 
a process by which preachers could create ‘visible metaphors’ for abstract terms and concepts. For further 
information on the distinctio see Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 246-49; Richard and Mary 
Rouse, “Biblical Distinctions in the Thirteenth Century,” Archives d’Historie doctrinale et litteraire du Moyen 
Age 41 (1974), 27-37. 
590 In the Forma Praedicandi (Chapter 39, “On Amplification”), Basevorn describes the second species of 
amplification, which is called divisio. This is the technique in which the preacher considers the multitude of 
things that a term can apply to (for example, the term ‘head’ can be used equivocally to indicate Christ, a prelate, 
and a man), and then discusses the significance of each interpretation for the particular theme or context. See 
Robert Basevorn, “The Form of Preaching (forma praedicandi),” 180-81. 
591 Translation is Krul’s. Quoted from Basevorn, “The Form of Preaching (forma praedicandi),” 180.  
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I suggest that the list of references subordinate to each feature of Holcot’s verbal-picture 

function as a concordance. While it may be difficult to decipher the agreement between the 

references when the concordance is considered alone, the ambiguity is resolved within the 

larger framework of the verbal-picture because we are aware that all the references in the 

concordance must agree in some way with the property or quality term that they are 

subordinated to. So, we know that references 1-4 of the concordance above must in someway 

agree with "a shrivelled old woman set down on a bed asleep." Identifying the sense in which 

each reference is relevant to (or agrees with) the subject term/phrase is the more difficult task. 

In the following discussion I will show how each of the concordances functions to create a list 

of qualities relevant to a mental description of Pigritia. 

 

To begin, each verbal-picture is constructed from a list of attributes or features. Each feature 

of the picture is assigned a separate concordance, and each part of the concordance - that is the 

scriptural reference or (other) authority (I will call these “input-narratives”) - functions 

analogically and transumptively to convey the specific quality terms that can be (equivocally) 

predicated of both the concrete objects and images (as represented in the biblical references 

themselves) and the spiritual disposition or state of the soul. The method is a simple process of 

comparing the parts of the concordance with the spiritual state that the picture represents to 

determine which properties or relations applying to each part of the concordance can be 

predicated of the spiritual disposition in the same or in a similar sense (that is, either 

equivocally or metaphorically predicated).592 For example, suppose we take the first feature of 

the verbal-picture Pigritia ("a shrivelled old woman set down on a bed asleep") and the first 

biblical reference of the concordance ("For Sara, tardy and slow to believe, was an old 

woman"). We know that "Sara, tardy and slow to believe" has to agree in some way with "old 

woman rendered asleep" and that the agreement has to tell us something important about the 

spiritual state pigritia. Without much effort we recognize that ‘tardy’ and ‘slow’ suggests 

dullness of wit; a feeble-mindedness. "Slow to believe" suggests reluctance of the will; 

perhaps reluctance to accept faith.593 It also suggests slowness to accept wisdom imparted by 

others, or the guidance of one’s own reason/conscience. ‘Sara’, then, is someone who is 

feeble-minded with a reluctant intellect and will. The qualities pertaining to the input-narrative 
                                                
592 It is worth noting that in the Poetics Aristotle describes metaphorical interpretation as involving “a comparison 
between two objects to determine what properties or relationships applying to one term can be applied to another 
in the same or similar sense.” Aristotle’s definition has influenced my reading of Holcot’s verbal picture and 
seems particularly appropriate to Holcot’s technique.  
593 ‘Slow to believe’ could suggest more than just reluctance to accept faith; it could include slowness to accept 
wisdom imparted by others, or reluctance to listen to accept the guidance of one’s own reason/conscience. 
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- that is, "feeble-minded with a reluctant intellect and will"  - are integrated to our 

understanding of what the feature ‘old woman’ represents, and so are likewise assimilated to 

our understanding of sloth. The analogy underlying the transumptio or transference of 

meaning can be captured in a syllogism:594 

 

Sara (B) is a shrivelled old woman (A) 

Sara (B) is feeble-minded with a reluctant intellect and will (C) 

A shrivelled old woman (A) is feeble-minded with a reluctant intellect and will (C). 

 

Pigritia (D) is a shrivelled old woman (A) 

 (A) is (C) 

Pigritia (D) is feeble-minded with a reluctant intellect and will (C). 

 

The same process of comparison and transumptio can be used to analyse each reference in the 

concordance. The second scriptural reference in the concordance is Proverbs 26: “Just as the 

door swings on its hinges, so does the sluggard on his bed.” Notice that the metaphor 

employed here is what Giles would have called assimilatio, and the Greeks would have called 

‘analogia’. What does a door swinging on its hinges have in common with a person on a bed? 

Well, we might recognize that a door swinging on its hinges is limited in its range of 

movements by its attachments. The person on his bed then may be understood to be limited in 

his range of movement by his attachments.595 Of course the kind of movement and attachments 

that pertain to men are different from those that pertain to doors: doors have hinges the motion 

of doors is limited to the physical and spatial realm. People, on the other hand, have 

attachments to objects because of their volitional and sensitive appetitive acts (their loves and 

desires). The man in bed then is a metaphorically signifies the man who is limited because of 

                                                
594 By including these syllogisms I hope to show the logic of the transumptio, which I find useful to show 
specifically which qualities are being transferred from the input-narrative to the description of the spiritual state. 
What I am not doing is suggesting that the medievals worked out these syllogisms themselves. I assume that in 
preaching practice the process of deductive reasoning would have been an automatic/habituated recognition of 
the relevant agreement between concordance and subject being described. However, because modern critics are 
not so familiar with this method of analysis, I use the syllogism to clarify how the transumptio works.  
595 Note that while these qualities are predicable of concrete object, they are equivocally predicable of cognitive 
and volitional states in the soul. 
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his attachments to certain objects (that is because of his appetites and will).596 Again, the 

deductive syllogism illustrates the transference of meaning:  

 

Sluggard in his bed (A) is door swinging on its hinges (B) 

Door swinging on its hinges (B) is limited in its range of motion by its attachments (C) 

Sluggard in his bed (A) is limited in its range of motion by his attachments (C).597 

 

An old woman set down on a bed asleep (D) is ‘the sluggard in his bed’ (A) 

(A) is (C).  

An old woman set down on a bed asleep (D) is limited in range of motion by attachments (C). 

 

Pigritia (E) is an old woman set down on a bed asleep (D) 

 (D) is (C). 

Pigritia (E) is limited in range of motion by attachments (C) 

 

Next we can consider the third input-narrative; Proverb 6: “Sluggard, for how long do you 

sleep, and when will you rise form your sleep?” It is probably easier to treat the verse as a 

single simile: “A man asleep who will not rise is like a sluggard.” Of course, the phrase ‘a man 

asleep who will not rise’ is likely to have had different connotations to the medieval preacher 

than it does to a modern critic. Based on my knowledge of Holcot’s theory of sleep (as I have 

discussed in the preceding chapter) I suggest that qualities associated with the sleeping man 

include ‘inactivity’ and ‘inertia’ (that is in the sense of both physical inactivity and the 

inability to elicit acts of the intellective soul), ‘unaware’ or ‘lacking self-knowledge’ (due to 

the lack of rational activity). The transumptio underlying the simile may be expressed: 

 

A sluggard (A) is like a man asleep who will not rise (B) 

                                                
596 On the other hand, the door turning on its hinges might be taken to convey constant revolution backwards and 
forwards, hence connoting restless activity, or even changeability (now open, now closed). There is no reason 
why the passage should not be open to a range of interpretations, and it is up to the reader/expounder/preacher to 
decide which sense is the most appropriate.  
597 Note that in the context of the input-narrative the ‘attachments’ are the door’s hinges, whereas in the context of 
the spiritual state, sloth, the ‘attachments’ are material or temporal goods (worldly attachments). 
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A man asleep who will not rise (B) is inert, inactive, and unaware (C) 

A sluggard (A) is inert inactive and unaware (C). 

 

Old woman set down on a bed asleep (D) is, ‘like a sluggard’ (A) 

(A) is (C) 

Old woman set down on a bed asleep (D) is inert, inactive and unaware (C). 

 

Pigritia (E) is an old woman rendered asleep (D) 

(D) is (C) 

Pigritia (E) is inert, inactive and unaware (C) 

 

Notice that the qualities of inactivity, inertia and unawareness are predicable of states of the 

intellectual soul, as well as being predicable of the sleeping man. That is they are predicable of 

both corporeal object, and also predicable of the spiritual substances being represented in the 

same, or a similar, sense. Holcot’s technique, then, involves a process or transition from the 

visual and concrete images of the verbal-picture and the input-narratives, to an understanding 

to the hidden states of the mind and soul. The understanding is constructed from the quality-

concepts predicated of the concrete object images of the input-narratives; quality-concepts 

which the audience already possesses through direct experience of objects in the world.  

 

The final component of the first concordance is a quote taken from Apocalypse 2: “ I will cast 

her onto a bed and those who fornicate with her will be in great tribulation.” Anyone familiar 

with the Second Book of Apocalypse will recall that the woman referred to here is Jezebel, 

who claims to be a prophetess and tempts men to sin. The reference carries the connotations of 

illicit activities and sexual transgression, and so the scriptural passage can be understood as 

saying ‘those who commit illicit acts will suffer.’ The transference of quality-concepts and 

meaning can be illustrated in a simple syllogism: 

 

An old woman set down on a bed asleep (A) is one who fornicates and will be in great 
tribulation (B) 

One who fornicates and will be in great tribulation (B) is is one who commits illicit acts and 
will suffer (C) 
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An old woman set down on a bed asleep (A) is one who commits illicit acts and will suffer(C) 

 

Pigritia (D) is an old woman being rendered asleep (A) 

 (A) is (C) 

Pigritia (D) is one who commits illicit acts and will suffer (C) 

 

In conclusion to the first concordance, then, we understand that “Pigritia is a shrivelled old 

woman set down on a bed asleep” we understand that the spiritual state of sloth is ‘feeble-

mindedness,’ ‘reluctance of intellect and will,’ ‘limitation on account of attachments (desires 

and appetites),’ ‘physical and mental inertia and inactivity’, ‘lack of self-knowledge or self-

awareness,’ ‘the performance of illicit acts’, ‘a state of suffering in the future (that is, either in 

this life or the next).’598  

 

Holcot presents each of the attributes constituting the verbal picture of Pigritia following the 

same format. To show that this is consistently the case I will analyse the second concordance, 

subordinate to the second feature of the picture:  

 

“Second, Sloth is being painted so that the feet are wounded and afflicted with gout, 

 

1. “Therefore their feet are slow to walking” [Wis. 15:15]. 

2. “Whence he does not have the desire to walk in the way of the Lord, just like the sluggard.”  

3. “A lion is in the road and a lioness is in your paths.” [Prov. 26:13] Indeed, he fears penance 

and is afraid to loose his good name. Penance, because, if, by chance, he was formerly rich 

and if he gives alms he might loose the name ‘rich’ and thus if he confesses it will be said that 

the reckless boldness of the heart will be destroyed. And thus concerning the other things if 

such a man says (that) “If I should do works of penitence and justice, I will fall into so many 

dangers that my most recent error will be worse than the error made before”; therefore, it is 

                                                
598 The list of qualities predicable of both the input narrative images/contexts and the spiritual state is not 
exhaustive, and this list is based on my interpretation of how the references in the concordance agree with their 
subject terms. It is not the only list possible. 
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better to put the whole thing aside (that is, not to do anything) and thus “his inequity deceived 

him/itself.” [Ps. 26:12] 

4. “It will be called the ‘Holy Way,’ no lion will be there, nor any beast go up by way of it” 

[Isa. 35:8-9]. 

5. “Through Him the boy David killed the lion and the bear.” [I Reg. 17:36]. 

6. “Sampson tore the lion into pieces as if it were a kid.” [Jdg.14:6].” 

 

The first input-narrative (“Therefore their feet are slow to walking”) is straightforward. The 

qualities connoted by the scriptural reference and relevant to the spiritual state of sloth are 

‘lacking motivation’ and ‘reluctance to act.’ The syllogism illustrating the deductive 

reasoning:  

 

‘Feet wounded and afflicted with gout’ (A) are ‘feet [that] are slow to walking’ (B)599 

‘Feet [that] are slow to walking’ (B) are ‘lacking motivation’; ‘reluctant to move/act’ (C) 

‘Feet wounded and afflicted with gout’ (A) are ‘lacking motivation’; ‘reluctant to 
move/act’(C). 

 

Pigritia (D) is ‘with feet wounded and afflicted with gout’ (A) 

 (A) is C) 

Pigritia (D) is ‘lacking motivation’; ‘reluctant to move/act’ (C) 

 

In the second input-narrative (“Whence he does not have the desire to walk in the way of the 

Lord, just like the sluggard”) ‘the way of the Lord’ can be understood to refer to the will and 

order of God. ‘To walk in the way of the Lord’, then, is to conform one’s own will to the will 

of God and God’s chosen order. Understood in these terms, the transumptio is clear:  

 

To be just like the sluggard (A) is “not [to] have the desire to walk in the way of the Lord” (B) 

                                                
599 I modify the input narrative slightly to make grammatical sense, without compromising the original sense or 
losing any of the meaning.  
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Not [to] have the desire to walk in the way of the lord (B) is to will-against (or not to will)  

God’s will and order’ (C) 

To be just like the sluggard (A) is to will-against (or not to will) God’s will and order (C) 

 

Pigritia (D) is “just like a sluggard” (A) 

(A) is (C) 

Pigritia (D) is to will-against (or not to will) God’s will and order (C) 

 

The third input narrative has been expounded for us so that we know the lion and lioness on 

the sluggard’s path signify fear of the loss of one’s reputation through arms giving and 

confession. ‘Fear’ (which is desire for an object and belief that the object may not be 

possessable in the future), is one quality transferred from the input-narrative to the description 

of the spiritual state pigritia, the other quality is ‘inequity’ or ‘injustice’ and ‘self-deception’ 

(‘his inequity deceived him’ or ‘in his inequity he deceived himself’): 

 

‘With feet wounded and afflicted with gout’ (A) is “a lion on the way and a lioness is in your  

paths” (B) 

“A lion on the way and a lioness is in your paths” (B) is ‘fear’, ‘inequity’, and ‘self  

deception’(C) 

‘With feet wounded and afflicted with gout’ (A) is ‘fear’, ‘inequity’, and ‘self deception’ (C). 

 

Pigritia (D) is ‘with feet wounded and afflicted with gout’ (A) 

 (A) is (C) 

Pigritia (D) is ‘fear’, ‘inequity’, and ‘self deception’ (C). 

 

The fourth, fifth and sixth input-narratives function as counter-examples of Pigritia, 

demonstrating what Pigritia is not. Notably, here Holcot engages a method of amplification 
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which Robert Basevorn refers to as "transference to the opposite.”600 Keeping in mind that the 

lion in the third input-narrative stands for fear of loss of reputation on account of virtuous acts, 

the lion in the fourth input-narrative (“It will be called the ‘Holy Way,’ no lion will be there, 

nor any beast go up by way of it”) can be understood to signify the same thing. Because there 

is no lion or beast in the way of the anti-sluggard we can infer that since the anti-sluggard is 

not afraid, the sluggard must be fearful. So again the quality of ‘fear’ is incorporated into the 

mental description of pigritia. By the fifth input-narrative (“Through Him the boy David killed 

the lion and the bear”) we understand that through God the anti-sluggard overcame his fear; or 

in other words, God gives the anti-sluggard courage. If the anti-sluggard is courageous through 

God, then the sluggard lacks courage due to the absence or rejection of God. The qualities of 

‘timidity’, ‘rejection of God’ and ‘absence of God’ can be assimilated into the description of 

the spiritual state, sloth. Likewise, we can take the lion (and the beast) in the sixth input-

narrative (“Sampson tore the lion into pieces in frustration”) as signifying fear, just as it did in 

the fourth and fifth input narratives. If killing a lion signifies overcoming one’s fear, then we 

can infer that the anti-sluggard overcame his fear with vigour. The sluggard, then, does not 

overcome his fear with vigour, but is overwhelmed and incapacitated by it. The qualities that 

are transferred from this input-narrative to the description of the spiritual state are 

‘overwhelmed and incapacitated by fear.’  

 

Hence, when we understand “Pigritia is depicted with feet wounded” we will understand that 

the spiritual state of sloth is a ‘lack of motivation,’ ‘reluctance to act,’ ‘to will-against (or not 

to will) God’s will and order,’ ‘rejection of and/or absence of God,’ a state of ‘inequity,’ 'a 

state of being overwhelmed and incapacitated by fear’, and ‘self-deception'. 

 

Before moving on to the picture of Envy, I would like to discuss one last input-narrative 

belonging to the final feature of the picture (“being consumed by fire") as it demonstrates how 

the transumptio and/or assimilatio functions in the case of a historical anecdote or exemplar: 

 

“Also, seventh Pigritia is being painted being consumed by fire, because [...] 

                                                
600 Chapter 39 on Amplification, Basevorn says: “when something is described or defined the preacher can 
conveniently make transference to its opposite of the definition is valid for defining the other.” Transl. is Krul’s; 
quoted from Basevorn, “The Form of Preaching (forma praedicandi),” 180. 
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2. On the other hand, a certain man unwilling to do something good set fire to the temple of 

Diana. As Jerome relates in Against Helvidius, Letter 18: The fables report that a certain man, 

since he was unknown to the general public, and being unable to devise any good deed the 

could bring him renown, set fire to the temple of Diana. And when noone revealed his 

sacrilege he himself went up and down proclaiming that he was the one who applied the fire. 

With the leaders of Ephesus enquiring for which reason he wished to do this thing, he 

responded that “because I was not able to do something good, I should be known to all for 

doing something bad.” And in this case, as is clear, pigritia (slothfulness) was consumed by 

fire.  

 

According to the story, the slothful man of Ephesus was motivated by inordinate desire, in this 

case desire for glory/worldly renown. His behaviour is so unusual because it is against nature 

and reason; he acts to bring about his own destruction. In other words, the sluggard of Ephesus 

commits evil in order to achieve what he holds to be the ultimate good (‘worldly renown’). 

The anecdote, then, is an exemplar of self-destruction on account of inordinate desire.  

 

The sluggard of Ephesus (A) is a man who burns the temple and proclaims his own guilt (B) 

To burn the temple and proclaim ones guilt (B) is to actively destroy oneself on account of  

inordinate desire (C) 

The sluggard of Ephesus (A) actively destroys himself on account of inordinate desire (C) 

 

The sluggard of Ephesus (A) is ‘being consumed by fire (D) 

(A) is (C) 

To actively destroy oneself on account of inordinate desire (C) is ‘to be consumed by fire (D). 

 

Pigritia (E) is ‘being consumed by fire (D) 

(D) is (C) 

Pigritia (E) is to actively destroy oneself on account of inordinate desire (C)  
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Thus the qualities of ‘active self-destruction’ and ‘inordinate desire’ are incorporated into our 

mental description of Pigritia.601 The emphasis on the sluggard’s active self-destruction in 

Jerome’s exemplar is interesting as it is usually the sluggard’s passivity - his/her refusal to act 

in any way that might save him from eternal damnation - that receives the most attention when 

historians discuss acedia or sloth.602 But here we have a nice example of how sloth, like all late 

medieval vices, is essential an active state of the soul.  

 

Although I have not had adequate time and space to analyse the ‘verbal pictures’ of pigritia 

from The Twelve Prophets in detail, I have provided a chart [Appendix 3] listing the 

concordances, input-narratives, and qualities relevant to the spiritual state of sloth. The 

qualities and properties listed in the third column give us information about the mental, 

emotional, and physiological constitution of sloth, providing the audience with the quality 

concepts needed to form a complex mental concept of this spiritual state of sin. We learn that 

sloth is a state of reluctance of will and intellect, a lack of motivation to do good, and an 

excessive love of creaturely comforts and worldly renown [refer to the first concordance]. We 

learn that due to these attachments the sluggard suffers a state of moral paralysis or 

stupification: excessive fear of loosing-face (loosing his material wealth and so his reputation 

as a wealthy man), fear of embarrassment before others (his path is blocked by a lion). It is 

this fear that renders him incapacitated; his loves and desires render him unable to will or act 

in a way that he knows is right [refer to the second concordance]. It is important to understand 

that the sluggard does know what is right; he is entirely unable to do what he knows to be right 

on account of his fears. Holcot uses the example of the preacher or prelate who does not do 

what he says is to be done; “the sluggard wills and wills-not”, that is, “they [the sluggards] 

will by mouth and teaching, but they do not will to do in deed or actuality/truth” [third 

concordance]. In this sense, sloth is a state of self-deception; a rejection of what one knows to 

be true, and hence a rejection of God. A person who does not conform his will to the dictates 

of right reason rejects or fails to conform to God’s will and order. The choice not to will as 

God wills us to will results in a withdrawal of God’s presence and grace in the soul, so the 

sluggard suffers from absence of caritas. Indeed, the soul suffers on account of its desires. 

Holcot uses the image of the nettles and thorns; carnal delights blemishing the body and sins 

                                                
601 A second sense in which the story “clearly shows that Pigritia is being consumed by fire”: the sluggard is 
“consumed” by the inordinate flame of desire because the flame of desire is the cause of his action. He is 
“consumed” by the flame in a second sense because the material flame of his arson is the means of his action. 
And in a third sense he is “consumed” the flame because the eternal, infernal flame is the end of his action. 
602 For a detailed account of acedia and sloth in medieval thought see: Siegfried Wenzel, The Sin of Sloth (1967).  
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of avarice puncturing the soul [refer to the sixth concordance]. The suffering of sloth is the 

suffering of lack; the sadness of the soul that results from the sluggard’s apprehension that 

what he wills is not present. One who wills but does not work to achieve any good suffers 

from loss and lack when the desired good things are absent [refer to the forth concordance]. 

When the desire for good things and the awareness of their absence becomes a desire for the 

good things accompanied by the belief that no good can ever be achieved now or in the future 

[refer to the fifth concordance] despair occurs. The spiritual disposition is a pathological 

condition, apparent in the discolouration of the skin and inclination to over-sleep, which 

indicates humeral and somatic imbalances caused by excessive sadness of the soul. Holcot 

employs the image of dried-out bones to connote the qualities relevant here [“Sadness of the 

spirit dries out the bones”]. In conclusion, the verbal picture technique involves a process of 

moving from an understanding of concrete images and objects of the input-narratives to an 

understanding of the spiritual state of sin, sloth, in the soul.  

 

The Verbal-Picture Invidia (Envy) in Wisdom and the Moralitates 

 

The picture of Invidia is another example of how Holcot uses the technique to communicate 

about states of spiritual suffering in this life. In Wisdom the picture Invidia features in lectio 

188 where Holcot is describing the horrific suffering endured by the Egyptians during the 

three days darkness. He interprets the the Egyptian’s days of darkness metaphorically as a 

representation of psychological and emotional suffering, explaining that “there are four kinds 

of sad persons who lead their days and their lives in sadness together: the envious, the 

deceitful, the cupidinous, and the stupid.” Here Holcot introduces the verbal picture of Envy, 

adopting Ovid’s description from Book II of the Metamorphoses to develop his audience’s 

understanding of what the hidden, inner-state and condition of envy is.603 The picture of Envy 

in the Moralitates also borrows from the same passages in Ovid, but focuses on the first two 

verses describing the house and character of Envy, while the picture in Wisdom focuses on 

Envy’s home, and Envy’s “way and route” (that is, how the envious person acts to achieve 

his/her desires and goals). In Wisdom the picture Invidia is fully integrated into the lecture; 

                                                
603 Bridget Balint discusses the thirteenth-century interest in Ovid’s portrayal of envy briefly, but makes no 
mention of Envy’s appearance in the Metamorphoses; see Bridget K. Balint, “Envy in the Intellectual Discourse 
of the High Middle Ages,” in The Seven Deadly Sins: From Communities to Individuals, ed. Richard Newhauser 
(Boston: Brill, 2007), 51-54.  
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Holcot juxtaposes the features of the picture with exemplar from encyclopaedias and 

astrological texts, as well as scriptural references, expounding the input-narratives to show 

exactly which qualities predicable of the concrete objects and images are predicable of the 

spiritual disposition and in what sense. Envy in the Moralitates is a little different. Here the 

picture is listed among the short moralised exemplar intended for use by preachers when 

constructing their sermons. The structure of the picture is presented more simply: the verse 

from Ovid is quoted, followed by a moral and a list of the sixteen conditions “adorning” or 

“decorating” Envy (the features of the picture) and a short explanation of each point. Not all 

sixteen features have a concordance of references/authorities subordinated to them; most have 

just one.604 Unlike the pictures in The Twelve Prophets which provide little more than the 

concordances in list form, the Moralitates and Wisdom go further to expound the features and 

references, explaining exactly which qualities predicable of the spiritual state are represented 

by each feature of the picture. For this reason, there is no need for me to use syllogisms to 

show the transumptio underlying them. However, in order to prove that strategy I used in my 

discussion of Pigritia is applicable here, I will apply it to the first point made in the verbal 

picture of the Moralitates. (Refer to Appendix II for a translation of the texts). 

 

This old woman full of evil conditions is Envy, the abominable/inhuman one, who is 

rightly called an old woman because she has existed since the beginning of the world 

when the devil, moved by envy, tested our first parents. Cain, out of envy, struck-down 

(killed) his bother Abel. His brothers sold Joseph himself to the Ishmaelites on account 

of envy (etc).605 

 

If the passage were to be set out as a concordance, it would look like this: 

 

“Invidia is depicted as an abominable old woman because... 

  

1. ‘the devil, moved by envy, tested our first parents’ [Gen 3] 

                                                
604 In Moralitates Holcot describes Ovid’s poetic technique as a kind of verbal sculpting or painting: in which 
Ovid decorates Envy with verses to show the many sinful conditions of that bad old women Holcot, Mor., moral. 
li, 52r.  
605 Ibid. 
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2. ‘Cain, out of envy, killed his brother Abel’ [Gen 4] 

3. ‘His brothers sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites out of envy’ [Gen 37]” 

 

Here is the syllogism to highlight the relevant qualities: 

 

Envy (A) caused “the devil to test our first parents” (B1); “Cain to kill his brother “(B2); “his  

brothers to sell Joseph to the Ishamalites” (B3). 

 [(B1), (B2) and (B3)] are perverse, unnatural, disordinate, evil acts (C) 

Envy (A) causes perverse, unnatural, inordinate, evil acts (C) 

 

An abominable old woman (D) is Envy (A) 

(A) is (C) 

An abominable old woman (D) causes perverse, unnatural, inordinate, evil acts (C) 

 

Invidia (E) is an abominable old woman (D) 

 (D) is (C) 

Invidia (E) causes perverse, unnatural, inordinate, evil acts (C) 

 

Perhaps it is better to say that Invidia is the original or efficient cause of perverse, unnatural, 

inordinate and evil acts in man, because the concordance is subordinated to the feature of 

Envy as an abominable old woman who has existed since the beginning of time. Notice that 

Holcot makes a point of highlighting the abstract/universal aspect of the concept Invidia and 

the concrete/particular aspect of the spiritual state that he is defining. Invidia is abstract 

term/concept predicable of many simultaneously; it exists at all times and everywhere 

(“Therefore, from the beginning of the world this beast arose, and right up until the present it 

continues.”) However, as a universal term Invidia does not have real, ontological existence; it 

has the status of real ontological being only when it is predicable of a quality existing in 

individual souls. From this we understand that the “beast arose” in the souls of men, and only 

exists so long as it exists in particular men. Again we notice the transition from concrete to 

abstract that is characteristic of Holcot’s literary technique: the concrete, physical depiction of 
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the monstrous old woman clearly and effectively communicates the the audience that Invidia 

is a spiritual disposition in the soul which causes perverse and inordinate acts, and exists 

everywhere, all the time, so long as it is able to be predicated of the qualities in individual 

souls.  

 

Notice that for the second, third, fourth, and fifth conditions of Envy in the Moralitates Holcot 

uses negative constructs (‘envy is without such-and-such’) to convey that envy as a state of 

emptiness and lack. 606 Envy’s house is in a deep, black valley because it is “without 

cleanness/purity”. The input-reference is an allusion to the Jews killing Christ; a lack of purity 

is state of readiness to commit sin. Envy’s house is “without the sun” to connote that it is 

oblivious to truth [the Jews’ inability to hear Christ’s truth]. It is “without wind” because envy 

“has no limits”; that which has no limits does not achieve the “prosperous ends”, that is, 

ultimate good of man (Cyprian: “Envy has no limits”). Finally, the state of envy is “chilling”; 

a lack of caritas in the soul (“without the fire of caritas”). Just as we saw in the picture of 

Pigritia, then, Holcot communicates what the state of envy is by telling us what envy is not. 

Conditions six to twelve tell us what Envy is by describing the content of her volitions and 

cognitions, specifically, how she thinks about other people and how these thoughts affect her. 

The sixth condition describes Envy’s home as overflowing with obscurity/darkness because 

she persuades herself that her neighbours are more prosperous than herself, even when this is 

not the case (input-narrative is Ovid: “the crop is more flourishing in the fields of others”). 

Which suggests that the spiritual state involves self-deceit and an inability to make correct 

judgments about herself, and other people. The eleventh condition reinforces this notion, 

describing Envy’s breasts swelling with poison because “she always thinks evil and judges 

crookedly concerning those she envies (input-narrative is Gregory Moralia on Job).  

 

Conditions nine, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen and sixteen, impart information about the objects of 

the envious person’s desires and the cognitions that cause him/her pleasure and pain. Again, 

these are all centred around the envious person’s relationship with other people. Invidia “rots” 

or suffers pain when apprehending the glory of others (condition fifteen), she “never smiles” 

except when apprehending the misfortunes of others (thirteenth), and is “fed” or satiated only 

by these thoughts (sixteenth). Because the envious are so strongly affected by the 

                                                
606 Holcot, Mor., moral. li, 52r.  
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circumstances of others, the soul of the envious is never in a state of rest but is always in a 

state of agitation when in the company of others (or at least others who she perceives to be 

prosperous). The input-narrative used to convey this state of restlessness in the soul is the 

image of Cain in exile (fourteenth). In Wisdom Holcot juxtaposes the condition of Envy’s 

house (“the house of envy is sad/gloomy”) with the image of the toad to impart the same 

information about how envy is affected by her thoughts and judgements about others: 

“Whence just as a toad is saddened by the good perfumes of blossoming vines; thus the 

envious person is concerning the success of able people.” 607 Notice that the analogy employed 

is what Giles defined as assimilatio. The metaphor is a similarity of relations; the quality 

shared by both the frog and the envious person is the state of sadness or suffering in the soul in 

response to the apprehension of the presence of the hated object (the perfumed flowers being 

hated by the frog, and the good of other people being hated by the envious).  

 

Further, Invidia loves leadership and vainglory (ninth condition in Moralitates). In Wisdom the 

desire to dominate others is highlighted with an allusion to lunar eclipse: “The lower planet 

eclipses the higher and not the reverse, just as is made clear concerning the moon and sun, and 

thus regularly those who are less able are inferior in grace and merit; those people, through 

envy, try to overshadow their betters.” Here again the analogy functions as an assimilatio: the 

relationship of the moon to the sun in a lunar eclipse is the same as the relationship of the 

envious person inferior to those who they perceive to be better than them.  

 

Invidia experiences pleasure and satisfaction when contemplating the harm she believes she 

can inflict on others in the future. Indeed, Wisdom has it that Invidia is cooking the bodies of 

snakes because “every envious person is fed by evil thoughts and contrivances of troubling 

others.” In Moralitates (condition ten) Holcot juxtaposes three input images - decaying teeth, 

gnawing action, and the behaviour of the sea-frog - to impart an understanding of the way that 

the envious person’s thoughts and feelings about others informs his/her speech-acts: 

 

“Tenth, she (Envy) has teeth stained with decay because she is by nature a slanderer; gnawing 

on the lives of others, because she attributes to the good false things by slander all the time, 

                                                
607 Holcot, Sap., lect. clxxxviii, 618. 
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like the sea frog, about which Avicenna in Canon 4 says: that it is malign, attacking animals, it 

hastens from far away towards them in order to bit them, and if it is not able to bite them it 

blows against them in order to inflict injury upon them.”608 

 

Notice again that the sea-frog analogy is assimilatio: just as the sea-frog does to its enemy, so 

the envious person does to those who he/she percieves to be prospering”. The sea-frog uses its 

mouth, and airborne substances from its mouth, to injure others. Likewise the envious person 

uses his/her mouth, and the airborne weapon of speech, to damage and harm others. Holcot’s 

exposition is interesting as it illustrates a gradual progression from concrete images and 

objects (“stained-teeth”) to the abstract understanding of the diminishing and damaging effect 

that envy’s slander has on the lives of others (“gnawing on the lives of others”). The nature of 

the damage that slander causes is not often visible, because speech and words convey 

information that causes us to form beliefs about and attitudes towards others, and these are not 

visible. Slander is dangerous because it misleads people and causes them to have false views 

and opinions of others, and subsequently misinformed attitudes towards others. In effect 

slander can destroy the love between friends and, as Holcot has emphasised in Lectio 28, this 

is the worst kind of speech act because “friendship is the best of external goods, better than 

reputation, honour, or knowledge.” In Wisdom Holcot introduces another animal - “the blind 

mole which resides in the earth and gnaws on the roots of plants and impedes them from 

growth” - to convey the deliberate diminishing damage that the envious person inflicts on the 

“up and coming” youth, adding that she not only targets the roots of plants, but plucks the tips 

of shoots “because the envious men always gossip about about their superiors prelates and 

masters.”609 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The physical features and conditions of Invidia; her home, her environment, her food and her 

way of life, are organized and expounded by Holcot in a way that conveys information about 

the abstract quality or state in the soul; the objects of her desires, the content of her cognitions 

                                                
608 Holcot, Mor., moral. li, 52v. 
609 While I am unable to explain the references further here, I have provided a table to show which qualities are 
relevant to each reference incorporated into Holcot’s exposition of the picture of Invidia. See Appendix III. 
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and volitions. In this way, Holcot constructs a fictio - a narrative portrayal of a figure, not 

unlike a statue, image, idol, or a replica - to communicate a truth about the hidden states in the 

soul. And this, as we may recall from Lectio 6, is not so unlike what Christ did also when he 

used his body as a fictio to convey the inner-state of the disciples who were loving and 

doubting. The final outcome of the verbal picture process is the communication/presentation 

of a understanding of the inner-state or disposition in the form of a complex-concept or mental 

description. These descriptions can help the parishioner to identify the state of invidia or 

pigritia in him/herself (during introspection) and the priest to recognize the state in his 

parishioners (through observation of their behaviour and what is divulged during confession). 

The construction of such graphic and striking verbal figures as means to represent the hidden 

features of the soul, and the technique by which objects and physical attributes could be 

organized to manipulate and develop the understanding in the minds of the audience, was an 

attractive strategy not only to the preacher but also for the Middle English poet attempting to 

convey ideas about abstract concepts and spiritual states - including passions and emotions - as 

we will see in some examples of authors attempts to communicate about pain and suffering in 

the intellectual soul.  
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4.3 Verbal Portraits of Pain and Middle English Poets: Chaucer and Langland 

 

First in the temple of Venus maystow se 

Wroght on the wal, ful pitous to biholde, 

The broken slepes and the sikes colde,   sighs 

The sacred teeris and the waymentynge,   lamentation 

The firy strokes of the desirynge 

That loves servantz in this lyf enduren, 

The othes that hir covenantz assuren;    agreements 

Plesaunce and Hope, Desire, Foolhardynesse, 

Beautee and Youthe, Bauderie, Richess,   mirth 

Charmes and Force, Lesynges, Flaterye,   Deceit 

Despense, Bisyness, and Jalousye,    Expenses; Attentiveness 

That wered of yelewe gooldes a gerland,   marigolds 

And a cokkow sittynge on hir hand; 

                       (KT, I.1918-1930) 

 

Verbal descriptions of personified abstractions ‘painted’ and ‘seen’ in carvings, sculptures, 

portraitures and grotesques were not uncommon in late Middle English literature, and have 

attracted considerable attention from literary critics over the past decades.610 An adequate 

overview of the tradition is beyond the scope of this thesis and would distract from my main 

concern, which is to compare the verbal-picture technique employed by Holcot with similar 

techniques found in late Middle English literature. In this part I will primarily focus on 

representations of suffering in the works of Chaucer, Langland, and the Pearl-poet in order to 

show where and how Holcot’s picture-technique is used in late medieval poetry. So far, I have 

                                                
610 Nicholette Zeeman has discussed the influence of classical and mythographic texts which describe the pagan 
Gods in visual terms as images ‘pictured’ and ‘seen’ and “the medieval figuration of the text as concrete artefact 
or idol.” Zeeman includes Chaucer among the late medieval authors influenced by “classical ekphrastic 
narratives,” noting that the verbally depicted visual image is a potentially ambiguous artefact which must be 
interpreted in order for its meaning to be controlled. Nicolette Zeeman, “The Idol of the text,” in Images, 
Idolatry, and Iconoclasm in Late Medieval England, eds. Jeremy Dimmick, James Simpson and Nicolette 
Zeeman (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 43-62, particulary 47. For a related discussion see Michael 
Camille, The Gothic Idol: Ideology and Image-Making in Medieval Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1989). 
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located two verbal paintings of the Envy-kind in Chaucer’s works. One is an image of Envy 

depicted on the dream-garden wall in The Romaunt of the Rose; the other is located on the wall 

of Venus’s temple in The Knight’s Tale. The illustration of Envy - here Jalouseye - in the 

temple depicts her wearing a garland of yellow marigolds with a cuckoo perched on her hand 

(KT I.1928-30). However, because the symbolic meaning of the marigolds and cuckoo is not 

provided by the narrator, the representation remains ambiguous and is open to the audience’s 

interpretation.611 On the other hand, the personification of Envy in the The Romaunt of the 

Rose is given a fuller exposition by the narrator.612 Here, Envy is described as a female who 

never laughs and has a horrible habit of looking sideways at everyone:  

 

I saugh Envie in that peyntyng  

Hadde a wondirful lokyng, 

For she ne lokide but awry 

Or overthwart, all baggyngly.   askance; with a leer 

And she hadde a [foul] usage:   habit 

She myght loke in no visage 

Of man or womman forth-right pleyn 

But shette hir [oon] eie for disdeyn.”   shut; eye 

                          (RR, 289-296) 

 

The description of Envy’s ‘lokyng’ suggests that the envious person never perceives or judges 

others straightly, that is, correctly. Envy, we are told, experiences “so gret turment /And hath 

such [wo] whan folk doth good / That nygh she meltith for pure wood. / Hir herte kervyth and 

                                                
611 It is assumed that the medieval audience knew the colour yellow to be associated with jealousy, and the 
cuckoo with cuckoldry. Larry D. Benson ed., The Riverside Chaucer, 835.  
612 Recently A. C. Spearing has reminded us to be mindful that the term ‘narrator’ was unknown in the Middle 
Ages, and so the first person ‘I’ of the text need not be thought of in the terms that we understand by ‘narrator’ 
today (we use the term narrator as a third person expression for the first person subject of narration, treating that 
subject as a character who just happens to be referred to as ‘I’ rather than ‘he’ or ‘she’) and that for most pre-
Chaucerian lyrics ‘I’ as narrator-character is no more than a transparent medium; a proximal, but not 
personalized, voice waiting to be inhabited and adopted by any reader. Spearing argues that “behind the medieval 
‘I’ of the text there may be no narrator or speaker, or represented fictional person, and in the commonest kinds of 
Middle English literature up until the mid-fourteenth century there usually was none.” See A. C. Spearing, 
Medieval Autographies: The ‘I’ of the Text (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 2012), 16. 
However, I use the term ‘narrator’ in the modern sense throughout my discussion of Middle English literature to 
ensure the clarity of my argument. 
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so brekith / That God the puple wel awrekith” (RR, 274-278).613 The pain suffered on account 

of what she perceives (the knowledge of other’s good) is metaphorically described using the 

verbs ‘melting’, ‘cutting,’ ‘breaking’, connoting the violent affect of her apprehensions and the 

intensity of the passions they cause in her. Envy, we are told, wishes no one well, not even her 

own father (RR, 265-71), and she disparages and diminishes good men with her speech no 

matter how far from her they may be: 

 

I trowe that if Envie, iwis,  

Knewe that beste man that is 

On this side or biyonde the see, 

Yit somwhat lakken hym wolde she;   disparage 

And if he were so hende and wis   clever; wise 

That she ne myght al abate his pris,   reduce 

Yit wolde she blame his worthynesse 

Or by hir wordis make it lesse.  

                                          (RR, 281-288) 

 

The description provides important information about the destructive quality of Envy’s 

speech, which is motivated by her hate for another’s achievements. However, it is worth 

noting that the meaning could not have been conveyed had it been a purely visual description 

of Envy like the picture of Jalouseye in The Knights Tale, which listed the visible features 

only. Rather, the meaning is provided in extra information that the narrator offers about the 

objects of love and hate, desires, behaviours, and sufferings of Envy. Clearly, these are details 

that a visual portrait - unless highly complex, obscure, and annotated with written notes (like 

some Holcot’s images in the Moralitates are) - could not possibly communicate. It is here that 

I would like to draw a comparison between Holcot’s mode of communicating the affects and 

effects of the envious person. Instead of describing Envy’s behaviours literally, Holcot 

employs analogy and metaphor, using examples from Scripture, bestiaries and encyclopaedias 

and interpreting them analogically to illustrate the behaviour and effects of envy. For example 

the Moralitates Holcot uses the exemplar of the sea-frog to convey the impact that the envious 
                                                
613 “She has such great torment and such sadness when folk do well that she almost melts from sheer madness. 
Her heart is cut and almost breaks when God protects/avenges good people.” 
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persons speech has on his/her victims. Compared to the Romaunt’s literal exposition, Holcot’s 

technique offers a much more complex and multidimensional portrayal of the nature and state 

of envy. Holcot’s allusions and analogies to the natural world convey the qualities pertaining 

to the envious person - including motion, affection, desire, aversion, and behaviour - in a 

visually and sensually rich manner, creating a detailed mental description in the mind of the 

reader.614 Hence, while the verbal-picture of Envy in Chaucer’s and in Holcot’s literature both 

work towards advancing the audience’s understanding of the cognitive and volitional state of 

the envious person in the soul, they do so in different ways. 

 

William Langland’s Piers Plowman: 

 

Envy in William Langland’s Piers Plowman is another kind of verbal picture again. The 

personified abstraction of Envy is portrayed as a living man (if excessively gruesome, 

loathsome, and diseased) and not as carvings and painted portraitures as Chaucer’s Envy and 

Jealousy were. It is worth pointing out that the particular variety of personification Langland 

engages here is prosopoeia, described by Jon Whitman as “the practice of giving a consciously 

fictional personality to an abstraction, ‘impersonating’ it.” 615 Rather than have the narrator 

interpret the representation, Langland has the figure interpret himself. Envy appears in the 

Passus V of the poem when the Deadly sins make their confessions to Repentance. The 

Dreamer-narrator recounts that Envy wore a “kaurymaury” (course cloth), a garment with 

sleeves like those of a friar’s gown, and had a knife at his side (PP, V.78-80). He was “pale as 

a pelet” and seemed to have the palsy (PP, V.77). He looked like a shrivelled leek, with lean 

cheeks grimacing hideously. His body was all swollen in anger, he bit his lip, wrung his hands, 

and thought of how he might avenge himself with deeds or words when he saw his opportunity 

(PP, V.81-85). The narrator recalls Envy’s confession, during which he reveals his innermost 

thoughts and affections telling Repentance that the suffering of others is his greatest pleasure, 

and that the good fortune of others hurts and upsets him terribly: “His grace and good happes 

greven me ful soore” (PP, V.96). For this reason he wishes his neighbours the worst fortune, 

                                                
614 Holcot’s images are wonderfully striking and so easy to remember. 
615 Whitman distinguishes between two meanings of the term ‘personification’: “One refers to the practice of 
giving an actual personality to an abstraction. The is practice has its origins in animism and ancient religion... The 
other meaning of ‘personification,’ the one used throughout this study, is the historical sense of prosopoeia. This 
refers to the practice of giving a consciously fictional personality to an abstraction, ‘impersonating’ it.” Jon 
Whitman, Allegory, 271. It is very possible that Langland uses a picture-technique close to Holcot’s elsewhere in 
Piers Plowman, but here I am discussing the personification of Envy only.  
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and turns people against one another, using his speech to cause quarrels and injury (PP, V.97-

8). He is a master of deception; double and two-faced in all that he says and does. He causes 

his neighbours to lose their money by falsely betraying them to their lords, while acting in a 

friendly way towards their faces (PP, V.93-5; PP, V.99-100). He performs devoutly in 

Church, while entertaining sinful thoughts and feelings about those around him in the 

congregation (PP, V.106-9). He treats all men as if they are his servants and he compares his 

sinful, loveless life to that of a vicious dog (PP, V.117). The comparison that he makes 

between himself and the unfriendly beast suggests his feelings of isolation and misery and 

indicates to the audience that his soul is in a state utterly void of caritas. However, the most 

striking feature of Envy’s confession is the description of his physical pain: 

 

...al my body bolneth for bitter of my galle. 

I myghte noght ete many yeres as a man oughte, 

For envye and yvel wil is yvel to defie.     hard to digest 

May no sugre no swete thyng aswage my swellyng,   lessen/reduce 

Ne no diapenidion dryve it fro myn herte,     cough-medicine 

Ne neither shrifte ne shame, but whoso shrape my mawe? 616  

                                (PP, V.118-123) 

 

Envy, then, is in a state of continuous discomfort - both physical and mental. He always 

hungers and is never able to satisfy himself. Indeed, engaging in the activities of ordinary 

people causes him difficulty: “I myghte noght ete many yeres as a man oughte” (PP, V.119). 

Envy’s confession successfully uncovers the perverse cognitions and volitions that motivate 

the envious man’s actions. The description makes a clear link between Envy’s deformed 

psychology and physiology; he is entirely ravaged by his thoughts and his physical disease. 

Any pity that the reader may feel for Envy’s suffering is outweighed by repulsion and disgust 

at his loathesome qualities and vindictive intentions. Envy’s state, as he confesses clearly, is 

voluntary; Envy is entirely to blame. F. N. M. Diekstra has argued that it is not surprising we 

should find representations of Envy as a monstrous, personified abstraction in the caricature of 

a human being because medieval moralists believed that the inner-man is revealed in his 

                                                
616 “Neither confession nor shame [can drive it away] unless someone scrapes out my stomach.” (PP, V.123). 
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physiognomy, and that envy physically transforms the man.617 Diekstra’s observation reflects 

Chatton’s claim that, in via, all cognitions and volitions affect our corporeal organs, and 

Ockham’s claim that sadness of the intellective soul can cause physical ill-health.618 

Langland’s graphic depiction of Envy reveals the physiological symptoms caused by 

imbalance of humours commonly associated with the particular spiritual disposition: pallor, 

jaundice, emaciation, and also physical expressions of fear and anxiety such as wringing of 

hands and biting of lips. However, when Diekstra’s assumption is considered in correlation 

with Holcot’s verbal-picture technique an interesting point of difference becomes apparent. 

Holcot’s images do not function in the same way that Langland’s personifications do. This is 

clear because a reader familiar with the physiological account of envy would (or should) be 

able to recognise Langland’s figure as a depiction of an envious man. Holcot’s figures, on the 

other hand, do not rely on the standard physiology of the emotions, but are constructed using 

analogies.619 While Holcot’s verbal pictures of inner-conditions often take the form of 

anthropomorphic images and human-like figurations, they sometimes do not. As Beryl 

Smalley notes, Holcot’s ‘verbal picture’ of amor amicitae in the Twelve Prophets is a 

collection of images and objects, assembled together to form a single, cluttered impression. 

Holcot’s pictures are always first and foremost a collection of qualities.620 Even when the 

verbal-picture is constructed to resemble a human figure, the parts are always expounded by 

employing other analogical objects and narratives from bestiaries, biblical references, fabulous 

or classical sources and philosophical and theological authorities. In this sense, Holcot’s 

human-like figures function as frameworks upon which a mass of associated narratives are 

hung, each separate narrative highlighting and assimilating a particular quality appropriate to 

the complex conceptual description of the relevant abstract concept or inner-state. It does not 

matter if Holcot’s verbal-pictures are unrealistic - or even appear to be badly or oddly suited to 

the particular state that they represent - so long as they are suitable vehicles to transsume the 

appropriate quality concepts, and that Holcot can link the components together when 

expounding the image. In fact, many are quite surprising in appearance; Caritas - the most 
                                                
617 F. N. M Diekstra, “The Art of Denunciation: Medieval Moralists on Envy and Detraction,” in In the Garden of 
Evil: The Vices and Culture in the Middle Ages, ed. Richard Newhauser (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of 
Medieval Studies, 2005), 431-454. Observation regarding Chatton and Ockham is my own. 
618 See Chapter 2. 
619 Note that we cannot understand Holcot’s images without his exposition of them. Langland’s figure of Envy 
does use some figurative imagery to convey meaning (the comparison to the loveless dog, the comparison to the 
withered leek, and the metaphor of the adder’s tongue) these are little more than conventional analogies. What we 
get in the confessional discourse of Langland’s personified Envy, however, are a set of paradigm scenarios and 
model narratives that show the envious man in action. Hence, Langland’s verbal-figures successfully develop the 
audience’s understanding of the inner-states of pain which they represent and enable the individual to not only 
identify these conditions in themselves and their behaviour, but also offer a script that can be used to express 
these inner-states verbally during confession. 
620 Smalley, English Friars, 178-179. 
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perfect of all spiritual disposition - is hardly an attractive image, having a four-fold visage, 

with flaming, lynx-like eyes and goat’s feet (which are commonly associated with the devil).621 

What matters is not what the figure or fictio itself resembles, but the fictio in so far as it 

functions to bring to mind a thought or understanding (complex-concept or mental description) 

of an abstract concept or spiritual disposition. It is worth remembering that for Holcot and his 

contemporaries the similitude-relation may not have depended on a kind of likeness that we 

would normally associate with ‘similarity’ today, but it seems to have been the case that 

something could be called a similitude of another thing in virtue of being that which is apt to 

bring a thought of the object to the mind of the cognizer.622 

 

4.4 “Y am sorwe and sorwe ys Y”: Verbal Pictures of Pain in The Book of the Duchess 

and The Pearl 

 

The Book of the Duchess: 

 

The Book of The Duchess, one of Chaucer’s early compositions, is often described as a 

memorial poem written to commemorate the death of John of Gaunt’s wife, Lady Blanche of 

Lancaster.623 Three verbal-pictures can be found in Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess: The Black 

Knight; False Fortune; and Lady Blanche.624 The poem opens with the insomniac narrator 

recalling a night when, unable to sleep, he busied himself reading the story of Alcyone and 

Ceyx.625 Partway through the narrative he falls asleep and wakens in a dream bed-chamber 

surrounded by stained-glass windows. Hearing a hunt, he leaves the chamber and follows a 

                                                
621 See above, Chapter Four. 
622 Remembering that Holcot uses ‘imago’, ‘ydola’, and ‘species’ as synonymously with ‘similitudo’. 
623 See Phillipa Hardman, “The Book of the Duchess as a Memorial Monument (1994),” in Chaucer’s Dream 
Visions and Shorter Poems, ed. William A. Quinn (New York: Garland, 1999), 183-196; also see D. W. 
Robertson Jr., “The Historical Setting of Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess,” in Medieval Studies in Honor of 
Urban Tigner Holmes Jr., ed. John Mahoney and John E. Keller (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1965), 169-195. 
624 See Chapter One and Three. 
625 As mentioned in Chapter Three, Holcot tells the story of Alcyone and Ceyx in his lecture on dream 
interpretations and nightmares. See Holcot, Sap. lect. cxcii, 633-634. For the integration of the Ovidian narrative 
into the dream context see Piero Boitani, “Old Books Brought to Life in Dreams: The Book of the Duchess, The 
House of Fame, and The Parliament of Fowls,” in The Cambridge Companion to Chaucer, ed. Piero Boitani and 
Jill Mann, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 58-77. D. W. Robertson and Bernard Huppe 
make an important observation noting that Alcyone and Ceyx is not only a story about dreams, it is also a story 
about managing grief and bereavement. See D. W. Roberstson and Bernard Huppe, “The Book of the Duchess,” 
in Quinn, Chaucer’s Dream Visions and Shorter Poems, 167-170. 
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hound to a forest clearing where he converses with an extremely melancholic man. Although 

there is much to be said about the complex poem, my discussion will focus on three verbal-

picture like figures: The Black Knight, False fortune; and the Lady Blanche. My purpose is to 

consider whether, and in what way, Chaucer’s pictures reflect Holcot’s technique.  

 

The Black Knight:  

 

Chaucer’s Black Knight is a personification of Sorrow.626 The Dreamer describes the young 

man sitting alone and dressed completely in black. He is pale, with head hanging down, and he 

rehearses the verses of a complaint in a “dedly sorwful” voice (BD, 462); it so pitiful, in fact, 

that the Dreamer wonders how “Nature / Myght suffre any creature / To have such sorwe and 

be not ded” (BD, 467-469). The eleven lines of the song sung ‘withoute noote’ (BD, 472) 

convey the thoughts and feelings of the mourning man: 

 

“I have of sorwe so gret won 

That joye gete I never non, 

Now that I see my lady bryght, 

Which I have loved with al my myght, 

Is fro me ded and ys agoon. 

 “Allas, deth, what ayleth the,    ails  

That thou noldest have taken me,   would not 

Whan thou toke my lady swete, 

That was so fair, so fresh, so fre, 

So good that men may wel se 

Of al goodnesse she had no mete!”   equal 

                      (BD, 475-86) 

                                                
626 For an interesting discussion of significance of courtly-love language to Black Knight’s expression of grief see 
Cyndy Hendershot, “Male Subjectivity, Fin Amor, and Melancholia in The Book of the Duchess,” Mediaevalia 21 
(1996), 1-26. R. M. Lumiansky suggests an alternative reading, arguing that the Black Knight figure is an 
expression of the Dreamer’s own grief; see R. M. Lumiansky, “The Bereaved Narrator in Chaucer’s The Book of 
the Duchess (1959),” in Quinn, Chaucer’s Dream Visions and Shorter Poems, 117-129. 
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They lyrics of the complaint express the cognitions and volitions of a soul in the state of 

tristitia. The verse describes the terms in which the mourner apprehends the object of his grief. 

Specifically, we learn that the mourner apprehends the object in temporal, material terms 

(“That was so fair, so fresh, so fre”), able to be possessed by him (“my lady”), and able to be 

taken from him (“thou toke my lady swete”). Moreover, the knight judged the ‘lady’ to be the 

ultimate good, worthy of loving above all else (“So good that men may wel se / Of al 

goodnesse she had no mete!”). In judging the object to be the highest good, the Black Knight 

bestows the worship of latria; the adoration that is reserved for the supreme good alone (that 

is, God). Because the Knight inordinately and excessively loves the lady, he suffers inordinate 

and excessive grief over her loss. So much so that he wishes himself to be dead (“Alas deth, 

what ayleth the, / That thou noldest have taken me...”). The Black Knight is so entirely 

distraught that he defines himself as a personification of sorrow itself: “For who sees me on a 

morrow / May say that he has met with sorwe / For Y am sorwe and sorwe ys Y” (BD, 596-

97). Seeing the Knight begin to faint (BD, 487-491) the Dreamer-narrator hurries to ask if he 

can help. The Knights declines: “No man may my sorowe glade” (BD, 563). The Knight is 

adamant that there is no cure for him. Not in Ovid’s remedies nor Orpheus’ music (BD, 568-

73). Even Death will not oblige to alleviate his absolute agony: “This is my peyne wythoute 

red / Alway deynge and be not ded” (BD, 587-88). Inability to be consoled is essential to the 

Black Knight’s condition because excessive sorrow is a state of utter and absolute 

unhappiness. Interestingly, the narrator of the Romaunt describes the picture of Sorrow on the 

garden wall in exactly these terms:  

 

I trowe that no wight myght hir please   believe; man 

Nor do that thyng that myght hir ease;   ease her (pain) 

Nor she ne wolde hir sorowe slake, 

Nor comfort noon unto hir take, 

So depe was hir wo bigonnen,  

[...] 

For whoso so sorouful is in herte, 

Him luste not to play ne sterte,    joke 

Ne for to dauncen, ne to synge, 
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Ne may his herte in temper bringe    (good) mood 

To make joye on even or morowe,    evening; morning 

For joy is contrarie unto sorowe. 

               (RR, 315-19; 343-48) 

 

The Romaunt-narrator’s point is that for Sorrow to cease to be entirely wretched would be for 

Sorrow to cease to be sorrow, for no small amount of ‘joy’ is compatible with a state of 

absolute, maximal misery (pleasure and joy being contrary to pain and sadness). The 

observation is important for the portrayal of the Black Knight as the personification of Sorrow 

because if he were to be in the slightest bit cheered-up, he would fail to represent excessive 

grief and bereavement. To confirm that his state is entirely opposite to pleasure and joy, the 

Black Knight continues his self-depiction with a list of sixteen contraries (pairs of opposites) 

conveying the qualities that pertain to the sorrowful man (“My song ys turned to pleynge / 

And all my laughter weepinge / My glad thoughts to hevyness...” [BD, 599-617]). In this way, 

the Black Knight describes what he is in terms of what he is not. If someone has not suffered 

extreme grief, but has had experience of laughter/weeping, glad-thoughts/heavy-thoughts (and 

so on), then he/she can combine the negative qualities represented in these pairs to construct a 

complex mental description of what extreme sorrow is. Hence, the Black Knight’s self-

depiction enables one with a limited experience of grief to develop a better understanding. 

Moreover, the figure literally looks like a man in mourning: he exposes his inner-state 

outwardly. Thereby he is closer in kind to Langland’s personification (prosopoeia) of Envy 

than he is to any of Holcot’s constructions in The Twelve Prophets.627 Chaucer’s depiction 

remains on a literal level, and does not involve the analogical and metaphorical levels of 

meaning that are fundamental to Holcot’s picture technique.  

 

False Fortune:  

 

After having described what he is in terms of what he is not, Chaucer’s Black Knight employs 

a verbal-picture technique very close in kind to Holcot’s in order to depict another aspect of 

                                                
627 Except, perhaps, Holcot’s picture of Puer (Boy) who literally looks like a little boy child. For Latin, see 
Smalley, English Friars, 174. 
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the mourning man’s pain. To express his feeling that some external force has unjustly violated 

him, the Black Knight introduces the sinister figure False Fortune, who cheats him at chess: 

 

For fals Fortune hath pleyd a game 

Atte ches with me, all as the while! 

The trayteresse fals and ful of gyle, 

That al behoteth and nothyng halt,   promises; holds/keeps 

She goth upryght and yet she halt,   limps 

That baggeth foule and loketh faire,   squints 

That dispitous debonaire     disdainful; gracious one 

That skorneth many a creature! 

An ydole of fals portrayture 

Ys she, for she wol sone wrien;    turn away 

She is the monstres hed ywrien,    covered up/hidden 

As fylthe over-ystrawed with floures. 

Hir moste worshippe and hir flour ys   chief honour 

To lyen, for that ys hyr nature; 

Withoute feyth, lawe, or mesure 

She ys fals, and ever laughynge 

With oon eye, and that other wepynge.  

         (BD, 618-34)  

 

The Knight describes False Fortune as having a monster’s head that is disguised just as filth is 

hidden by flowers. She is “an ydole of fals potrayture” (‘a false idol’), that is, an idol that 

appears to signify something of meaning and value, but actually signifies nothing. In this 

sense, Fortune can be counted among those fictiones that are malicious and inordinate; the 

empty signifiers that Holcot and Augustine warn us against.628 The Knight’s chess-playing 

                                                
628 In the same way, images, idols, and effigies of the dead falsely signify as present that which is absent and 
hence point towards a nothing. As Aranye Fradenburg observes: “The term ‘idol’ describes an object of devotion 
when its ‘quickness’ is being negated. For the believer of whom the object is an idol - neither a divinization of 
matter nor a materialization of divinity - the object wrongfully promises that the life within it, and the justice it 
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Fortune, then, is the manifestation of a lie. In fact, the Black Knight tells us that False 

Fortune’s chief honour and ‘flour’ (‘flower’) is ‘to lyen’ (‘to lie’), which may be a pun on ‘lily 

flower’. It is worth noting that one of Holcot’s verbal-pictures False Fortune in the Moralitates 

depicts her as a woman holding three flowers in her hand; a rose, a lily and a heliotrope.629 

Holcot’s lily conveys the quality of transitory glory of youth and the corruption/decay of old 

age, because the lily is odiferous when the stem stands intact, but once the stem falls it smells 

putrid. Fortune’s lily, then, is an allegory of duplicity and deception, just as the false idol 

Fortune is to the Black Knight. Not only does the Black Knight’s depiction of Fortune share 

the oddness of appearance that Holcot’s verbal-pictures in Moralitates and The Twelve 

Prophets exhibit, but also the Knight expounds the image in the same manner as Holcot 

expounds his: by drawing on metaphors and analogies to create the sense of what the ‘fortune’ 

is from quality concepts predicated (in the same or similar sense) of concrete objects and 

images. For example, she is compared to a scorpion: 

 

I lykne hyr to a scorpioun, 

That ys a fals, flatterynge best, 

For with hys hed he maketh feste,    shows favour 

But al amydde hys flaterynge 

With hys tayle he sol stynge 

And envenyme; and so wol she.  

                 (BD, 636-41) 

 

Demure-seeming, yet dangerous, unexpected, swift and deadly; the qualities predicable of the 

scorpion are likewise predicable of ‘fortune’, and can be integrated into our complex 

understanding of the abstract concept. The analogy of the scorpion assists the Black Knight to 

communicate his feeling that ‘fortune’, as the cause of his pain, is a violent force, beastly, and 

beyond human control, that inflicts injury on individuals (through change).630 Hence, 

                                                                                                                                                    
dispenses, can be fully present.” See L. O. Aranye Fradenburg, “Making, Mourning, and the Love of Idols,” in 
Dimmick, Simpson, and Zeeman, Images, Idolatry and Iconoclasm, 26. 
629 Holcot, Mor., moral. 43, (Scoti, 1514), 44r. 
630 The Book of the Duchess can be read as a reflection on the Boethian Consolatio approach to accepting one’s 
fortune with good faith. Clearly, Lady Philosophy’s message is something that the Black Knight finds difficult to 
accept. For discussions of Fortune and her place in Chaucer’s poetics see Andrea Denny-Brown, “Fashioning 
Change: Wearing Fortune’s Garments in Medieval England,” Philological Quarterly 87, no. 1 (2008): 9-32; also 
see A. C. Spearing, “Chaucer (1976),” in Quinn, Chaucer’s Dream Visions and Shorter Poems, 15.  
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Chaucer’s Black Knight constructs a Holcotian verbal-picture to represent a universal, abstract 

force that has the power to cause sorrow and pain. In this way he is able to make something 

invisible (which can only be felt or understood intellectually) concrete and comprehensible to 

the Dreamer and the audience.631  

 

Lady Blanche:  

 

The third verbal-picture I want to discuss is Lady Blanche, who is not a personification of 

‘white’ as her name suggests (though she is a picture of purity and perfection), but rather is 

depicted by the Knight as the object of his affection.632 When the Knight is finished lamenting 

Fortune’s filthy betrayal, he admits that the loss of his queen (Blanche) signified the end for 

him: 

 

“And whan I sawgh my fers away,    queen 

Allas, I kouthe no lenger playe,    no longer knew how to 

But seyde, ‘Farewel, swete, ywys,    indeed 

And farewel al that ever ther ys!”  

                         (BD, 655-58) 

 

On hearing this, the Dreamer remarks that no living queen is worth wishing oneself dead for: 

(BD, 740-41: “but ther is no man alyve her / Wolde for a fers make this woo!”). The Black 

Knight immediately accuses the Dreamer of having misunderstood him: “Thou wost ful lytel 

what thou menest; / I have lost more than thow wenest” (BD, 743-744). In an attempt to enable 

the Dreamer to understand what he has lost, the Knight gives a detailed description the Lady 

Blanche (BD, 750-1033).633 He describes what she looked like, how she behaved, her 

                                                
631 Like Holcot, he does this by drawing on an analogical object from the sensible/familiar world to convey the 
quality concepts and properties relevant to a complex mental description of the abstract ‘fortune’, enabling 
someone unfamiliar with the nature of fortune to conceptualise what fortune is. 
632 She is that for which he suffers. Note that D. W. Robertson and Bernard Huppe interpret the description of 
Lady Blanche as a figure of ‘charity', “gleaming white as the celestial city.” See Robertson and Huppe, “The 
Book of the Duchess,” 155. 
633 Camille argues: “Idolatry did not just mean the worship of an external object but could refer to any false 
construction, even in the mind of the perceiving subject.” Camille takes his inspiration, in part, form the opening 
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countenance, thoughts, desires and her values. The Knight describes each feature with 

literary/literal realism. He does not construct an impression out of analogical allusions of the 

sort that Holcot clustered into concordances when he described the features of his verbal-

pictures in The Twelve Prophets or the Moralitates. The Black Knight’s appraisal of the lady’s 

value is heightened by his expression of absolute devotion to the her, judging her to be the 

supreme good: 

 

Ryght on thys same, as I have syde, 

Was hooly al my love leyd; 

For certes she was that swete wif,    woman 

My suffisaunce, my lust, my lyf,    satisfaction 

Myn hap, myn hele, and al my blesse,    fortune, salvation; bliss  

My worldes welfare, and my goddess 

And I hooly hirs and every del.     every part 

                          (BD, 1035-41) 

 

So entirely devoted was the knight to his lady that he voluntarily and wholeheartedly 

submitted to her governance, uniting his will to her own: 

 

Our hertes wern so evene a payre 

That never nas that oon contrayre 

To that other for no woo. 

For sothe, ylyche they suffred thoo    truly; equal 

Oo blysse and eke oo sorwe bothe;    One 

Ylyche they were bothe glad and wrothe 

Al was us oon, withoute were.  

           (BD, 1289-95) 

                                                                                                                                                    
of Andreas Capellanus’s The Art of Courtly Love: “Love is a certain inborn suffering derived from the sight of 
and excessive mediation on the opposite sex - it does not arise from any action; only form the reflection of the 
mind upon what it sees.” Camille, The Gothic Idol, 307.  
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Thus the Knight unites himself in love with the queen; but not with the ordinate love of ‘uti’ in 

which one loves a creature in or for God. But rather, he loves his queen for her own sake, as 

the highest, ultimate good - ‘my goddess’. That is, he loves her with the love of ‘frui 

inordinata'.634 As mentioned above, this is exactly this kind of love that leads to the worship of 

idolatria. Chaucer’s Black Knight, then, reflects the traditional doctrine that associates women 

with idols and lusting after them as a form of idolatry.635 It is worth noting that in Wisdom 

Holcot explicitly warns men against dwelling on women in thought: “indeed, a man, diligently 

seeking out and considering in his thought the beauty of women so that he makes idols for 

himself, necessarily prepares for his own fall.”636 Through his detailed description of the queen 

the Black Knight constructs something like an idol; a verbal object which he apprehends in his 

imagination. If we analyse the Black Knight’s emotion in Ockhamist terms we could say that 

the Knight has an act of desiring the absent object simultaneously with an act of believing that 

the object is lost to him forever, upon which despair follows in the soul. The Knight’s 

awareness of the absence of the desired object will likely cause the Knight to elicit an act of 

displacentia, apt to be accompanied by a passion of sadness (trisitia) in the will (and whatever 

sensitive/somatic pains follow from this thought). Indeed, as Holcot had observed, it is not the 

image or idol itself that is so terrible, but the fact that false idols evoke volitions and passions 

that are harmful.637 For Holcot, an image can be dangerous when it is presented in such a way 

that it moves the mind of the audience to misconceive the object and respond inordinately. 

However, unlike the iconoclast who fears the power of images and so seeks to eradicate them, 

Holcot does not suggest that we destroy images and idols that we create, but that we 

reinterpret them so that they bring about the right cognitions and lead to ordinate affects. 

Recall that in Lectio 164 Holcot sets down ten considerations to assist the bereaved in 

reconceptualising the object of grief.638 No doubt Holcot would have offered this same advice 

to the Black Knight to moderate the man’s grieving and decrease his distress. Chaucer’s 
                                                
634 See Chapter 2 for definitions. 
635 See Camille, The Gothic Idol, 298. 
636 Holcot, Sap. lect. clxiii, 540. It is perhaps worth noting D.W. Robertson’s observation that an ‘idol’ is “not 
always a tangible image of wood or stone; it may be an image in the mind.” He notes Holcot’s comment in 
Wisdom: “These idols are to be fled, and not sought out through curiosity, for as the letter says (Wisd. 14.12), ‘the 
beginning of fornication is the devising of idols.’” D. W. Robertson, A Preface to Chaucer, 99. Camille also 
quotes this passage from Holcot; see Camille, The Gothic Idol, 298. 
637 When discussing the medieval attitude towards idols and image worship Camille observes that it was not so 
much the object itself but the action toward it that transformed an image into an idol, as the phrase “ydolatra 
adorat ydolum” suggests; see Camille, The Gothic Idol, 2. When discussing the personifcation of Idolatry in 
Middle French and English literature Camille notes: “What is important is not what Idolatry looks like or does, 
but what she tries to make the pilgrim do.” Michael Camille, “The Iconoclast’s desire: Deguileville’s Idolatry in 
France and England,” in Dimmick, Simpson, and Zeeman, Images, Idolatry and Iconoclasm, 155. 
638 Holcot, Sap., lect. clxiv, 542-44. 
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Dreamer, on the other hand, makes no such effort to assist the Black Knight in managing his 

grief. Rather, he offers his sympathy upon hearing that Lady Blanche is dead: “Is that youre 

los? Be God, hyt ys routhe!” (BD, 1310). That is, he offers his sympathy, but not empathy. 

The Black Knight had hoped to describe the lady in such a way that would enable the Dreamer 

to properly understand his loss, but this is not possible to achieve. In order for the Dreamer to 

understand his loss the Knight needs to evoke in the Dreamer a volitional assent to the mental 

propositio judging the object (Blanche) to be the supreme good. This kind of a volitional-

assent is not something that someone can cause another person to have by providing them with 

a verbal-picture or description. So while the Black Knight himself is an image of sorrow, and 

his figure False Fortune is the cause of his sorrow, and Lady Blanche is the object of his 

sorrow, the reader (like the Dreamer) does not come to feel anything of his sorrow - though 

he/she might develop a richer, more complex mental description of what excessive sorrow is 

(or at least, what it looks like in another person).  

 

The Pearl: 

 

The Pearl is a late fourteenth-century alliterative verse dream poem, told in the first-person 

voice of a father (who refers to himself as a ‘jeweller’) who mourns the loss of his two-year 

old daughter (who he refers to as his ‘pearl’).639 The narrative opens with a garden-scene in 

which the father, lamenting his loss, falls into a swoon upon the earth-mound where he claims 

the pearl “down drof in moldes dunne” (Pearl, 30).640 He then enters a dream world; finding 

himself amidst a landscape of “crystal klyffes” where the “graval” is made from “precious 

perles of Oryente” [Pearl, 73-82]. The jeweller eventually comes to a riverbank, and sees that 

on the other side of the stream there is “a faunt, a mayden of menskeful debonere” (Pearl, 

162) wearing “blysnande whyt” silk clothing (Pearl, 163).641 He recognizes the “faunt” as his 

lost pearl, and begins conversation with her, which builds to a dispute about her nature and 

legitimacy. What the Pearl-poet presents in his poem is not dissimilar to what we have seen in 

The Book of the Duchess: a man deep in mourning describes his suffering in detail, then 

                                                
639 While acknowledging that Pearl can be read as a “sacramental” poem, I agree with David Aers’s view that 
Pearl is primarily a poem about grief (particularly, parental bereavement); see David Aers, “The Self Mourning: 
Reflections on Pearl,” Speculum 68 (1993), 54-73. I have found Sarah Stanbury’s introduction to her critical 
edition of Pearl useful for background information. I rely on Stanbury’s edition for my quotations, and, in most 
cases I follow her gloss. See Sarah Stanbury ed., Pearl (Michigan, Medieval Institute Publications, 2001).  
640 “Sank in clods of brown earth” (Pearl, 30). 
641 “A child”; “a maiden of courtesy and graciousness”; “gleaming white” (Pearl, 162-163). 
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proceeds to describe the object of his suffering in detail as he interacts with her in the dream-

scenario. However, unlike in The Book of the Duchess, the Pearl-poet has the perle-faunt 

reinterpret the object of grief for the mourning man following a method very similar to the one 

that Holcot prescribes in Lectio 164 of Wisdom. Throughout the poem the perle-faunt attempts 

to correct the jeweller-father’s misconception of the object he has lost, re-presenting his 

‘perle’ for him in terms of her perfect, atemporal nature as a beatified soul. In effect, the perle-

faunt becomes the artificer of her own verbal-picture/image, offering the jeweller a new 

understanding of what she is through the poetic art of ‘word-play’ (particularly punning and 

polysemy). Due to the limitations of space, I will focus my discussion on a select few passages 

that most clearly illustrate the strategy the perle-faunt deploys to offer the jeweller a method 

for moderating his mourning.  

 

In the first stanza of the poem the jeweller introduces the object of his grief, specifying the 

terms in which he conceptualizes his pearl-child: 

 

Perle, plesaunte to prynces paye     pleasing; pleasure 

To clanly clos in golde so clere,     To set elegantly 

Out of Oryent, I hardly saye,     firmly 

Ne proved I never her precios pere.    equal 

So rounde, so reken in uche araye,    lovely; each setting 

So smal, so smoth her sydes were, 

Queresoever I jugged gemmes gaye, 

I sette hyr sengeley in synglure.     apart; as unique 

Allas, I leste hyr in on erbere;      lost; a garden 

Thurgh gresse to grounde hit fro me yot.    grass; earth; tumbled 

           (Pearl, 1-10) 

 

The gemstone metaphor draws our attention to the tangible, material qualities of size, shape 

and beauty: ‘smal’, ‘smoth,’ ‘rounde’. His evaluation of the (mercantile) value of his gem (“ne 

proved I never her precious pere”) suggests that the jeweller apprehends the object as the 
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highest, supreme good.642 The analogy comparing the death of the child to the loss of a small 

pearl-stone in the grass is clearly what Giles of Rome would have called an assimilatio - a 

relation of proportion involving four terms: the loss of the girl to the father is the same as (or 

similar to) the loss of the most precious stone to a jeweller. Imagining the death of his child in 

this way, the jeweller-father suggests that the pearl-daughter as something rightfully belonging 

in his keeping. Hence, when the perle-faunt appears to the jeweller in the exquisite dream 

setting he reacts with dismay: 

 

“O perle,” quoth I, “in perles pyght,    decorated   

Art thou my perle that I haf playned,    mourned 

Regretted by myn one on nyghte?...    on my own 

       

...What wyrde has hyder my juel vayned   fate; here; brought 

and don me in thys del and gret daunger?   put; sorrow; heartache 

Fro we in twynne wern towen and twayned   since; torn; separated 

I haf ben a joyles jueler.”  

                 (Pearl, 241-43; 249-52) 

 

Repetitive use of the personal pronoun ‘my’ conveys the jeweller’s sense of ownership. He 

expresses his belief that the unperceivable and uncontrollable external force of ‘wyrde’ (fate) 

is responsible for the separation of father and daughter, hinting that he feels himself a victim 

of some malevolent, unforeseen, external power. The phrase “has hyder my juell vayned / And 

don me in thys del” suggests that the father feels that the outcome is unfair and he cannot 

understand why the perle-faunt prospers while he suffers. The perle-faunt is quick to correct 

the jeweller, explaining that he has it all wrong: 

 

“Sir, ye haf your tale mysetente     distorted 

To say your perle is al awaye... 

Bot, jueler gente, if thou shal lose    noble 
                                                
642 For information about gems and the “mercantile consciousness” of the fourteenth-century English aristocracy 
see Helen Barr, “Pearl - or ‘The Jeweller’s Tale,’” Medium Aevum 69 (2000): 59-79. 
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Thy joy for a gemme that thee was lef,   dear 

Me thynk thee put in a mad porpose    purpose/reason 

And busyes thee about a raysoun bref.    trouble; a fleeting course 

For that thou lestes was bot a rose    lost 

That flowred and fayled as kynde hyt gef;   died; as nature allowed it to 

Now thurgh kynde of the kyste that hyt con close  chest; enclosed 

To a perle of prys hit is put in pref.    value; proven to be 

And thou has called thy wyrde a thef    fate 

That oght of noght has mad thee cler.    ought of nothing; made  

Thou blames the bote of thy meschef.    remedy of your misfortune 

Thou art no kynde jueler.”      kind/natural/courteous  

                    (Pearl, 257-58; 265-76) 

 

Referring to the object of the jeweller’s loss as his pearl (“your perle”) - that which he has lost 

(“that thou lestes”) - the perle-faunt distances herself from the grieving father, suggesting that 

she does not recognize the familial bond (at least not in the same terms he does). Instead, she 

redefines the object of the jeweller’s loss for him, using the polysymous term ‘kynde’ to create 

a contrast between the temporal, corruptible nature of the object he lost, and the eternal, 

perfect nature of the perle-faunt as she now exists. She employs the metaphorical figure of the 

rose to highlight the transitory qualities of the object he loves and desires, which is by nature 

subject to decay. She emphasises the foolishness of the jeweller in choosing to locate his 

happiness in a 'gemstone'; an object belonging to the material world, and so which can be lost. 

It is even more foolish to blame ‘wyrde’ (here understood as God’s will or divine providence) 

for stealing that which was created for, rather than created by, the jeweller, and which never 

rightfully belonged to him. Further, to blame ‘wyrde’ for one’s unhappiness is perverse, when 

God provides ‘the bote’ (the cure) for sorrow and pain (alluding to the Augustinian notion that 

man causes his own suffering by contesting, or refusing to accept and conform to, God’s will 

and order). Therefore, the jeweller is himself perverse and at odds with nature (‘no kynde 

jueller’) because his judgments and volitions are inordinate. It is worth noting that in her 

response the perle-faunt reminds the jeweller of at least six of the ten considerations Holcot 

listed to help moderate excessive grief. Holcot’s first suggestion had been to consider “divine 

will, which we should be in no way opposed to... For divine will is the first and principle cause 

of everything which exists (has been made).” In pointing out that the jeweller’s ‘wyrd’ is not a 
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thief, but “made him something out of nothing”, the perle-faunt prompts jeweller to remember 

God’s will and His role as creator. Second, Holcot suggested the bereaved consider that “it is 

just and lawful for anyone to reclaim what is his own... it is fitting for the Creator to take-back 

what was leant, and nothing else is fitting than to give thanks to the Creator who made the 

loan.” In noting that it is wrong to call “thy wyrde a thef that oght of noght has mad thee cler,” 

the perle-faunt echoes Holcot’s consideration that God cannot be called malicious or a thief 

for taking back what is his own creation. Thirdly, Holcot suggests that the bereaved “consider 

that the necessity of dying is the law common to all. If anything had been done against your 

dead friend which had not happened out of necessity, you may justly grieve or lament, but as it 

is, nothing is done except what is decreed by common law to the whole human race.” By 

proposing that the loved object is “bot a rose / that flowred and fayled as kynde hyt gef” the 

perle-faunt reminds the jeweller that there is nothing surprising or unjust about his daughter’s 

death. Holcot’s seventh point is to consider that excessive mourning over a loved one is 

irrational and harmful to whoever is doing the grieving. The perle-faunt makes a similar 

suggestion when she chides the jeweller for his foolishness in placing all his happiness in a 

gem; excessive love of - and hence excessive grieving over - worldly objects is inordinate and 

does him no good. Holcot’s ninth point is to remember “the hope of the resurrection which is 

to come, because the person you see dead at another time you will see brought back to life...” 

The perle-faunt emphasises this point when she insists that the jeweller has it all wrong “ye 

haf your tale mystente / to say your perle is al away.” His pearl-child is, in fact, playing 

forever in a garden where “mys nee mourning com never nere” (Pearl, 260-263).643 Rather 

than ‘lost’, his child is preserved in an eternally pain-free state, reminding the jeweller of 

Holcot’s tenth consideration “that he who was beloved by you whilst he was alive, he will be 

more dear now he is saved... indeed, our (deceased) friends are made drunk by a deluge of 

pleasure.” 

 

Even after the perle-faunt has fashioned a new fictio for the jeweller to apprehend in place of 

his old understanding, the jeweller is still unable to come to terms with the perle-faunt in her 

new mode of existence. Having listened to the perle-faunt, the jeweller apologises for 

mistakenly believing that she is lost (dead) and eagerly proposes that he will cross the river to 

live with her in bliss (Pearl, 279-88). The perle-faunt scolds the jeweller for being unable to 

understand anything except what his senses can prove true: 

                                                
643 “Neither loss nor mourning ever comes near” (Pearl, 262). 
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“I halde that jueler lyttel to prayse 

That loves wel that he ses wyth yye,    what he sees with his eyes 

And much to blame and uncortoyse    not courteous  

That leves oure Lorde wolde make a lyye   believes; lie/falsity  

That lelly hyghte your lyf to rayse    faithfully; promised; raise  

Thagh fortune dyd your flesch to dyye.   made; flesh; dye 

Ye setten Hys wordes ful westernays    set; completely awry 

That loves nothynk bot ye hit syye;    but what you see 

And that is a poynt o sorquydryye    of pride 

That uche god mon may evel byseme -    ill-befit 

To leve no tale be true to tryye     believe; test 

Bot that hys one skyl may dem.”    his individual reason; judge  

                           (Pearl, 301-12) 

 

Not only does the perle-faunt’s response echo Holcot’s attitude towards men who insist on 

trying to explain and prove Divine mysteries (such as transubstantiation and the Trinity) using 

logical arguments and rational proofs, but also it draws attention to the necessity of faith, and 

trusting that God does not create falsities/lies (even if it is possible for Him to do so). 

Moreover, the perle-faunt engages a technique not unlike Holcot’s approach to try to help the 

jeweller come to terms with spiritual and abstract ideas.644 Continuously throughout the poem 

the perle-faunt raids the preacher’s skillset of literary strategies to construct a description of a 

blessed soul in heaven to enable the jeweller comprehend her nature and mode of being. In 

fact, she deploys a strategy very similar to that which Holcot used in his verbal-picture 

technique by integrating exemplars and references from Scripture (and other authorities) to 

                                                
644 Critical debate focuses on whether and how the Pearl-poet communicates about the spiritual. For example, 
Elizabeth Salter and Erich Auerbach concentrate on the importance of figura and the typological reading of Pearl 
which emphasizes the importance of Christian rhetoric, understanding the poem to attempt to incarnate the 
spiritual message or Word in the ‘flesh’ of the temporal figures and images the poet uses. J. Allan Mitchel 
disagrees, highlighting the radical transfiguration and discontinuity of images in the Pearl narrative and arguing 
that the Pearl reflexively engages with resisting typology or figura (which presupposes and preserves a stable 
continuity between eternity and human historical continuum). See J. Allan Mitchell, “The Middle English Pearl: 
Figuring the Unfigurable,” The Chaucer Review 35, no. 1 (2000): 86-87. Piotr Spyra argues the strong influence 
of Neo-Platonic/Augustinian epistemology and hermeneutic underlying the structure and meaning of the the texts 
in MS Cotton Nero A.x (the only extant manuscript containing the Pearl-poets works). See Piotr Spyra, The 
Epistemological Perspective of the Pearl Poet (Dorchester: Ashgate 2014).  
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construct a mental description out of quality concepts already acquired by the jeweller through 

his direct experience of objects in the world. For example, she incorporates the parable of The 

Pearl of Price (Matthew 13:45-46): 

 
“Ther is the blys that con not blynne    bliss; cannot end 

That the jueler soght thurgh perré pres    gems; precious 

And solde alle hys goud, bothe wolen and lynne,  goods; woollen; linen 

To bye hym a perle was mascelles.    spotless 

 

This makelles perle, that boght is dere,   peerless 

The joueler gef fore alle hys god,645 

Is lyke the reme of heveness clere -    realm of heaven 

So sayde the fader of folde and flode -    father; land; sea 

For hit is wemles, clene, and clere,    spotless 

And endless rounde and blyth of mode,   serene; character 

And commune to alle that ryghtwys were.    common; righteous 

                     (Pearl, 729-740) 

 

In this passage we can clearly see the perle-faunt’s poetic technique at work. The perle-faunt 

draws upon exemplar from scripture and expounds these passages using the same quality 

terms and properties that the jeweller father had used earlier in the poem to describe his lost 

perle child (‘mascelles/makelles’, ‘clene’, ‘clere’, ‘rounde’, ‘blyth’) except that the terms are 

used (equivocally) in the new context so that they have a different meaning to that which they 

had when the jeweller used them. In the passage above the terms are used to convey the 

eternal, atemporal nature of the perle-faunt’s spiritual existence in the state of beatitude.646 By 

this method, the perle-faunt is able to redefine herself through subtle semantic shifts, creating 

a complex mental description of a blessed soul from quality terms (equivocally) predicable of 

both the physical/material object (the pearl) and her spiritual/immaterial state (eternal bliss). 

                                                
645 “For which the jeweler gave all his goods” (Pearl, 734) 
646 For useful accounts of the Pearl-poet’s language technique see Morton Donner, “Word Play and Word Form in 
Pearl,” Chaucer Review 24 (1989): 166-82; O. D. Macrae-gibson, “Pearl: The Link-Words and the Thematic 
Structure.” Neophilologus 52 (1968): 54-64; Sylvia Tomasch, “A Pearl Punnology,” Journal of English and 
Germanic Philologt 88 (1989): 1-20; and Edward Wilson, “Word Play and Interpretation of Pearl,” Medium 
Aevum 40 (1971): 116-134. 
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Spiritual substances existing in the heavenly realm are pure, clear, bright and pure without any 

murkiness. The “endless rounde” conveys the sense that heaven has no beginning, no end, no 

measurement of time.647 “Blyth of mode” suggests a serene state of free of change or 

turbulence, while “blys that con not blynne” suggests a state utterly void of sadness or 

displeasure. This “blys that con not blynne” - the joy that cannot cease (that is, the beatific 

vision) - is the “pearl of price.” However, it is not particular to the perle-faunt alone; it is 

“commune” to all who are of the same “ryghtwys” nature. It is universal; participated in by 

many simultaneously. And it is this “perle of price” that the perle-faunt suggests to the 

jeweller that he ought to judge as the supreme good, subordinating his love of all other jewels 

(that is, creatures) to his love of the “makelless” (maker-less) pearl; the source of all joy. By 

loving the “perle of price” above all else the jeweller will no longer suffer excessive inordinate 

grief, but rather his mourning will be moderated and in proper proportion.  

 

Unfortunately, the jeweller-father is never quite able to ‘grasp’ or comprehend the perel-faunt 

in the terms that she depicts herself. In this sense, the jeweller’s suffering is sustained as a 

result of his epistemic dilemma; human knowledge is limited because it is creaturely and 

temporal. No analogy, no metaphor or fictio - no matter how well wrought - can bridge the gap 

in correspondence between what is purely atemporal and Divine, and what is the product of 

natural human thought.648 Because we are limited to knowledge gained through direct, 

empirical experiences it is impossible (in this life) to imagine or conceive of anything purely 

immaterial without thinking in terms and concepts proper to our temporal existence.649 In the 

end the impulses of the jeweller’s sensitive appetite create in him such an irresistible urge to 

be with his perle-faunt that he attempts to cross the water to join her: 

 

Delyte me drof in yye and ere -    delight; drove; eye; ear 

                                                
647 Although by using a term like ‘rounde’ does seem to connote some sort of spatial dimension. Unless ‘rounde’ 
is taken in the musical sense of ‘rondellus’, which was a formalized interchange of parts or voices according to a 
scheme often used in English motets of the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. Ernest H. Sanders, 
“Rondellus,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. 16, ed. Stanely Sadie (London: 
Macmillan Publishers, 1980), 170-171.  
648 Holcot discusses the incommunicable name of God see Sap. lect. clxvi, 548. For a critical discussion of the 
expression of the ineffable in Pearl, see Theodore Bogdanos, Pearl, Image of the Ineffable: A Study in Medieval 
Poetic Symbolism (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1983).  
649 In part we can interpret the jeweller’s failure as a critique of the picture-technique itself: it is impossible to 
construct an understanding of something purely spiritual from quality terms predicable of material/concrete 
images and objects. After all, mental descriptions constructed in this way are imperfect and incomplete. One must 
have the direct experience of the object to acquire proper knowledge or understanding of it. 
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My manes mynde to maddyng malte.    human; madness dissolved  

Quen I sey my frely, I woulde be there   when; saw, noble one  

Byyond the water, thagh ho were walte.    although she; chosen 

            (Pearl, 1153-56)  

 

Overwhelmed by the sudden, powerful pleasure in his sensitive soul, the jeweller’s rational 

capacities are rendered inefficacious. As the jeweller plunges into the river he awakens, 

realising that he has lost his perle-child for a second time.650 It is worth noting, however, that 

the jeweller’s final reflections suggest that the dream vision has imparted to him some 

understanding of his child’s post-mortem condition.651 In the very last stanza/verse, the 

jeweller, admitting his loss, commits his child to the Lord’s keeping (Pearl, 1207-1208) and 

consoles himself with the comfort that he has found in God: 

 

For I have founden Hym, both day and naghte   night 

A God, a Lorde, a frende ful fyin.      a most excellent friend 

                   (Pearl, 1203-1204) 

 

4.5 Summary 

 

The texts I have discussed in this chapter are all representations of human sadness and 

suffering, but they are not all of the same kind. The principle difference between most of the 

poetic depictions we have considered and Holcot’s picture-technique is that the 

personifications are literal likenesses of the states they represent. Langland’s Envy, the Black 

Knight and the jeweller display the physiognomy and behaviours that are typically associated 

with envy and grief. Anyone familiar with the states should be able to recognize the figures for 

what they represent without much more of an explanation being given. Holcot’s pictures, on 

the other hand, cannot be recognized alone; they some extra information or an interpretation to 

                                                
650 Ann Watts emphasizes the “second loss” (loss of dream vision) in Pearl, arguing that this moment reinforces 
the absolute inexpressibility of the father’s grief: “Thus loss is echoed by loss.” See Ann Chalmers Watts, “Pearl, 
Inexpressibility, and Poems of Human Loss,” PMLA 99, no. 1 (1984): 33. 
651 A. C. Spearing supports this reading of the final stanza, claiming that even if the speaker does not achieve 
understanding, he at least achieves “a better state of mind”; see A. C. Spearing, Medieval Dream Poetry (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1976): 128-129. 
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be provided before they can be understood. It is the preacher’s role to present this exposition 

of the image, and it is this kind of exposition that the Black Knight offers when he describes 

False Fortune, and the pearl-faunt offers when she constructs the image of the blessed soul. 

What none of these representations (neither Holcot’s nor the poets’) achieve is a replication of 

the state being depicted in the soul of the reader. The images are not contagious - we do not 

feel envy by visualising the envious person; we do not feel grief by seeing a depiction of grief 

(even when the object of grief is described for us in detail!). According to late medieval 

philosophy of the soul, emotions - particularly emotions of the will - were understood to be 

complicated, relational phenomena that involved eliciting volitional response to some object 

(that is, eliciting an act of the will with the same intentional content as the antecedent 

cognition, but in the optative, rather than assertive, modality). While a verbal-picture of the 

Holcotian type might provide us with a mental description we can use to think about a specific 

species of emotion (such as tristitia, or fruitio), it is not the same kind sort of knowledge as the 

kind we acquire through an actual experience of the emotion itself. The question is whether 

there are any late Middle English poets who write narratives that not only depict a state of 

suffering but also cause the reader to feel something of that same state of suffering while they 

read the poem. As far as I am aware, the late medieval preachers and poets who do achieve 

this are few and far between (which may be a good indication that it was not part of the poets 

interest or purpose in composing the text). However, there is one author who does manage to 

evoke in the audience something like the state of suffering depicted in the text, and that is the 

poet Thomas Hoccleve in his composition The Series. 
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Part Three: The Poet 
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Chapter 5: Reading and Representing Suffering in Thomas Hoccleve’s 

Series 

 

Hoccleve’s Series is a compilation of five poems - “My Compleinte,” “A Dialoge,” “The Tale 

of Jereslaus’s Wife,” “Lerne for to Die,” and “The Tale of Jonathas,” connected by a thread of 

conversational discourse between the narrator ‘Hoccleve’ and his friend.652 The Series begins 

with the narrator’s reflection on a period of insomnia during which he is “so vexid” by a 

“thoughtful maladie” that he was compelled to compose “My Compleinte” expressing the 

distressing social ostracization he suffered following his “wyld infirmity” (MC, 21).653 

Convinced that he has fully recovered his wit and sanity, Hoccleve re-emerges into the public 

realm. However, he is shaken by the hostility he encounters, and retreats again into the 

isolation of his Privy Office, where he broods upon the “remembraunce / that stablenesse in 

this worlde is ther noon. / Ther is nothing but chaunge and variaunce” (MC, 8-10).654 What 

follows is a discourse centred on the concerns of a man who is continuously preoccupied with 

the limitations of human knowledge, particularly within social contexts where deception is an 

ever-present threat. Hoccleve’s narrative can be understood as a man’s desperate search for his 

lost sense of certainty as a “hool” (whole) and “sad” (stable) person, and his struggle to obtain 

the confirmation needed to guarantee that a reliable correspondence exists between his 

                                                
652 In my discussion of The Series I refer to the first-person voice of the text as “the narrator Hoccleve” and I 
identify the historical man Thomas Hoccleve as “the author Hoccleve.” For the purpose of clarity I intend to use 
‘narrator’ and ‘author’ in the modern sense of the terms. However, I acknowledge that the medieval notion of 
‘autour’ was different from the modern definition of ‘author’. See Stephanie A. Viereck Gibbs Kammath, 
Authorship and First-person Allegory in Late Medieval France and England (Suffolk: D. S. Brewer, 2012), 109-
110; also see A. J. Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship, 9-72. I am aware of A.C. Spearing’s warning not to 
presume that Hoccleve conceptualized how he was writing in terms of what we would call ‘autobiography’. See 
Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 169. It is also worth mentioning that there has been much conjecture over 
whether Hoccleve’s “freend” was a bona fide friend who visited him and read “My Compleinte,” or perhaps a 
collaborator in a book-making project with Hoccleve; see David Watt, “‘I This Book Shal Make’: Thomas 
Hoccleve’s Self-Publication and Book Production,” Leeds Studies in English 34 (2003): 145. It has also been 
suggested that the friend could be intended as a dramatic portrayal of conscience or internal dialogue; see Isabel 
Davis, Writing Masculinity in the Later Middle Ages (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 139. Or the 
friend could simply be a fictitious character invented for the purpose of dialogue and plot action. I suggest that in 
reading The Series we must accept that the narrator Hoccleve intends the audience to believe that a friend of his 
visited him and brought him poems. Whether or not the author Hoccleve intends the audience to believe in the 
authenticity of such a claim is a more dubious matter. My reading promotes the view that the author Hoccleve 
intended the audience to be uncertain about this, as I argue he aimed to destabilize the reader’s trust in the 
reliability of both the narrator Hoccleve and the author Hoccleve. Much of the discussion regarding the 
authenticity of the “freend” is tied into critics’ positions on the autobiographical status of The Series. However, 
because this is not the focal point of my project I am happy to point to Spearing’s recent and up-to-date outline of 
criticism on the topic of medieval autobiography in general, and Hoccleve’s writing in particular; see Spearing, 
Medieval Autographies, 8. 
653 Note that in some manuscripts items from The Series appear independently of the framing narrative; see J. A. 
Burrow, Thomas Hoccleve (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1994); also see Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 172.  
654 “Remembrance that there is no stability in the world. There is nothing but change and alteration.” 
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apprehensions and reality (MC, 289). The Series can also be understood as a late Medieval 

poet’s attempt to communicate meaningfully about his personal suffering by invoking, as far a 

possible, something of a similar experience in the reader.655  

 

Over the past few decades critics have attributed Hoccleve’s anxieties to the pressures of the 

changing regulations of employment in the office of the Privy Seal, and the constant 

difficulties Hoccleve faced in getting his annuity paid.656 D. C. Greetham has understood 

Hoccleve’s presentation of madness as a literary convention; a rhetorical trope of self-

abjection geared towards wooing a patron.657 Others have been interested in Hoccleve’s 

engagement as a reader and writer of traditional forms of medieval literary genres, including 

penitential lyric, confessional discourse, begging or petition-making poetry, preaching and 

sermon literature, and the Boethian Consolatio tradition.658 Another focus of scholarly 

                                                
655 J. A Burrow observes that Hoccleve’s poetry has “roots in painful human experience,” and claims that “no 
English writer had attempted such a full representation of anxiety before this time”; see J. A. Burrow, 
“Hoccleve’s Series: Experience and Books,” Fifteenth-century Studies: Recent Essays. ed. Robert F. Yeager, 
Hamden, CT: Archon (1984) 260 and 268). Spearing, on the other hand, warns against reading Hoccleve as a 
whole self into a text where he is clearly a fragmented subject. Even if more ‘autobiographical’ than most 
previous forms of poetry, the correspondence of the ‘I’ to Hoccleve is a correspondence to a persona who is 
unstable and vulnerable to dissolution; see Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 174. Although I am interested in the 
way that Hoccleve has used his text to present the experience of intellectual suffering involved in mental 
disorder, the “painful human experience” represented in The Series need not be understood as only presenting a 
direct expression of the author Hoccleve’s own experience of pain, but rather can be seen to express a variety of 
experiences of intellectual suffering from different perspectives. For example, by incorporating “Lerne for to 
Die” into The Series, Hoccleve gives voice to an expression of the suffering endured at death through the 
depiction of the dying man of Henry Suso’s Ars Utillissima Moriendi. The Ars Utillissima Moriendi provides a 
literary depiction of the unknowable - hence unimaginable and inexpressible - pain of the moment of death, and 
immediate post-mortem experience. This is important since it shows that Hoccleve thought that he could 
‘borrow’ an account of emotions from someone else - presumably judging that it adequately represented the state 
he wished to bring to the reader’s attention. However, due to time constraints I am unable to discuss Hoccleve’s 
translation of Suso’s work here. For discussions of the text see Juanita Rhys, “Dying 101: Emotion, Experience, 
and Learning How to Die in the Late Medieval ‘Artes Moriendi’,” Parergon 31, no. 2 (2014): 55-79; Ashby 
Kinch, Imago Mortis: Mediating Images of Death in Late Medieval Culture (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 69-70; and 
Stephen Rosenski, “‘Your Ensaumple and Your Mirour’: Hoccleve’s Amplification of the Imagery and Intimacy 
of Henry Suso’s Ars Moriendi,” Parergon 25, no. 2 (2008): 1-16.  
656 For discussions of Hoccleve’s financial difficulties see Derek Pearsall, “Hoccleve’s Regiment of Princes: The 
Poetics of Royal Self-Representation,” Speculum 69, no. 2 (1994): 386-410; and see Ethan Knapp, The 
Bureaucratic Muse. The best source of information on conditions of the Privy seal office in early fifteenth 
century is Thomas F. Tout, Chapters in the Administrative History of Medieval England; the Wardrobe, the 
Chamber, and the Small Seals, vol. 5 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1930). 
657 D. C. Greetham, “Self-Referential Artefacts: Hoccleve’s Persona as a Literary Device,” Modern Philology 86, 
no. 3 (1989): 242-51. 
658 Eva Thornely argues that Hoccleve writes a parody of the penitential lyric; see Eva Thornely, “The Middle 
English Penitential Lyric and Hoccleve’s Autobiographical Poetry,” Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 68 (1967): 
295-321. Jennifer Byran discusses confessional discourse in relation to the increasing interest in personal identity 
among the late Medieval English literate; see Bryan, “Hoccleve, the Virgin, and the Politics of Complaint,” 
PMLA 117, no. 5 (2002): 1172-1187. Robyn Malo questions whether confessional discourse is necessarily related 
to penitential practice, and suggests that Hoccleve utilises the confessional genre to express his suffering and 
recovery, rather than to express his sin; see Robyn Malo, “Penitential Discourse in Hoccleve’s Series,” Studies in 
the Age of Chaucer 34 (2012): 277-305. Helen Hickey highlights the importance of verbal inquisition in assessing 
the mental stability of individuals within the English judicial system; see Helen Hickey, “Legal Personhoods and 
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attention has been Hoccleve’s interest in contemporary religious and political affairs, 

including the early fifteenth-century Lancastrian attack on heresy and the Lollard 

Inquisition.659 Ethan Knapp has observes that “despite his outward conformity to orthodox 

doctrine, Hoccleve’s religious poetry shows itself to be infected by theological and scholastic 

scepticism.”660  

 

While it is important to recognize that Hoccleve occupied a precarious office of employment, 

and that he was continuously under the pressure of complex forces and dynamic changes 

colouring the early fifteenth-century social context, I am surprised that critics have not yet 

paid closer attention to the influence that epistemic uncertainties associated with academic 

scepticism had on Hoccleve’s depiction of madness in The Series. After all, the debates of the 

early 1320s and 1330s over the consequences of God’s absolute power on human knowledge 

continued well into the late fourteenth century, and there is evidence to suggest that the 

                                                                                                                                                    
the Inquisitions of Insanity in Thomas Hoccleve’s Series,” in Theorizing Legal Personhood in Late Medieval 
England, ed. Andreea Boboc (Leiden: Brill, 2015). Kammath has recently discussed Hoccleve’s use of the 
allegorical ‘first person’ as a means to express his interiority. Kammath argues that Hoccleve’s poetry is strongly 
influenced by the French allegorical Roman de la Rose and the moralized editions of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. An 
endearing discussion of Hoccleve’s engagement with the Boethian Consolatio tradition is offered by Eleanor 
Johnson in her recent book Practicing Literary Theory in the Middle Ages: Ethics and the Mixed Form in 
Chaucer, Gower, Usk and Hoccleve, where she explains how the technique of prosimetrum and protrepsis 
developed in Latin poetry such as Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy and Martianus Capella’s Marriage of 
Philology and Mercury to create an ethically transformative text within an autobiographical framework. Johnson 
explains that by the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries the technique had become a well-established 
literary convention, and that by misuse of protrepsis Hoccleve made a parody of the convention in a way which 
his audience would recognize and enjoy; see Eleanor Johnson, Practicing Literary Theory in the Middle Ages: 
Ethics and the Mixed Form in Chaucer, Gower, Usk and Hoccleve (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 
particularly pages 202-231. 
659 See Andrew Cole, Literature and Heresy in the Age of Chaucer (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2008); particularly Chapter 5: “Thomas Hoccleve’s Heretics” pages 103-130. Cole notes the poet Hoccleve’s 
ideological flexibility in the subject of religion and Lollardry. 
660 Knapp makes a connection between Hoccleve and Holcot, claiming that “in strategies of religious poetry 
Hoccleve was very much the heir of Robert Holcot,” and draws parallels between Hoccleve and Holcot’s 
treatment of literary ‘images’; see Knapp, The Bureaucratic Muse, 132-134, and 154. It is worth noting that the 
fourteenth century was a period of particular complexity, having witnessed disruption caused by momentous 
events such as the Papal Schism of 1378 (lasting until 1417), the plague that frequently swept Europe after 1348, 
and the English Peasants Revolt of 1381. As Sheila Delany has surmised, even the ordinary layman would have 
noticed that “the sacred notion of retributive justice did not operate with the Black Death: many good men died, 
many evil men survived, and neither virtue nor prayers were efficacious.” See Sheila Delany, “Undoing the 
Substantial Connection: The Late Medieval Attack on Analogical Thought,” Mosaic 5, no. 4 (1972): 31-52. 
While I do not want to exaggerate the atmosphere of anxiety resulting from these events, I do think it a fair 
hypothesis that the outlook of fifteenth-century men and women would have been different from that of their 
early fourteenth-century predecessors, and that these factors may have shaped and influenced the way that late 
medieval poets chose to depict human suffering in general, and personal suffering in particular. At least, the 
assumption is appropriate in the case of Thomas Hoccleve, who not only expresses personal reasons for his 
distrust in authoritative institutions governing his life, but also an awareness of theological and academic 
scepticism. 
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disputes were not confined to clerical and Scholastic interest only.661 I would like to suggest 

that we might enrich our understanding of Hoccleve’s “wyld infirmity” if we approach the text 

taking into consideration the climate of uncertainty stimulated by medieval academic 

scepticism particularly the variety of scepticism characterizing Robert Holcot’s theological 

and pastoral texts. I will argue that through an awareness of discussions centred on God’s 

omnipotence and the impact His freedom had on the scope of possible human knowledge we 

might come to recognize the narrative shape and organization in The Series as a means by 

which to explore the implications that shaky certitude has on an individual’s ability make 

meaning from his experience in the temporal world. I will also argue that an engagement with 

epistemological questions raised by sceptical discussions influenced the way Hoccleve chose 

to depict intellectual suffering and mental disorder in the separate poems of The Series, and in 

the composition as a whole. 

 

In order to present my case it is necessary to first introduce the issues of epistemic uncertainty 

associated with late medieval scepticism in their theological context (5.1), followed by a 

discussion of the causes of mental disorder identified in the philosophical accounts of Scotus, 

Ockham and Holcot, explaining how the epistemic failures underlying states of ‘frenzy’ and 

‘alienation’ are key to Hoccleve’s depiction of the “wyld infirmity” (5.2). The third section 

(5.3) will investigate the influence that philosophical/logical reflection on alternative possible 

scenarios had on the development of allegorical narratives depicting suffering in Hoccleve’s 

translation of “The Tale of Jerelaus’s Wife” and “The Tale of Jonathas.” The final section will 

consider the impact that the narrative framework of The Series has on the audience’s 

experience of reading the text (5.4). I argue that by destabilizing traditional methods of textual 

interpretation, Hoccleve problematizes the audience’s ability to make meaning from the text, 

resulting in a response of confusion and uncertainty, not unlike the state of “infirmity” 

Hoccleve professes to have experienced.662  

                                                
661 Andrew Larsen has discussed the continuation of interest in the 1330’s disputes over God’s absolute power 
and contingency amongst the Oxford theologians in the later fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, identifying 
William Jordan and Uthred Boldon (amongst others) as key figures in this discussion; see Andrew E. Larsen, The 
School of Heretics: Academic Condemnation at the University of Oxford, 1277-1409 (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 
particularly 109-126. Stephen Lahey has noted the near-scepticism promoted by Nicholas Aston (post-plague 
theologian who held chancellorship at Oxford 1359-61) who had argued that the past is contingent as well as the 
present, and that God could make it different even if he does not; see Lahey, John Wyclif, 45-46; also see J. A. 
Robson, Wyclif and the Oxford Schools: The Relation of the ‘Summa de Ente’ to Scholastic Debates at Oxford in 
the Later Fourteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961). 
662 It is worth noting that there is no agreement among critics as to what Hoccleve intends in his overall design of 
The Series. The majority view is that Hoccleve had a plan, and worked to produce a piece of literature that he had 
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5.1 Sequeretur quod deus posset convertere totam machinam mundi in substantiam muscae: 

Academic Scepticism in the Later Middle Ages 

 

Throughout The Series Hoccleve struggles with an epistemic conundrum: how, given the 

limitation of human perceptive capacities, can we ever be sure our judgments are reliable and 

representative of reality? How can we ever obtain certain knowledge of anything other than 

ourselves? The epistemic uncertainties troubling Hoccleve are related to topics that interested 

Scholastic philosophers: the ontological problem of what makes a thing be the particular thing 

it is and not some other thing with identical accidental qualities, and the epistemic question of 

how we can come to know a thing’s particular nature (its quiddity), and the late medieval 

problem of knowing other minds. As I have explained in Chapter One, late medieval 

philosophers such as Ockham and Holcot subscribed to a theory of concept acquisition 

according to which concepts are naturally acquired on the basis of a bundle of accidental 

qualities received via the five senses when an individual is exposed to an object. However, 

fourteenth-century epistemologies did not go far to explain how we can apprehend the aspects 

of things that make them individual or unique. The human inability to perceive the underlying 

substance of objects was relevant to the problem of knowing other minds, which fascinated 

both Hoccleve and Holcot. The classical source of the problem of knowing other minds is the 

biblical Book of Tobit, in which Tobias, meeting Archangel Gabriel, mistakes Gabriel for an 

ordinary human being. The ethical consequences of such confusion interested Holcot. At one 

point in his Sentences commentary, Holcot posits the hypothetical scenario in which Peter, 

seeing Christ and Jacob, judges that Jacob is Christ, and (willing that he is God) loves him 

above all else, adoring him with the adoration of latria. In doing so, Peter breaks the 

commandment that no creature is to enjoyed (fruitur) with the love owed only to God. 

However, because Peter’s sin is unavoidable, Holcot concludes that Peter indeed acts 

                                                                                                                                                    
envisioned. As far as I am aware, Spearing is the only critic who seriously challenges this position. Spearing 
argues that Hoccleve did not have a concrete plan at the outset of his writing, but rather allowed the texts in The 
Series to flow naturally: we should be “willing to consider that some texts may not be entirely governed by an 
originating thought, that they may have taken shape through discoveries made in the course of composition, and 
that poets and their readers may sometimes have welcomed this freedom from the bonds of a larger meaning and 
structure.” In doing so Hoccleve captures or preserves the experience of the process of writing in the final 
product; Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 120-21 and 129-297. Alternatively, David Watts argues that the 
structure of The Series reflects the activity of late medieval book production. According to Watts, the texts 
appearing in The Series were selected because they were the exemplars and pamphlets that were accessible to 
Hoccleve for copying at that particular moment; Watt, “‘I This Book Shal Make’,”134 and 146. 
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meritoriously in this situation.663 Hoccleve’s interest in the problem of other minds will be 

discussed later in the chapter.  

 

Also related to the problem of knowing substances and identities was the problem of 

miraculous transformations, particularly the kind of miracle involving a change of underlying 

substance while the accidental qualities of the object remain preserved. As we have seen in 

Chapter 3.2, late medieval developments in thinking about God’s relationship with the 

temporal order lead philosophers and theologians to hold that God, being unrestricted by any 

principle except the Law of Non-contradiction, could, suspend the causal order, or will an 

alternative order to the one actually ordained. Miracles were understood as examples of God 

exercising His absolute power by interrupting the causal order and actualizing an affect that 

contradicts the observed laws of the ordained system.664 The phenomenon of transubstantiation 

involved exactly this kind of miraculous intervention. During the fourteenth and early fifteenth 

centuries the idea that we can be certain that a transformation has occurred when the priest 

administers the holy sacrament was debated. The question was not a new concern, but 

Ockham brought it to the fore in the 1320s when he observed: “It is clear that the body of 

Christ is not seen in the sacrament of the altar, it is only understood, only the appearance of 

bread is seen,” and adding, “no one would hold that the body of Christ really is contained 

under the appearance of bread were it is not for the authority of the Saviour and of the 

Church.”665 By the late Middle Ages three prominent theories dominated academic disputes 

about Eucharistic transformation. One theory (consubstantiation) held that both the substance 

of the bread and Christ’s body remained beneath the accidental qualities of bread after the 

sacrament had been performed. Another held that at the moment of transubstantiation the 

substance of the bread is annihilated and replaced by the substance of Christ’s body. While the 
                                                
663 Holcot, Sent. I, q. 3, art. 3; For the Latin see Katherine Tachau, “Logic’s God and the Natural Order in Late 
Medieval Oxford,” 251 footnote 92; also see Hester Gelber, It Could Have been Otherwise, 295 footnote 73. 
Taking late medieval theory of the cognition and volition into consideration, it is clear why this kind of adoration 
was non-problematic to Holcot. If the volition essential to the latria requires an antecedent cognition in order for 
it to have the particular intentional content that it does have, then what determines the object of the volition is the 
object that is apprehended by the antecedent cognition. So, if Peter considers the person before him is Christ, then 
the mental propositio in the judicative mode informing the volition would be something like “this (person before 
me) is Christ” the volition following will take the object apprehended by the mental propositio (‘this which is 
Christ’, or simply ‘Christ’) as its object. A higher-order mental sentence expressing the volition would be 
something like “I am loving this which is Christ” or simply “I am loving Christ.”  
664 Thomas Aquinas puts it nicely when he defines miracles as “those things that God does outside the causes that 
we know.” Though it ought to be noted that Aquinas argues that we cannot know the full causal order, not that 
the causal order is disrupted. Thomas Aquinas, STh., I-I, qu. 105, a. 7; for quotation and translation see Dallas 
Denery II, “From Sacred Mystery to Divine Deception: Robert Holkot, John Wyclif and the Transformation of 
Fourteenth-Century Eucharistic Discourse,” Journal of Religious History 29, no. 2 (2005), 134.  
665 William Ockham, Tractatus de Corpore Christi, cap. 8, (OTh 10), ed. C. Grassi, 107. Quoted from Denery, 
“From Sacred Mystery to Divine Deception,” 131. 
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third position argued that the substance of the bread changes, becoming the substance of 

Christ’s body without passing out of existence.666 These are complex theories involving 

advanced reasoning, the sophistication of which I am unable to do justice to here.667 What is 

important for my purposes is to note Robert Holcot’s response to the epistemic issues topical 

during the late Middle Ages, as it is Holcot’s approach that is championed by Hoccleve. 

 

Holcot’s treatment of the question whether the body of Christ truly and really exists under the 

appearance of the bread involves a relentless shower of arguments disproving various theories 

of Eucharistic transformation.668 When considering whether some substance of bread remains 

after conversion, or whether the substance of bread is completely annihilated, Holcot reasons:  

 

If such a conversion of one thing into another were possible, then the thing into which it 

was converted will not increase, and it would result that God could convert the entire 

machinery of the world into the body of a fly, or He could place any one substance 

under the appearance of another substance. And thus He is able to place a donkey under 

the appearance of a man, and according to that same reason [He could place] a thousand 

donkeys in the appearance of one man, or the opposite. And thus the truth of experience 

would perish.669 

 

In Holcot’s opinion, to argue the mechanics of miraculous transformation misses the point. 

God is able to do more than the intellect is able to understand. Reason is unable to explain 

miraculous phenomena because what makes a miracle to be a miracle is the fact that it does 

not conform to the observed principles of the natural order. Transubstantiation is a prime 

opportunity to exercise faith by accepting what is ultimately inexplicable within the ordained 

causal order. 

 

                                                
666 See Lahey, John Wyclif, 104-109. 
667 For a study of the topic see Stephen E. Lahey, “Late Medieval Eucharistic Theology” in A Companion to the 
Medieval Eucharist, ed. Ian C. Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 524-532. 
668 Holcot’s position is that the problems we are asked to accept along with the doctrine of transubstantiation are 
mind boggling, yet we must accept the entire doctrine in faith. Lahey, John Wyclif, 111-113.  
669 Holcot, Sent. IV, q. 3, rp. 2. For the Latin see Denery, “From Sacred Mystery to Divine Deception,” 137, 
footnotes 31, 32 and 33.  
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It is worth noting that the Scholastic philosophers’ questions and disputations stemming from 

matters of God’s absolute power and freedom to intervene in the temporal order were not 

isolated to academic or theological circles, but were of immediate interest to lay men and 

women also. A sound understanding of the debates over transubstantiation is reflected in 

Hoccleve’s Middle English poem The Regiment of Princes.670 The poem recounts a 

conversation between an old man and the narrator Hoccleve, in which the old man warns 

Hoccleve about a recent incident involving a man who maintained the heretical view that the 

Eucharist bread is not the body of Christ.671 This man also promoted another heretical view 

that “a preestes power was as smal / As a rakers or swiche anothir wight, / and to make it 

hadde no gretter might” (RP, 291-294). 672 When interrogated by the prince the man showed no 

“owtward tokne resonable” that he “inward hadde repentance” and so he was executed (RP, 

320-321).673 In conclusion to his story, the old man states his own position on the matter: 

 

“That our Lord God seith in Holy scripture  

May nat be fals, this knowth every wight   man 

But he be mad; and thogh a creature 

In his Goddes werk feele nat aright 

Shal he rebelle agaeyn his Lordes might, 

which that this wyde world had maad of noght,  created form nothing 

for reson may not knytte it in his thoght?   fix 

 

Was it nat eek a moustre as in nature    a natural wonder 

that God ybore was of a virgyne? 

Yit is it sooth, thogh man by conjecture  
                                                
670 Note the connection to Giles of Rome’s “De Regimine Principium.” Giles developed Aquinas’ philosophical 
positions and also wrote the standard commentary on Aristotle’s Rhetoric. Giles’ work was known to Holcot, and 
likely would have informed the Wisdom lectures to some extent also.  
671 Charles R. Blyth says that the reference the old man makes is to the Lollard John Badby who was burnt in 
England on March 1st 1410 for holding views thought to be heretical, including the denial of the orthodox 
Catholic interpretation of the Eucharist and the spiritual power accorded to priests. Blyth notes that these heretical 
views were central to Lollard belief. See Thomas Hoccleve, Thomas Hoccleve: The Regiment of Princes. ed. 
Charles R. Blyth (Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, 1999), 205. For further discussion and historical 
context of Hoccleve’s reference to John Badby see Andrew Cole, Literature and Heresy, 114-130. 
672“A priest’s ability is as limited as that of a street sweeper or any other such person, and he has no power to 
perform transubstantiation.” 
673 The Old Man adds that the question of the heretic soul’s post-mortem location is best left to theologians to 
debate, suggesting that he is not so certain that “owtward” signs of repentance are any more of a reliable 
indicators of a man’s inward condition than are the accidental qualities of the Eucharistic bread are.  
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of reson or what he can ymagyne 

Nat savoure it ne can it determyne    comprehend; ascertain 

He that almighty is dooth as him list; 

He wole his konnynge hid be and nat wist.   plans/intentions; known  

 

Our feith nat were unto us no meritorie   deserving of merit 

If that we mighten by reson it preeve.    prove it 

Lat us nat for God twynnen and His glorie;   be separated 

As Holy Chirch us bit, lat us byleeve.”   bids 

               (RP, 337-354)     

 

Hoccleve repeats the orthodox position on sacrament/miracles and transubstantiation in 

another poem, Letter to Sir John Oldcastle, where the narrator of the letter advises Oldcastle 

(an aristocrat who was accused of, and finally executed for, engaging in treason and heretical 

activity):674 

 

“Lete holy chirche medle of the doctryne   deal with 

Of Crystes lawes and of his byleeve 

And lete alle othir folke ther-to enclyne, 

And of our feith noon argumentes meeve.   stir  

For if we mighte our feith by reson preeve,   prove 

We sholde no meryt of our feith have.” 

          (SJO, 137-142)  

 

He complains that nowadays bailiffs, reeves, and even feeble-minded women, dispute matters 

of the faith, attesting to the fact that ordinary lay people of late fourteenth- and early fifteenth-

century England had an awareness of, and an interest in, the kinds of theological debates that 

                                                
674 I have used The Early English Text Society edition Thomas Hoccleve, Hocclve’s Works: The Minor Poems, 
ed. Frederick J. Furnivall and I. Gollancz (London: Oxford University Press, 1982, reprinted 1970), 8-24. For 
further discussion of Hoccleve’s expressed interest in heresy and orthodox belief in Letter to Sir Oldcastle see 
Cole, Literature and Heresy, 107-114. 
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took place at the University of Oxford, and that Holcot’s position on the matter (which is, that 

faith requires we accept what appears to be impossible without dispute, because proof of these 

matters is not only unobtainable, but would disable from having faith) was well understood.675  

 

Miraculous transformations of substances were not the only way that theologians allowed that 

God could play havoc with human certitude. It was accepted that if God can intervene and act 

directly in the world to cause immediately whatever He can cause mediately through 

secondary causes, then there is no logical contradiction preventing God from directly causing 

a cognition in a human. In fact, theologians frequently entertained this possibility in their 

hypothetical discourses designed to explore the implications that God’s power had on the 

capacity of humans to perform various rational functions. Holcot employs this strategy in his 

discussion of the different meanings of scire (‘to know’) to argue that it is possible that 

“through certainty a man may be deceived”: 

 

If I see Socrates running, the assent with which I believe Socrates is running is called 

‘knowledge’ in this, the usual, way of speaking of knowledge. If, however, God should 

keep that assent in my mind and the species in my sense just as before, but annihilate 

Socrates, that same assent would be error and false opinion because ‘knowledge’ is not 

applied to assent as an absolute term, but rather as it applies to assent it connotes that 

                                                
675 “But now a dayes a Baillif or Reeve / Or man of craft wole in it dote or rave. / Some wommen eeke, thogh hir 
wit be thynne, / Wole argumentes make in holy writ!” [“But these days a baillif, or reeve, or a man of craft will 
discuss and argue about it; also some women, although they haven’t much intelligence, will argue over Church 
doctrine.”] (SJO, 143-46). Spearing suggests that by 1420 heresy was a much more dangerous topic than it had 
been during the previous century and “one of which Hoccleve was terrified.’’ Spearing says this is why Hoccleve, 
when reflecting on his practice as a translator of texts form Latin to Middle English, echoes Chaucer’s injunction 
that whoever repeats another man’s words “must say what he does and not stray from it.” The passage from 
Hoccleve reads: “Considereth, therof was I noon auctour. / I nas that cas but a reportour / Of folkes tales. As they 
seide, I wroot.” (AD, 760-762). Note that in the context he is commenting on contemporary readings or 
interpretations (more like criticisms) of his work made by women; see Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 201. 
My reading differs from Spearing’s regarding Hoccleve’s attitude towards, and engagement with, religious views 
and texts in his poetry. I disagree that the poet Hoccleve was terrified of heresy (although persons in his poems 
express this attitude). Hoccleve makes clear appeals to orthodox religious positions in his poetry, but at the same 
time he organizes these views within a literary framework that destabilizes and questions the difficulties of these 
positions. While preaching that faith and trust are necessary for the wellbeing of the individual (and of Christian 
community), Hoccleve orchestrates The Series in a way that questions the very foundations of trust and certainty 
and highlights the difficulty - if not impossibility - of demands of faith in everyday life. In my view, Hoccleve’s 
appeals to orthodox views and texts function as structures that enable him to safely voice more subversive views 
on the same topics. By engaging in poetic production Hoccleve is able to raise, discuss and dispute theological 
and philosophical problems indirectly, creating a space outside of academic or religious institutions where these 
questions could be contemplated without restriction. For other readings of Hoccleve’s subversive approach see 
Knapp, Bureaucratic Muse, 129-158.  
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things are as they are indicated to be by the assent. This is to be conceded: through 

knowledge a man may err, and through knowledge believe what is false.676 

 

The possibility that God is able to produce and sustain cognitions in the mind that are non-

representative of reality implies that there are major limitations to the kind of knowledge and 

certitude that human beings can have about the world and the environment. Limitations are not 

restricted to knowledge of external objects, but also include objects of reflexive cognition 

existing as qualities subsisting in the soul, such as one’s own volitions, affections and 

cognitions. For example, God could cause a higher-order (self-reflective) mental proposition 

“charity (caritas) exists in me” to occur in the intellect, and he could cause an assent to this 

proposition, without the state of charity actually being present in the individual’s soul, hence 

leading the subject to err in his knowledge that He is in a state of charity.677 

 

It ought to be noted that the kind of epistemic uncertainty suggested in miraculous 

transformation and the Divine causation of cognition in the mind of man had an important 

place in the hypothetical discourses that theologians constructed when testing out the range of 

alternative possible worlds open to God, and when exploring the limitations of human 

knowledge and capacity for certitude. However, these arguments were, for the most part, 

restricted to theological contexts and must not be interpreted as arguments for a radical 

scepticism that would render knowledge entirely impossible.678 Late medieval philosophers, 

Holcot included, held firmly to the reliability of our natural capacities in normal 

circumstances. When it came to epistemological debates they were primarily interested in 

working out how a well-functioning human soul establishes cognitive contact with material 

things via perceptual processes, providing us with knowledge about these things. They 

admitted, however, that there were abnormal cases where epistemic uncertainty might present 

itself as a real concern, such as demonic or divine visitations and miraculous interventions. 

But these were exceptions to the rule. Hoccleve’s case is just one of these exceptions. 

 
                                                
676 Holcot, Sentences II, q. 11, dist. 2a. Transl. is Martin’s; Martin, “Holcot on Future Contingents,” 87. (Streveler 
and Tachau eds., Seeing the Future Clearly, 157).  
677 This is my own example, but for a similar case see Holcot’s hypothetical scenario in which he posits that God 
could cause a man to judge he is in a state of Blessedness see Holcot, Sent. II, q. 2, dist. 2, in Streveler and 
Tachau, Seeing the Future Clearly, 158. 
678 See Dominik Perler, “Can We Trust Our Senses? Fourteenth-Century Debates on Sensory Illusions,” in 
Denery II, Ghosh, and Zeeman, Uncertain Knowledge, 88. 
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5.2 The ‘wyld infirmity’: Late Medieval Scepticism and Madness in Hoccleve’s Series 

 

Hoccleve’s “wyld infirmity” is an example of an exceptional case in which Divine 

intervention has interrupted the causal processes in the intellect, inducing a state of delusion: 

 

Almyghty God, as liketh his goodnesse,   pleases 

Vesiteth folke alday, as men may se,    visits; continually 

With los of good and bodily sikenesse, 

And among othir, he forgat not me.    others 

Witnesse uppon the wilde infirmite 

Wiche that I hadde, as many a man wel knewe, 

And whiche me oute of mysilfe caste and threwe. 

                 (MC, 36-42) 

 

A number of studies focusing on Hoccleve’s madness have been produced over the past four 

decades, some critics arguing for the authenticity of Hoccleve’s sickness based on documented 

evidence from the Privy Seal records, others suggesting that his madness is merely a literary 

convention or “a metaphor for the crippling state of sin.”679 A few studies mention late 

                                                
679 A wealth of research on madness in Hoccleve’s poetry is available. In particular attention has been paid to 
Hoccleve’s use of literary convention in his depiction of madness in the text. Jeremy Tambling discusses the 
influence of the allegorical tradition on introspection, arguing “allegory ends thought as a self-consistent, 
complete and knowing self,” and suggesting that engagement with allegory has lead Hoccleve to think about his 
inner-self in fragmented, abstract and geometrical terms; see Jeremy Tambling, Allegory and the Work of 
Melancholy: The Late Medieval and Shakespere (New York: Rodopi, 2004): 107. James Simpson has described 
Hoccleve as “trapped in a prison house of language” in which self-expression and literary representation 
constantly slides back into literary convention, and ultimately resists interpretation; see James Simpson, 
“Madness and Texts: Hoccleve’s Series,” in Chaucer and Fifteenth Century Poetry, ed. Julia Boffey and Janet 
Cowen (Exeter: Short Run Press, 1991), 26. Burrow, Bryan and Penelope Doob allow that within the bounds of 
convention Hoccleve’s depiction of madness may still involve autobiographical element: J. A. Burrow, 
“Autobiographical Poetry in the Middle Ages: The Case of Thomas Hoccleve,” in Proceedings of the British 
Academy, London 68 (1982): 389-412; Jennifer Bryan, Looking Inward: Devotional Reading and the Private Self 
in Late Medieval England (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008); Penelope Doob, 
Nebuchadnezzar’s Children: Conventions of Madness in Middle English Literature (London: Yale University 
Press, 1974). Mathew B. Goldie is sceptical about Hoccleve’s self-proclaimed recovery from illness, arguing that 
authenticity is undermined by contradictory claims made in the narrative: Mathew B. Goldie, “Psychosomatic 
Illness and Identity in London 1416-1421: Hoccleve’s Complaint and Dialogue with a Friend,” Exemplaria 11, 
no .1 (1999): 23-52. Knapp suggests that through the portrayal of madness, Hoccleve is able to make a more 
general point about the human experience and self-identify: “the self is an elusive thing whether sane or mad.” 
Knapp, Bureaucratic Muse, 163. Alternatively, Nancy Black interprets Hoccleve’s mental illness as spiritual 
development, suggesting that the attentive reader can “participate vicariously” in a similar experience. Nancy 
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medieval medical tracts discussing mental disorder (such as Bartholomeus Anglicus’s De 

Proprietatibus Rerum), however, no one has yet taken late medieval scholastic philosophers’ 

accounts of madness into consideration when discussing Hoccleve’s description of the “wyld 

infirmity,” so I will focus my investigation on some comments made by Scotus, Ockham, and 

Holcot.680  

 

According to late medieval philosophers there were two main causes of mental disorder; the 

natural bodily cause (involving cognitive acts and behaviours, as well as humoral imbalances), 

or intellectual interruption caused by a separate spirit.681 Mental disorders were normally 

understood to originate in the fantasy (imagination) where an imbalance of bodily 

complexions causes a malfunction, hindering the individual’s rational processes in the 

intellect, crippling the will, and dulling the reflexive capacities.682 However, in special cases 

                                                                                                                                                    
Black, Medieval Narratives of Accused Queens (Florida: University Press of Florida, 2003), 159. Stephen Harper 
provides a comprehensive study of madness in late Medieval England, and draws a clear distinction between 
acquired madness and madness associated with moral failure; see Stephen Harper, Insanity, Individuals, and 
Society in Late-Medieval English Literature (Lewiston: Edwin Mellen Press, 2003), 26-27. Doob, on the other 
hand, champions the view that “in the Middle Ages one simply could not separate mental, moral and 
psychological processes; each part of man interacts with every other aspect, and what one eats, for example, 
usually effects one’s mind and one’s soul.” Doob, Nebuchadnezzar’s Children, 9. Unfortunately Doob 
undermined her argument in the final chapter of her book where she reduces madness to “a metaphor for sin.” 
Doob, Nebuchadnezzar’s Children, 228-231. Consequently, these final remarks have attracted attention from 
subsequent historians of literature and have resulted in failure to give Doob’s study the credit it deserves. For 
historical accounts of madness see Judith S. Neuman, Suggestion of the Devil: The Origins of Madness (New 
York: Anchor Press, 1997); Roy Porter, The Faber Book of Madness (London: Faber and Faber, 1991). For 
madness in literature see Lillian Feder, Madness in Literature (New York: Princeton University Press, 1983); 
Corrine Saunders and Jane Macnaughton eds., Madness and Creativity in Literature and Culture (Hampshire: 
Palgrave MacMillan, 2005); Allen Thiher, Revels in Madness: Insanity in Medicine and Literature (Michigan: 
University of Michigan Press, 2009). 
680 For reference to John of Trivesta’s translation of Bartholomeus Anglicus treatise De Proprietatibus Rerum; 
see Doob, Nebuchadnezzar’s Children, 27; Harper, Insanity, Individuals and Society in Late Medieval Literature, 
34-35. Vesa Hirvonen says that scholars often overlook late medieval philosophical and theological accounts of 
madness is because of comments made by Thomas F. Graham in his book Medieval Minds: Mental Health in the 
Middle Ages. Graham claims that philosophers after Thomas Aquinas had “resistance to progress in learning” and 
that “John Duns Scotus opposed the views of Aquinas and emphatically linked mental disorders with Satan.” 
Hirvonen’s essay redresses Graham’s misunderstanding. See Vesa Hirvonen, “Mental Disorders in Late Medieval 
Philosophy and Theology,” in Mind and Modality: Studies in the History of Philosophy in Honour of Simo 
Knuuttila, ed. Vesa Hirovonen, Toivo J. Holopaninen and Mira Tuominen (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 171-188.  
681 Hirvonen notes that the most common terms used for mental disorder in later medieval theological and 
philosophical works included “alienation” (alienatio), “amentia” (amentia), “fury” (furia), “insantiy” (insania), 
“foolishness” (fatuitas), and “frenzy” (phrenesis); Hirvonen, “Mental Disorders,” 173. Amentia and insanity were 
the general terms for madness. According to Harper, Isidore of Seville equates insania with acquired mental 
disorder and amentia with congenial intellectual deficiency. Harper, Insanity, Individuals and Society, 33. 
682 Hirvonen suggests that discussions of madness in Sentences commentaries (especially the Sentences of Peter 
Olivi) are largely interested in the implication of illness and disorder on the free choice of the will. In particular 
Scholastics were interested in how different states of mental disorder effected adults’ rational capacities, and 
whether the will is sufficiently free in these cases. Hirvonen, “Mental Disorders,” 174-175. The freedom of the 
will was not only important from a spiritual perspective, but also had legal consequences. Helen Hickey has 
drawn attention to the legal procedures involving the assessment of an individual’s mental state, including the 
property rights of madmen and the financial consequences of being diagnosed as temporarily or permanently 
insane; see Hickey, “Legal Personhoods,” 192-193.  
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disorder might stem from spiritual causation, when the devil, angels, or God affect the intellect 

through phantasms. Scotus offers the example of a case in which an angel can affect the 

imagination causing it to have an imagining so intense that it leads to insanity.683 This kind of 

intense imagining is identified as ‘frenzy’. The intense imagining of the frenetic is usually 

accompanied by an intellectual cognition about the object represented by the species in the 

imagination, causing the frenetic to believe that he hears and sees things that he does not. In 

Ockham’s account of mental disorders such as frenzy, he explains that apart from seeing and 

hearing things that are not real, loss of rational capacity disables the madman from regulating 

his sensitive appetites, resulting in desires, joys and sorrows that the mentally unwell can not 

control.684 

 

In Wisdom, Holcot provides a description of madness as an experience of mental 

fragmentation or ‘alienation’. Quoting from a medical treatise, he notes that: 

 

Hippocrates says in Aphorisims part 7: “Lack of reason (dissipientia) attended with 

laughter is less serious than a lack of reason attended with a serious mood.” He wishes 

to say that in the sick there is twofold alienation of the mind; sometimes with joy and 

laughter, sometimes with sadness and desolation. The first lack of reason concerns the 

easily curable. The second is the difficult to cure, because it is accompanied by the 

melancholic substance, which is difficult to separate.685 

 

Holcot goes on to explain how spiritual sin can also cause dissipentia, saying that: 

 

                                                
683 According to Scotus the stars were able to affect the organs and hence disturb the functions of the intellect in 
lunatics. For more on Scotus’s discussion of madness see Hirvonen, “Mental Disorders,” 179-182.  
684 Hirvonen, “Mental Disorders,” 183. Gillian Evans emphasises the connection between madness and human 
suffering, claiming that generally the medieval madman was understood to be an unhappy man. He was “insanus 
et infelix”; see Gillian Evans, Getting it Wrong: The Medieval Epistemology of Error (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 98. 
685 Holcot, Sap., lect. xcv, 319. The reference should be Hippocrates, Aphorisims 6.53. 
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Morally every sinner is lacking reason (dissipiens) and suffers alienation of the mind. 

Where it is said about sinners in Isaiah 1 [Isa. 1:4]: “they have forsaken the Lord, they 

have blasphemed the Holy Israel, they are gone away backward.”686 

 

To dismiss Holcot’s connection between the sin and madness as merely figurative would be to 

overlook the point that Holcot has explicitly made at the beginning of the Wisdom, Lectio 6 

where he explained that the origin of sin is perverse cognition which causes the mind to be 

ordered towards the sensitive appetites rather than reason.687 Because perverse cognition is a 

fundamental to understanding the connection between madness and cognitive act, it is worth 

considering Holcot’s description in Lectio 6 more closely. Here Holcot describes three species 

of perverse cognition, basing his account on Aristotle’s definition of incontinence, 

intemperance, and bestiality in Nicomachean Ethics: 

 

According to Aristotle’s Ethics, Book 7, Chapter 3, there are three kinds of morally 

relevant behaviour (mores) which are to be avoided, that is to say, incontinentia, malicia 

and beastialitas. Incontinentia is when someone has correct judgment and adequate 

knowledge as to what they ought to do and what to avoid, but the passion of temptation 

in the sensitive appetite is strong, so that they succumb to passion and depart from the 

determination of their judgment and their own proper conscience, doing that which they 

know to be prohibited to them. So that the person is incontinens because they do not 

contain themselves within the boundaries of their proper conscience, but because of 

passion they withdraw and retreat from the judgment of conscience. This is the first 

kind of morally relevant behaviour to be avoided. Second is malicia, and following him 

[Aristotle] it is a bad habit produced by being accustomed to following the passions, by 

which bad habit right judgement (aestimatio) or good conscience has now become so 

corrupt in extent that it judges everything to which sensible appetite inclines as the good 

[what ought] to be pursued. And such a person does perverse things from choice, and 

not from passion, and is much worse than the incontinens, so that such a person is called 

intemperatus, as shown in Ethics, Chapter 10. So Seneca, De Copia Verborum, just 

before the end: “Then is misery (infelicitas) complete, when shameful things not only 
                                                
686 Ibid. 
687 Doob also makes this observation, noting: “Ideally all man’s actions should be ruled by right reason; to the 
extent that when he departs from reason and its judgments of what is good, man is mad (psychologically) and 
sinful (morally).” See Doob, Nebuchadnezzar’s Children, 8. 
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give pleasure, but win approval, and there ceases to be a place for a remedy where what 

had been vices are now patterns of behaviour.” The third kind of morally relevant 

behaviour to be avoided is called bestialitas. However, just as malicia goes beyond 

incontinentia, so bestialitas exceeds malicia. So when malicia is so great that it goes 

beyond the limits of the human affections regarding the object of anger or lust or some 

sin of that kind, then such a person is called bestialis, and their malicia is called 

bestialitas. Just as when the affections of the intellectual part (of the soul) are 

assimilated to the affections of divine intellects and angels in brightness and honour, it 

is called ‘divine’ or ‘heroic’ virtue, so the opposite, when through affections of the 

sensitive part they are corrupted and reduced to the likeness (similitude) of beasts, the 

malicia of such a person is called bestialitas. Indeed, man is placed in the middle space 

between divine substances and animals, and so if he resembles one of the two extremes, 

he is given that name. And so men excelling in contemplation and honourableness are 

called divine men, and those who are excessive in malicia are called beasts, as Aristotle 

says in the same place. And from such cognitions of incontinens, as much as of malicia, 

and of bestialitas, the Holy Spirit takes itself off and casts the one who loves them into 

hell.688  

 

Sin, then, originating in man’s volition and cognition, can result in an incapacity to act 

according to reason, or an alienation from one’s rational capacities, which is not analogical to, 

but identical with, the medical descriptions of the mental states in a madman.689 The 

experiences of ‘alienation’, division within the soul, and loss of rational capacity, are the 

aspects of “sickeness” Hoccleve most strongly emphasises in “My Compleinte.” Hoccleve 

describes his sickness as a mental fragmentation in which “the substaunce of my memorie / 

wente to pleie as for a certein space” (MC, 50-51).690 He explains that for a period he did not 

have control over his wits or reason: “Debaat is nowe noon bitwixe me and my wit, / 

A[l]though that ther were a disseveraunce, / As for a time, bitwixe me and it” (MC, 247-49).691 

                                                
688 Holcot, Sap. lect. vi, 22.  
689 Doob notes: “There is an identity of sorts between sin and madness; in both reason is either perverted by 
passion or completely non-functional, and man whose glory should be his reason is reduced to bestiality.” 
According to Doob, Isidore makes the connection between sin and madness in the Etymologiae where he suggests 
that the term ‘mania’ may be derived from sin, which the Greek call ‘manie’. Doob notes that the sinner wilfully 
brings madness or bestiality (or both, as in Neubachazzar’s case) upon himself. Doob, Nebuchadnezzar’s 
Children, 49 and 209.  
690 “The substance of my memory was beyond my jurisdiction/control [literally, ‘went to play’] for a length of 
time.” 
691 “There is no more discord now between my self and my intelligence, although for a time there was a 
separation between myself and it.” 
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While Hoccleve describes the experience of madness as an ‘alienation’ or mental separation, 

the symptoms reported to him by the “prees” (the ‘company’ or ‘crowd’) describe the beast-

like, unrestrained, dangerous nature of Hoccleve’s ‘wyldeness’: 

 

Men seiden I loked as a wilde steer,    looked like;  

and so my looke about I gan throwe.    cast 

Min heed to hie, anothir seide, I beer:    head; high; carried 

“Full bukkissh is his brayn, wel may I trowe.”  very like a buck; believe 

And seide the thridde, “And apt is in the rowe  (he) is fit; row  

To site of hem that a resounles reed    sit; senseless piece of advice 

Can yeve: no sadnesse is in his heed.”692   give; soundness 

 

Chaunged had I m[y] pas, somme seiden eke,  pace; moreover 

For here and there forthe stirte as a roo,   started; roe 

Noon abood, noon areest, but al brainseke.   resting; stopping still; brainsick 

Another spake and of me seide also,    concerning me 

My feet weren ay wauynge to and fro,    fidgeting 

Whanne that I stonde shulde and with men talke,  stand (still) 

And that myn yen soughten every halke.’   eyes; sought; corner (of the 
room) 

             (MC, 120-33) 

 

Hoccleve’s lack of “sadnesse”(soundness) and “areest” (stillness) is highlighted by the jerky 

“bukkissh,” “forthe strite” movements, while his anxious eyes darting about the room suggest 

symptoms of (what we would call) paranoia. His dependence on the accounts of witnesses (the 

“prees”) confirms that Hoccleve’s capacities for self-assessment are limited. Like an animal, 

Hoccleve is without the power of his rational intellect and hence cannot perform complex 

reflexive acts of cognition.693 Ultimately, alienation and frenzy - what might even be a case of 

                                                
692 MC, 124-126: “And the third said: ‘he’s fit to sit in a row with the mindless men; there’s no soundness in his 
head.’”  
693 Peter of John Olivi notes that inability to perceive one’s own acts and powers is characteristic of the 
apprehensions and mental states of madmen and children. Hirvonen, “Mental Disorders,” 178. 
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bestialitas - render Hoccleve not only a threat to the community (isolating him from social 

interactions with other men), but also isolates him from his wits and reason (the mental 

capacity that differentiates man from mere animal or infant) and his ability to know himself as 

a unified, sound, sane person.694 

 

Although it is tempting to surmise that Hoccleve’s state of “wyld infirmity” may have initially 

been caused by perverse cognitions and sinful behaviour (as the account of his misspent youth 

provided in his previous poem La Male Regle would attest to), in The Series Hoccleve 

stubbornly insists that the cause of the mental disorder was “Goddis vicitacioun” and is 

unwilling to entertain any alternative explanations (MC, 382).695 Unlike “an homicide” 

(murderer), “an extorcioner” (blackmailer), “a robbour” (thief) or “a coin clipper” (degrader of 

legally minted-coin) who deserve to be blamed because they are at fault (AD, 64-70), 

Hoccleve claims his predicament “is al another caas, sothly. / This was the strook of God; he 

gaf me this” (AD, 78-9).696 If we are to accept Hoccleve’s account then his condition must be 

understood as divine intervention or interruption of the cognitive act.697 As has been explained, 

philosophers and theologians held that it was possible for God to cause a cognition in an 

individual’s mind, either destroying the object of cognition or causing the cognition to occur 

when no object was present to cause it, and hence creating in that individual some knowledge 

which is false. In Hoccleve’s situation, the disturbance and delusion generated from “Goddis 

vicitacioun” (which he notes, could happen to anyone at anytime) has shattered his sense of 

security and trust in a reliable correspondence between what he perceives to be real, and what 

really is the case. 698 The experience of “infirmity” has sown in Hoccleve a seed of doubt; a 

loss of faith in epistemic certitude; a condition from which he never fully recovers. 

 
                                                
694 Doob observes that “The actions of many madmen... are grotesque, mechanical, absurd, as such they naturally 
indicate a deformity of soul, a lack of the image of God in man, which is associated with moral depravity.” See 
Doob, Nebuchadnezzar’s Children, 31. 
695 Robyn Malo argues that in The Series “Hoccleve refuses to identify himself as a sinner in absolute terms.” 
Malo, “Penitential Discourse in Hoccleve’s Series,” 277. 
696 “Is entirely another case, truly. This was the stroke of God; he gave this to me.” 
697 I suggest that when reading The Series we must respect the fact that the narrator-Hoccleve asks us to accept 
the claim that his madness was caused by God and was due to no fault of his own. However, this does not prevent 
author-Hoccleve from acknowledging other available frameworks for understanding madness. For example, the 
friend suggests both seasonal change and excessive study as causes for Hoccleve’s infirmity, the dying man of 
“Lerne for to Die” suffers mental limitations due to his state of physical pain and spiritual despair, while the 
Emperor in “The Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” suffers near-madness from sudden shock and grief.  
698 Knapp and Karen Smyth note Hoccleve’s preoccupation with the changeability of temporal reality; “the 
unpredictable ebb and flow that fashions both fortune and the world,” as Knapp puts it. See Knapp, Bureaucratic 
Muse, 166-167; and Karen E. Smyth, Imaginings of Time in Lydgate and Hoccleve’s Verse (Franham: Ashgate, 
2011), 131-187. 
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Throughout “My Compleinte” and “A Dialoge” Hoccleve is preoccupied with epistemic issues 

and uncertainties regarding the true natures and identities of things. He is particularly 

concerned about whether humans, limited by our powers of sensory perception, can ever 

obtain enough information about other human beings to know whether to trust them or how to 

socially interact. After all, humans are good, bad, dangerous and lovable on account of the 

hidden qualities of their souls: their intentions, motivations and cognitions. 699 Being able to 

manipulate their appearances, men have the power to look one way and be another. Is there 

some cognitive process that enables man to reach beyond these sensible perceptions to grasp 

the natures, intentions, and true identities of other human beings? And if not, are we all 

surrounded by ultimately unknowable others? Troubled by the emphasis given to the power of 

sight as the privileged sense capacity for acquiring information about our environments and 

the people in our company, Hoccleve complains: 

 

Uppon a look is harde men hem to grounde   (it) is; for men to determine  

What a man is. Therby the sothe is hid.   truth 

Whethir his wittis seek bene or sounde   sick; are 

By countynaunce it is not wist ne kid.    appearance; known; made public 

              (MC, 211-14) 

 

Man by hise dedis and not by hise lookes    deeds 

Shal knowen be. As it is writen in bookes,   

Bi taaste of fruit men may wel wite and knowe  

What that it is.700 Othir preef is ther noon.   proof 

                     (MC, 202-05) 

 

                                                
699 This is, of course, the problem of knowing other minds, except raised in social rather than 
theological/philosophical context. We can recognize a connection between the hypothetical scenarios used as 
tools in modal logic to articulate and workout what is necessary, possible, or impossible, and the kinds of 
narrative scenarios created in popular poetry. Both narrative forms function as spaces in which questions about 
ethics and morality can be considered from a variety of angles. Articulation of philosophical problems in fictional 
forms such as popular poetry offered laymen the opportunity to engage in controversial topics and consider 
outcomes that might otherwise be thought of as heretical or problematic without the censorship and restrictions 
that open disputation in a public setting would entail.  
700 Presumably Hoccleve is alluding to Psalm 34:8 (“O taste and see that the Lord is good: blessed is the man that 
trusts in him”). 
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Hoccleve employs the metaphor of the taste of fruit to convey his belief that we cannot rely on 

the perceptions of vision to find out the hidden thoughts and qualities of another person. Late 

Middle English ‘taste’ is synonymous both for the sense capacity ‘taste’ and the verb ‘test’; an 

effective pun connoting that those inner-aspects of man - metaphorically speaking, his ‘taste’ 

or flavour - are only truly estimable when he is ‘tested’ or ‘tried.’701 

 

Frequently throughout “My Compleinte” Hoccleve complains that man overestimates his 

ability to ‘see’ clearly, and ‘know’ the inward dispositions of others, highlighting the 

corruption of the human capacitates for both intellectual and physical sight: “Many a doom is 

wrappid in myste” (MC, 201)702 and “a dirke clowde / Hir sight obscured within and withoute, 

/ And for al that were ay in suche doubt” (MC, 292-94)703 Judgement of another man based on 

visual perception hits a personal note for Hoccleve, as he considers himself gravely wronged, 

misunderstood, and mistreated on the basis of his physical appearance. He expresses his 

frustration through the extension of the taste metaphor, punctuated by the pun on the “peere” 

(pear/peer): 

 

Nowe lat this passe. God woot, many a man   let; knows 

Semeth ful wiis by countenaunce and chere   expression 

Wiche, and he tastid were what he can,   tested/tasted; knows 

Men mighten licken him to a fooles peere,   compare; pear/peer  

And some man loketh in foltisshe manere   looks like a fool 

As to the outwarde doom and iugement,   mind and judgement 

That, at the prefe, discreet is and prudent.   when tested 

                     (MC, 239-45) 

 

                                                
701 Hickey notes the importance of the role of oral inquisition in the legal procedures involved in assessing an 
individual’s mental state, suggesting that Hoccleve’s “confession” in the Compleinte and Dialogue can be 
understood as an effort to prove his sanity verbally. Hickey, Theorizing Legal Personhood in Late Medieval 
England, 194. 
702 “Many judgments are obscured/hidden as in a mist” 
703 “A dark cloud obscures their inward and outward vision, and because of that they were in a state of great 
uncertainty.” 
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A “fooles peere” Hoccleve is, and is not. He is not, so he claims, the equal of a fool (fool’s 

peer) despite how he may appear to others. However, an ignorant man (a fool), convinced only 

by the proof of what he sees, might mistake Hoccleve to be a pear (or a fool) when really he is 

not one. And hence, in the later case, Hoccleve may be said to be a “fooles peere” (fool’s 

pear).704 

 

In order to know ‘what a man is’ Hoccleve promotes speech and conversation over sight: “By 

communying is the best assay” (AD, 217).705 If only men would engage him in simple 

conversation, Hoccleve is sure they will realise that he is not the complete dimwit they think 

he is: “Not hope I founded so resounlees / As men deemen”(MC, 222-23).706 After all, God 

gave man a tongue for two purposes: taste and speech. Taste for men’s physical wellbeing, and 

speech for his spiritual wellbeing, so that he may communicate his inner thoughts and 

affections with other men. The idea that the purpose of speech is to enable men to share their 

thoughts and affections, and to love one another and to be loved by one another, was based on 

the Aristotelian and Augustinian human biology, and made popular through pastoral literature 

and sermon discourses.707 Holcot discusses the topic in Wisdom, Lectio 10 (on detraction):  

 

Now the tongue is given to a human to perform two functions, and only two functions, 

just as according to the remark in De Anima, Book II: the tongue is employed for two 

kinds of work: taste and speech. In taste on account of the being of an animal, in 

speech on account of the wellbeing of a man. Indeed, man is a political animal, that is, 

communicative of its concepts and affections, and desiring to love and be loved. And 

therefore, in order for this to be done well and to produce the good effects, that is, to 

love and be loved, God gave tongue to man... And for this reason the natural service of 

the tongue is to increase/multiply love and good will amongst men.708 

                                                
704 Burrow notes that pears often look edible on the outside when they are actually rotten on the inside. Burrow, 
English Verse, 1300-1500 (London: Longman, 1977), 277. 
705 “By conversing/communion is the best test.” In his study of friendship and speech within Dominican 
communities, Jack Mallon has noted that “In the Middle Ages conversation (conversatio) did not mean dialogue, 
it was rather a state of being and a religious obligation. To converse with one’s brother was to commune with 
God, because conversation between friends transformed the soul.” See, Jack Mallon, ‘To Love and Be Loved’: 
The Medieval Monastic Community as Family 400-1300 (2015) 81. Masters Thesis presented to University of 
Guelph, Ontario.  
706 “I don’t think that I would be found so foolish as men judge me to be.” 
707 See Edwin Craun, “Aristotle’s Biology and Pastoral Ethics: John of Wales De Lingua and British Pastoral 
writing on the Tongue,” Traditio 67 (2012): 277-303. 
708 Holcot, Sap., lect. x, 36.  
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In light of this theory it is clear why Hoccleve insinuates that other men are ‘fools’ for 

continuing to believe that Hoccleve is not fully sane; they should use their tongues for the 

purposes God intended, and through the means of “taaste” and “communying” gain some true 

insight. 709 He challenges them to do just his: “As yit this day ther deemeth many oon / I am 

not wel, may, as I by hem goo, / Taaste and assay if it be so or noo” (MC, 208-210).710 While 

Hoccleve encourages the audience to “taaste and assay” (test and evaluate) how his mental 

condition stands, and while he also endorses that there is no man alive who can really know 

another man’s inner-qualities as well as that man himself - “he lyveth nat that can / Knowe 

how it standith with another wight / So wel as himself” (AD, 477-79)711 - it becomes clear that 

securing a grasp of his own self-identity is not a straightforward task for Hoccleve.712 Late 

medieval theories of the soul recognised the different levels of cognitive awareness ranging 

from basic consciousness or awareness to explicit self-knowledge.713 The cognitive acts of 

self-knowledge were complex, higher-level cognitions, taking the form of mental propositio, 

and taking lower-level experiences (that is, cognitive and appetitive acts) as their objects. In 

order to have self-knowledge necessary for specific activities like confession, one needed to be 

able to recognize particular states in the soul, so had to have a certain level of intellectual 

competence as well as the appropriate conceptual repertoire with which to formulate claims 

about the self. In his investigation of late medieval penitential practices, Dallas G. Denery II 

has suggested that there was an element of anxiety surrounding introspection in the late 

Middle Ages.714 Denery explains that in the confessional context, even though the penitent is 

in a better position to know if he is actively deceiving the confessor, he can never be sure if he 

has truly understood himself properly. This is because self-knowledge is intrinsically 

propositional and representational; all cognitions require a species as a mediating 

representation for thought to occur.715 According to Denery: “What is revealed in the soul’s 

forum was not the soul itself, but its appearance, and no appearance can guarantee its own 

truth, no specification of traits present to an appearance can guarantee the reality of what never 
                                                
709 In Wisdom, Lectio 11 (Sap, lect. x, 39-43 “de mendacio”) Holcot discusses Augustine’s views on speech-acts 
and lying. 
710 “As still to this day there are many men who judge that I am not well; they can test and evaluate if it is the case 
when I pass them by.” 
711 “There is no man alive who can know how it stands with another person as well as the person can himself.” 
712 There is at least one scriptural authority for this: Jeremiah 17:9-10 (“The heart of man is perverse and 
inscrutable. Who can know it? I am the Lord who searches the hearts and proves the reins: who gives to everyone 
according to his way”). 
713 See Chapter 2. 
714 Dallas G. Denery II, Seeing and Being Seen in the Later Medieval World: Optics, Theology and Religious Life 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 39-74. 
715 Denery gives a Dominican (that is, a Thomist) account of mental representation in cognition.  
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appears in and for itself.”716 True self-knowledge, then, like the knowledge of external objects 

and other people, may be blocked by epistemic limitations. There is an ever-present possibility 

of a veil obscuring the true knowledge of oneself.717  

 

Acknowledging the significance of Denery’s conclusions, I think it would be unwise to 

exaggerate the problem of self-knowledge and self-identity in ordinary late medieval thought 

and self-reflective practices. Given the naturalistic character of their epistemologies, 

philosophers and theologians would have maintained confidence in the reliability of the soul to 

produce the correct concepts representative of reality most of the time and there is little reason 

to doubt self-reflective capacities in normal circumstances. However, while an inability to 

trust the cognitive processes and mental propositional content would not normally have 

presented itself as a real concern, it might have been a problem for someone who had a reason 

to believe that his or her cognitions could be unreliable - for example, a person having 

experienced a period of ‘alienation’ or ‘frenzy’. Hoccleve’s period of infirmity (from which 

the audience cannot be sure he has fully recovered) involved the disturbance of normal 

rational processes in his intellectual soul, and likely affected his capacity to perform complex 

cognitive acts such as making judgments and self-reflective assessments. Because Divine 

intervention has interrupted the natural causal links between sense and perception, 

apprehension and reality, which would normally have been taken for granted and provided the 

intellect with as sense of certainty, it is impossibly hard for Hoccleve to establish a sound 

foundation upon which to ascertain the truth and reliability of his perceptions. 

 

The quest to regain a secure sense of identity is in part a search for the missing Hoccleve in the 

outside world. Having emerged from a period of isolation, Hoccleve is severely disturbed by 

the reflections of himself that he receives in the social arena. His old associates who used to 

invite him to join their company now refuse to recognise him as the ‘Hoccleve’ that he 

identifies with. In fact, they avoid acknowledging his presence entirely: 

                                                
716 Denery, Seeing and Being Seen, 72. 
717Holcot emphasises the importance of ‘knowing oneself’, noting that Pride is particularly problematic sin as it 
involves mistaking ourselves to be better than we actually are. See Holcot, Mor., moral. xlix, “De sui ipsius 
cognitione” (“On the knowledge of the Self”), 45r-46r. Literary historians have noted the increase of interest in 
the private self in late Middle English popular literature and devotional poetry. Supposedly this is a result of the 
implementation of regular confession, which encouraged self-analysis. Bryan notes that some thought excessive 
introspection to be dangerous and damaging to the soul. Bryan, “Hoccleve, the Virgin, and the Politics of 
Complaint,” 1174; Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 184.  
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Of hem that weren wonte me for to calle   those; accustomed 

To companie. Her heed they caste awry,   to join them; their heads; aside 

Whanne I hem mette, as they not me sy.   as if; saw 

              (MC, 75-78) 

 

No wight with me list make daliaunce.   man; wished; to converse 

The wolde me made a straunge countinaunce. 718 

                       (MC, 69-70)  

 

The “straunge countinaunce” projected back to Hoccleve causes him great alarm. Anxiety and 

desperation take hold as he registers his absence: “And for verry shame and feer I qwook. / 

Though myn herte hadde be dippid in the brook” (MC, 151-52).719 Awareness that the old 

‘Hoccleve’ that he identifies with has become invisible and non-substantial is key to his sense 

of elimination from the hearts and minds of others, and is the reason for his likening himself to 

a lost vessel, both in the sense of being an empty, insubstantial shell, and being a ship 

abandoned at sea.720 

 

As seide is in the sauter might I sey,    Psalter 

‘They that me sy, fledden awey fro me’.721 

Foryeten I was al oute of mynde awey,   forgotten 

                                                
718 “The world showed to me the face of a stranger,” but might also be translated: “The world made me out to 
appear a foreigner” or “the world was made to seem foreign to me.” 
719 “I shook for fear and for shame, as though my heart had been plunged into a brook.” 
720 Knapp reads this as a metaphor for a ship at sea: “A lost vessel: madness is thus governed by what seems to be 
one of Hoccleve’s primary imaginative structures: the unpredictable ebb and flow that patterns both the future in 
the world and even more threateningly, the coherence of a sane self.” See Knapp, Bureaucratic Muse, 166. 
Spearing interprets the image in accordance with Psalm 30: “They that saw me fled from me. I am forgotten as 
one dead from the heart. I am become as a vessel that is destroyed, for I have heard the blame of many who dwell 
around about.” Spearing notes a similar passage from John Trivesa’s translation of Bartholomeus Anglicus, De 
Proprietatibus where he discusses the state of some melancholics: “trowth that they beth ertherne vessellis and 
dredeth to be touchid lest the[y] beth ibroke” (“believe that they are earthenware vessels and dread to be touched 
in case they should be broken”); quoted from Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 185. It is worth noting (in 
defence of Knapp’s reading) that Thomas Bradwardine had used the metaphor of the boat at sea, deprived of a 
sailor’s direction and tossed about by the winds, to describe the mental state of an insane person. See Chapter 2.3.  
721 Psalm 31:11 (“Because of all my adversaries I have become a reproach unto my neighbors exceedingly, and a 
fear to mine acquaintance: they that did see me without fled from me”).  
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As he that deed was from hertis cherte.   dead; (far) from; charity/love 

To a lost vessel lickned mighte I be.    compared 

                 (AD, 78-82) 

 

Hoccleve’s expression suggests that part of a person has ‘life’ in the hearts and minds of other 

people. The idea that some aspect of a person is reflected back and made present to the self 

during social engages such as “communying” had an important place in late medieval 

Christian understanding of self-knowledge and friendship.722 According to Augustinian 

philosophy, knowledge of oneself is developed during the activity of self-reflection when the 

mind experiences its likeness to the Trinity through knowing and loving itself (or knowing and 

loving reason and will; that part which is closest in likeness to God).723 This form of 

contemplation enables man to perceive something of the ordo amoris (‘order of love’) or 

Truth in himself.724 When men engage in conversation or communion with one another they 

reveal to each other the ordo or word of the heart (the Truth), and so, in speaking with one 

another men come closer to realising their own humanity.725 When one’s self is no longer 

reflected back to him in a way he recognizes during social engagement, it creates the 

experience of absence or void within the soul; the sensation that an important aspect of one’s 

person has suddenly disappeared and cannot be located (echoing the experience of alienation 

from wit or reason during Hoccleve’s period of infirmity). Hoccleve’s anxiety regarding his 
                                                
722 Spearing notes: “He is reliant on others even for the generalisation that tells him that self-knowledge is 
impossible.” Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 184-186. 
723 See Chapter 1.2 
724 In Wisdom, Lectio 11 Holcot discusses the importance of speech and truth, making reference to Augustine De 
Trinitate, Chapter 15: “The mind is the image of God in that it is capable and may generate the Word which is 
Truth, and so the human mind can generate no other word than the Truth” (Sap., lect. xi, 41). According to 
Augustine (De Trinitate 9.7.12), the importance of speech is its role in making the hidden Word of the heart - the 
Truth - knowable and recognizable to others: “In conversing with others we add the service of our voice or some 
bodily sign to the word that remains within, in order to produce in the mind of the listener a kind of sensible 
resemblance: something similar to that which does not depart the mind of the speaker.” Quoted from John W. 
O’Malley ed., Collected Works of Erasmus: Spiritualia and Pastoralia (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1998), 260 footnote 63. In De Trinitate, Books 8-15 Augustine characterises the mind’s ascent to Wisdom in 
conversation with friends. The will brings the mind’s attention to the words and images created by friends in an 
act of uniting these images with memory (De Trinitate, Chapter 10). Hence, in speaking amongst friends an 
individual enables others to catch a glimpse of that part of him that is made in the image of God, and he 
recognizes that aspect in other people as they express themselves. For discussion of Augustine on friendship see 
C. Stephen Jaeger, “Friendship of Mutual Perfecting in Augustine’s Confessions and the Failure of Classical 
Amicitia,” in Friendship in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Age, ed. Albrecht Classen and Marilyn Sandidge 
(Berlin: D Gruyter, 2011), 185-200; also see John Von Heyking, “The Luminous Path of Friendship: Augustine’s 
Account of Friendship and Political Order,” in Friendship and Politics: Essays in Political Thought, eds. John 
Von Heyking and Richard Avramenko (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 2008), 115-138. 
725 Lee Patterson and Knapp recognize that the coherent self as a unity in Hoccleve’s Series is reliant, to some 
extent, on others. Knapp argues that the collaborative project between Hoccleve and his friend provides unity and 
wholeness, while Lee Patterson is doubtful that coherence and unity is ever actually achieved. See Knapp, 
Bureaucratic Muse 181-183; and Lee Patterson, Acts of Recognition: Essays on Medieval Culture (Notre Dame, 
Ind.: Notre Dame University Press, 2010), 84-109. 
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public invisibility manifests itself in a struggle to resurrect his image in the eyes, ears, hearts 

and minds of other men, and hence resuscitate the ‘Hoccleve’ he identifies with so that it may 

be projected back to him and confirm in his own mind that he is truly whole, sound, and sane: 

“My spirites labouriden evere ful bisily / to peinte countenance, chere and look, / For that men 

spak of me so wonderingly” (MC, 148-50). A desperate attempt to regain mastery of his image 

through manipulation and contortion of his facial expressions and physical appearance is 

enacted in the infamous mirror scene:726 

 

And in my chaumbre at home whanne that I was 

Mysilfe aloone I in this wise wrought.    manner; did/made 

I streite unto my mirrour and my glas,    (went) straight 

To loke howe that me of my chere thought,   my expression appeared to me 

If any othir were it than it ought, 

For fain wolde I, if it not had bene right,   gladly 

Amendid it to my kunnynge and myght.   improved; knowledge 

 

Many a saute made I to this mirrour,    leap 

Thinking, ‘If that I looke in this manere 

Amonge folke as I nowe do, noon errour 

Of suspecte to look may in my face appere.   suspicious 

This countinaunce, I am sure, and this chere,  appearance; expression 

If I it forthe use, is nothing reprovable    show outwardly; objectionable 

To hem that han concitis resonable.    have; rational thoughts 

                             (MC, 155-68)  

 

Both humorous and unsettling, Hoccleve’s sudden “saute” (leap) to the mirror in attempt to 

catch himself out looking “suspecte” highlights his uncomfortable awareness that accidental 

features are unreliable, unstable, and often non-representative of the substance that lies 

beneath. Recognizing that the outward appearances by which men are identified and known 

                                                
726 Numerous critics make reference to the uncanny nature of the mirror scene; see Knapp, Bureaucratic Muse, 
170; also see Greetham, “Self-Referential Artefacts,” 240; and Spearing, Medieval Autographies, 187-188. 
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are insubstantial evidence or proof of their inner-states and natures, Hoccleve seizes the 

opportunity to harness these accidental qualities and use them as tools for communication. If 

only he could figure out how to contort his physical features into an expression that encodes 

the right information to convey the desired message - to “looke” in a way that will signify the 

inner-state, “soundeness” (sanity).  

 

Hoccleve’s comical display demonstrates his belief in the emptiness of signs; the unbridgeable 

gap between what is knowable via sensible qualities, and what in essence exists. It is an alien 

‘self’ that meets Hoccleve’s gaze; a ‘self’ he suspects will deceive him as soon as he has 

turned his back from the glass. Realising the hopelessness of his efforts, Hoccleve finally 

accepts defeat: 

 

And therewithal I thoughte thus anoon:   thereupon; immediately 

“Men in her owne cas bene blinde alday,   situation; continually 

As I have herde seie manie a day agoon,   before this 

And in that same plite I stonde may.”727   danger 

                (MC, 169-72) 

 

In a sudden, devastating moment, Hoccleve is struck by the futility of his predicament; the 

impossibility of ever having true mastery over his public image due to his limited capacity to 

know himself. And thus he turns the problem of knowing other minds back upon himself: man 

cannot recognize himself in his reflection any better than any other man can (“Men in her 

owne case bene blinde alday”) because all perception is bias; all perception is skewed by 

subjectivity. Meaning-making and interpretation of signs is complicated by the 

preconceptions, motivations and intentions that others bring to the act of viewing. Hoccleve 

complains gloomily “I may but smal seie but if men deme I rave” (MC, 264)728 because 

regardless of what proof he provides, men will think whatever they wish: 

 

                                                
727 “And thereupon I thought this immediately: ‘Men are continuously blind in respect to themselves, as I have 
have heard said a long time ago, and I myself may be in that same plight’.” 
728 “I have only the slightest power/say over whether men judge me to be mad.” 
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In hem putte I no defaute but oon.    I found no fault; one 

That I was hool, thei not ne deme kowde,   whole; judge; could 

And day by day thei sye me bi hem goon   saw; go 

In hete and coolde, and neither stille or lowde  silent; speaking 

Knewe thei me do suspectly. A dirke clowde   to act suspiciously; dark 

Hir sight obscurid withynne and withoute. 

             (MC, 288-93) 

 

Even when his old acquaintances ask after his health and are assured that he is well, they 

refuse to believe a word of it: 

 

Axide han they ful oftesithe, and freined   asked; often; inquired 

Of my felawis of the Prive Seel,     fellows; Privy Seal 

And preied hem to telle hem with herete unfeined, begged; heart sincere 

Howe it stood with me, wethir yuel or wel. 

And they the sothe tolde hem euery del,   the truth; completely 

But thei helden her wordis not but lees.   reckoned thier; nothing; lies 

Thei mighten as wel have holden her pees.    have kept their peace 

                    (MC, 295-301) 

 

The fundamental breakdown between knowledge and reality lies deeper than the changeability 

of accidental surface features; it is rooted in the fact that signs can be read and understood in 

whatsoever way the interpreter wishes. Hoccleve’s problem is essentially the impossibility of 

communicating effectively with those who have already chosen what they want to see, hear, 

and believe. When belief resists all available forms of proof then proof becomes worthless and 

is simply taken to be confirmation of the pre-existing beliefs.729 Evidently, this is Hoccleve’s 

epistemological conundrum: that sense perception and cognitive apprehension is not a simple, 

automatic process. It is complicated by the opinions, beliefs and desires of the audience or 
                                                
729 This is related to the philosophical scepticism of the fourteenth century; the idea that none of the known 
naturalistic methods available are able to provide the certainty desired about points of Christian Doctrine (for 
example the simplicity of the Holy Trinity, the Eucharistic transubstantiation, and the truth-value of prophetic 
statements).  
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interpreter. Even with adequate evidence provided we may still be blocked from knowing 

what really is the case by our predispositions, motives and intentions. And this is a problem 

for acquiring certainty not only in a social context, but also in the activity of self-reflection and 

self-examination.  

 

Hoccleve’s difficulty in securing a sense of self-knowledge and identity as a “hool” (whole), 

“sad” (sound/sane) person is rooted in his inability to gauge or measure the accuracy of his 

perceptions, because he doubts the reliability of the correspondence between ‘apparent being’ 

and ‘real being’ that is ordinarily assumed and taken for granted. As a result, Hoccleve turns to 

others hoping they might provide the epistemic reference and guarantee he is lacking.730 

Potentially, the perceptions and judgements of other people could assist Hoccleve by 

providing him with the evidence needed to check that what he apprehends matches what really 

is the case, and in doing so provide him with comfort and peace of mind. In particular, 

Hoccleve hopes that his “freend” can provide the required referential dock to which he might 

secure a sense of certainty that his own perceptions of himself are indeed sound; that he is 

indeed sane. Unfortunately, Hoccleve’s hopes are thwarted. When his friend hesitates to 

confirm his ‘sanity’, Hoccleve responds with anger and frustration. His aggression expresses 

Hoccleve’s absolute desperation; energized by his longing to have his sanity confirmed so as 

not to have to face the devastation of epistemic uncertainty and unknowing which 

characterizes his infirmity any longer. His attack takes the form of a heated lecture on the 

importance of trust and faith in friendship: 731 

 

Whoso nat leeveth what that a man seith   believes 

Is signe that he trustith him but lyte.    (it) is a sign; little 

A verray freend yeveth credence and feith   true; gives 

Unto his freend, whatso he speke and wryte.  whatever 

                                                
730 Again, the problem of other minds arises: we can have no certainty about the nature of others so how can we 
rely on them to provide us with certainty concerning ourselves? Augustine identified the act of recognition of 
oneself in the friend as fundamental to developing self-knowledge and knowledge of God. See Heyking, “The 
Luminous Path of Friendship,” 127. 
731 Other critics who have discussed the friendship in Hoccleve’s poetry include Rozenski, “‘Your Ensaumple and 
Your Mirour’,” and Kinch, Imago Mortis. Kinch and Rozenski discuss the dying man’s attitude towards 
friendship in “Lerne for to Die.” Craig E. Bertolet notes the moral consequences of bad company and the benefits 
of love between true friends in La Male Regle. See Craig E. Bertolet, “Social Corrections: Hoccleve’s La Male 
Regle and Textual Identity.” Papers on Language & Literature 51, no. 3 (2015): 269-98. 
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Frendshipes lawe nat worth were a myte   would not be worth a mite 

If that untrust unto it were annexid.    joined 

Untrust hath many a wight ful sore vexid.   person; troubled 

              (AD, 330-36) 

 

According to the account of friendship promoted by Thomas Aquinas, the ‘debt’ or ‘law’ of 

friendship is honesty.732 True friendship can only be founded between equals who share the 

same values and beliefs and it requires that each love the other as he loves himself.733 For this 

reason it is necessary to be able to get to know the other person properly (their values and 

desires).734 However, because it is not possible to have direct perception of private thoughts 

and affections, the assumption must be made that acts and words are authentic (that they are 

backed by the intention that they are supposed to express) otherwise the friendship cannot 

exist. Quoting Solomon, Hoccleve accuses his friend of violating him through his neglect to 

uphold and honour his obligation as a friend:  

 

To this matir accordith Salomon -    With this position agrees 

Yee knowe it bet than I by many fold -    better; many times over 

Ones freend, and holde evere therupon.   once; to it 

In your frendshipe wer a slipir hold    would be; slippery   
                                                
732 Daniel Schwartz explains that according to Aquinas friendship involves promoting the friends wellbeing. 
Benefiting your friend generates in the recipient what we may call a debt of gratitude. Aquinas calls this the debt 
of friendship or the debt of honesty. See Daniel Schwartz, Aquinas on Friendship (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2007), 16. 
733 See for instance Jeanne Hefferman Schindler, “Companionship of Caritas: Friendship in St Thomas Aquinas,” 
in Friendship and Politics: Essays in Political Thought, ed. John Von Heyking and Richard Avramento (Notre 
Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 2008): 139-162; Fergus Kerr O. P., “Thomas Aquinas: Charity as 
Friendship” in Ancient and Medieval Concepts of Friendship, ed. Suzanne Stern-Gillet and Garry M. Gurtler 
(New York: State University of New York Press, 2014), 245-269. Also, Augustine raises the issue of lack of 
knowledge about others lives and the recesses of their hearts forcing Augustine to ask how it is at all possible to 
love someone you cannot fully know (De Trinitate 13.20.26). See Heyking, “Luminous Path of Friendship,” 128. 
734 Aquinas holds that friends must know each other and know of their friendship. Assessing friendship’s reality 
requires knowledge of the other person’s feelings, intentions and beliefs. But this cannot be known directly or 
with certainty. We cannot have direct access to other people’s wills, nor can we forecast with certainty what they 
will will. See Schwartz, Aquinas on Friendship, 7. As Schwartz explains, the factor underlying instability of 
friendship is uncertainty about future wills. Friendship depends on the unity of wills that enable one to love the 
other as an alter-ipse (second/other self). Aquinas believed that friendship requires the unity of wills between 
friends, but other people’s wills are uncertain matters because: 1) The human heart can not be scrutinized by 
other human beings. 2) We have no certainty of future singular contingents and the future acts of another person 
are singular contingents. He suggests that the presumption of authenticity as a possible device to overcome the 
problem of uncertainty of present wills. The presumption of authenticity holds that in the absence of contrary 
evidence presume that persons mean what they say, and it presupposes the presumption that in absence of 
contrary evidence it is assumed that other people’s wills and intentions are good, rather than evil.  
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If it abate wolde and wexe cold     diminish; grow 

That unto now hath been bothe hoot and warm.  until; hot 

To yow wer it repreef, and to me harm.   would it be (a) reproach  

                          (AD, 351-57) 

 

The “slipir hold” of friendship equates with the slippery slope from epistemic certitude into 

the void of absolute uncertainty.735 ‘Slippery' becomes a metaphor for one’s grasp of reality: a 

grasp that is not ‘secure’ because one cannot have proof, but must have trust: “credence and 

faith.” The problem of ‘proof’ is likewise the crux of academic concerns regarding God’s 

absolute power and human certitude. As Holcot has explained, God is not bound by ‘truth’ and 

need not provide us with any proof that He does not deceive or lie.736 No ‘proof’ is available to 

alleviate our anxiety regarding whether or not our knowledge is representative of reality, or 

whether God will honour the promises he made to us in the Divine Covenant.737 It is not belief 

based on rational proof that is asked of us: it is belief based on love of God. In other words, it 

is simply ‘faith’.738 The formulation of Hoccleve’s law of friendship is suggestive of the Law 

of the Covenant that Christ set up between Himself and man, and suggests that the same kind 

of obligational agreement is being laid down between the two friends in friendship: 

 

What, han yee now lerned a neewe lore?   have; law/lesson 

Han yee lerned your freend for to mistruste, 

And to his wordes yeve no credence?    to give 

If your frendshipe cancre so and ruste,   grow corrupt 

Sore wole it trouble myn innocence, 

That ay yow holden have in existence 

A verray freend. Certes, sore am I greeved,   sorely 

That yee nat leeve how God me hath releeved.  not believe; cured/relieved 

                        (AD, 322-29) 

                                                
735 Aquinas holds that hope and trust/faith may help to overcome the problem caused by uncertainty of other’s 
future wills. 
736 Here, then, is the problem of uncertainty of other peoples present wills, except applied to God. 
737 And here is the problem of uncertainty of other people’s future wills, except applied to the human relationship 
with God. 
738 See Chapter 3. 
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The ‘covenant’ or ‘law’ of friendship requires each member to have faith and trust in what the 

other says. As a friend he is under this obligation. Ironically, Hoccleve undermines the validity 

of the ‘friendship requirement’ in the very same breath as he preaches it. Hoccleve’s reason 

for accusing the friend of violating the code of friendship was motivated by Hoccleve’s own 

violation of the code in refusing to believe what the friend says about the fragile state of 

Hoccleve’s sanity. Hoccleve’s concern regarding the role of faith and trust in personal 

relationships has significant implications when extended to society as a whole. Like the code 

of Friendship and the Covenantal pact, society also functions in accordance with the law of 

faith and trust, otherwise a community would not be able to interact, resulting in the 

disintegration of the social unit and the isolation of individual members (much like the state of 

social alienation Hoccleve presently suffers). In creating these parallels, Hoccleve highlights 

the necessity and importance of trust and faith in each relationship, while at the same time 

illuminating the difficulties of such extreme demands as ‘blind faith.’ Hoccleve subtly 

questions the nature of these social and spiritual arrangements, encouraging the audience to 

speculate upon their validity and value when put into practice. In effect, Hoccleve sows seeds 

of uncertainty in the foundations of the social and religious arrangements upon which the 

human experience is grounded. 

 

5.3 Alternative Possibility in Late Medieval Logic and the Development of Allegorical 

Narrative in Hoccleve’s “The Tale of Jereslaus’ Wife” and “The Tale of Jonathas” 

 

At the close of “A Dialoge” Hoccleve turns his attention to translating three Latin texts into 

Middle English.739 I will focus on “The Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” and “The Tale of Jonathas”; 

two moralized, fantastical narratives, near-identical versions of which can be found in the 

Gesta Romanorum.740 Hoccleve’s inclusion of these tales in his Series reflects his engagement 

in the literature of the (so-called) ‘classicising friars’.741 The classicizing group are known for 

                                                
739 The three didactic texts that Hoccleve translates are: Fabula de quadam Imperatrice Romana (“The Tale of 
Jereslaus’ Wife”), Ars Utillissima Sciendi Mori (“Lerne for to Die”), and Fabula de quadam Muliere Mala (“The 
Tale of Jonathas”). Ellis has used the Latin titles but I chose the English titles more familiar to the modern reader.  
740 For some background on the Gesta Romanorum and its relevance to Hoccleve, see Black, Medieval Narratives 
of Accused Queens, 157-157. 
741 Smalley coined the name ‘classicizing group’ in her 1960 publication English Friars and Antiquity in the 
Early Fourteenth Century. Note that although Smalley does not identify the Gesta author among the classicising 
group, it is clear the work exemplifies one of the primary objectives of the classicizing group: to legitimize pagan 
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their interest in transforming a variety of different kinds of fictional and non-fictional 

narratives into acceptable materials for sermon literature and furnishing them with allegorical 

interpretations. However, the fact that some members of the group such as Robert Holcot were 

also interested in developing story-structures as tools in logic and speculative theology is often 

overlooked. I suggest that Holcot’s philosophical interest in reflecting on sets of propositions 

in order to construct logically coherent scenarios representing alternative possibilities was not 

entirely disconnected from the exercise he engaged in when reflecting on pagan narratives and 

classical mythologies. Reflection on the text as a space that is open to alternative 

interpretations is likewise encouraged by Hoccleve, who strategically modifies his translations 

of the Gesta tales in order to raise questions about the nature of human suffering and morality. 

As we will see, Holcot and Hoccleve not only shared themes in common, they also shared an 

awareness of the fictional narrative as a space in which alternative possibilities can exist 

simultaneously and an interest in allegory as a textual vehicle by which to communicate ideas 

about the human condition in a contingent universe.  

 

Late medieval interest in God’s absolute power and unlimited freedom offered fourteenth-

century theologians the opportunity to develop methods of logical argumentation that explored 

alternative possibilities open to God and to humans by reflecting on situations that are not 

“actual,” but agreed to be “possible,” and working out what would logically follow if one of 

these scenarios was in fact the case. A variety of narrative models were available for 

theologians to adopt when constructing logical arguments about these kinds of possible 

scenarios. One model favoured by Robert Holcot was the ars obligatoria, or obligatio.742 This 

technique of disputation in which two disputants – an opponens and respondens – would 

engage in a structured series of proposals and responses to test how an increasing set of true 

and false propositions could remain coherent. The opponens would start by offering an 

obligatio or positio (a statement making a claim for a hypothetical scenario) that the 

respondens would agree to or deny. If he agreed, then he bound himself in the form of 

obligation and would reply to a series of statements according to whether the propositions 

were logically consistent with the initial claim.743 What obligation logic provided was a 

procedure logicians could use to describe possible states of affairs and their multiple 

                                                                                                                                                    
and classical narratives for didactic purposes and present them to a broad audience. See Smalley, English Friars, 
146. 
742 Holcot briefly describes the structure and rules of the obligatio in his Sentences II, q. 2, art. 9, in ed. Streveler 
and Tachau, Seeing the Future Clearly, 158-59. 
743 Gelber discusses Holcot’s ars obligatoria: Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise, 171-90. 
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relationships.744 During thought experiments theologians created narratives that represented 

possible scenarios, and assessed which of these sets of possibilities were coherent and open to 

God’s will. Holcot’s work suggests a connection between what appears to be a fairly remote 

discussion of modal logic and literary production through the idea that we can either construct 

stories that represent alternative scenarios (as in the ars obligatoria) or we can take already 

formulated scenarios and use them to explore the kinds of alternative possibilities that the 

scenario might represent. I will discuss the Gesta tale Fabula de quadam imperatrice Romana 

to demonstrate my hypothesis because it is the most likely source for Hoccleve’s “Tale of 

Jereslaus’ Wife.”745 It is also the equivalent in kind and structure to those found in Holcot’s 

preaching handbook Moralitates.746  

 

Fabula de quadam imperatrice Romana tells about an empress who continually suffers at the 

hands of adulterous men. During the emperor’s absence his brother propositions the empress 

and after consulting the greatest men in the kingdom she has him imprisoned. When finally 

freed the brother abandons the empress in the forest (stripped of her clothing and hanging from 

a tree by her hair) and an earl rescues her, taking her home to oversee his daughter. However, 

a vengeful steward (whose sexual advances the empress rejects) frames the empress for the 

murder of the earl’s daughter. As a result the empress is exiled. During exile the empress buys 

the life of a convict, who facilitates her abduction by an amorous ship-owner. In response to 

her prayers for deliverance the ship is wrecked in a storm and the empress is washed-up near a 

nunnery where she develops powers for healing. All the wicked men develop illnesses and 

come to her for healing, which she administers after hearing their confessions. Finally the 

                                                
744 For a brief introduction to obligation theory in the Middle Ages see Paul Vincent Spade and Mikko Yrjonsuuri, 
“Medieval Theories of Obligationes,” ed. Edward N. Zalta, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2014). 
URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2014/entries/obligationes/>. Date of access: 28/11/2014. 
745 For my analysis I have used the text of the Middle English translation of Fabula de quadam Imperatrice 
Romana found in British Museum Harley 7333 (number 69) because, as Jerome Mitchell and Nancy Black have 
highlighted, the spelling of the emperor’s name in this version is “Merelaus,” which is closer to Hoccleve’s 
emperor “Jerelaus” than is the “Menelaus” of the Anglo-Latin text in Harley 2270. See Jerome Mitchell, Thomas 
Hoccleve: A Study in Early Fifteenth Century English Poetic (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1968) 45; also 
see Black, Medieval Narratives of Accused Queens, 154-55. I have used is Sidney J. H. Heritage’s Fabula de 
Quadam Imperatrice Romana Early English Text Society edition; Sidney J. H. Heritage ed., “Merelaus the 
Emperorour,” in The Early English Versions of the Gesta Romanorum (London: Oxford University Press, 1979), 
311-22. Heritage subtitles this tale “The Story of Constance in Chaucer’s “Man of Laws Tale” but the more likely 
source for the “Man of Law’s Tale” is Nicholas Trevet. See Robert M. Correale, “The Man of Law’s Tale,” 
Sources and Analogues of the Canterbury Tales, vol. 2, ed. Robert M. Correale and Mary Hambel (Wiltshire, D. 
S. Brewer, 2005), 277-350. 
746 Although near-identical matches of the Gesta tales can be found in the Moralitates the relationship between 
the two texts is not yet fully understood. Smalley suggests that the anonymous Franciscan author of the Gesta 
borrowed from Holcot and not vice versa, and estimates the compilation sometime between 1334 and 1342. 
Smalley, English Friars, 146. 
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empress is happily reunited with the emperor and returns home. The moral explains that the 

emperor is Jesus, the empress, the Soul, and the wicked brother represents the Flesh, which 

stirs and excites the Soul to sin. However, the Soul (empress), being fully devoted to God 

(emperor), responds by calling upon the powers of Wit, Reason, Intellect and Conscience (the 

greatest men in the kingdom) to punish the disobedient Flesh in a prison of Penance. And so 

the moral continues, interpreting each character as a personification of a spiritual concept or 

Christian abstraction: the earl is the Preacher or Confessor; the steward, Worldly Pride; the 

ship-owner, the Devil who tempts many in the Sea of this World. The narrative, then, is an 

exemplar of the contemptus mundi theme, or the mundi malitia theme, and a demonstration of 

de controversia inter carnem et spiritum (the struggle between the Body and the Soul).747 

Events and motifs such as suffering and rejection are interpreted in accordance with the 

allegorical order imposed by the moralization. For example, the suffering of the empress and 

her perpetrators is valued positively as it leads to the Soul’s final reconciliation and 

redemption. However, before the moral is decided upon the narrative stands open to any 

number of interpretations.748 For instance, the moralizer could have decided that the story was 

better suited to demonstrate the passio christi, so that the emperor stands for God; the empress, 

Christ; the wicked brother, Man; the earl, the Preacher or Confessor; the steward, the Flesh; 

the slain daughter, the Conscience; the thief, the Sensitive Appetite; the ship-owner, the 

Intellect, and so on. Within this allegorical system the suffering of the empress would now 

have a negative value, as it would represent the suffering inflicted upon Christ by man. I 

suggest that when the mendicant theologians and classicizing friars moralized fantastical 

stories, they were conscious of the narrative as a space in which a variety of alternative 

possibilities coexist simultaneously. Understanding the text in this way, the allegorical 

framework can be seen to represent a system analogous to the temporal universe, where the 

moral operates similarly to God’s will and chosen order. Just as the value of events in the 

created universe remains open to change until the point in time when the actualization of a 

prophesized event (such as the Last Judgment or the Resurrection) determines the significance 

of preceding events, so the meaning of events in the fictional narrative remain uncertain until 

the moralization is given and the analogical order is fixed. Compiling a group of moralized 

tales and offering them in a text such as the Gesta or Holcot’s Moralitates, the authors were 

able to present a variety of alternative models of spiritual states and experiences of the soul. 

                                                
747 My suggested themes are inspired by those listed in the Moralitates table of contents: Holcot, Mor., “tabula 
huius opusculi,” 1-2. 
748 Black explains that early The Empress of Rome tale-type stories (which Fabula de quadam Emperatrice 
Romana belongs to) were written without a moral and were stories about pious women who devoted their lives to 
God after having suffered at the hands of wicked men. Black, Narratives of Accused Queens, 138-40. 
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By reflecting on these allegories an individual could acquire a repertoire of spiritual concepts 

necessary for introspection. Thus the stories had the potential to enhance the individual’s 

capacity to conform his/her inner-state to the disposition of a good Christian.749  

 

Holcot’s speculative approach may help us to understand why Hoccleve made the alterations 

that he did when translating the Gesta Romanorum tales into Middle English. Hoccleve 

initially translates “The Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” without the moralization but his friend is 

dissatisfied with this version and he insists Hoccleve attach a translation of the proper moral to 

the end. Hoccleve does so. However, the temporary suspension of the moral has significant 

implications for the reader’s interpretation of the text. The audience is first encouraged to read 

the narrative literally, and then allegorically.750 I suggest that by withholding the moral 

momentarily Hoccleve creates an opportunity for (and indeed encourages) the audience to 

consider the alternative possible interpretations represented in the narrative. With the 

allegorical framework suspended temporarily, the audience is liberated from the constraints of 

analogical interpretation and is allowed to appreciate the characters as autonomous individuals 

and not as spiritual abstractions.751 The extra details and short asides Hoccleve adds draw 

attention to the thoughts and motivations of individual characters and are evidence that 

Hoccleve wanted the audience to think critically about the narrative and respond 

empathetically. For example, the narrator warns the reader not to be too hasty to judge the 

earl’s wife when, finding her child dead, she demands that the empress be killed:752 

 

Althogh that shee wer in this cas vengeable,   might be; case; vengeful 

For causes two me thynkith it smal vice   it seems to me 

(Shee was in that in partie exusable):    in that respect; part   

Oon is shee wende that the emperice    thought 

                                                
749 The tales have also been recognized for their potential to attract the attention of late medieval poets who 
adapted them for the purposes of popular entertainment. Black, Medieval Narratives of Accused Queens, 156. 
750 Of course, the reading process could be more complicated than I describe it here. A medieval reader familiar 
with the allegorising tradition may read the “Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” expecting that some moral will follow, and 
so interpret the characters’ behaviour in accordance with Christian ethics anyway. Or it is possible that the reader 
might interpret the narrative on various levels simultaneously, precariously enjoying the story as a romance and 
reading it as a spiritual allegory at the same time.  
751Delany describes non-allegorical literature as referring the reader “back to the world he inhabits, so that the 
proportion it establishes is between two known systems.” See Delany, “Undoing Substantial Connection,” 34. 
752 Note that I refer to the “narrator” when I am discussing the way the content of text of Fabula de quadam 
Imperatrice Romana guides the readers interpretation, and “Hoccleve” when I am commenting on the decisions 
Hoccleve has made in putting the text together and the general intentions underlying the composition. 
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Hir chyld had slayn of purposid malice,   deliberate 

And so it seemed as by liklyhede,    to all intents 

Albeit that nat wer it so in dede; 

 

That othir cause, as woot euery man,    knows 

In the world so louynge tendrenesse 

Is noon as is the loue of a womman, 

To hir chyld namely, and, as I gesse, 

To hir housbonde also, wherof witnesse 

We weddid men may bere if that vs lyke,   if it pleases us 

And so byhoueth a thank us to pyke.    it is useful; to gain  

                 (JW, 386-399) 

 

The narrator reminds the reader that the earl’s wife thought (and had every reason to think) 

that the empress had committed the murder and that any good mother whose child has been 

slain with such “purposid malice” would react in this way. In effect, the earl’s wife is 

presented as a victim of two fundamental human weaknesses: limited knowledge and natural 

inclinations.753 Emphasizing that the wife’s judgment was based entirely on visible, veridical 

proof, and that her intentions were motivated by “lovynge tenderness,” Hoccleve subtly raises 

the question of how one might morally evaluate the wife had she chosen to act differently in 

the given circumstances. Would a less vengeful attitude make her more laudable? Or less? 

 

A similar ethical dilemma is highlighted at the point in the story where the emperor almost 

goes mad with woe at discovering what his brother did to his wife. The Gesta tale overlooks 

these details, and so Hoccleve spends a good three stanzas justifying the emperor’s reaction: 

 

                                                
753 Hoccleve uses the dramatic apostrophe to draw attention to key themes in the text such as women’s (often 
disastrous) natural inclinations to mercy and charity (JW, 169-76) and the limitations of human knowledge and 
certainty, especially in respect to other peoples hidden thoughts and motives (JW, 246-66). Johnson observes that 
Hoccleve’s apostrophes are moralising in the sense that they are mostly concerned with female virtue and male 
vice, and that by including these “he has made that ethical message available endogenously in the poem itself, not 
exogenous to it, through his lyrical excursuses and ethical editorializing.” See Johnson, Practicing Literary 
Theory, 217-31. 
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Almoost he was out of himself, certeyn -    

So seith the book, and that was no meruaille.  wonder 

What lord is that if swich a word sodeyn    such; unexpected 

To him cam of his wyf, whos gouernaille   self-control 

Was hires lyk, but ny, to, sholde him faille  like hers; nearly; as well 

His wit and his good disposicioun    disposition 

For the sodeyn woful impression? 

 

For falle anoon sholde in his remembrance 

Hir vertuous manere and wommanhede, 

Hir beautee, shap, good cheer and daliance.  conversation 

Al this considered, withouten drede, 

Out of the weye of ioie him wolde lede   joy 

The mis of so vertuous a persone,    loss 

And yit nat for that enchesoun allone,   reason 

 

But also the unkyndely tresoun    unnatural 

Of his brothir that him to him had qwit   had acquitted himself 

So falsely, me thynkith by resoun    it seems to me only right 

Stike right ny unto his herte oghte it   to stick near 

And causen him ful many an heuy fit:   feeling 

But natheless, wit axith, and prudence,   nevertheless; requires 

Al thyng that fallith take in pacience.   everything; befalls to take 

              (JW, 820-40) 

 

The narrator takes time to describe exactly why the emperor suffered the psychosomatic 

reaction he did when receiving the news. He outlines the quality and content of the Emperor’s 

cognitions, explaining that the “sudden woeful impression” – the memory of his wife and the 

realization that his brother had performed an “unkyndely tresoun” against him – was what 

caused him such intense suffering. As we have seen, in the late middle ages physical suffering 

could be a direct result of cognitive and appetitive acts in the intellectual and sensitive soul. 
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The force of these cognitions and passions may be so strong as to cause a severence between 

the body and soul, sometimes resulting in madness or sudden death.754 Physical reactions of 

this kind are not directly within our control, although we are indirectly responsible because we 

are responsible for having acquired a weak disposition or constitution. Hence, the narrator is 

unwilling to hold the emperor accountable for the physical pain that the news causes him (“me 

thynkith by resoun / Stike right ny unto his herte oghte it”) nor for the temporary loss of his 

“wit and good disposition,” even if prudence and patience ideally should have mitigated the 

affect. Again, Hoccleve asks the reader to consider what kind of a person would not have 

reacted the same way in those circumstances (JW, 822-826), raising the question of whether 

we would judge the emperor to be any more praiseworthy if he had displayed passivity and 

patience.755 

 

Hoccleve’s additions to the Gesta narrative depict the characters as fully embodied, 

autonomous human beings, thinking, feeling, and finding themselves in difficult situations. 

Unlike the moralized version of the tale, where the suffering of individual characters is 

subordinated to the larger allegorical framework and converted into penitential pain necessary 

for the soul’s salvation, human suffering in Hoccleve’s rendition is elevated to a theme in its 

own right. It is only when the moral is absent or temporarily withdrawn that a space can be 

opened for the audience to speculate on the value, purpose, and point of human experiences 

such as suffering and pain. Questions are indirectly raised about the utility of the suffering: 

was all the suffering really necessary? Was it worth it? Could things have gone some other 

way to achieve the benefit of all characters? What if the empress had submitted to the 

Emperor’s brother in the first place; a small sacrifice of virtue, but what is that sacrifice in 

comparison to what the empress suffers during the rest of her journey or the suffering she 

indirectly causes others? When the empresses’ persecutors – now dilapidated, disease-ridden, 

and in great pain – come to her and confess their sins in exchange for healing, the question 

seems to be: “whose suffering is this tale really about?” Is it that of the empress as idealized 

                                                
754 Richard Middleton (c.1283) is an example of a Franciscan who argued in his Sentences commentary that 
discord of the will could result in so vehement passions in the sensitive soul that it corrupts the harmony 
necessary for life, and Robert Holcot repeats this view in Lectio 59; see Chapter 3 above.  
755 Hoccleve’s narrator seems to contest the Boethian Consolatio incentive that a good Christian ought to suffer 
all misfortune with patience, suggesting that such a demand is not always possible to uphold on account of the 
human physiology and nature. I have noticed that Hoccleve’s narrator often promotes a very Aristotelian 
approach to ethics and morality; I wonder whether Hoccleve is not drawing some comparison between the 
expectations of Christian behaviour set down in Covenantal law and the Aristotelian ethical system (which gives 
pride of place to prudence)?  
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Good Woman suffering on account of her devotion to her husband?756 Or is it that of the 

persecutors as universal Sinners, whose suffering is representative of their spiritual ill-

health?757 And what about the suffering of the earl and his wife; do they deserve the 

devastation they endure? From the information provided by Hoccleve at the outset of the 

project it would seem that suffering in the tale is female orientated. At line 821 of the “A 

Dialoge,” after the friend has convinced Hoccleve he ought to make amends for the upset he 

caused his female readership when he translated L’Epistre de Cupide, Hoccleve confirms that 

he will translate a work “in honur and plesance” of ladies (AD 820-86).758 Hoccleve seems 

unaware that the narrative from the Romayn deedis (that is, the Gesta Romanorum) is an 

allegory of the soul. His intention to translate a story “in honur and plesance” of ladies is 

directly in keeping with the advice given him by his friend. Yet, after the translation is 

complete, the friend responds with shock and dismay when receiving the tale without the 

moral: 

 

Thomas, heer is a greet substance aweye.   

Wher is the moralizynge, Y yow preye, 

Bycome heerof? Was ther noon in the book   

Out of which that thow this tale took?759 

            (JW, 963-66)  

 

Hoccleve responds that no, there was no moral. The friend supplies Hoccleve with his own 

moralized version, insisting that Hoccleve translate the moral also (JW, 976-80). Hoccleve 

describes the moral as wise and well suited to the tale, but he makes a point of acknowledging 

his friend’s responsibility for it. It is unclear whether Hoccleve intends the allegorical reading 

                                                
756 For a reading of the empress as “a good woman who endures a panoply of torments in order to remain faithful 
to her husband” see Davis, Writing Masculinities, 162. A similar position is taken by Black, Medieval Narratives 
of Accused Queens, 162; and Karen A. Winstead, “‘I am al othir to yow than yee weene’: Hoccleve, Women and 
The Series,” Philological Quarterly 72, no. 2 (1993): 143-50. 
757 See Black, Medieval Narratives of Accused Queens, 163.  
758 There is much critical discussion of the relationship between Hoccleve’s translation L’Epistre de Cupide and 
Christian de Pizan’s original Epistre au dieu d’amours. Robert J. Meyer-Lee points out that the Hoccleve’s 
version of the narrative “possesses the tone of subtle, ironizing, poetic craftsmanship,” showcasing “not just his 
skill as a translator but also his wit as a poetic provocateur.” See Robert J. Meyer-Lee, Poets and Power from 
Chaucer to Wyatt (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 95. For a concise summary of the antifeminist 
views in Hoccleve’s translations and how they relate to The Series as a whole, see Winstead, “‘I am al othir to 
yow than yee weene’,” 143-50.  
759 “Thomas, there is a great matter missing here, where is the moralization, I ask you? What has become of it? 
Was there none in the book from which you took the tale?” 
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to replace his original rendering of the tale - a rendering carefully formulated to emphasize the 

ethical dilemmas and the individual suffering of each character - or not. Hoccleve’s decision to 

suspend the moral long enough for the friend to notice it is missing and the audience to 

appreciate the story as a complete narrative in its own right suggests that Hoccleve 

deliberately disrupts the audience’s ability to make straightforward meaning from the text.760 

Hoccleve complicates the audience’s reading of the narrative further by translating “The Tale 

of Jonathas.” After completing the translation of “Lerne for to die” (the fourth poem in the 

Series) the friend asks Hoccleve to translate a second Gesta tale, which he hopes will warn his 

son against wicked women. The story tells of a man (Jonathas) who is deceived by a wicked 

woman (Fellicula) and has three treasures stolen. While exiled in a wilderness, Jonathas 

suffers injury from a boiling spring and contracts leprosy from a certain fruit tree. He then 

discovers a healing spring and some fruit that cure leprosy. Returning with some of the 

poisonous and healing substances, Jonathas sets up a medical practice. Fellicula contracts a 

gruesome disease and goes to Jonathas for healing. After she has confessed her betrayal, he 

retrieves the treasures and administers poisonous substances to Fellicula, causing her a horrific 

death.761 The moral explains that Jonathas is Christen Man, the treasures are Faith, Perfect 

Charity and the Holy Spirit, Fellicula is the Wrecchid Flessh which stirs the Christen Man to 

sin and loose the treasures, and so on. 

 

“The Tale of Jonathas” complicates the reading of “The Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” in two 

significant ways. First, in translating a tale about wicked women, Hoccleve forgoes his initial 

objective, which was to please women. He expresses concern about this to his friend, who 

                                                
760 Critics express a variety of ideas about the significance of Hoccleve’s decision to temporarily withhold the 
moral. The general opinion seems to be that Hoccleve adds the Gesta’s moralization to contradict and destabilize 
the interpretation of the tale which Hoccleve’s commentary has already established; see Johnson, Practicing 
Literary Theory, 59. However, Isabel Davis has claimed that the inclusion of the moral is evidence that Hoccleve 
“cannot bring himself to recommend marriage to either men or women,” explaining that by transforming 
Jereslaus’s wife into a disembodied abstraction he distracts from the theme of marital relations and refocuses 
attention on the relationship between the body and soul; see Davis, Writing Masculinity, 162. Lee Paterson, on 
the other hand, suggests that the moralization is necessary “to remove the tale from the awkwardly apt context of 
Humphrey’s political and marital ambitions” and locate it within “the indeterminate universality of moral truth.” 
Patterson argues that Hoccleve’s choice to include Fabula de quadam Imperatrice Romana is specifically in 
keeping with his initial dedication of the poem to Duke Humphrey, and makes allusion to Humphrey’s private 
affairs; see Paterson, Acts of Recognition, 92-94. Karen Smyth has suggested that by Thomas directing us to read 
the tale properly “we become conscious of not only our own past reading but also the potential of others’ past 
readings, in the form of these possibly imagined or possibly real past books,” adding that “paradoxically, in 
attempting to stabilize our interpretations our consciousness is raised of the temporal nature of our readings as 
subject to the interpretive context.” See Smyth, Imaginings of Time in Lydgate and Hoccleve’s Verse, 154.  
761 Patterson describes Jonathas’s punishment of Fellicula as a “horrifying act of revenge” that draws the reader’s 
attention to typically “Hocclevian themes” such as betrayal of trust, the impossibility of learning from experience, 
sin manifested as sickness, and confession as the only adequate cure. See Paterson, “What is Me?,” 94. 
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assures Hoccleve that good women will not be offended by the tale; only wicked women will 

be (TJ, 50-63). Interestingly, Hoccleve and his friend seem to have forgotten that according to 

the allegorical interpretation of the tales, neither story is about good or wicked women at all, 

but they are both allegories of the Christian soul. Second, the painful and deadly punishment 

that Jonathas deals to Fellicula upon hearing her confession directly contradicts the narrative 

of merciful healing demonstrated by the empress in “The Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife,” thus 

problematizing the general notion that forgiveness will always result from confession and 

suggesting that forgiveness is not a realistic expectation in all possible scenarios.762 Emphasis 

on the questions of retribution alludes to theological questions about what is required for the 

absolution of sins and about the kind of certainty that one can have that the sacraments will 

necessarily be efficacious. Clearly then, by presenting the Gesta tales in the way he does, 

Hoccleve opens up the allegorical framework to create a space in which the alternative 

possibilities may operate, and in so doing encourages speculation on topics directly related to 

questions being disputed in late medieval theological discussions about God’s absolute power 

and future contingency.  

 

The unstable and slippery framework surrounding the translation of the Gesta tales elevates 

the problem of uncertainty from theme in the text to the reading process itself. The friend’s 

dissatisfaction with the moral-less “Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” reflects the fact that readers 

accustomed to interpreting particular kinds of narratives allegorically would have expected 

that the text be accompanied by a definitive set of guidelines or instructions for interpretation. 

In a recent article I have suggested that the reader’s desire for a trustworthy moral or set of 

instructions to make meaning from the text must be understood as an appropriate reaction to 

reading fictional and fantastical stories.763 I argue that the reader’s desire for a reliable set of 

interpretive guidelines, and his/her trust that the guidelines are in fact correct, is not dissimilar 

to the kind of response that late medieval theologians such as Holcot hoped we might have 

when facing the uncertainties of our everyday lives.764 The human experience in a contingent 

universe is one uncertainty; we cannot have knowledge that God will honour the promises he 

                                                
762 Malo discusses Hoccleve’s “complex response to and engagement with late medieval confessional discourse,” 
arguing that Hoccleve “neither embraces nor rejects” the penitential literary genre, but “rejects, instead, the idea 
that confession enables the expression of the self only in terms of sin.” See Malo, “Penitential Discourse in 
Hoccleve’s Series,” 277-305. 
763 Especially considering that the mythological and fantastical narratives depict marvelous events and require the 
audience to suspend disbelief and uncertainty, or otherwise to read the story analogically. See Chantelle Saville, 
“Alternative Possibility in Fourteenth-Century Philosophy and the Development of Allegorical Narrative in the 
Work of Robert Holcot and Thomas Hoccleve,” Essays in Medieval Studies 31 (2016), 101-124. 
764 Ibid. 
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has made in revelation, but if we have faith then we necessarily believe that he will do so. The 

function of the moral in “The Tale of Jereslaus’s Wife” is similar to the function of faith in the 

viator’s life. Analogically the narrative represents a similar system to the temporal universe; 

until a point in time when an occurrence (such as the Last Judgment or Resurrection) 

determines the nature of the events that have gone before, the (moral) value of these event’s 

remains uncertain. However, faith and a whole-hearted belief that events will turn out as has 

been revealed in Holy Scripture provides the Christian with a set of guidelines to understand 

our experiences as we journey through life. Likewise, until the point in time when a particular 

interpretation is offered, or the moralization is fixed, the significance and meanings of events 

in the fictional narrative remain indeterminate. By temporally suspending the moral rather than 

eliminating it altogether, Hoccleve creates the opportunity to explore the narrative’s potential 

to represent the complexity of the human experience in a contingent universe (that is, both the 

ethical dilemmas that arise from limited human knowledge and the role of faith in response to 

the uncertain). The moral, then, provides the audience with what they yearn for; a sense of 

certainty and an interpretation they can trust. Yet, The Series compilation insistently denies the 

audience this satisfaction. Instead, Hoccleve aggravates the reader’s ability to be certain of the 

correct interpretation at every given opportunity, producing confusion and delusion in the 

reader as a result.  

 

5.4 Alternative Interpretation and the Madness of the Text 

 

Throughout The Series compilation the difficulty of ascertaining certainty in an unstable world 

of change repeatedly arises as a theme in the text, and as part of the experience of reading the 

text. Uncertainty is created through the organization of the narrative: what seems to be 

‘apparent’ quickly becomes less than apparent as various perspectives are presented and 

alternative interpretations are introduced. In “My Compleinte” and “A Dialoge,” Hoccleve 

offers the audience a selection of dubious, equally reliable and unreliable, points of view. 

These include the witness of the “prees” (crowd), the opinion of the “freend,” the moral 

interpretation of the Woeful Man’s misery provided by Reason in the segment relating Isidore 

of Seville’s Synonyma,765 and Hoccleve’s own argument that the “wyldness” was “Goddis 

                                                
765 Commonly subtitled De Lamentatione Animae Peccatricis; See A. G. Rigg, “Hoccleve’s Complaint and 
Isidore of Seville,” Speculum 45, no. 4 (1970): 564-74; see also J. A. Burrow, “Hoccleve’s Complaint and Isidore 
of Seville Again,” Speculum 73, no. 2 (1998): 424-428. 
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strook” and that he is now entirely well again. Even the wisdom of Solomon is undermined as 

Hoccleve quotes two entirely contradictory passages from Solomon on the subject of whether 

to follow the guidance of others or only to trust one’s own insight (AD, 390-92; AD, 456-58). 

In effect, the message conveyed is that all advice - even advice about advice - is ultimately 

unstable, uncertain and a matter of subjective interpretation.766 By the end of The Series, 

suspicion is centred on the narrator ‘Hoccleve’ himself who has claimed to have written “My 

Compeinte” in order to make his return to sanity at the hands of God public to all, yet has 

constantly undermined his objective by offering the audience reasons to doubt that he has fully 

recovered his health. By mentioning that he suffers from rapid and feverish humeral 

imbalances, even after the point at which he received his ‘cure’ (MC, 150-54) Hoccleve 

indicates to the audience that he may still be suffering the somatic symptoms of mental 

disorder. Further, the friend’s insistence that what Hoccleve claims to have overheard others 

saying about him is completely untrue, and that no one actually talks about him at all (AD, 29-

35) hints that it is possible that Hoccleve sees and hears things that do not really exist. 

Towards the end of “A Dialoge” Hoccleve’s friend agrees that he is in good mental health, but 

this is only after a long debate during which Hoccleve becomes increasingly frustrated. The 

friend accepts defeat and backs-down, not because he is convinced of Hoccleve’s recovery, 

but because Hoccleve is becoming agitated and verging on another out-break of frenzy. The 

suggestion that the narrator Hoccleve is teetering of the edge of infirmity destabilizes the 

audience’s experience as readers and interpreters of the text because they are continuously 

conscious that what is presented in The Series might be complete delusion.  

 

Taken together or read in parts, Hoccleve’s poetry is designed to thwart the reader’s 

expectations and interrupt the familiar patterns of reading. Consequently, the relationship 

between reader and narrator, and reader and text, become highly uncomfortable spaces. The 

reader’s expectation of a reliable and trustworthy narrator is obstructed in more than the 

conventional manner. Hoccleve’s narrative manoeuvres destabilize meaning and open spaces 

in which the audience is encouraged to speculate on the text itself and on their experience as 

interpreters in an uncertain framework. As the narrative progresses the gaps between 

knowledge and certainty grow, and tears in the fabric of epistemic reliability emerge and 

widen. “Communying” is offered as ‘the best assay’ but the narrative undercuts the reliability 

of speech-acts through the very unreliability of the speaker(s) in the text. In effect, the 

                                                
766 Term ‘subjective’ is used here in the modern, not medieval, sense. 
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audience is offered one truth, many truths, and no truth. What Hoccleve produces in The 

Series is a disturbing performance of the ever present possibility of ultimate epistemic failure 

(madness); an expression of the fragility and discomfort of the human condition in a world 

where one’s certainty is never absolutely guaranteed. When read with the concerns of late 

medieval scepticism in mind, The Series can be understood as a commentary on the necessity 

and difficulty of the demands of faith and trust in the viator’s life. In order to overcome the 

epistemic dilemma a leap of faith is required; a wholehearted trust that things are as they seem 

in the face of the possibility that things are not as they seem. The problem with faith in the 

Christian sense of the term is that it is a theological virtue requiring grace. The gift of grace, 

however, is dependent on an act of Divine intervention/cooperation. Yet God is not 

necessitated to act so as to cause grace to occur in a man, even if the individual has merited it. 

Therefore, the stability and uncertainty guaranteed by faith and necessary for interpreting the 

meaning and significance of experiences in the viatores life (for example, pain and suffering) 

is entirely reliant on God’s gift. 767 This may offer insight into why Hoccleve ascribed the 

cause of his “wilde infirmite” to “the strook of God” and the cure to “Goddis visitacioun.” If 

the initial cause was an instance of Divine intervention in which God made there to be a 

cognition in Hoccleve that was not representative of reality and caused a severance between 

apprehension and reality so that epistemic uncertainty and irrationality resulted, then the gift 

of grace and faith may very well be understood as the cure. Faith is the only means of 

overcoming the unbridgeable gap between how things appear and how they actually are; faith 

being the simple and absolute trust that things are as they seem. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 

By creating a narrative that makes reading and interpretation an uncertain (even impossible) 

task, and by problematizing the relationship of trust between the audience and narrator, 

Hoccleve is able to reproduce in the reader something like the sense of instability central to his 

own state of suffering (that is, his “wilde infirmite”). I suggest that The Series is a textual 

manifestation of the narrator-Hoccleve’s experience as “a lost vessel” seeking a stable 

reference point from which to ascertain truth from falsity. As readers, we too are ‘lost vessels’ 

distanced from a sound and stable interpretation by the multiple allusions, illusions and 
                                                
767 As explained above; faith that God will honour the Divine Covenant enables us to understand the value of 
suffering within a specific soteriological framework/structure. 
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disillusions of the reading process. All we have to go by are the narrative images, 

representations and interpretations Hoccleve offers us, and these turn out to be slippery, 

elusive and contradictory. In response to The Series the reader is likely to experience a desire 

for a stable and trustworthy strategy for interpretation, simultaneously with confusion and 

frustration when this is denied. The Series, then, not only depicts the suffering of alienation 

and infirmity but also evokes something of this experience in the reader. Hence, Hoccleve’s 

poetry goes one step further than the verbal pictures discussed in Chapter 4 by providing 

something of the kind of knowledge and understanding about the state human suffering in an 

uncertain and unstable world that only direct experience can offer.  
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Summary 

The objective of this project has been to setup a framework for properly understanding how 

the medievals might have thought about literature and the emotions. If our aim is to better 

appreciate why late medieval authors wrote about sadness and suffering in the way that they 

did then it is important that we attempt to understand the intellectual context in which the 

literature was produced. I have provided an outline of this context in part one, “The 

Philosopher,” where I showed that the medievals were engaged in sophisticated theoretical 

reflection on the nature of emotions, as well as the relationship between the viewer and the 

image, or the reader and the text. In the second section, “The Preacher,” I have shown that 

authors intimately acquainted with the academic discourses on cognitive theory and the 

emotions were also involved in the production of literature accessible to the clerical and lay 

public. In the final part, “The Poet,” I showed that familiarity with the philosophical and 

theological context of late medieval England can advance the modern reader’s understanding 

of popular poet Thomas Hoccleve’s reflections on the nature of human suffering, and to 

appreciate the way he used literary conventions to affectively communicate his experience to 

the audience. I believe that an approach to understanding literary accounts of the passions like 

the one that I demonstrate in “The Philosopher, the Preacher, and the Poet” will enhance and 

enrich future studies in medieval culture.  
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Appendix I 

In Postilla Super Duodecim Prophetas, Book VI, Chapter 4, Micah 4:5. 

The text of Holcot’s description is often corrupt. I have transcribed from Oxford MS Bodl. 722 

(ff. 74r-74v) cited as ‘Bo’; Balliol College MS 26 (ff. 94v-95r), cited as ‘Ba’; London MS 

Gray’s Inn 2 (f. 41r), cited as ‘GI’.768 Variations between MSS have been noted. Despite my 

best efforts I have been unable to access Valencia Cathedral MS 191.769 I have standardized 

the orthography and where the text has a quotation from Scripture I have used the Latin 

Vulgate Douay-Rheims Bible. 

Pigritia (Sloth) 

Super istam770 litteram [Mic. 4:5]: “Omnes populi771 ambulabunt in nomine Domini Dei sui,” 

dicitur772, quod haec773 est contra habentes pigritiam, qui torpent et iacent, quae pigritia 

depingitur quasi vetula rugosa in lecto soporata, pede vulnerata774, manu mutilata775, fame 

attenuata, facie776 foedata, veste lacerata, igne777 concremata.   

 Primo dico quod pigritia est vetula778 et cetera.  Nam Sara tarda et pigra ad credendum 

Domino779 fuit vetula, Gen. 18 [18:10-12]. Prov. 26 [26:14]: Sicut ostium780 vertitur in cardine 

suo ita781 piger in lectulo782 suo. Et ideo dicitur. Prov. 6 [6:9]: Usquequo piger dormis et783 

quando  consurges784 a sompno tuo etc. Dormite iam785 et requiescite etc [cf. Matt. 26:45]. 

Apoc. 2 [2:22]: Mittam eam in lectum et qui moechantur cum786 ea in magna tribulationem 

erunt etc.  

                                                
768 I have included a follio image from Gray’s Inn MS 2, see Appendix IV, Figure 2. 
769	  For manuscript descriptions see Smalley, English Friars, 137; Rivers, “Pictures, Preaching and Memory in 
Robert Holcot’s Commentary on the Twelve Prophets,” (M.S.L. Thesis, University of Toronto 1993), 27-28. 
770istam] illam Ba. 
771 populi] apostoli GI. 
772 dicitur] scilicet Ba. 
773 haec] omit. GI. 
774 vulnerata] mutiilata GI. 
775 mutilata] vulnerata GI. 
776 facie foedata] Smalley omits. 
777 igne] igni GI. 
778 vetula] omit. GI. 
779 Domino] omit. Ba. 
780 ostium] ME hostium Ba. Bo. 
781 ita] omit. etc... usque Et ideo GI.  
782 lectulo] lecto Bo. (vulgate has lectulo) 
783 et] omit. Bo. GI.  
784 consurges] consurgis Bo. etc GI. (GI omit. etc... usque Dormite). 
785 iam] nunc GI. 
786 cum] omit. etc... usque Secundo GI.  
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 Secundo pingitur pigritia pede vulnerata et podagra, et ideo, pedes eorum pigri ad 

ambulandum. Sap. 15787 [15:15]. Unde non affectione ad ambulandum in via domini. Dicit788 

piger: “Leo est in via, et leaena in itineribus,” [cf. Prov. 26:13] timet enim poenitentiam et 

timet perdere nomen suum.  Poenitentiam quia789 forte790 prius791 erat dives et si faciat 

elemosinam perdet nomen divitis et si confiteatur dicetur quod perdidit cordis audaciam; et sic 

de aliis.  Dicit792 igitur793 talis:794 “si faciam actus poenitenitae et iustitie, incidam in tot 

periculam quod erit novissimus error peior priore”; ideo melius est totum dimittere sed 

mentitia est eius795 iniquitas796 sibi [cf. Ps. 26:12]. Isa. 35 [35:8-9]: Via sancta vocabitur, non 

erit ibi leo et mala bestia non ascendet per eam. David puer leonem et ursum797 interfecit798 1 

Reg. 799 17 [1 Sam. 17:36]. Sampson leonem in frustra decerpsit800. Jdg. 14 [14:6]. 

 Tertio pingitur pigritia801 quasi manu mutilata; ideo ipsam abscondit. Prov. 26 [26:15]: 

Abscondit piger manus sub ascellas802 suas803 et laborabat si ad os suum eas converterit804.  

Per hoc intelligitur805 negligentia806 contemptus bene operandi, et laboriosum sibi807 ad os 

manum808converterit, id est, si fecerit quod praedicat esse faciendum.  Unde videtur michi 

quod praelati divites et avari qui praedicant de paupertate et de809 elemosina facienda810 sunt 

pigri et abscondunt manus quia non implent in facto quod dicunt faciendum. Et ita est811 de 

aliis qui praedicant non furandum et furantur, non esse invidendum, irascendum812 et cetera. Et 

tamen invident. Et huius: vult et non vult piger, anima autem813 operantium814 inpinguabitur815. 

                                                
787 Sapientiae 15] omit. Bo. (GI omit. ambulandum... usque in via). 
788 Dicut] Sicut Ba.  
789 quia] forte GI. 
790 forte] quia GI. 
791 prius] omit. Bo.  
792 dicit] dicitur Bo.  
793 igitur] ergo GI. 
794 quod] talis quod Bo. 
795 eius] iniquitas Ba. omit. GI. 
796 iniquitas] eius Ba. 
797 ursum] ursam GI. 
798 interfecit] interficiet Bo.  
799 Regum] stylistic abbreviation symbol is used in all three MSS. ‘Regum’ is other name for Samuelis. 
800 decerpsit] discerpsit GI. 
801 pigritia] omit. Bo. Ba. 
802 ascellas] ascellis Bo. 
803 suas] suis Bo. 
804 converterit] convertit GI.  
805 intelligitur] intelligentur Bo. suspicio intelli[gitur negli]gentia 
806 negligentia] neggligentia Ba. 
807 sibi... converterit] eas sibi si manum ad os convertit GI 
808 manum] eas Bo. 
809 de] omit. Bo. GI. 
810 facienda] omit. Ba. 
811 est] omit. Bo. 
812 irascendum] rapiendum GI. 
813 autem] ipsa exp. GI.  
814 operantium] inpugnantium Bo.  
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Vult ore et doctrina sed non vult opere et veritate, Prov. 13 [13:4].  

 Pingitur816 quarto817 fame attenuata quia818 propter819 frigus piger arare noluit, 

mendicabit igitur820 in aestate et non dabitur ei, Prov. 20 [20:4]. Ideo dicitur Prov. 6 [6:6]: 

Vade ad formicam O piger et considera821 viam eius et disce. Nam parat in aestate sibi cibum 

[cf. Prov. 6:8]. //Ba.95r// Et sequitur veniet tibi quasi viator egestas822 et pauperies quasi vir 

armatus.  Si vero impiger823 fueris veniet ut fons messis tua et egestas longe824 fugiet a te [cf. 

Prov. 6:11]. Beda825 “pauperies poene826 est ultima in qua dampnati nil divitiarum merentur 

quae quasi viator veniet quia improvisa827 et subitanea quasi828 vir armatus quia devinci829 non 

potest.” Et sic desideria830 occidunt pigrum, Prov. 21 [21:25].  

 Quinto pingitur facie foedata pro quo dicitur in Ecclesiasticus 22 [22:1-2]: In lapide 

luteo lapidatus est piger et omnes831 loquentur super aspernationem illius. De stercore bovum 

lapidatus est piger et832 omnis qui tetigerit eum excutiet manus. Glossa: a calore foeditatis. 

Videmus ad litteram quod pigri multum dormientes communiter sunt foedi coloris833 et 

//Bo.74v// discolorati. Spiritualiter834 loquendo sunt foedati et tristitia835 deiecti. Spiritus tristis 

exsiccat ossa [cf. Prov. 17:22] etc.836 Et837 haec tristitia sive838 accidia inducit desperationem, 

ad quam exludendam dicit Apostolus ad Romanos 12 [12:11-12]: Solicitudine non pigri, 

spiritu ferventes;839 domino servientes spe gaudentes et cetera. 

                                                                                                                                                    
815 inpinguabitur] inpugnabitur Bo.  
816 pingitur] quarto GI. 
817 quarto] pingitur GI. 
818 quia] et Bo.  
819 propter] ipse GI.  
820 igitur] ergo etc GI. (GI omit. etc... usque Proverb) 
821 considera] considera etc GI. (GI omit. etc... usque fugiet) 
822 egestas... quasi] veniet quia improvisa et subitanea Ba. Nota bene: Ba. scribe is trying to make sense of the 
proverb here by explaining the way that hunger comes upon someone. I prefer the Vulgate.  
823 impiger] inpiger Bo.  
824 longe] usque GI. 
825 Beda, Allegorica expositio in Parabolas Salomonis, 1, 6. 
826 poena] poene Ba. poena Bo. GI. 
827 improvisa] inprovisa Bo.  
828 quasi] omit. GI. 
829 devinci] devici Bo. domi GI. 
830 desideria occidunt] desidia occidet! Ba. 
831 omnes] omnes qui tetigerunt eum Bo. Nota bene: Bo. scribe has added text, but recognized error. 
832 et] omit. etc... usque excuciet GI. 
833 coloris] colore Bo.  
834 Spiritualiter] Et spiritualiter GI. 
835 tristitia] tristia GI. 
836 etc] omit. etc Ba. 
837 Et] omit. Bo. GI.  
838 sive] sicut GI. 
839 ferventes] omit. etc... usque Sexto GI. 
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 Sexto pingitur pigritia840 veste lacerata quia, Eccl. 10841 [10:18]: In pigritiis humiliabitur 

contignatio. Glossa id est: edificium virtutum cum pigro deficiat caritas quae est vestis 

nuptialis. Et842 Prov. 24 [24:30-31]: Per agrum pigri hominis transivi843 et per vineam stulti 

viri et ecce totum repleverant et urticae superficiem eius spinae et maceria lapidum844 

destructa erat. Urticae sunt carnales deliciae corpus et animam maculantes. Spinae sunt puncta 

pungentis845 avaritie. Teste salvatore, Luc. 8 [8:7]: “exortae spinae”846 et cetera. Unde 

secundum quendam gramaticum depingitur pigritia cum spinis acutis in signum quod homines 

ferventer et acute laborant pro temporalibus divitiis847 adquirendis, et istae spinae lacerant 

vestem caritatis et liberalis pietatis.848  

 Item septimo pingitur pigritia849 igne concremata850 quia post spinas cupiditatis sequitur 

ignis impietatis. Unde discipuli igne spiritus sancti  repleti miserunt duos viros ad Petrum 

rogantes ne pigriteris venire ad nos et cetera,851 Act. 9 [9:38]. Quidam autem piger ad bonum 

incendit templum Dianae. Refert Ieronymus contra Helvidium Epistola: Fabulae ferunt 

quendam, cum vulgo ignotus et852 nil posset853 facinoris excogitare854 quo nobilis fieret, Dianae 

incendisse templum. Et855 nullo prodente856 sacrilegium ipsam in medium processisse857 

clamitans se incendium subiecisse. Sciscitantibus Ephesi principibus quam ob causam hoc 

facere voluisset, respondisse ut “quia bene non poteram male omnibus innotescerem.” Ista858 

pigritia ut patet fuit igne concremata.859  

 Nota secundum Remigium quod pigritia pingitur habere visum obscuratum, auditum 

gravatum, tactum ebetatum, pallentem860 in colore, tristem ex861 merore.  

                                                
840 pigritia] omit. GI. 
841 Ecclesiastes] Ecclesiastes 4 GI.  
842 Et] omit. GI. 
843 transivi] omit. etc... usque destructa GI.  
844 lapidum] lapid<um> Bo.  
845 pungentis] pungentia Bo.  
846 exorte spine] Sicut exorte spine GI.  
847 diviciis] ditiis Ba. 
848 liberalis pietatis] pietatis liberalis GI.  
849 pigritia] omit. GI.  
850 concremata] cremata Ba. Bo.  
851 et cetera] omit. Bo. GI.  
852 et] cum GI. 
853 posset] possit aliquid GI.  
854 excogitare] excogitarem GI 
855 Et] omit. GI. 
856 prodente] protedente Ba. ante corr. 
857 processisse] praecessisse Ba. Bo.  
858 Ista] In ista GI.  
859 concremata] cremata Bo. Ba.  
860 pallentem] palentem Ba. 
861 ex] in Bo.  
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About the text [Mic. 4:5]: All people will walk in the name of the Lord their God, it is said that 

this is directed against those having reluctance, who are stupefied and downcast.  Pigritia is 

depicted as a shrivelled old woman set down on a bed asleep, with her foot wounded, her hand 

mutilated, wasted by hunger, foul of face, her clothing torn apart, and consumed by fire.   

 First, I say that Pigritia is an old woman etc. For Sara tardy and unwilling to believe 

was an old woman, Genesis 18 [18:10-12]. Proverbs 26 [26:14]: Just as the door swings on its 

hinges, so does the sluggard on his bed. And so it is said, Proverbs 6 [6:9]: Sluggard, for how 

long do you sleep, and when will you wake and rise? etc. [Matthew 26:45] Sleep now and rest 

etc. Apocalypse 2 [2:22]: I will cast her onto a bed and those who fornicate with her will be in 

very great tribulation etc.  

 Second, Pigritia is depicted with wounded feet and afflicted with gout, and therefore, 

their feet are slow in walking, Wisdom 15 [15:15]. Whence he does not have the desire to walk 

in the way of the Lord. The sluggard says: “A lion is in the road and a lioness is in your 

paths.”  Indeed, he fears penance and is afraid to loose his good name. Penance, because if by 

chance he was formerly rich, and if he gives alms, he might loose the name ‘rich,’ and thus if 

he confesses it will be said that the reckless boldness of the heart will be destroyed.  And thus 

concerning the other things, if such a man says (that): “If I should do works of penitence and 

justice, I will fall into so many dangers that my most recent error will be worse than the error 

made before; therefore, it is better to put the whole thing aside” (that is, not to do anything) 

and thus his inequity deceived him (or his inequity was deceitful). Isaiah. 35 [35:8-9]. It will be 

called the ‘Holy Way,’ no lion will be there, nor any evil beast (will) go up by way of it. The 

boy David killed the lion and the bear. 1 Kings 17 [1 Sam. 17:26]. Sampson tore the lion into 

pieces in vain (in frustration). Judges 14 [14:6]. 

 Third, she is depicted with hand mutilated, and therefore she hides it. Proverbs 26 

[26:15]. The sluggard hides his hand(s) under his armpit(s), and it was an effort to bring them 

(turn them) to his mouth.  And by this we understand ‘negligence’ and ‘contempt of good 

works’, and it bothers him to turn his hand to his mouth, that is, if he does what he says should 

be done.  Whence it seems to me that the rich and avaricious prelates who preach about 

poverty and about almsgiving are slothful and hide their hands because they do not do what 

they say should be done.  And so it is with others who preach not to steal and they steal; 

(preach) not to be envious; not to be angered, etc.  And yet still they are angered. And of this 

the sluggard both wills and does not will.  However, the souls of those who work will be made 
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fat. What he wills by mouth and teaching, he does not wish to do or to be so.  Proverbs 13 

[13:4].  

 Fourth, she is pictured wasted by hunger because on account of the cold the sluggard 

would not plough, therefore in the summer he will beg. Proverbs 20 [20:4]. Therefore it is said, 

Proverbs 6 [6:6]: Look to the ant, O sluggard, and consider his ways and learn. Because in the 

summer the ant prepares food for himself.  And following: it (hunger) will come to you like a 

wayfarer comes, and poverty like an armed man [cf. Prov. 6:8].  If, in truth, you are not 

slothful your harvest will come to you like a spring, and want will flee far from you. Bede: 

“Poverty is the greatest punishment in which the wretched merit nothing that is good.” Like a 

wayfarer it (poverty) comes, that is, suddenly and unexpectedly, and like an armed man 

because it is not able to be defeated.  And thus, desire kills the slothful. Proverbs 21 [21:25]. 

 Fifth, she is pictured foul of face, about which it is said in Ecclesiasticus 22 [22:1-2]: 

The sluggard is pelted with a dirty stone and all will speak of his disgrace. The sluggard is 

pelted with the dung of oxen and everyone who touches him will shake his hands. The Gloss 

says: “From the heat of filth.” We see from the text that the slothful people sleeping a great 

deal are generally/commonly of foul colour and discoloured. And spiritually speaking, they 

are cast-down and dejected by sadness. Sadness of the spirit dries out the bones etc [cf. Prov. 

17:22]. And this sadness or acedia induces despair, in order to prevent which the Apostle says 

in Letters to the Romans 12 [12:11-12]: In carefulness not in slothfulness, in fervent spirit; 

serving the Lord, rejoicing in hope.  

 Sixth, Pigritia is depicted with a torn shirt because, Ecclesiastes 10 [10:18]: In sloth(s) a 

building will be demolished. Glossed that is: The edifice of virtues with pigritia would lack the 

love which is the wedding attire. And Proverb 24 [30:31]: I passed through the field of the 

slothful man and by the vineyard of the foolish man, and behold, nettles filled it, and thorns 

had covered the surface thereof, and the wall was broken down.  The nettles are the carnal 

delights that blemish the body and the soul.  The thorns are the pricks of piercing avarice.  By 

the testament of our saviour, Luke 8 [8:7]: “The spines rise up” etc. Whence, according to a 

certain grammarian, pigritia is depicted with sharp thorns to signify that these men are aroused 

and labour enthusiastically to acquire temporal riches, and these thorns tear the shirt of love 

and bountiful piety.  

 Also, seventh, Pigritia is pictured consumed by fire, because after the thorns of desire 

there follows the burning heat (flames) of impiety. Whence, the disciples, full of the fire of the 

Holy Spirit, sent two men to Peter asking him “do not be slow and come to us.” Acts 9 [9:38]. 
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Moreover, a certain man who was unwilling to do something good set fire to the temple of 

Diana. As Jerome relates in Against Helvidius, Letter 18: The fables report that a certain man, 

since he was unknown to the general public and being unable to devise any good deed to bring 

him renown, set fire to the temple of Diana. And when no one revealed his sacrilege, he 

himself went up and down proclaiming that he was the one who started the fire. With the 

leaders of Ephesus enquiring for what reason he wished to do this thing, he responded that 

“Since I couldn’t do something good, I should be known to all for doing something bad.” In 

this case, as is clear, pigritia was consumed by fire.   

 Note according to Remigius, Pigritia was depicted as having her vision obscured, poor 

of hearing, with deadened sense of touch, a pallid complexion, and dejected through grief.       
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Appendix II 

In Librum Sapientiae Regis Salomonis Praelectiones, Lectio clxxxviii, Wisdom 17:3-4.862  

Invidia 

Note that there are four bad kinds of sad persons who generally spend their days in sadness: 

the envious, the perfidious, the covetous (cupidus) and the stupid.  The envious are the biters, 

the perfidious are the deceitful, the covetous are the tenacious, and the stupid are the 

pertinacious.  First we see that all the envious are generally sad.  Whence Ovid, in the second 

book of the Metamorphoses, tells the story how Pallas [Athena] goes to Envy to procure the 

death of Agelentus.  Whence he describes the four features relevant to Envy; namely, the 

house, the personage, the food and the way of life.  The house is described:  

 

Immediately she sought the roofs (dwelling) of Envy  

Filthy with black decay. Her home is hidden deep in a valley 

Where no sun shines and no breeze blows 

A sorrowful place and full of a numbing chill.   

No cheerful fire burns there, and the place is wrapped in thick, black fog.863  

 

He wishes, therefore, to say that the house of Envy is situated in a valley, because as much as 

base men envy their superiors, so every envious man is envious because he sees himself to be 

inferior to another in respect of something that he desires. The lower planet eclipses the higher 

and not the reverse, just as clear in the case of the moon and the sun. And thus regularly out of 

envy those who are worth less and are inferior in grace and merit attempt to 

overshadow/eclipse their betters.  And thus notably Job 5 says: “Envy slayeth the little one.”864  

Whence it is rightly said that the house of Envy is situated in the deepest of valleys.  The roof 

of this house is covered in the squalor of decay; that is, by poison, filth, and apathy (languor).  

Because the whole of Envy’s speech is about sin, its whole concern with the defects of the 

chosen. Also, the house of envy lacks the sun because she never rejoices about the prosperity 
                                                
862 Holcot, Sap., lect. clxxxviii, 617-60. I have corrected the punctuation where the Basel 1586 edition is 
grammatically incorrect.  
863 I have checked my translation of the Latin poetry against the Loeb edition of the Metamorphoses: Ovid, 
Metamorphosis, F. . Miller trans., rev. G. P. Goud, Loeb Classical Library, 3rd ed., (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1977), Book II, II.760-764. 
864 Job 5:2: parvulum occidit invidia. 
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or the happiness of her neighbours, indeed, the wind of good news/stories (narratio) destroys 

it.  Also, the house of Envy is sorrowful (tristis).  Indeed, [John of] Damascus says that envy is 

sadness about others’ good.  Whence, just as a toad is saddened by the good perfumes of 

blossoming vines; so is the envious man concerning the success of able people.  Also the 

house of Envy always lacks fire and is filled with cold, because no envious person is ever 

aflame with charity (caritas), however, overflows with fog (caligo), because an envious man 

never judges well about people. 

Second, with respect to food it is said that Pallas found Envy cooking the flesh of snakes.  

Because every envious person is fed by evil thoughts and contrivances of troubling others. 

   

Third, Ovid describes the character of the envious person thus: 

 

Pallor overspreads her face and her whole body seems emaciated. 

She never looks straight; her teeth are discoloured with decay;   

Poisonous gall overflows her breast, and her tongue is infused with venom. 

She never smiles, save at the sight of another’s troubles;  

Nor is she able to enjoy sleep, disturbed with wakeful cares; 

She considers the successes of men unwelcome, 

With the sight she pines away; she gnaws and is gnawed, 

Herself her own punishment.865  

 

Fourth the path and manner of Envy’s journey towards Athena is described thus:  

 

Aggrieved, she takes her staff, thick-set with thorns, and,  

Wrapped in a mantle of dark cloud, sets forth.   

Wherever she goes she tramples down the flowers  

She burns the plants and she picks/blasts off the high tree tops, 

                                                
865 Again, I have used Miller’s translation to guide my understanding of the Latin poetry: Ovid, Metamorphosis, 
F. . Miller trans., Book II, ll.775-782.  
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and taints with the foul pollution of her breath whole peoples, cities and homes.866   

 

Behold the way of inflicting injury which the envious person always observes. She carries a 

staff covered in spines because that which should be used for support also pierces (pungo). 

And she does not carry, because there is nothing to delight the envious man.867 She is covered 

by black clouds, because the envious man and detractor never speaks clearly but always said 

obscure things about him who he proposes to harm. Wherever she goes she tramples down the 

flowering field because the envious man inflicts injury on none unless they blossom forth with 

some virtue.  Whence Valerius book four: “No city is so honest as to be able to avoid the teeth 

of malice.  For they are rich by the losses of others, [made] wealthy by funerals.” Whence 

when someone was asked: how can one avoid being considered envious?  He answered: “If 

you have no great things nor do anything which brings happiness, because misery alone lacks 

envy.” Whence Tullius in the last part of the Rhetoric mentions the colouring an argument, 

which is called gradation, and he says: “affirmation begets justice, justice begets truth, truth 

begets glory, and glory begets emulation.”868   

 

Fifth he says: she burns plants, that is, young sons who are getting on.  Just as a blind mole 

which resides in the earth and gnaws the roots of plants and impedes them from growth. And 

not only plants, but the tree tops she plucks, because the envious always gossip about their 

superiors, prelates and masters.   

 

Last he says that from her breath - that is, by malicious words - she pollutes all peoples and 

cities which she comes in contact with.  This is the first kind of sorrowful person.  Proverbs 5. 

Just as a moth a garment, and a worm wood, so the sadness of man may consumes the heart.  

Ecclesiasticus 30 [30:24-25]: And drive away sadness from thee, for sadness has killed many.  

 

 

                                                
866 I have refered to Ibid, Book II, ll. 789-794. 
867 This line is difficult; it is hard to know what is meant by the phrase “Et non portat, quia non est quod invidium 
posset delectari.” I think the sense is that she carries the staff of spines for the purpose of inflicting harm on 
others and not because it benefits her in any of the usual senses. But I am not sure.  
868 I cannot find the reference in Cicero, but presumably the rhetorical technique was a familiar one.  
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Moralitates Historiarum, Moralitas LI, “De Invidia.”869  

 

Ovid, in the second book of the Metamorphoses,870 tells about a certain evil and most wretched 

old woman, deprived of all good and full of all evil conditions.  Whence he describes her thus, 

saying: “Pallor overspreads her face and her whole body seems emaciated. She never looks 

straight; her teeth are discoloured with decay. [Her] breasts are swelling with poison, and her 

tongue is infused with venom. Laughter/smiles are absent, except those caused by the pains of 

others. Nor is she able to enjoy sleep, because she is stirred by wakeful cares. She considers 

the sight of men’s successes unwelcome; and she pines away on account of them, and she 

herself is gnawed by them. She is her own punishment.”871  

There in that story Ovid has embellished her with verses.  He shows the many ver bad 

conditions of that old woman.  Explicating what is proposed (ad propositum): this old woman 

full of evil conditions is Envy, the abominable one who is rightly called an old woman because 

she has existed since the beginning of the world when the devil, moved by envy, tested our 

first parents.  Cain, out of envy, struck-down his brother Abel.  His brothers sold Joseph 

himself to the Ishmaelites out of envy, etc. Therefore from the beginning of the world this 

beast arose, and right up until the present it continues, and until the end of the world it will 

endure (perduro).   

About the house of the old woman, Ovid says that it is in the lowest of places no doubt 

because she abides in Hell.  Whence Gregory writes in the Book of Dialogues: “Whence, the 

ancient enemy, when he sees that good people begin to shine in glory, he rouses the perverse 

to envy to punish them [the good people].”   

Her second condition is that her house is in a black valley, that is, without purity.  Just as the 

Jews who crucified the Lord out of envy, the envious one puts himself towards perpetrating 

sins.   

Third, her house is without the sun because, that is, she is not able to recognise the truth.  This 

is made clear in the case of the Jews who were not able to hear Christ the Lord speaking the 

truth. 

                                                
869 Holcot, Mor., moral. li, 51v-52v (Venice, 1514). Note that the morality De Invidia is missing form the Basel 
(1586) edition.  
870 Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book II, ll.755-82. 
871 Again, I refer to the Loeb edition for guidance, but try to remain as true to Holcot’s Latin as I can be. See 
Ovid, Metamorphosis, F. . Miller trans., Book II, ll.775-782.  
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Fourth, her house does not feel a breath of wind because she does not experience happy 

outcomes, and is not limited.  Cyprian: “Envy has no boundaries, and [envy] is never limited.”             

Fifth, this house of Envy is always freezing cold because it is without the fire of charity.   

Sixth, it is overflowing with the fog of obscurity because she always persuades herself of evil 

things, that is, that she is always worse of than her neighbour even if she is more fortunate 

than her neighbour; it seems to her that she has less. Whence Ovid: “The crop is always more 

flourishing in the fields of others.”  That is to say, out of envy it is thought to be so.   

Seventh, Pallor overspreads her face - that is to say, in the face of the envious person - because 

she always disparages good works by diminishing (diminuendo) or negating (negando) or 

denying (depravando) them.  Just as Daphan and Abiron disparaged Moses, envying him in 

regards to his leadership. Numbers 16 [16:12-14].  

Eighth. In the envious person there is emaciation because she is the mother of avarice and 

stinginess.  For she does not wish to share with others the good that she possesses - the good 

of knowledge or of hard work - nor another equal to them.  

Nineth. In the envious person there is never any straight sight because, following Chrysostom, 

she inclines to many evils, and desires leadership and vainglory.  

Tenth; she has teeth discoloured by decay because she is by nature a slanderer, gnawing on the 

lives of others, because she sometimes falsely defames others with calumny. Like the sea-frog, 

about which Avicenna in Cannone Four says: it is malign; attacking animals.  It hastens from 

far away towards them in order to bit them, and if it is not able to bit into them, then it blows 

against them in order to inflict injury upon them.    

Eleventh: Her breasts are swelling with poison because, truly, she always thinks evil and 

judges crookedly concerning those she envies.  Whence Gregory in the Moralia on Job: while 

the elect progress the reprobate are excited to a furious madness, and they persecute the 

developing goods because they do not wish to imitate them.  

Twelfth: Her tongue is infused with poison because, that is, she grumbles about God or about 

the prelate [saying] that he gave the other more than he gives to her (the envious one) as if He 
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were partial.  This is the beast that has three rows of teeth, as it says in Daniel 7, that is, he 

grumbles about God, prelates and his parents.872 

Thirteen.  She never smiles except about others misfortunes.     

Fourteen: She is never still. Like the envious Cain who went wandering from God and fled in 

exile.   

Fifteenth: She rots seeing the glory of others. 

Sixteenth: She eats the bodies of vipers because only by the evils of others is she satiated and 

fed.   

So draw the teeth of this old woman least she leads you to Hell! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
872 Daniel 7:5 Et ecce bestia alia similis urso in parte stetit et tres ordines erant in ore eius et in dentibus eius et 
sic dicebant ei surge comede carnes plurimas. 
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Appendix III 

First Verbal Picture of Pigritia (Sloth) from The Twelve Prophets (refer to Appendix I): 

Feature  Input-narrative Qualities/properties inferred 

‘old woman being 

rendered asleep’ 

Gen 18 

Proverbs 26 

Proverbs 6 

Apocalypse 2 

Slowness of intellect 

Sluggish of will 

Restricted motion 

Inaction 

Inertia 

Paralysis (of will) 

Causing/suffering tribulation 

Perturbation 

‘feet being 

wounded’ 

Wisdom 15 

Proverbs 6 

Holcot’s explanation and 

anecdotal example 

Isaiah 35 

1 Samuel 17 

Judges 14 

Debilitating fear 

Inequity 

Self-deception 

Inability to act 

Impaired movement 

Inordinate 

Fear (of loss) 

Absence of love/caritas 

Weakness (of will) 

‘hands mutilated’ Proverbs 26 

Holcot’s moral explanation 

Proverb 15 

Holcot’s moral adage 

void of caritas  

absence of good works/acts 

deceitful 

torpor 

‘diminished in 

reputation’ 

Proverbs 20 

Proverbs 6 

Proverbs 6:11 

St Bede’s teaching 

Proverb 21:25 

Diminished/famished 

Aversion to discomfort; pain 

Unable to do good acts 

Sudden pain; pain of lack/need 

Excruciating pain and suffering 

‘fouled in the 

face’ 

Ecclesiastes 22 

Medical allusion 

Spiritual explanation 

Proverbs  

Weakness of the will 

Depletion 

Exhaustion 

Disease 
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Epistles of St Paul to the 

Romans 12:11-13 

Distain/loathing 

Suffers punishment 

Culpability 

‘with clothing 

torn’ 

Ecclesiasticus 10 

Proverbs 24:30-31 

Holcot’s explanation 

Luke 8 

Anonymous Grammarian. 

Absence/withdrawal of caritas 

Desolation 

Abandonment 

Damaged/punctured; pained 

Disordered 

Loss of control  

Loss of reason/will 

Surrender 

‘being consumed 

by fire’ 

Acts 9:38 

Jerome against Helivium 

Disordered desire 

Stupidity 

Irrationality 

Void of caritas 

Active in self-destruction 
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Moralitates Historiarum, Moralitas LI, De Invidia (refer to Appendix IIB). 

The character and person of Envy: 

Feature  ‘Input’ narrative Qualities/properties inferred 

‘old woman and 

abominable beast’ 

Genesis 3 

Genesis 4 

Genesis 37 

universal 

unnatural; perverse 

inhuman; bestial; lack of reason 

inordinate 

‘pallor in face’ Numbers 16 falsity 

denies and disparages others 

sadness/pain on account of 

others’ good 

‘emaciation’ “mother of all avarices” cause of avarice 

self-interested 

wills against others good 

wills to prosper over others 

‘never straight 

sight’ 

Chrysostom desires vainglory/reputation 

inordinate 

‘teeth are stained 

and decayed’ 

and,  

“gnaws on lives 

of others” 

Avicenna Cannone 6 

(about the sea-frog) 

malicious speech acts 

acts to cause injury to others 

misrepresentation of others 

diminishes others 

hate  

‘breasts swelling 

with poison’ 

Gregory Moralities 

 

retarded judicative capacities 

inaccurate judgement/estimation 

falsity/mendacio 

‘tongue enthused 

with poison’ 

Daniel 7 speech act: murmuratio 

inordinate will 

judges circumstance to be unfair 

‘never smiles’  pleasure in others misfortune 

‘rots’  hates glory of others 

suffers pain about glory of 

others 
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In Librum Sapientiae Regis Salomonis Praelectiones, Lectio clxxxviii (see Appendix IIA).  

The House of Envy: 

Feature  ‘Input’ narrative Qualities/properties inferred 

‘house in lowest 

place’ 

‘house in hell’ 

Gregory Dialogues causes others grief 

‘black valley’ Jews crucified Christ out of 

envy [New Test] 

without purity 

without integrity 

without cleanness 

inclination to sin 

‘without sun’ Jews could  not hear the truth 

about Christ [New Test] 

without truth 

unable to judge/reason correctly 

inordinate 

false 

‘without wind Cyprian without boundaries/limits 

without good future 

pain and suffering 

damned 

‘chilling’ 

 

“without the fire of love of 

God” 

empty of love/caritas 

inordinate 

‘overflowing with 

darkness’ 

Ovid inaccurate/obscured judgment 

percieves inaccurately 

retarded judgement/estimation 

‘deep in valley’ Lunar Eclipse 

Job 

judges others as superior 

acts to diminish others 

hates others good 

‘conopy of dirt’  spite 

apathy 

malicious cognitions 

‘wind kills her’  good news of others causes pain 

and suffering 

‘house is 

gloomy/sad’ 

John Damascene 

(story about the toad) 

tristitia suffered on account of 

others’ good. 
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Envy’s Route and Way of Advancing: 

 

Feature  ‘Input’ narrative Qualities/properties inferred 

‘never still or 

quieted’ 

Genesis [Cain wanders] restless 

constantly changing 

agitation 

turbulance 

‘eats bodies of 

vipers’ 

 desires the misfortunes of others  

love and pleasure about the 

misfortune of others 

‘staff of thorns’ “rather than supporting self 

with staff she pricks others” 

abuse of capacities 

causes others grief/suffering 

‘shrouded in 

clouds’ 

 malicious peech acts: detraction 

obscure/enigmatic/false speech 

aimed to harm others 

‘tramples flowers’ 

 

Valerius Maximus 

Tullius Rhetoric 

only acts to harm good people 

others’ goodness procures harm 

‘burns tips of 

shoots and gnaws 

roots of plants’ 

Mole exemplar malicious speech act about 

superiors, prelates, masters and 

about young men with bright 

futures 

‘her breath 

pollutes cities’ 

Proverbs 5 Malicious speech 

pollutes everyone; creates 

widespread unhappiness and 

disorder 
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Appendix IV 

Figure 2 (above). Follio leaf displaying lecture on Pigritia. In Postilla Super Duodecim 
Prophetas, Book VI, Chapter 4, Micah 4:5.  London, Gray’s Inn MS 2, fol. 41. Late fourteenth 
century.  Courtesy of Gray’s Inn Library, London.   
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